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Abstract
‘Public’ and ‘private’ are central categories helping define realms of modern life. These
public and private spheres of life are also key concepts in current social theory.
These categories are comparatively neglected in Russian studies. This thesis analyses the
public and private in Late‐Communist visual art and poetry. It focuses on the use of art to
transform Soviet social space and the Soviet person. A key agenda is to show an advancing
sense of the personal, private and independent in Russian life. Habermas’s great work on a
previous structural transformation of the public and private spheres is re‐considered in light
of a similar‐but‐different Late‐Communist transformation.
This thesis is a work of Soviet cultural history with a wider social‐theory agenda. It adapts
the concept of practice to try to bridge the division in the sociological imagination between
social structure and individual action. This practice‐based approach to studying Late‐
Communist cultural history emphasises and analyses routine, regular or habitual ways of
doing and thinking. This has advantages over perspectives that chart social transformation
in macro‐level institutions or cultural structures. Structural perspectives can elide the parts
people play in making history. The focus on routine structures in practices also avoids
ascribing too much significance to individual artists or to particular acts.
The key to this approach is an emphasis on activity that is structured. It considers how
activities and ideas change over time. When artists repeatedly act or think differently from
before, it indicates distinct changes in meanings made. It also reveals specific periods and
sites of change. This analysis is necessarily historical. It clusters Soviet artistic practices into
five Soviet cultural constellations with each chapter devoted to a constellation. Each chapter
responds to the same agendas about ways of belonging, about presentations of self, and
about articulating to and with an audience.
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Introduction
Transforming Soviet Art

In 1935, Aleksandr Gerasimov, future president of the Academy of Arts, painted We Have a
Metro! (fig. I.1). Public dignitaries gather amidst opulent surrounds. This is an important
occasion. Goodwill radiates from Stalin’s face. His gestures confer a gift. He stands on a
podium to open a great Soviet engineering feat: the completed Moscow metro. The Central
Committee sit upon the stage before a bust of Lenin. Soviet society takes another great stride
toward the modern industrial society they crave. All eyes hail Stalin. Supreme accolades
greet the vozhd’. Lenin gazes approvingly over the shoulder of the General Secretary that
carries on the great leader’s work. The Politburo sits deferentially and passively behind a
gesturing Stalin. The public sit below in grateful admiration.

Aleksandr Gerasimov’s We Have a Metro! depicted a moment in an ongoing project to
transform society. Stalin and the Central Committee, with Lenin’s figurative presence,
represented an executive Party‐State, which was the architect of a grand utopian society led
by a supreme leader with inimitable foresight. He announces plans before a public directing
social development according to a unique vision of historical laws. The public acts
reflexively, responding to centrally dictated projects.

This was an exemplary work of Socialist Realism. Gerasimov indicated official concepts of
political power via a Socialist Realist convention positioning people in political and social
hierarchies (fig. I.2). The gaze of Stalin stretches diagonally through and beyond the canvas;
this was a conventional device of Russian realism representing society or citizen moving
forward through time, coming into being. The convention was based on Repin’s famous
Barge‐haulers on the Volga (1870‐3, fig. I.3) where a youthful hero defiantly stands proud,
despite the undignified labour he engages in, symbolising a potential future where working
people will have broken the shackles of oppression. In Socialist Realism, this device was
used to indicate Party prescience, often in tandem with symbols of industrial progress, for
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example, tractors, electricity or the metro. Art depicted the transformation of social space as
time marched forward, directed by history’s vanguard.

In 1988, Erik Bulatov painted Revolution‐Perestroika (fig. I.4). Gorbachev obscures the word
Perestroika. It becomes the imperative perestroi (restructure). Bulatov locates perestroika
among the Party‐State tradition of sweeping social change; he undermines the prevalent
view of perestroika as a dismantling of centralised planning. Perestroika was another
instalment in radical social transformations initiated by the central authority, another
attempt to re‐invigorate revolutionary ideals and cast the leadership as progressive and
capable of directing the course of history. Bulatov played with the dominant representation
of time in Soviet culture. The perpetual drive toward something better is shown as
repetitive; history repeats with Soviet society caught in a cycle of programs for change.

The paintings of Gerasimov and Bulatov represented the relationship between time and

social space for different ends. Gerasimov was a painter working during a time when art
was seen as a major weapon for building society and for changing beliefs and values. Works
like Gerasimov’s We Have a Metro! enshrined a political system where the leader and Party
united state and society toward a single goal. As this thesis will show, Soviet artists
consistently participated in a project to ‘engineer’ a new person and society, projecting that
transformation into an ideal future or past. Bulatov was an artist within a post‐modern trend
called Conceptualism. He sought to direct art away from goals of utopian transformation.
Through displacement, appropriation and parody, Conceptualism subverted the political
utility of art drawing the spectator to a new range of questions.

This study explores the relationship between social transformation and art in Soviet Russia,
particularly the practices of social transformation within Soviet art.1 An analysis of these
practices reveals continuity from the pre‐revolutionary avant‐garde through Socialist
Realism and into the art of dissent of the 1960s and 1970s. For these art movements, art had a
utility and it was seen as an activity not only of crafting aesthetic objects but also of creating
The term ‘art’ is used in a broad sense to encompass painting, sculpture, poetry, literature and
music. This thesis focuses on visual art and poetry. Similarly, ‘artists’ refers to painters, sculptors and
poets. This introduction uses painting to illustrate the method pursued throughout.
1
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a new society and person, fashioned through time toward a utopia. The focus will be on a
specific aspect of social and personal change: the shifting relationship between private and
public, looking along a continuum from the private interior realm of personal thoughts,
perceptions and beliefs through to the rules and regulations of public authority, including
the relationship between personal expression and public demands of artists.

This thesis offers a history of these agendas of Soviet art as part of a wider exploration of an
important issue of social theory. The relationship between public and private spheres of life
is a central theme in current social histories and studies but remains under‐examined in
Soviet scholarship, which this thesis seeks to redress. Vladimir Shlapentokh and Oleg
Kharkhordin are two important studies that respectively argue that privatising and
‘publicising’ processes were central features of Communist Russia.2 Shlapentokh argues that
privatisation—the private family, an unofficial civil society, shadow economies—was a
defining feature of Late‐Communist Russia. Kharkhordin claims that the only acceptable
expression of individuality within Soviet society was via exceptional public deeds within
collectives. Citizens engaged in mutual surveillance, watching and judging each other’s
behaviour for deviation from group norms. Everything was public; there was no scope for
personal interests or private thoughts. This study tests, extends and challenges these
hypotheses. For Bolsheviks, radical social change was a process of ‘publicisation’: turning
individuals into collectives, bringing hidden spaces into the open and integrating
independent institutions into the state. This thesis probes the narratives of ‘total publicity’
and relentless privatisation that Khrakhordin and Shlapentokh pursue respectively by
navigating through the diverse ways in which Late‐Communist Russian art movements
pushed the collective, public or statist, on the one hand, or the personal, private and
independent on the other. This thesis not only studies the shifting relationship between
public and private but argues that charting this changing relationship is crucial to
understanding stability and change in Late‐Communist Russia, using the example of art.

Vladimir Shlapentokh, Public and Private Life of the Soviet People: Changing Values in Post‐Stalin Russia,
New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989; Oleg Kharkhordin, The Collective and the
Individual in Russia: A Study of Practices, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California
Press, 1999.
2
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This essay is a history of Soviet art informed by practice theory. It draws out ideas from
practice theory to outline an alternative method for analysing historical change. In many
histories, the mechanism for social change is either a broad shift in social structure (political
economy) or actions by great historical figures or movements (voluntarism). Such histories
either elide individual and group activity or emphasise such action as the only force driving
social change. Practice theory considers how structure and action intersect in habits,
techniques, routines or other behavioural norms. In regard to writing history, analysing
changes in such practices provides a better insight into continuity or change, overcoming
problems of studies that focus on either action or structure. A focus on action may over‐
emphasise a particular person or localised activity; a focus on structure can overlook specific
contexts or neglect the human element. This is the subject of the theoretical literature review,
which follows the historical literature review after this general introduction. For now, it
suffices to say that practice theory considers society or social spheres as constellations of
practices or routine ways of doing.

This essay is an extended application of social theory to a particular historical problem of
continuity and change. It uses Soviet art to analyse a changing constellation in a specific
social realm, that is, how, when and where the dominant norms, techniques and rituals of
Soviet Russian art were displaced and replaced by others. Through this, it elucidates a
practice‐based method to writing histories of social change.

The practice‐based method pursued throughout this thesis differs from the approaches of
two notable practice theorists—Michel Foucault and Jürgen Habermas—but is heavily
influenced by them. Through a discussion of the histories of these thinkers, this introduction
will outline three types of practice: discursive, self‐constructive and communicative. These
three types of practice provide the structure for the core chapters on dominant trends of
Soviet art, with each chapter analysing the trend as a genre, defining the artists within that
trend as well as considering it as a ‘movement’, drawing out social interactions between
artists and with critics and others. The body chapters of this study traverse five artistic
tendencies in Late‐Communist Russia. The order is roughly chronological, with significant
overlap in the movements’ eras of relevance.
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Chapter One “Utopian Visions” discusses Socialist Realism, from its origins in revolutionary
realism through to the 1950s. This chapter serves as a departure point for analyses of the
politico‐cultural transformation in Late‐Communist Russian art. The period described as
‘Late‐Communist Russia’ encompasses the period after Khrushchev became General
Secretary (1956) up to the collapse of the Soviet Union (1991). Emerging in the official artistic
sphere in the late 1950s and early 1960s, alternative art movements subtly transformed
official culture in that relatively tolerant artistic climate. Chapter Two “Limiting Utopia” is
concerned with Neo‐Realism, a movement that challenged Socialist Realist orthodoxies with a
sincere or austere realism.3 Chapter Three “Lamenting Eden” considers Populism, a
movement that revived pre‐revolutionary artistic practices and advocated a return to
popular social traditions. In the later 1960s, various underground artists and artistic circles
coalesced into an informal artistic sphere of self‐published literature (samizdat) and
apartment exhibitions. One movement—Dissident Expressionism—was antagonistic toward
official art and the state. It is discussed in Chapter Four “Conflicting Realities.”4 Chapter
Five “Unravelling the Political Text” describes how Russian postmodernists grappled with
the didactic artistic heritage. Their Conceptualism satirically appropriated official Soviet
political and cultural symbolism, defusing the concepts that other Russian intellectuals had
imagined, defended, or attacked as higher beliefs and truths. Conceptualism rejected
political, social and cultural utopias.

Neo‐Realism is used in the sense of both a new realism seeking to create a contemporary style and
also to suggest similarities with the Italian cinematic and literary movement that emerged in Post‐
Fascist Italy. There are several similarities between the two with both movements representing life
without aesthetic or romantic embellishment. They debunked the false optimism of Fascism and
Stalinism. They both upheld an artistic ‘thaw’ and self‐consciously tried to clear the ground from
which a new aesthetic emerged. In Italy, such notable filmmakers as Michelangelo Antonioni and
Luchino Visconti were Neo‐Realists. Federico Fellini also began his film career writing parts for
Roberto Rossellini’s early Neo‐Realist films. Italo Calvino began as a writer of neo‐realist fiction.
4 “Dissident Expressionism” is used in both a social‐philosophical and artistic sense. It refers to
formalist abstract art influenced by artists from a range of Western Art movements from
Impressionism through to Abstract Expressionism. It also incorporates social‐philosophical positions
that centre the expressive individual; in art, the individual as an exceptional master of painterly
technique; socially, as someone independent or autonomous from social norms and structures.
3
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Public and Private Spheres
By analysing these Soviet Russian art movements, this thesis explores the public and the
private, and their relationship, as social spheres. Habermas’s concepts ‘public sphere’ and
‘private sphere’ have both a specific definition and a general sense. In his influential first
book The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas defined the bourgeois
public sphere of the seventeenth and eighteenth‐century as:

the sphere of private people com[ing] together as a public; they soon claimed the public
sphere regulated from above against the public authorities themselves, to engage them in
a debate over the general rules governing relations in the basically privatised but publicly
relevant sphere of commodity exchange and social labour.5

Even within this specific definition of a public sphere of private people there are multiple
senses of public and private. The bourgeois were a class of private people where ‘private’
was someone “not holding public office.”6 In this case, private was everything excluded
from the state apparatus: the “public authority.”7 Habermas also relates this bourgeois class
of private people to their property and its exchange: a further sense of the private. Habermas
narrow definition of the public sphere as a realm for discussing, debating and defending
matters of the public interest in institutions such as coffee houses and salons and through
media, notably newspapers, separates the ‘public interest’ from the ‘public authority’.

Habermas traversed general senses of the public and private from Ancient Greece through
to Late‐Capitalism, from the division between oikos (the private household) and agora (the
public square), to an Ancien Regime ‘publicness’ where monarchy and nobility alike built an
aura of authority and divinity above the people through insignia, dress and noble conduct,
through to the development of an absolutist state as a public authority awarding public
offices and issuing public ordinances and on to clash between the state and bourgeois civil
society through publicity and over its mediums.
Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Society, Cambridge: Polity Press MIT Press, 1999 [1962], 27.
6 Ibid., 11.
7 Ibid.
5
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The concepts, spaces, people and structures of the ‘public life’ and ‘private life’ in
Communist Russia were different from Habermas’s ‘public of private people’ that he claims
emerged with Enlightenment Europe. This study charts changes across the Soviet period,
from a pervasive notion of the ‘public’ in Bolshevik culture, where artists were ‘public
officials’ and art depicted activity in open spaces such as the street, toward ideas and
activity of a private life and person. The title of this thesis—“The Closing Curtain” serves as
a metaphor for this change, evoking that moment when actors withdraw from the public
arena of the stage following the final act. Soviet artists imagined private spaces and a realm
of the personal, drawing a curtain to divide public from private and withdrawing from their
role as cadres maintaining an ideological “Iron Curtain”. In part, this follows Habermas,
who discusses the emergence of subjectivity and the intimate space of the home as a
counterpart to the public sphere that opposed Ancien Regime absolutism. This thesis,
however, uses a broader definition of the public and private spheres, based on Ali
Madanipour’s Public and Private Spaces of the City, which better captures the diverse ideas
and practices of the public and private in Late‐Communist Russia.

Ali Madanipour distinguishes between social ‘spaces’ and ‘spheres’ (or ‘realms’) in a way
that helps elucidate and expand Habermas’s concepts. Madanipour defines the public
sphere as “the entire range of places, people and activities that constitute the public
dimension of human life”; the public space constitutes its “physical environment.”8 The
private sphere encompasses people and places that retain its original sense of outside,
excluded or independent from the state but also that which is personal or individual: places
such as the home, individual who possess their own thoughts, beliefs and values, the
cultivation of self, as well as intimate and friendly relations with others.

The following table delineates public and private spheres, specifying the types of structures,
spaces and people that will form the focus of this thesis:

8

Ali Madanipour, Public and Private Spaces of the City, London, New York: Routledge, 2003, 4.
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Public sphere

Structures and
institutions

Spaces

People

Private sphere

 The State as “public
authority”
 A public sphere as a realm of
publicity

 Oikos or household
 Family
 Civil society as a“realm of
commodity exchange and
social labour”9

 Open spaces: agora,
battlefield, village, city
 Interpersonal spaces: coffee
houses and salons, schools,
etc.

 Intimate spaces: home

 The ‘actor’ on the world
stage or in the public arena,
rhetorician, politician,
warrior or athlete performing
great deeds
 The social servant or public
official carrying out
ordinances or civic duty
 The member of a general
public: a private person
debating matters in the
public interest

 The person without public
office
 The subjective self: an
individual with subjectivity,
the “innermost core of the
private”10
 The embodied self: the
individual as something
quasi‐inviolate, bounded by
the body, whose desires,
passions and emotions are
only truly known,
experienced or controlled
by the individual

Table I.1: Summary of Entities within Public and Private Spheres

As this thesis will show, the division between public and private spheres is not clear‐cut.
Institutions, spaces and personas became more or less public or private through time.
Talking about the spatial dimension in modern societies, Madanipour refers to a public‐
private continuum, rather than a divide, using the example of the architecture of the family
home, which has an entrance that acts as an intermediary between the open space outside
and the private personal space of the bedroom.11

Habermas, 30.
Ibid., 49.
11 Madanipour, 76.
9

10
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Through Soviet Russian art, this thesis also explores the public, the private and their
relationship, as social spheres. Socialist Realism, for example, portrayed the home as a
‘public’ space to prepare children for a life dedicated to serving society. As official artists,
Socialist Realists fulfilled state imperatives for art, participating in a state‐driven project to
transform society and the person, aiming to inspire the viewing public to emulate the deeds
shown in their works and portraying a historically‐new world and citizen in the process of
becoming to what they ought to be. Through Soviet art history, artists portrayed social
structures, physical environments and groups or individuals changing through time; they
engaged in activities to realise ideals and fashioned selves through civic duty; and they used
mediums of publicity to drive social change.

Three Types of Practices
This thesis uses ideas from cultural and social theory—predominantly those of Michel
Foucault and Jürgen Habermas—to consider changing representations, selves and social
spaces across a spectrum from public and private. It draws out their concepts of practice to
elucidate the production and reproduction of norms, techniques, strategies, rituals and other
forms of practice in Soviet art. This focus of this analysis of artistic practices is the micro‐
dynamics of change, that is, where artists displaced generic conventions with new ones,
expanding or transforming norms of behaviour and forging different practices of publicity
and criticism.

Foucault analysed power in realms other than the traditional political arenas of state and
government, policy and Party: psychiatry, prisons, sexuality and the self.12 In many works,
he analysed discursive practices—the conventions of language that people use to order
things in a specific realm of knowledge—to demonstrate how power relations permeated
discourses, thereby excluding, demeaning or incarcerating people through invented

Relevant books by Foucault include Discipline and Punish; The History of Sexuality: An Introduction,
New York: Vintage Books, 1979 [1975]; The History of Sexuality: The Use of Pleasure, New York: Vintage
Books, 1985 [1984]; The History of Sexuality: The Care of the Self, New York: Vintage Books, 1988 [1984];
Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, London, Sydney: Tavistock
Publications, 1967 [1961].
12
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categories such as ‘mad’, ‘deviant’ and ‘criminal’. In a late work, Foucault reflected upon his
œuvre claiming he had focused on “technologies” of power and the self.13 He belatedly
emphasised ‘practices’ (or ‘techniques’) instead of ‘discourse’.14 He analysed ‘technologies’
(tactics, procedures and institutionalised roles) to dominate or resist others, such as
discipline and training, and, “technologies of the self”, which are techniques or behaviours
that people enact to maintain or become a desirable (for example, ‘normal’ or ‘moral’) type
of person.

Discursive practices and practices of the self in Soviet art are two forms considered in this
thesis. Both structure my analysis of five overlapping movements in Soviet art. A third form
is also discussed. Habermas’s “communication action” or socially‐embedded practices
oriented to reaching understanding, such as discussion and argumentation, supplements the
two types which are derived from Foucault.

Discursive practices

Central to the approach to Soviet political art pursued in this thesis is the idea that ‘genre’—
as used by art critics—is similar to ‘discourse’, as defined by culture theorists. The concept of
genre clarifies the relationship between art, discourse and power. The ‘genre as discourse’
model developed by music critic Robert Walser (following culture theorists Tsvetan
Todorov and John Fiske) considers genre as a codified set of conventions, where genres limit
the artist and spectator to a narrow range of themes, forms and interpretations.15 This idea

Michel Foucault, ʺTechnologies of the self,ʺ in Luther H. Martin, Huck Gutman and Patrick H.
Hutton eds., Technologies of the Self: A Seminar With Michel Foucault, Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1988, 16‐49 at 18.
14 He mentions ‘non‐discursive practices’ as early as The Archaeology of Knowledge, translated A.M.
Sheridan Smith, London: Tavistock Publications, 1972, 45, but the shift became evident in Discipline
and Punish where Foucault analysed ‘technologies of punishment’. Foucault heralded a strong turn
toward practice in French social theory. Two other significant works on this new spirit and from this
time are Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, translated by Richard Nice, Cambridge, New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1977; and Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life,
translated by Steven Rendall, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984.
15 Robert Walser, Running with the Devil: Power, Gender and Madness in Heavy Metal Music, Hanover:
University Press of New England, 1993; Tzvetan Todorov, Genres in Discourse, translated by Catherine
Porter, Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990 [1976]; John Fiske, Television Culture:
13
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parallels Foucault’s concept of discourses, which constrict what can be said or thought in
particular historical situations and societies.16 For Foucault, a discourse is a very particular
constellation of conventional objects, theoretical concepts and methods.17 For example,
Marxist‐Leninism consisted of objects such as the working class, concepts like the class
struggle and a dialectical method of overcoming and then synthesising opposites. Foucault
generally focused on micro‐social interactions within specific cultural contexts.18 His work in
Madness and Civilisation and Discipline and Punish described how discourses of reason create
and incarcerate marginal characters in two types of social institutions: asylums and jails.19

In art, generic convention—routine ways of using subject, objects and devices, including
formal techniques—are key discursive practices. In the Soviet case, many conventions were
rooted in nineteenth‐century philosophy, political discourse and realism. Each chapter in
this study defines how various artistic movements represented idealised behaviours for
Soviet citizens. Soviet artistic discourse outlined ways to speak, act or interact in social
institutions like the workplace, school, domicile or community. Soviet artistic genres
illustrated interactions between citizens and their relationship to the state. They used limited
themes, forms and conventions. A particular focus will be on narratives of an emerging new
society and person, for example, the rapidly‐industrialising society and a historically‐unique
person that was selfless and principled portrayed in Socialist Realism.

Popular Pleasures and Politics, London, New York: Methuen, 1987; John Fiske, Understanding Popular
Culture, Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1989.
16 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, London; New York:
Routledge, 1989.
17 Michel Foucault, ʺPolitics and the Study of Discourseʺ in Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter
Miller, eds., The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991,
53‐72 at 55.
18 Some consider Foucault’s projects as an ‘ethnology’ or ‘anthropology’ of the West. One
commentator who suggests this reading of Foucault is Axel Honneth, The Critique of Power: Reflective
Stages in a Critical Social Theory, translated by Kenneth Baynes, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991. Paul
Rabinow continues Foucault’s project to ʹanthropologiseʹ Western modernity. See, Essays on the
Anthropology of Reason, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1996.
19 Foucault’s “carceral society” resembles Solzhenitsyn’s model of Soviet society as a labour camp:
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, The First Circle, translated by Michael Guybon, London: Fontana Books, 1970
[1968]; One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, translated by Ralph Parker, Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1963; Cancer Ward, translated by Nicholas Bethell and David Burg, Harmondsworth : Penguin, 1971
[1968].
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Practices of the self

This thesis considers a second form of practice outlined by Foucault, supplementing the
discursive analysis. Foucault analysed complexes of discursive practices and strategic
action: not just words and symbols in use (parole), but also physical or material action upon
self, others and the world (pratiques).20 In tandem, complexes of discursive and physical
practices were seen by Foucault to maintain or transform culture and social institutions in
continual power struggles in local specific contexts. Specific social realms develop
techniques that subject people (‘technologies of power’) and techniques that people impose
on themselves (‘technologies of the self’).

Foucault’s last works considered self‐fashioning, or technologies of the self. These are the
self‐enforced procedures and rules through which people become ‘good’, ‘normal’, ‘healthy’
or ‘productive’ citizens or “attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or
immortality.”21 Individuals conduct themselves in certain ways to realise an image of self or
conform to it. In “Technologies of the Self,” Foucault contrasted Greco‐Roman practices of
the self as an ongoing process to train oneself versus Christian techniques of self‐disclosure
and renunciation to know oneself. Stoic practices of meditatio—for example, envisaging
oneself tortured—and gymnasia—for example, exhaustive exercising or abstinence from
feasts in favour of dining on the food of slaves—prepared the individual to endure any
event, even highly unlikely ones.22 In contrast, Christians developed practices of self‐
knowledge, ultimately confession of sins, allowing an expert to advise the confessor how to
act or behave. Rather than cultivating a relationship with oneself, Christian practices created
a hierarchical relationship of power of expert to layperson, that is, a technology of
The two types of practices—utterance or statement (discursive practices) and instrumental use or
strategy (non‐discursive practices)—are both activities. Foucault rejected the appellation
“structuralist” (See: Foucault’s dialogue with Baqir Parham, “On Marx, Islam, Christianity and
Revolution,” Daedalus, 134:1 (Winter 2005), 126‐32 at 130). He is better represented as a practice‐
centred historian. He turned to practices after the events of May 1968 in Paris; this was part of a
broader interest in power and politics. His concept of non‐discursive practices and their interrelation
with discursive practices then solidified in Discipline and Punish, such that he came to emphasise
practices or strategies for governing the conduct of deviants: torture, public works, chain gangs,
surveillance and discipline via military‐style drills.
21 Foucault, “Technologies of the Self,” 18.
22 Ibid., 36‐7.
20
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knowledge/power.23 Technologies of the self and practices of power are interrelated with
social norms, formal rules and power relationships influencing how people conduct, train
and educate themselves.

An analysis of practices of the self in Soviet art reveals how individuals become artists, what
techniques define Soviet artists and how they either became ‘good’ artists or the artists they
wanted to be. As will be shown, Soviet artists created a self through politicised artworks,
social commentary or activism throughout the Communist era regardless of constraint or
circumstance. In the eyes of official or dissident artists, contrasting procedures or techniques
made an artist ‘good’, ‘normal’ or ‘authentic’, but they remained oriented to ends of social
transformation. For much of the Soviet period, artists who sought to fashion a self through
personal expression, aesthetic or otherwise, were engaged in political action confronting the
extensive formal controls that circumscribed artistic activity. Literary, artistic and Party
journals and newspapers rebuked artists when they deviated from official expectations.
Such criticism was meant to act as a catalyst for self‐improvement, that is, to create works
that demonstrated civic responsibility. Unions of people involved in the ‘creative’ sector
meted out punitive measures such as expulsion for artists who refused such direction,
depriving them of the means to work and live.

Such technologies of power also enabled resistance, with artists resisting roles that conflicted
with their self‐definitions. Clashes between self and role resulted from requirements
imposed by the state on artists, but this often remained on the political terrain, for example,
over the right to express personal perspectives or styles. In this case, a deeply‐embedded
behavioural norm of artists enabled resistance to formal constraints. In exploring continuity
and change in Soviet practices of the artistic self the complex relationship between the
artist’s self and social role requires elucidation.

23

Foucault, The History of Sexuality: an Introduction, 59‐62.
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Communicative practices

Beyond generic conventions and the fashioning of artists, this thesis also immerses the five
Soviet art movements within a ‘public sphere’ that Habermas defines as a network for
communicating information and opinion.24 The public sphere was a social realm that
Habermas studied in his earliest work and continues to underpin his later theory.25 The
public sphere is a complex of communicative practices such as deliberation, negotiation and
argumentation rather than particular institutions, but it has an ‘infrastructure’, comprised of
assemblies and associations, readers and viewers, and of media such as newspapers or
television.

The practice‐based method pursued in this thesis discusses Soviet art movements primarily
through their communicative interactions, articulating how artists, critics, editors, officials
and others interacted with art and each other using key concepts of Habermas’s theory of
communicative action such as a ‘speech act’ and ‘validity claim’. In communicative
interactions, a speaker seeks to establish a type of relationship with a listener, for example,
to convince the listener of a worldly truth, to follow a virtuous path or feel empathy for
another. These are speech acts: by saying something the speaker is doing something. In
Socialist Realism, for example, scenes of industrialisation demonstrated that Soviet society
was progressing toward an ideal; the devastation at Stalingrad persuaded the public that the
actions of the Nazis during World War II were immoral. Readers or viewers consider to
what extent claims are valid, perhaps accepting the statement as true or right, or
alternatively rejecting their validity and engaging the speaker, writer or painter in debate. In
art, such deliberations and debates are generally mediated through journals and other
vehicles for art criticism.

Jürgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy,
translation by William Rehg, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996, 360.
25 Habermas left behind the concept after Structural Transformation, but the general theme of a realm
for deliberating and building consensus remained in works such as Theory of Communicative Action,
Vol. II: System and Lifeworld, translated by Thomas McCarthy, Boston: Beacon Press, 1987 and his idea
of ‘discourse ethics’ (see Jurgen Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, 43‐115). He
returns to the public sphere and civil society in Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse
Theory of Law and Democracy, translation by William Rehg, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996, 329‐87.
24
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In his influential historical study Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas
charted the rise and decline of the ‘liberal’ or bourgeois public sphere in Enlightenment
Europe and the modern West. This public sphere was a network of orators, writers, readers,
coffee houses, salons, newspapers, novels and pamphlets. From the seventeenth‐century,
Habermas argued, the bourgeoisie gained control over vehicles for publicity, turning them
against the state. Through publicity, they represented their specific interests—“the general
rules governing … commodity exchange and social labour”—but claimed to represent
humankind.26 Public intellectuals and associations curtailed state power, holding it
accountable, critically appraising political performance and policy, potentially de‐
legitimising the government.27 Intellectuals and activities critiqued previously unquestioned
truths. These new practices of communicative interaction bypassed regal control over
publicity. Writers and readers, speakers and orators interacted in public spaces and through
new media. This was a public sphere outside the monarchical state, a sphere between the
state and civil society.

The following chapters consider a kindred Russian artistic public sphere under Late‐
Communism. An analysis of Soviet ‘speech acts’, for example, veneration, reporting, or
criticism, complement the Foucauldian perspective of this study. Diverse practices of
communication and social interaction, including what Habermas calls ‘‘representative
publicness” or “publicity of representation”28 (publicising state power without popular
participation, particularly raising the public stature of a state leader), bureaucratic
procedure, circumscribed deliberation and open radical critique dominated at various times
and in different contexts. Throughout the historical period under examination, the
Habermas, Structural Transformation, 27.
Habermas also discusses a ‘degeneration’ of the public sphere, a part of a ‘re‐feudalisation’ process,
whereby state and society fused. The distinction between social and political structures, as well as
public and private life was eradicated. For example, government interventions into a market and
corporately‐funded political parties begin to overwhelm such divisions between state and society.
Governments and corporations manipulate public opinion via advertising and market research. This
‘degeneration’ is the theme of the second half of Structural Transformation. See Section V: The Social
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, 141‐180 and Section VI: The Transformation of the
Public Sphere’s Political Function, 181‐235. These views have influenced this approach to studies of
culture under Late‐Communism.
28 Ibid., 5, 7.
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relationship between state and artistic public sphere shifted. An authoritarian state
occasionally dominated, but this was a complex interaction requiring elaboration without
recourse to the simple dichotomies—like totalitarian state and civil society—that permeate
existing analyses.29

Three Core Themes

Each chapter in this study traverses three core themes with the three types of practices
shaping the structure of each chapter. An art movement will be defined by its different
constellation of these practices. In summary, the practices under consideration are:

i.

Generic conventions, read as akin to discourses, including key objects and painterly
techniques

ii. Techniques of self‐fashioning and their interaction with technologies of power: how
artists define, produce and improve themselves as artists as well as the compatibility
or conflicts between self and the artist’s social role; and
iii. Practices of publicity and criticism, including interaction between artists, critics and
editors through Unions, circles, journals and exhibition spaces.

Theme One— “Imagining People, Community and Society”—analyses discursive practices
or generic conventions. In early works, Foucault explored the categories that defined a
‘normal’ person—the socially‐defined model for self—from an abnormal other. “Imagining
People, Community and Society” analyses how artists envisaged everyday life, the ideal
person and model behaviours in everyday contexts.

Theme two—“Self and Roles”—considers self‐definitions by artists and the artists’ role in
Soviet society. Self‐construction and self‐subjection, that is, practices of self, were central
motifs in Foucault’s later work. This section is broader in scope, comparing the artistic self to
institutionalised artistic roles. Here, confrontations with the state and others artists to
resolve role‐conflicts are a central motif.
29

The dichotomy is discussed in the historical literature review that follows this introduction.
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The third theme—“Art Movements and Public Spheres”—describes the types of statements
and claims that artists communicated when creating art, for example, issuing imperatives to
act, making claims to truth or establishing moral positions. Through such statements, artists
sought to establish a certain relationship with critics and the general public. Whereas
experiments with form provoked moral indignation for being ‘decadent’ or ‘Western’ from
official critics, they encouraged wide‐ranging interpretation and speculation within
underground contexts. An analysis of practices of publicity and criticism reveals shifts in the
type of public sphere dominant in the Soviet Union, that is, the extent it was state controlled,
issuing instructions or ordinances for people to follow or whether artists could express
personal opinions, perspectives or styles, something closer to Habermas’s public sphere of
private people.

Each chapter is structured as follows:

Art Movements and

Imagining People,
Community and Society
Generic Conventions

Self and Roles:

Public Spheres:

Techniques of Self‐Realisation

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism

Table I.1: Thematic Structure of Each Chapter

Theme One: Imagining People, Community and Society: Art as a Genre

“Imagining People, Community and Society” surveys discursive constructions of the ideal
person, everyday social interactions and contexts. This theme reads visual art, poetry and
literature as texts. As Boris Grois points out, Socialist Realism was first defined as a method
for literature and was transposed on other art forms without consideration of any unique
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features.30 Visual artists produced works to be read capturing a moment in a comprehensible
narrative that extended from a past and into a future beyond the spaces of the painting.

Adapting Daniel Chandler’s summary of the “textural features” of film and television
genres31, some of the conventions of Soviet poetry and visual art under consideration are:



Narrative: typical plots, such as the conflict between natural instinct and socially‐
conscious activity of the hero



Characterisation: stereotypical characters and behaviours



Basic themes and repeated subject matter



Setting: geographical and historical



Iconography: where artists employ images that have common or shared meaning,
including leading figures (such as Lenin), costumes (young pioneer’s uniform) or
prop (the tractor)

The particular concern in this section is how artists used these devices to represent social
spheres changing through time.

In several works, Mikhail Bakhtin analysed a particular and pertinent device used in
literature for visualising the relationship between space and time that he labelled the
‘chronotope’, literally meaning time‐space.32A chronotope may be a location, setting or other
device that allows the author to represent time: as historical (a sequence where people or
settings change into something new, for example, grand construction projects in Siberia),
cyclical (where people or settings follow a sequence which repeats, for example, harvests,
seasons or generations, as in village prose) or eternal (where people or settings remain the
same, for example, the ideal New Soviet Person as the final stage of human evolution). This
Boris Grois, The Total Art of Stalinism: Avant‐Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond, translated by
Charles Rougle, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1992, 36.
31 Daniel Chandler, ʺAn Introduction to Genre Theory, Appendix 2: Generic textual features of film
and television,ʺ http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Documents/intgenre/intgenre7.html, last accessed: 2
May 2012.
32 Mikhail Bakhtin, “Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novel,” in The Dialogic Imagination,
translated by Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1982, 84‐
258.
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section will focus on artworks where biographical time (the course of someone’s life)
intersects with changing settings to reveal the relationship between the hero and broader
society, that is, on what Bakhtin calls narratives of “historical emergence.”33

For Bakhtin, this historical emergence was a signature of realist literature, which was a type
of Bildungsroman where a new society emerges “in and through” the hero.34 The Socialist
Realist novel was a coming‐of‐age story. Katerina Clark outlines a “prototypical plot” where
a young hero learns to suppress youthful impulses and performs an extraordinary feat in the
face of adversity, participating in the revolution, contributing to the new society through
smashing production norms or fighting in the Civil War or Great Patriotic War, acting as a
rite of passage into adulthood.35 In suppressing youthful impulses, the emerging hero moves
from the private or personal to the public defeating fear, emotion or desire—aspects of the
self bounded by the body—to become an ascetic conscientious being oriented toward civic
duty or state service. Soviet society becomes akin to an Agora: an arena for the articulation
of great deeds.

As will be discussed, many Late‐Communist Russian artists re‐oriented this relationship
between public and private. Neo‐Realism depicted workers with hidden feelings and
private thoughts, sometimes in scenes that suggested a need to balance public and personal
aspects of life. Like Socialist Realism, Populism located conscientious behaviours in open
spaces but located this within the peasant village and a vanishing way of life. Cities were
spaces of immoral self‐interested individuals atomised and indifferent to the interpersonal
bonds cultivated by rural families and communities. Dissident artists constructed public
spaces filled with stifled or homogeneous groups in contrast to marginal or private spaces
where protagonists engaged in behaviours denied or decried in official thought. Such shifts
and departures from routine ways of depicting everyday life are the focus of this section,
demonstrating the micro‐dynamics of change in art.
Mikhail Bakhtin, “The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism,“ in Speech
Genres and Other Late Essays, translated by Vern W. McGee, Austin, TX: University of Texas Press,
1986, 10‐59 at 23.
34 Ibid.
35 Katerina Clark, The Soviet Novel: History as Ritual, Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
1985, 159‐176.
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Theme Two: Self and Role: the Soviet Artist

“Self and Roles” moves away from artistic content to the artist. This theme looks at practices
that created the Soviet artist, with a focus on practices of the self, that is, ways people
routinely act to become a Soviet artist. Firstly, this section defines an ‘ideal’ type for the
artist through the words that artists use to describe themselves, remaining on discursive
terrain. A common theme in these self‐definitions is a desire to serve society, which often
overshadowed creative pursuits and personal expression. Secondly, “Self and Roles”
considers the behaviours and techniques that artists adopt to attain that ideal state. These
are Foucault’s technologies de soi—working on oneself—as individuals became better artists,
for example, through field studies of workers in the periphery or returning to their ‘roots’ in
ritual journeys to rural villages, locating self within popular or national traditions. Thirdly,
this section looks at conflicts between these techniques and the social constraints on artists—
the formal rules or normative expectations of their social role—and strategies for resolving
such clashes.

The conflict between techniques of self‐construction and role obligations touches on two
competing sociological definitions of social role.36 For functionalists, roles are formal.
Individuals adopt pre‐given organisational, social and cultural positions. People ‘receive’ or
‘take’ roles, moving within acceptable socio‐cultural norms and institutional constraints.37
Social institutions assign identities, ensnare people in a web of formal and informal rules,
obligations, expectations and spatial arrangements. For interactionists, individuals
“consciously and purposefully enact roles.”38 They can either ‘take’ or ‘make’ roles.39
Individuals conform to role expectations, but they also create roles according to self‐
For an excellent summary of competing sociological perspectives of social roles, see B. J. Biddle,
“Recent Development in Role Theory,” Annual Review of Sociology, 12 (1986), 67‐92.
37 For the classic statement of functionalism, see Talcott Parsons, The Social System. New York: Free
Press of Glencoe, 1951.
38 Louis A. Zurcher, Social Roles: Conformity, Conflict and Creativity, Beverly Hills: Sage, 1983, 13. For a
symbolic interactionist perspective on roles, see: R.H. Turner, “The Role and the Person,” American
Journal of Sociology, 84:1 (July 1978), 1‐23.
39 Zurcher uses the terms ‘take’ and ‘make’ for roles (14‐5). They are consistent with the symbolic
interactionist tradition that Zurcher is within, implying a choice by the individual playing the role.
The sense used here is somewhere between the two prominent sociological traditions.
36
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perceptions and self‐definitions. People adopt roles of others—George Mead’s ‘role‐
taking’—to develop self‐definitions.40 A practice‐based approach shows how the two
levels—the broad social‐cultural norms and institutionalised positions on the one hand, and
the deliberate negotiation and shaping of roles by the individual on the other—intersect.

Self‐development and expected behaviours or rules of conduct are often congruent with
people acting and thinking in habitual or routine ways of behaving without questioning
why. When individuals perceive a social role as illegitimate or problematic—incompatible
with their sense of self—people develop strategies to resolve this conflict, sometimes
transforming those roles. Such strategies are practices of power, as procedures, tactics or
means to ends that resist normative or formal controls.41 It is politics as a micro‐level power
struggle. Social roles provide boundaries for behaviour. People sometimes make a new role
compatible with self by transgressing these boundaries enacting change. Self‐definitions
limit which roles people accept. People internalise or defy behavioural norms.

Soviet artists fashioned a self somewhere along a continuum between personal expression
and official expectation. For many official realist artists, cultivating a personal style was
compatible with state goals for art, including criteria such as comprehensibility. Failure
evoked criticism from the Party, creative unions or critics, which triggered a central ritual of
self‐improvement known as criticism/self‐criticism whereby the transgressor was expected

George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self and Society: From the Standpoint of a Social Behaviourist, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1934, 137‐141. Self‐construction in the image of others is a core theme in
symbolic interactionism. For the key text, see Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1959.
41 Jon Simons, Foucault and the Political, London and New York: Routledge, 1996, 38. Simons employs
Max Weber’s distinction between value‐rationality or wertrational action—actions oriented to an
unquestionable, generally moral, end—and purposive‐rationality or zweckrational action – the act of
problematising and choosing appropriate means to an end – to outline the Foucauldian distinction
between discursive practices and practices of power. Foucault had analysed historically contingent
specific rationalities: ethics and strategies that facilitate domination and control in contexts such as
the prison, asylum, or university. These different rationalities are enmeshed in power relations. They
increase domination, not freedom, hence Foucault’s equation power/knowledge. Adrian Jones also
uses the distinction between wertrational and zweckrational action in his discussion of Russian
collective identity. See Adrian Jones, “Competing Ideas of the Self in Russian Self‐Determination, Past
and Present” in Aleksandar Pavković, Halyna Koscharsky and Adam Czarnota eds., Nationalism and
Postcommunism: A Collection of Essays, Aldershot, England, Brookfield, VT: Dartmouth Publishing,
1995, 43‐44.
40
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to acknowledge mistakes and engage in self‐criticism, acknowledging the correctness of the
criticism and promising to amend present failures and do better in the future. In this ritual,
practices of self and practices of knowledge/power were united, serving as a path to self‐
improvement but also providing knowledge of the artist’s loyalty and principles, enabling
superiors to judge the person and alert others to how to adapt to current demands and
changing circumstances. Later, artists skilfully performed ritual self‐criticism to avoid
repercussions, such as expulsion from the union, following criticism for formal or thematic
deviations from the current line, enabling them to cultivate a personal style within
contemporary limits.

These official artists in official roles transformed their positions when the Khrushchev and
Brezhnev regimes imparted limited autonomy to the creative intelligentsia. A private sphere
emerged as the Party‐State retreated from collectivising domestic life. The split between
public and private life created a clash between official and personal roles for many artists.
Informal artists retreated into a private world in which they expressed opinions and
experimented in ways not permitted in official art. Dissidents forged artistic and political
roles opposed to the state. Other artists, particularly Conceptualists, played distinct public
and private artistic roles. Kenneth Jowitt identified dissimulative practices—presenting a
different ‘public’ and ‘private’ self—as a central feature of Soviet regimes.42 Many artists
worked as graphic designers and illustrators in the official public sphere while creating
‘formal’ works at home. They held official positions in creative institutions but reserved
their talent and inspiration for their work in the informal artistic sphere.

Theme Three: Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Artist and Public

“Art Movements and Public Spheres” focuses on specific practices that constitute public
spheres, drawing from Habermas’s concept. A brief discussion of his history of the public

Kenneth Jowitt, New World Disorder, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992, 72.
Dissimulation was also a peasant practice in pre‐revolutionary Russia. Peasants had behaved in
similar ways before tsarist officials and landlords, acquiescing to dominant cultural practices, while
maintaining identity and customs in private. Daniel Field, Rebels in the Name of the Tsar, Boston:
Unwin Hyman, 1989.
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sphere and some problems with his model will be addressed here. An outline of these
elements of the public sphere as they appear in the core chapters follows.

For Habermas, the ʺclassical liberal public sphereʺ public sphere emerged out of the split
between public and private in early‐modern Western Europe, as described in The Structural
Transformation of the Public Sphere. Habermas describes a broad process of social change
where a private family and personal life separated from traditional forms of community and
of royal authority. The divide between public and private spheres emerged with a particular
type of persona: a bourgeois individual imbued with subjectivity who articulated personal
needs, interests and opinions.

Publicising personal opinions and perspectives were new practices. Public communication
was previously the preserve of the state using pamphlets and broadsheets to announce
ordinances. Bourgeois individuals wrote letters, read epistolary novels and discussed them
in new public spaces such as coffee houses and salons cultivating sociability and conveying
emotions and experiences. Through literary criticism, the public debated cultural matters,
also clarifying models for self and society. Increasingly, the public critically assessed state
policies, questioning their validity. Against state publicity machines issuing imperatives and
regulations, these private citizens raised contrary personal perspectives on what was true
and right. Practices of argumentation and negotiation generated ‘l’opinion publique’: a novel
concept that emerged in the new relationships between orators and listeners, and between
writers and readers. This new principle of social interaction and organisation is what
Habermas calls the public sphere.43

This early work of Habermas’s did not accommodate recent ideas of social diversity.
Bourgeois society had a single public sphere that was, in principle, open to all, without
social exclusion. Individuals debated and negotiated particular perspectives. Applied to the
art history of Late‐Communism, however, Habermas’s model requires some modification.
The multiple social divisions through Russian art require complexity and diversity beyond
this model of a single public sphere.

43

Habermas, Structural Transformation, 57‐72.
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Several recent theorists and commentators have pushed the general Habermasian concept
toward plurality, contestation and diversity. Fraser refers to “subaltern counterpublics” that
oppose “dominant publics,” using the example of late‐twentieth‐century U.S. feminism.44 In
her socio‐cultural explanation, suppressed classes, genders, ethnicities or sexualities form
alternative publics. Warner refers simply to counter‐publics. He defines a counter‐public as
a public aware of its “subordinate status” vis‐à‐vis hegemonic culture.45 Warner critiques
Fraser, radicalising her “subaltern counter‐publics.” A counter‐public is not simply a public
that creates “oppositional interpretations of its members’ identities, interests and needs.”46 It
invents unique cultures, institutions and modes of interaction.47 Both Fraser and Warner
push the Habermasian class‐based “bourgeois public sphere” toward a post‐socialist theory
of social diversity.48

Habermas’s idealised public sphere cannot be simply transposed to the Soviet context. The
types of persona that emerged in the Soviet era forged a variety of practices of publicity and
criticism as well as some unique forms of media and association. In this thesis, Soviet art
movements are considered as diverse and divided publics, some without access to broadly
distributed media and forming counter‐publics around political or artistic interests. For
instance, Socialist Realist artists were closer to public officials than to a liberal bourgeoisie:

Nancy Fraser, ʺRethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing
Democracy,ʺ in Craig Calhoun ed., Habermas and the Public Sphere, Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press,
1992, 109‐42 at 115, 128.
45 Michael Warner, “Publics and Counterpublics,” Public Culture, 14:1 (Winter 2002), 49‐90 at 86.
46 Ibid., 85‐6.
47 Warner sees Fraser’s subaltern counter‐publics as insufficiently distinct from the dominant public
sphere. They replicate dominant institutions and practices. Both Fraser’s and Warner’s definition of
subaltern—as a subordinate group—is problematic following Spivak’s critique of “subaltern” as used
in subaltern studies and Western culture theory (particularly post‐colonialism). Spivak distinguishes
“subaltern” from subordinate or oppressed social groups. The subaltern are those who are without
identity (in her terms, an “identity‐in‐differential); a heterogeneous throng. In this definition, the
subaltern cannot form a public. There is no us to define identity. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ʺCan
The Subaltern Speak?,ʺ in Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg eds., Marxism and the Interpretation of
Culture, Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988, 271‐313.
48 Seyla Benhabib and Jeffrey Alexander are two other important contributors to this debate. See Seyla
Benhabib, ʺModels of Public Space: Hannah Arendt, the Liberal Tradition and Jurgen Habermas,ʺ in
Calhoun, 73‐96; and Jeffrey Alexander, ʺCivil Society Between Difference and Solidarity: Rethinking
Integration in the Fragmented Civil Society.ʺ Theoria: Journal of Social and Political Theory, 92
(December 1998), 1‐14.
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they created artworks as ordinances of the state. Official critics, union and Party leaders
judged these works according to different criteria and in a different publishing environment
than the literary and political critics of Enlightenment Europe. Later, official artists formed
blocs within Unions or small private circles to pursue interests divergent from Socialist
Realism. Some became counter‐publics creating independent forms of media such as
samizdat (self‐publishing, manuscripts reproduced on typewriters) and apartment
exhibitions.

The focus of the section “Art Movements and Public Spheres” will be practices of public
communication. Firstly, this section considers the types of statements artists within a
movement routinely used when communicating through journals and other public mediums
through their prose, poetry or visual art, that is, a look at art as speech acts, using
Habermas’s typology of constatives (statements of truth), regulatives (statements of
rightness, such as a moral position) and expressives (statements of subjective feeling or
sentiment). Official artists, for example, commanded the public to action via imperatives,
that is, via a type of regulative statements utlining a way to behave. Artists created realistic
portraits of society and person, but the social realities were often in conflict from movement
to movement. When Socialist Realists stated the truth, they relied on the concept of the
‘typical’, grasping an exceptional moment from the present that signified the future, aiming
to convince the public that moment would become the everyday. Neo‐Realists, in contrast,
had a catch‐cry of ‘sincerity’, stating truths as personally perceived, an often far less
sanguine reality than that of Socialist Realism.

Secondly, this section analyses practices such as description, criticism, debate and
interpretation, that is, the reception of texts by the public. Such statements facilitate certain
types of responses. Habermas argues that a speaker (or a writer, poet or painter) raises a
claim for the critic, reader or spectator to judge whether a statement is true, right or sincere.
In his ideal case, a critic or the public makes a personal judgement, accepting, discussing or
debating the validity of the claim and from these particular opinions public opinion forms.
In Soviet Russia, however, it was not always possible to openly debate the merits of, say, a
‘typical’ versus ‘sincere’ truth. Official media, censorship and editorial policy circumscribed
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debate. At times, literary and artistic criticism was almost absent from newspapers and
journals, giving way to description and plot summaries. Such practices will be considered
against a backdrop of changing publishing environment.

Thirdly, the sections on ‘Art Movements and Public Spheres’ look at practices for
publishing. They focus on how interaction between artists and public is mediated, including
strategies pursued by editorial boards and the Soviet public sphere’s infrastructure for art.
Artistic communication was mediated via forms such as newspapers, journals and
exhibition spaces and it occurred within and between artistic associations, such as circles or
Unions. In the Late‐Communist period, reformist and nationalist artists formed blocs within
official unions and around journals. These circles helped young or controversial artists
navigate through publishing controls using strategies such as removing phrases that would
draw the attention of censors or publishing controversial materials when Party elites were
fighting factional battles and pushing reformist or nationalist lines in the creative arena. In
general, editorial boards skilfully manoeuvred through these controls but occasionally
transgressed limits, which led to censure or dismissal. Artists and critics were able to
articulate a greater range of perspectives and positions than during the Stalin years;
Solzhenitsyn wrote and said things Babel and Pasternak could not. Changes within official
artistic institutions and the emergence of unofficial associations and media are related to
changing publishing practices.

All‐in‐all, this thesis reconstructs a fundamental transformation in the Soviet Russian public
and private spheres as they relate to art through the study of practices. Three core themes—
Imagining People, Community and Society; Self and Roles; and Public Spheres—are pursued
through and across five chapters. Each chapter is devoted to one of five artistic movements:
Socialist Realism, Neo‐Realism, Populism, Dissident Expressionism and Conceptualism. Before
those five detailed chapters—that proceed from one art movement to the next—the
historical literature on Late‐Communism is reviewed followed by an explicative theoretical
review on the concept of ‘practice’ as used in recent social theory and applied in this thesis.
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Politics, Culture and Practice

This following review of the historical literature surveys histories of Soviet culture, visual
art and literature, locating these histories within broader trends of historical writing that
have influenced this literature at various times. Three trends are discussed: the political
heritage, a ‘cultural turn’ and a small number of writers that employ the concept of practice
in recent cultural histories, pointing toward the approach taken in this thesis.

For many years, official Soviet art was portrayed as a tool of the Party‐State by historians
under the sway of the idea that Soviet society was ‘totalitarian’, drawing on a concept
dominant in Cold War political science that claimed Soviet regime sought total control over
political, social and cultural life. Any study concerned with Soviet art art must address this
political heritage, signposting any similarities or differences from this once‐pervasive
narrative. After considering this heritage, this review discusses revisionist perspectives that
place greater emphasis on broad participation and approval of state policies. Totalitarian
and revisionist arguments about art reflect the political histories that dominated Soviet
research for many years. While sharing some broad precepts with revisionism, this thesis
draws on culture theory, which in recent years has displaced the political paradigm as the
dominant method for analysing Soviet art history. The ‘cultural turn’ is reflected in new
objects of study such as rituals, myths, motifs and codes that artists habitually use when
creating art. Within this cultural turn, there is a nuanced view of politics, shared by this
thesis, that power is not simply an instrument wielded by the powerful, but is embedded in
knowledge and behavioural norms that maintain power relationships, controlling what
people can think and do and creating conceptual hierarchies that exclude and marginalise
certain objects of art and types of artist.

Historical Literature Review

Art as Politics: Sovietology and Revisionism

For many years, ‘totalitarianism’ was a concept that dominated ‘Sovietological’ literature. As
it developed, Western‐based historical, sociological and political studies of Soviet societies
became enmeshed in the Cold War. Scholars at Harvard University, supported by
government agencies such as the CIA, FBI and the U.S. Air Force developed the totalitarian
model in the 1950s and 1960s.49 Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy by Carl Friedrich and
Zbigniew Brzezinski was the text that dominated the field.50 This book attempted to
discredit Communism by identifying it with Nazism, consolidating earlier works such as
Hannah Arendt’s The Origins of Totalitarianism.51 Friedrich and Brzezinski defined
characteristics shared by totalitarian systems: Germany, Italy and the Soviet Union. They
defined totalitarianism succinctly as autocracy adapted to modern mass industrialized
societies.52

Two of Friedrich and Brzezinski’s six key features53 were present in histories of art that
sought to discredit the Soviet regime and Socialist Realism. One was that the Party held a
ʺmonopoly of the means of effective mass communicationʺ and two, that official art was part
of an imposed ideology to which all had to adhere.54 In Totalitarian Art, for example, Igor
Golomshtok claims that totalitarian regimes use art as an “ideological weapon” and
monopolise and control art through centralised artistic institutions that form part of the state
apparatus, making a conservative art form “official and obligatory.”55 Some histories
described this apparatus of control in extensive detail, with a focus on the Unions of Artists
and Writers as the organ responsible for day‐to‐day direction. Harold Swayze depicts the

Abbott Gleason, Totalitarianism: The Inner History of the Cold War, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1995, 121‐8.
50 Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy, Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965 [1956].
51 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1967, [1951].
52 Friedrich and Brzezinski, 15.
53 The six shared characteristics are: “an ideology, a single party typically led by one man, a terroristic
police, a communications monopoly, a weapons monopoly, and a centrally directed economy.” Ibid.,
21.
54 Ibid., 21‐2. Official ideology directed society toward a ‘perfect final stage of mankind‘ʺ
55 Igor Golomshtock, Totalitarian art: in the Soviet Union, the Third Reich, Fascist Italy and the Peopleʹs
Republic of China, London: Collins & Harvill, 1989, xiii.
49
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Union of Writers as an exceedingly centralised institution with Fadeev as a Stalin‐like
‘general secretary’ enforcing literary policy through control over editorial boards of journals
and publishing houses.56 These histories highlight how the state “liquidated” artistic
associations and closed all independent press, furthering its monopoly through control over
artists’ materials as well as output through commissions and awards based on the “public
utilization of their works.”57 Incentives, supplemented with necessary punitive measures,
ensured self‐censorship, completing the monopoly on artistic production and distribution.

The totalitarian model, as applied to art and literary history, argues that this monopoly
produced an art that was merely ideology, tainted by politics and hence without merit.
These political histories of Soviet art were beset by many simple ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ moral
categories, often without any analysis of the texts labelled with the pejorative Socialist
Realist, some manifesting their value judgements in contrasts between ‘Soviet’ and ‘Russian’
literature.58 Often, such value judgements as ʺthree decades of near‐barrennessʺ and
ʺsubstandard stereotypes masquerading as literatureʺ occur without any analysis of the
offending ‘Soviet’ texts.59 Conversely, any literature that, in their eyes, has literary merit is
defined as subversive or part of the great Russian literary tradition of Gogol, Dostoevskii
and Tolstoi. For example, Ludmila Koehler locates Solzhenitsyn within that golden and
silver age lost in the Soviet era; she judges this heritage to be genuine literature and the
opposite of official fiction, which was a tool for Party propaganda and “soul engineering.”60
Hayward (with the particular case of Solzhenitsyn) and Edward Brown (generally across the
Harold Swayze, Political Control of Literature in the USSR, 1946‐1959, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1962, 227‐8.
57 Ibid., 243; Golomshtock, 97‐8, 100; Brandon Taylor, Art and Literature under the Bolsheviks: Authority
and Revolution, Concord, MA: Pluto Press, 1992.
58 Alexander V. Prokhorov points out how Edward Brown went to great lengths to distinguish the
‘Russian’ literature produced in the Soviet Union and discussed in his book Russian Literature since the
Revolution, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982 from the “propagandist and Party‐
oriented literature, which the term “Soviet” suggests to the Western mind,” 21. Alexander V.
Prokhorov, Inherited Discourse: Stalinist Tropes in Thaw Culture, PhD Dissertation, University of
Pittsburgh, 2002, 18‐9.
59 Patricia Blake, “Introduction,” in Patricia Blake and Max Hayward, Half‐way to the Moon: New
Writing from Russia, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964, 7‐39 at 8, Walter N. Vickery,
“Zhdanovism (1946‐53),” in Max Hayward and Leopold Labedz eds., Literature and Revolution in
Soviet Russia, 1917‐62, London : Oxford University Press, 1963, 99‐124 at 99.
60 Ludmila Koehler, “Alexander Solzhenitsyn and the Russian Literary Tradition,” Russian Review 26:2
(April 1967), 176‐84 at 176.
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Soviet period) explore the theme of the individual in mass society arguing this places these
authors at odds with official ideology.61 Such analyses not only use divisions between
‘Russian’ and ‘Soviet’ but also art versus ideology, or ‘artificial’ versus ‘authentic’ (i.e.
twenties, Thaw or unofficial art) with figures such as Pasternak and Solzhenitsyn used for
political arguments that have little to do with the ‘literary values’ they consistently invoke.62
This clearly states the criteria used by contemporary Western literary historians for
evaluating authors as Soviet: their failure to write with a ‘Western’ disposition.

This was a rigid unwavering critique, inflexible in regard to shifts in policy direction, such
as those of the Khrushchev‐era. As a model for Soviet society, it is incapable of considering
the complex interactions between state institutions and artists that lead to shifts in artistic
forms, themes and values. In this thesis, the recurrent theme from this literature—that the
Soviet state ‘imposed’ Socialist Realism destroying the Russian literary past—is rejected.
Socialist Realism was not simply imposed and defended by a state apparatus but was an
organic development from within the Russian literary heritage, drawing on various trends
in Russian art from nineteenth‐century realism through to the avant‐garde. In general, there
was greater scope for expression for artists than the totalitarian model allows and this was
often the result of shifts in state policies and programmes as much as from pressure from
below. The rise of various artistic trends within Late‐Communist Russia cannot solely be
attributed to ‘authentic’ artists that bravely advanced artistic values against ‘propaganda’
art; this is another premise of the totalitarian model rejected here.

The totalitarian model’s simple and strict division between an authoritarian state and
suppressed society was challenged by a number of historians—‘revisionists’—who argued
that a broad social stratum participated in Soviet government and/or Party policies enjoyed
broad popular support—have attacked those who identify Soviet society with
Max Hayward, “Solzhenitsyn’s Place in Contemporary Soviet Literature,” Slavic Review 23:3
(September 1964), 432‐6 at 432; Edward J. Brown, Russian Literature since the Revolution, Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982.
62 For similar arguments, contrasting official and underground art, see Alison Hilton and Norton
Dodge, “Introduction,” in Norton Dodge and Alison Hilton eds., New Art from the Soviet Union: The
Known and the Unknown, Washington D.C: Acropolis Books, 1977, 18;John Bowlt, “Introduction,” in
Norma Roberts ed., The Quest for Self‐Expression: Painting in Moscow and Leningrad 1965‐90, Columbus,
Ohio: Columbus Museum of Art, 1990, 12‐3.
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totalitarianism. In the 1970s, Stephen Cohen and Sheila Fitzpatrick criticised the “totalitarian
model.”63 Cohen challenged the view that totalitarianism was an apt model for 1920s Soviet
Russia, citing the society of the New Economic Policy as moderate and decentred.
Fitzpatrick extended this claim, arguing that Stalin’s revolution ‘from above’ often satisfied
demands ‘from below’, that is, from Party cadres who desired a renewal of revolutionary
fervour after the NEP years.

Although artists were a different social group to the rising apparatchiks discussed by
Fitzpatrick, several histories of Late‐Communist Russian art discuss how interaction
between the state and emerging artists altered official artistic practice, satisfying certain
desires for change. These historians, like the political revisionists, address certain excesses of
the totalitarian model and subvert the opposition between state and reformist artists used in
Soviet art histories.

Susan Reid argues that state policy and public pressure interacted in the search for
“contemporary realism”.64 She thinks this search for a new realism generated conflicting
interpretations and limited cultural pluralism. She argues that a radical bloc within the
Artists’ Union advanced modernist agendas, which was part of the overall intellectual push
for reform within communism; this push supported the state agenda.65 Edith Frankel
suggests Novyi Mir served a “safety valve” function for the regime by giving reformist
elements a voice.66 At times, the Party provided impetus for reform with Novyi Mir able to

See, for example, Stephen F. Cohen, Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution: A Political Biography, 1888‐
1938, London: Wildwood House, 1974; Stephen F. Cohen, Rethinking the Soviet Experience: Politics and
History since 1917, New York: Oxford University Press, 1985; Sheila Fitzpatrick, “Cultural Revolution
in Russia, 1928‐1932,” Journal of Contemporary History 9:1 (January 1974), 33–52. See also the collection
of essays, Sheila Fitzpatrick ed., Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928‐1931, Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1978.
64 Susan Emily Reid, Destalinization and the Remodernization of Soviet Art: The Search for a Contemporary
Realism, 1953‐1963, Unpublished Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1996. Reid uses the
opposition between conservatism and reformism, but argues that these opposing forces within Soviet
cultural politics traverse state and Party.
65 Ibid., 3‐7.
66 Edith Rogovin Frankel, ʺLiterature and Politics under Khrushchev: The Return of Tvardovskii to
Novyi Mir, July 1958,ʺ Russian Review, 35: 2 (April 1976), 155‐172 at 168.
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“respond in its pages to the latest political changes, demands, relaxations.”67 What also
comes through in Frankelʹs account is that, to a large extent, the editorial board controlled
what was published, enabling it to push agendas and to influence the course of public
debate in artistic matters. Party and emerging writers regularly changed strategies in a
constantly shifting publishing environment, often mediated through Tvardovskii and Novyi
Mir. Politicians, segments of the established cultural elite and younger artists and writers all
desired some form of change, their interactions and clashes leading to changes in art and its
administration.

A nationalist literary intelligentsia also coalesced at this time, opposing reformists and
acting as a counter‐weight to the Party‐State becoming a significant cultural force during the
Brezhnev years. Yitzhak Brudny analysed state policies towards the arts and the relationship
between the state and these artists in a phenomenon Brudny calls “inclusionary politics.”68
Inclusionary politics sought to:

incorporate into the system those members of the intellectual elite whose political ideas
might assist, even if indirectly and unintentionally, in enhancing both the legitimacy of
the Soviet regime and Brezhnev’s main domestic policy priorities.69

This policy provided considerable autonomy to nationalist elites vis‐à‐vis the state,
ultimately leading to a cleft between state and society. Simon Cosgrove picks up this theme,
tracing the history of the nationalist journal, Nash sovremennik, and the circle that formed
around it.70 This circle was at the centre of the nationalist opposition to Gorbachev’s reforms
in the 1980s and one of the first public opposition groups in the Soviet Union since the
revolution.
Edith Rogovin Frankel, Novy Mir: A Case Study in the Politics of Literature, 1952‐1958, Cambridge and
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981, 2.
68 Yitzhak Brudny, Reinventing Russia: Russian Nationalism and the Soviet State, 1953‐1991, Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998, 16. Brudny uses the term following Jowitt, who discussed the
‘politics of inclusion’ in European Communist societies. See, Kenneth Jowitt, “Inclusion and
Mobilization in European Leninist Regimes,” World Politics, 28:1 (October 1975), 69‐96 at 71.
69 Ibid., 57‐8.
70 In a study that resembles Brudny, Cosgrove extensively discusses conservative politics in the post‐
Brezhnev era. Simon Cosgrove, Russian Nationalism and the Politics of Soviet Literature: The Case of Nash
sovremennik, 1981‐91, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004.
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These analyses grant agency for historical change to both government and intelligentsia.
Policy changes and elite manoeuvrings are shown intersecting and altering the artistic
sphere. Official art was not simply manipulated ‘from above’ as a tool to inculcate an
ideology but rather expressed some different, sometimes opposed, positions.

This thesis will traverse some of this territory, redressing the totalitarian model’s over‐
emphasis on a “megamachine” of control, although the main focus is on a different local‐
level of politics, as will be discussed below.71 A theme that is addressed, shared by several
histories of painting and literature, is continuity between Socialist Realism and its
precedents and antecedents, challenging the view that this art was simply a vehicle for
political agendas. Geoffrey Hosking critiques Western historians who consider Soviet
readers as “puppets responding to propaganda” treating Socialist Realism, ‘Thaw’ writings,
village prose, émigré and samizdat literature as a single diverse body of works. He locates
Socialist Realism within a heritage traced back through Russian literature (the folk epic, or
bylina) and its “positive hero” or “life of the saint” (zhitie).72 Vern Swanson claims that
Socialist Realism “surpassed” comparable Western naturalist and realist genres.73 Matthew
Cullerne Bown argues official Soviet “masters” such as Aleksandr Deneika, Arkadii Plastov
and Geli Korzhev demonstrate that the movement “comprises our [i.e. the twentieth]
century’s outstanding movement in realist painting.”74 Bown and Swanson locate Socialist
Realism in world art where it stands favourably against similar contemporary movements,
placing them in direct contrast to histories within the totalitarian wing of Sovietology that
rejected Soviet literature and painting as propaganda without any genuine analysis of its
merit.

As one Sovietologist calls the apparatus that regulated artistic production and distribution.
Golomshtock, 95
72 Geoffrey Hosking, Beyond Socialist Realism: Soviet Fiction Since Ivan Denisovich, London: Granada,
1980, 3, 13‐6.
73 Vern Grosvenor Swanson, Soviet Impressionism, Woodbridge, Suffolk: Antique Collectorsʹ Club,
2001.
74 Matthew Cullerne Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998, xviii.
Bown carefully elucidates the political context and its impact on artists, but his focus is artistic themes
and forms, identifying their changes over time.
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These recent histories, along with the histories of Soviet cultural institutions that take a
broadly revisionist stance, undermined many simplistic moral and value judgements that
pervaded earlier Cold War studies. The formerly pervasive dichotomies of the state versus
heroic individual (or artist‐genius), of supposedly ‘authentic’ art against propaganda and
Soviet as opposed to Russian literature are giving way to new interpretations. This thesis
does not judge Soviet art on the basis of aesthetic value or literary merit considering such
values as contingent and arbitrary, rooted in a particular social context. The focus is on the
‘micro‐politics’ of art rather than the totalitarian model’s ‘draconian policies’ imposed ‘from
above’ or the revisionist’s rising apparatchiks (or emerging artists) demanding policy
change ‘from below’. Micro‐politics refers to struggles within a particular social arena or
organisation, where new practices challenge the way things are currently done. This locates
the thesis within the turn in recent histories of Soviet art and literature toward culture
theory, its concern with ‘discourse’ and its redefinition of power.

Art as Discourse: The ‘Cultural Turn’ and Histories of Soviet Art and Literature

Over the past two decades there has been a general shift away from political history
(histories ‘from above’ of governments and policies) and social history (histories ‘from
below’ of social groups or movements) toward a “new cultural history.”75 In Soviet history,
these historians have been called “post‐revisionists”.76 They move beyond the idea that the
powerful impose ideologies on the powerless, arguing that both powerful and powerless

As declared in the title of a collection of essays edited by Lynn Hunt ed., The New Cultural History:
Essays, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989.
76 See Fitzpatrick’s discussion in Sheila Fitzpatrick, “Revisionism in Soviet History,” History and
Theory, 46:4 (December 2007), 77‐91. Fitzpatrick claims that post‐revisionism may ‘in practice amount
to much the same thing’ as revisionism, that is, “that the urban young and upwardly mobile
identified with the Soviet project” (88‐9). She elides an important distinction between social historians
and Foucauldian cultural history. Social historians share the same concept of power as political
historians. “Urban young” and “upwardly mobile” social groups had power over the events in
Stalin’s Russia. They directed history in a manner parallel to the Party. In histories influenced by
linguistics, cultural anthropology or post‐structuralism, culture delimits the decisions, practices and
strategies available to both Party leaders and cadres. This severely circumscribes the ability to make
history, by leader and cadre alike.
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inhabit shared (or multiple) systems of thought.77 In art histories, artistic and literary genres
resemble a language or system of thought. Historians consider the unique symbols and
meanings internal to that system. They dissolve dichotomies between truth and ideology or
between artificial and authentic art, displacing them with artistic analyses of myths or
symbols within particular cultural systems.

Historians, influenced by linguistics and cultural anthropology, use terms such as myths,
ritual, code or discourse when describing literature. Katrina Clark’s The Soviet Novel: History
as Ritual is a central work and major influence over this direction in Soviet literary analysis.78
Clark identifies the myths and central symbols that permeate the Socialist Realist novel to
reveal its master plot or underlying structure. In this plot, an average citizen, generally a
youth, is transformed into a positive hero through socially‐useful action. The hero is a model
for personal emulation whose heroic act instantiated the “great time myth”, that is, a
mythical time where life achieved total meaning.79 The hero assisted the inexorable march
into the glorious Communist future: this was a worker’s paradise on Earth.

Other cultural historians studying works outside High‐Stalinist Socialist Realism have
fruitfully used Clark’s approach. Alexander Prokhorov reveals parallels in the myths of
‘Thaw’ literature, film and memoirs with Socialist Realism.80 Artists adopted the ritualised
role of the positive hero, for example, in the guise of the creative intellectual who defied
present norms.81 Kathleen Parthé analyses the internal dynamics of Soviet‐era ‘village prose
(derevenshchik)’ Populism, reconstructing its “code of reading”.82 Political differences
between various tendencies within village prose wither away as she delineates generic
terms, themes, narrative devices and linguistic style. She explores common themes such as
Stephen Kotkin is a well‐known post‐revisionist. He argues that Stalinism was a shared milieu (or
‘civilisation’), not an imposed ideology. See Stephen Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a
Civilization, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995.
78 Clark, Soviet Novel.
79 Ibid., 39‐41.
80 Prokhorov.
81 Prokhorov develops this idea claiming that thaw intellectuals re‐stated the ‘dialectic’ opposition of
‘spontaneity’ (which was altered to mean a mode of acting according to official dictates without
thought) and ‘consciousness’ (which was exemplified by intellectuals that rejected official ideology to
see the world ‘truthfully’ or ‘sincerely’).
82 Kathleen Parthé, Russian Village Prose: The Radiant Past, Princeton University Press, 1992, 4‐5.
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the dying village and environmental destruction, as well as the author’s use of popular
language and dialogue and “kinds of ‘time’,”83 for example, natural cycles, historical past
and generational change, which differentiates it from Socialist Realism’s kolkhoz literature.
She draws on Bakhtin’s concept of “chronotopes”—literary conventions for representing
time—with village prose using chronotopes of childhood memories and the dying village
(the “Radiant Past”) in opposition to the ‘glorious future’ of Socialist Realism.84

Clark’s influential study combined several contemporary intellectual trends. She drew on
Bakhtin, whose ideas rivalled Derrida for popularity in literary theory, and cultural
anthropology, which had a strong presence in history. She added a focus on ritual
transformation, which is a key concept of Victor Turner. In this thesis, each chapter’s section
on discursive practices will build on such ideas, with generic conventions such as the
‘positive hero’, Clark’s ‘master plot’ and Parthé’s lost ‘golden age’ present in Socialist Realist
paintings and Populist poetry. In a similar vein to the cultural histories just discussed, art is
analysed not as œuvres of individual artists but as a genre (or a particular symbolic system)
identifying the narratives, themes, icons, rituals and icons shared across a group of works.
Time has proved an enduring theme in histories inspired by culture theory85 serving as
structuring narrative in much Russian and Soviet art, from the forward‐looking youth in
Repin’s Barge‐Haulers, through avant‐garde futurism to the dystopias of dissident art.

In some histories, ‘utopia’ was not only a cultural trope but also an organising principle,
driving activity and structuring relations of power. For cultural historians Boris Grois,
Evgenii Dobrenko and Irina Gutkin, artists were not only aesthetes but also revolutionaries:
their activity was goal‐directed developing a “political‐aesthetic project” to transform

Ibid.,49.
Ibid., 22.
85 For another variation on this theme, applying the concept of ‘chronotypes’ (time as frameworks for
everyday existence) to Socialist Realism and its appropriation by Conceptualists see Marina Balina,
ʺPlaying Absolute Time: Chronotypes of Sots‐Art,ʺ in Marina Balina, Nancy Condee, and Evgeny
Dobrenko, Endquote: Sots Art Literature and Soviet Grand Style, Evanston, IL: Northwestern University
Press, 2000, 58‐74. Balina develops the concept from John B. Bender and David E. Wellbery eds.,
Chronotypes: The Construction of Time, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008.
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society enveloping the artistic avant‐garde and the political vanguard.86 This was a project
that forged relations of power, as artists and activists sought control over other people and
the world. The avant‐garde were the most radical participants in an overarching discourse
of social transformation inspiring their move beyond utopian representations toward a goal
to transform people and material world. These historians argue that intellectual elites
desired power to realise goals that went beyond the confines of the artistic sphere. The
aesthetic avant‐garde was politically charged and their art, however formal, was also
political.

From the late‐1920s, according to Grois, the Bolsheviks took control of the political‐aesthetic
project using instruments of state to realise the avant‐garde goal of transforming society
through art, transforming it into Socialist Realism, which they perceived as a better vehicle
for realising radical social change. Socialist Realism shared the “internal logic of the avant‐
garde method,” believing this new method could fulfil the basic avant‐garde impulse that
“art move from representing to transforming the world.”87 Similarly, Gutkin traces the
Socialist Realist tenet that art was an instrument to reconstruct life back through the
modernist avant‐garde—including the Silver‐Age Symbolists and Lef in the 1920s—who
developed Solov’ëv’s idea that art was a means to revamp spiritual life. Simultaneously, a
Marxist vanguard is seen in this approach as advancing an idea of art as an instrument for
transforming society.88 The state was the apposite vehicle for fundamental social change,
displacing avant‐garde art in favour of realism. These histories debunk the idea that artists
were puppets for Party agendas and ideology. The artistic intelligentsia actively sought the
means to radically transform Russian life, sometimes in competition with the Party, but later
as key participants in official art.

Evgenii Dobrenko, Aesthetics of Alienation: Reassessment of Early Soviet Cultural Theories, translated by
Jesse M. Savage, Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2005, 80‐1, 109. Boris Grois refers to it
as an “aesthetico‐political project” in The Total Art of Stalinism: Avant‐garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship and
Beyond, translated by Charles Rougle, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992, 36. Irina Gutkin,
The Cultural Origins of The Socialist Realist Aesthetic, 1890‐1934, Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University
Press, 1999.
87 Grois., 9, 14, 80‐1.
88 Gutkin, 11‐31.
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This narrative shares with cultural histories influenced by anthropology and literary theory
the view that Socialist Realism developed from within the Russian heritage, although in this
case it is the legacy of modernism rather than realism. For both, a future (or past) utopia
provides an underlying structure for particular artistic methods. What distinguishes these
‘political‐aesthetic’ histories from the anthropological approach is a focus on power. Groups
opposed each other in a power struggle to realise the utopian project. These writers
articulate a politics of language with terms like sign, contingency and power supplementing
myth and ritual.

This is a different politics to that analysed by political histories of totalitarianism and their
subsequent revision. Power functions through discursive rules and behavioural norms that
confine everyone to certain ways of seeing and doing rather than something that the
dominant hold over the powerless. This positions people in relations of domination and
resistance, constraining and enabling what objects, devices and techniques artists can use.
Controls, procedures and norms are institutionalised, placing people in hierarchies and
enabling some to use resources to maintain social positions and dominant values, to protect
normalised behaviours and to marginalise threats. From the 1930s, artists experimenting
with abstract forms were marginalised as a new discursive formation was institutionalised
within the state.

Political‐aesthetic histories argue that a common drive to transform the world entwined
political and cultural spheres. For Grois, this project continued throughout the Soviet period,
culminating and breaking down in Conceptualism. Grois’ argument is teleological: it works
backwards from the premise that Conceptualism—an undoubtedly post‐modern art form—
originated in Socialist Realism. Socialist Realism was a transitory movement between
modernism and post‐modernism, which also makes his argument evolutionary. It initiated
Russian postmodernism. In the desire to transform reality and the world, Socialist Realism
introduced a split between sign and reality, representing “reality in its revolutionary
development.” The sign became arbitrary, manipulated as a means to control societal
transformation. Conceptualism completed this process, using dominant symbols in
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unconventional ways, highlighting the arbitrariness of signs through techniques such as
parody for the different end of undermining the dominant artistic discourse.

Grois’ account of Soviet Conceptualism downplays rupture, suggesting continuity was more
important in Soviet art, in contrast to historians of Western post‐modern art who accentuate
a radical break from past art, particularly modernism.89 For Grois, Russian postmodernism
was post‐utopian, not anti‐utopian, completing the avant‐garde project and providing a
point for departure.

This thesis will show how the ‘project’ to transform society through art was tenacious,
appearing in various guises in most of the artistic trends discussed. While Grois’s narrative
offers an overarching evolutionary structure to Soviet art, the approach taken here differs,
charting the stability of, subtle changes to, and radical breaks from dominant artistic
practices. This focus draws on practice theory, a cultural theory that moves away from a
view of culture, language or discourse as a system of signs toward the study of habitual or
routine behaviours.

Art as Practice: The ‘Practice Turn’ and Histories of Soviet Culture

A few recent works have pointed the way toward a focus on practices. Oleg Kharkhordin’s
The Collective and the Individual in Russia: A Study of Practices set Soviet cultural history in this
direction. As in this thesis, Kharkhordin draws on two types of practice studied by Foucault:
objectifying practices—techniques or conventional ways of making people or things into
objects of knowledge and action (similar to discursive practices, as they are called here)—
and subjectifying practices—techniques of self‐fashioning to attain a desired state of being
89

For a representative Western art‐historical text, see Johanna Drucker, Theorizing Modernism: Visual
Art and the Critical Tradition, New York: Columbia University Press, 1994. Some key texts by Western
postmodern artists and critics that declared the break include Rosalind Krauss, The Originality of the
Avant‐Garde and Other Modernist Myths, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1984; Joseph Kosuth,
Art After Philosophy and After: Collected Writings, 1966‐1990, edited with an introduction by Gabriele
Guercio, foreword by Jean‐Francois Lyotard, Cambridge, Massachusetts: M.I.T. Press, 1991; Victor
Burgin, The End of Art Theory: Criticism and Postmodernity, London: Macmillan, 1986; Donald Judd,
Complete Writings 1959‐1975: Gallery Reviews, Book Reviews, Articles, Letters to the Editor, Reports,
Statements, Complaints, New York: New York University Press, 1975
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(practices of the self)—with Kharkhordin studying the individual and collective as objects
and subjects within Soviet thought.90 Foucault often focussed on the myth of the Western
autonomous individual, which Kharkhordin explicitly contrasts to the Russian individual
who thought and acted within collectives.

Firstly, Kharkhordin contrasts mutual and vertical surveillance. These are different
techniques of knowing the individual as an object in Russia and the West, respectively.
According to Foucault, the examination is a primary technique for categorising individuals
in modern societies. The examination has its origins in punitive measures of the eighteenth‐
century, combining ‘normalising judgement’ (the extent a person deviates from an accepted
standard and exhibits potential for correction) and a ‘hierarchical observation’ (vertical
surveillance by superiors or “panopticism”, based on Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon, a
model for the prison that enables constant supervision of inmates). In education systems of
Western societies, examinations grade individuals and locate them somewhere in a vertical
hierarchy.91 Kharkhordin identified Eastern Christian practices that related surveillance and
ethics in a different way and ultimately found their way into Soviet pedagogy and the
purges. From sixteenth‐century monasteries and Late‐Imperial ecclesiastical courts of the
Orthodox Church, a marginal practice—“reveal, admonish, excommunicate”—became
prevalent in Soviet Russia, including Soviet schools and the actions of the Party’s Central
Control Commission. Individuals would reveal sins or deeds before the group (or in public),
allowing others to judge their morality or social conscience, before admonishing,
excommunicating or purging the sinner. Through mutual surveillance, the group obtained
knowledge about individual members, as disclosed in their public behaviour.92

Secondly, Kharkhordin articulates differences between Soviet practices of the self and those
in the West. Foucault traces working on oneself back to the religious practice of confession.
In the West, the individual works on the self through revealing inner thoughts, feelings or
dreams to another: “the subject…needed an interpretive other to listen to his discourse and

Kharkhordin, 24‐5, 355.
Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 170‐94.
92 Kharkhordin, 35‐74.
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also bring it to fruition, to master it.”93 This was a relationship of power with a ‘moral
expert’ guiding the layperson to recognise and confront errant behaviours. In modern
societies, confession as a practice for knowing and improving the self finds its obvious home
in psychoanalysis, confessing the ‘truth’ of one’s darkest desires to enable the individual to
become a moral being. In Russia, by contrast, the knowledge obtained through the
penitential practice of revealing sins to the group allowed the sinner to change aberrant
behaviours. Self‐criticism of accomplishments and hero‐identification (trying to emulate
great deeds) were Soviet equivalents, revealing social conscience to the group, providing the
individual with knowledge for self‐improvement. From the 1950s, new practices emerged,
displacing fashioning a self through socially‐beneficial deeds as the prevailing subjectifying
practice. These included fashioning a style distinct from others (for example, the styliagi
through costume) and dissimulation, creating distinct public and private personas, which
enabled the individual to maintain an acceptable image before the collective.94

Kharkhordin provides a compelling range of discursive and self‐fashioning practices to
consider in Soviet art. Paintings of Stakhanovites and aviators provided heroic models for
Soviet citizens to emulate. This includes models for collective behaviour with art depicting
people involved in rituals of revealing deeds and admonishment. Self‐fashioning through
socially‐useful activity was also a common practice of Soviet painters, writers and poets.

In a study closer to the subject of this thesis, Prokhorov (cited above) also uses the
distinction between objectifying and subjectifying practices (or ‘tropes’) in his study of film
in the years of the Thaw. Following Clark’s work on the novel, Prokhorov studies the
‘positive hero’, war (including the ‘war’ on nature and the past) and family (including
paternalism) as central (‘objectifying’) tropes, beginning with Socialist Realism and
continuing, with subtle changes, as dominant conventions in Thaw film and literature.
Prokhorov also argues that Thaw artists transformed the (‘subjectifying’) rituals of self‐
fashioning for Socialist Realist authors, who learnt from their ‘mistakes’. In this ritual, a
writer publishes a flawed text that is subsequently criticised in the press. The writer
Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics, with an
afterword by Michel Foucault, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982, 180.
94 Kharkhordin, 340‐1, 270‐8.
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acknowledges his error, corrects the manuscript for publishing again.95 Using the example of
Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago, Prokhorov argues that Thaw artists varied this ritual,
circumventing the self‐critical phase. Initially rejected by Novyi Mir, Pasternak arranged for
the book to be published as tamizdat, that is, abroad.96 Authorities and critics attacked
Pasternak as anti‐Soviet, which, in the aftermath, lead to Pasternak avoiding self‐criticism,
claiming it was an unintentional mistake. The work was not a mistake, but rather
erroneously interpreted as anti‐Soviet, circumventing his need to show self‐improvement in
a reworked text.97

Prokhorov’s central argument is that dominant tropes of Soviet literature and film persisted
across the Stalinist and Thaw eras. The positive hero, the family and war took on different
meanings when used by a new generation of writes and filmmakers, leading to an ironic use
of these tropes from the 1960s. Working within formal rules and cultural traditions,
meanings shifted as artists used conventions in subtly different ways. Background practices
or tropes take on different meanings as situations change. They are used habitually, that is,
they are restricted to a certain range of uses but can still be used differently. In the case of
Soviet literature and film, writers or filmmakers can remain within limits or, as Thaw artists
did, probe at limits.

Using different language—reflecting the influence of a different practice theorist, Pierre
Bourdieu—Ann Komaromi described how writers manoeuvred within these limits during
the Thaw as a “feel for the game.”98 After Pasternak’s death, shortly following his
ostracisation over Doctor Zhivago, Andrei Siniavskii was asked to write an introductory
article for a planned volume of Pasternak’s poetry in the prestigious Bilioteka poeta series,
which would “rehabilitate” the poet.99 Siniavskii and editor‐in‐chief Vladimir Orlov debated
the article’s ‘ideological’ component, missing in the submitted draft, revealing different

Prokhorov, 136‐8. Ritualised self‐criticism (samokritika) was a very common practice in Soviet life.
Kharkhordin analyses the practice in Soviet collectives and the purges.
96 Ibid., 137.
97 Ibid., 137‐8.
98 Ann Komaromi, “The Unofficial Field of Late Soviet Culture,” Slavic Review, 67:4 (Winter 2007), 605‐
29 at 614.
99 Ibid., 612‐4.
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tactics for navigating past publishing controls in a time of uncertainty for the liberal
intelligentsia. Orlov chastised Siniavskii as the article did not contain the appropriate
ideological epithets about Pasternak’s “idealism” or “Neo‐Kantianism” required to satisfy
authorities before publication, which, as Komaromi states it, was “the way liberals play the
game in Soviet letters.”100

Siniavskii, however, adopted a different strategy to try and ‘win’ the game. He refused to
write about Pasternak’s “political and philosophical mistakes,” setting “his own rules about
what was acceptable and what was not.”101 He makes some concessions, locating Pasternak
in revolutionary history, but refuses to denounce his early lyrical poetry as idealism, with
that task ultimately falling to the editors, who included a foreword with the requisite clichés
in the published edition of 1965.102 Komaromi uses the episode to highlight an emerging
split in the liberal intelligentsia between reformists willing to contort within greater
publishing constraints imposed from 1962‐3 and more radical liberals who developed new
practices, such as publishing in samizdat and tamizdat, playing an entirely different game.
The boundaries between ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ publishing were blurring and writers,
poets and painters, following the earlier example with Pasternak, sought alternative outlets
for publicising their works with smuggling of manuscripts and canvases abroad a new
practice for circumventing the tighter controls.

Komaromi uses Bourdieu’s term ‘strategies’ rather than ‘tropes’ or ‘background practices’
but the core meaning of ‘practice’ is consistent with Kharkhordin and Prokhorov. Practices
operate ‘in the background’, akin to habitual ways of acting and thinking, unconsciously
created and reproduced. Other terms she uses from Bourdieu—player, game, field—are
analogies drawn from team sports and practices, such as strategies, are bodily instincts
ingrained through repetition, training and education. ‘Players’ adopt different strategies
depending on the situation that confronts them. The different actions of reformists and
radicals were not rationally‐chosen paths of free‐thinking individuals navigating through a
myriad of controls, but rather reflexes drawn from a delimited suite of techniques learned
Ibid., 614.
Ibid., 615, 617.
102 Ibid., 617‐9.
100
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over time. Kharkhordin, Prokhorov and Komaromi make a similar (typically Foucauldian)
argument that different, even opposing, behaviours often rely on the same underlying
deeply‐entrenched habits. Prokhorov quotes Kharkhordin’s point that seemingly‐
contradictory statements can conform “to the same practice at the background level” as
crucial to his argument on the central tropes of Thaw film and literature.103

Practices, then, resemble customs, rituals or routines. These long standing ‘background
practices’ will also feature heavily in this thesis with the cultural and practice‐centred
histories just discussed providing a repertoire of devices, techniques, conventions and other
behaviours to explore in Late‐Communist Russian visual art and poetry. Some conventions
that filter though to art and poetry include temporal narratives (or ‘chronotopes’), the
‘positive hero’ or ’collectivist individual’, including idealised rituals such as ‘hero‐
identification’, war motifs and the family. Many artists in the study also participated in the
‘subjectifying’ practices identified by Kharkhordin and Prokhorov such as revealing social
conscience through ‘deeds’, ritual self‐criticism to learn from ‘mistakes’, individuation via
style and dissimulation. Social and political practices predominated, with art providing
models for personal emulation or idealised social structures, artists fashioning a self through
art and activities that served society as activists, cadres or dissidents, for example, and
publishing becoming a realm for propagating mobilizing society or criticising policy.

These practices provide a ‘structure’ for activity, constraining how artists behave and think.
This idea of practice suggests that social change occurs through slow and subtle changes to
the ways people act. This thesis departs from this perspective, supplementing an analysis of
these shifts in ritualised behaviours with a consideration of new practices that emerge in
Soviet art. To return to Bourdieu’s analogy of practices as ways of ‘playing the game’,
people are trained and instinctive, but also skilful. Certain situations arise where an
established repertoire of practices fails to provide an option to continue to play the game as
it has always been played.

Prokhorov, 45. Cf. Kharkhordin, 14. The quote is taken from a section where Kharkhordin
summarises Foucault’s argument that Linnaeus and Buffon’s theories of natural history conform to
the same underlying structure in The Order of Things.
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The following analysis of the five art movements (Socialist Realism, Neo‐Realism, Populism,
Dissident Expressionism and Conceptualism) show there is a greater scope for novel activity
than Kharkhordin, Prokhorov and Komaromi suggest. Change may proceed at a more rapid
pace when the old ways no longer seem apt. People adapt, improvise and experiment and
sometimes push practices beyond their old limits creating something new. Komaromi’s own
example of Siniavskii and unofficial literature points to such a situation where some writers
refused to play by the old rules when it came to publishing controversial materials and
sought a new path. Komaromi herself makes this observation about the emerging unofficial
‘field’, which was “a space with entirely different rules, where one plays a different
game.”104

This thesis, then, analyses practices, both habitual and novel, as sites of social stability and
historical change at the micro‐social level of Soviet art. Following ‘political‐aesthetic’
histories of Soviet art, practices are related to power as micro‐politics—a localised politics of
power struggles intrinsic to a particular field of knowledge—with clashes between opposing
conventions, methods of self‐fashioning and means of publishing often relying on shared
‘background practices’, for example, where dissidents forge a sense of identity through
‘deeds’ that oppose the Party‐State, drawing on recent practice‐based histories just
discussed. At other times, new practices arise to challenge the old, such as when Abstract
artists could not return to political themes and politicised forms after the Thaw interregnum,
forging new publishing practices such as samizdat and tamizdat. Conceptualism created an
art that did not seek to transform the wider social context, but rather art itself, engaging
other movements—that participated in ‘general’ politics, directly commenting on politics
and society, or participating in political work or provocative actions—in a power struggle
over this political artistic heritage. A focus on local politics conceives the relationship
between politics and arts in a different way to ‘ totalitarian model’ and revisionist histories
that formerly dominated Soviet histories of art and literature. In this way, this thesis
contributes to conceiving political art in a different, that is, cultural, way.

104
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Structure and Action in Social Theory

The historical review finished by locating this thesis within some recent histories that draw
on practice theory, distinguishing between structured and novel practices and their
relationship to power, social stability and historical change. The distinction was emphasised
with a further division in mind, that between structure and action. This is a central concern
of sociology and social theory, with theorists arguing for one over the other.

This review demonstrates how the concept of practices provides a middle path between
theories of structure and action. Theorists of practice transcend the divide between
structural and action‐oriented perspectives that customarily appear in social theory and
sometimes in Sovietology and Soviet histories. This chapter discusses Habermas and
Foucault, along with Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu and “second generation” practice
theorists such as Andreas Reckwitz.105 Their ideas form an implicit backdrop for the artistic
practices analysed throughout the remainder of this thesis. In the main, this chapter offers
an abstract theoretical discussion. It then locates the theory of practices within the Soviet art‐
historical context, raising question for the writing of history. The review ends with an
outline of how this theory is applied in the following five chapters devoted to different
movements in Soviet art.

Broadly speaking, the debate in sociology over structure and action concerns the
appropriate locus of social analysis and what constitutes ‘society’. On the one hand,
adherents to a structural view claim organisational structures are primary, for example, the
state, the corporation, the asylum, or symbolic structures, such as ‘humanism’. To
proponents of structure, these are the most relevant factors in social reproduction and
John Postill divides practice theorists into two generations in ʺIntroduction: Theorising Media and
Practice,ʺ in Birgit Bräuchler and John Postill eds., Theorising Media and Practice, Oxford and New
York: Berghahn, 2010, 1‐32 at 6‐12. Reijo Miettinen, Dalvir Samra‐Fredericks and Dvora Yanow, ʺRe‐
Turn to Practice: An Introductory Essay,ʺ Organization Studies, 30: 12 (December 2009) 1309‐27, label
an earlier group of philosophers the “first generation” but this review works with the generations as
defined by Postill.
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transformation. Structuralism, functionalism and systems theory are within this trend in
social theory.106 In Sovietology, the totalitarian model broadly follows this paradigm.

On the other hand, some sociologists and social theorists subscribe to an action‐oriented
approach that considers the capable actor who creates and reconstructs a social world. In a
similar vein, Russian and East European historians emphasise competent citizens
associating as a civil society, transforming particular and broader contexts. In sociology,
symbolic interactionism claims individual or collective competency invents the social world
and cultural imaginary.107 Writers reconstruct social environments in terms participants use
to describe the self, family, community and/or society. Historical anthropology uses such
methods to reconstruct how people created, imagined and experienced the past. A recent
example from Soviet history is Nancy Ries’ Russian Talk.108

The following discussion argues that it is preferable to pursue an approach that mutually
implicates structure and action in political, social or cultural transformations.109

Practice as the Intersection between Structure and Action
Between these two sides of the debate a concept of practice emerged. Structure and action
theories use concepts such as knowledge and behaviour in diametrically opposed ways. On
the one hand, structures constrain individual knowledge and agency. In action theories, on
Louis Althusser and Claude Lévi‐Strauss are key writers in the Structuralist school. See Louis
Althusser, For Marx, New York: Vintage Books, 1970 and Claude Lévi‐Straus, Structural Anthropology,
translated from the French by Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest Schoepf, New York: Basic Books,
1963, 1967. For Structural‐functionalism, the classic text is Talcott Parsons, The Structure of Social
Action, New York: Free Press, 1968 [1937]. Niklas Luhmann is the most prominent author of Systems
Theory. See Niklas Luhmann, Social Systems, translated by John Bednarz, Jr. with Dirk Baecker,
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1995.
107 Herbert Blumer coined the phrase in his influential book, Symbolic Interactionism: Perspective and
Method, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969.
108 Nancy Ries, Russian Talk: Culture and Conversation during Perestroika, Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1997.
109 The most renowned of recent sociologists concerned with the relationship between structure and
action and its relevance to general social theory are Anthony Giddens, and Pierre Bourdieu. For a
discussion of this issue as it appears in historical anthropology see, Aletta Biersack, “Local
Knowledge, Local History: Geertz and Beyond” in Lynn Hunt ed., The New Cultural History, Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1989, 72‐96.
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the other hand, people apply knowledge skilfully in social situations, acting with intention
and purpose. In practice theory, structure and action intersect. The following is a summary
of central practice theorists, including some recent contributions of ‘second generation’
theorists. This discussion provides a background to the concept of practice as used
throughout the thesis.

In 1970s social theory, the divide between structure and action became a central theme, with
major contributions toward resolution made by Peter Berger,110 Giddens and Bourdieu.
These theorists conceive ‘practice’ as the intersection between structure and action. Against
Structuralism, these theorists conceive structure as fluid, temporal and concrete: reproduced
or transformed through actions and interactions. Against voluntarism and interactionism,
they locate the person within a ‘field’: rules, norms or resources that enable or limit the
course and outcome of activity. Foucault and Habermas also contribute to the resolution of
this conceptual divide.111

Anthony Giddens’ theory of structuration was a major contribution to these debates, using
practices as the bridge between structure and action. Giddens referred to “structuring
properties” instead of to structure, highlighting instantiation in activity (structuring
properties are in the background, or “absent,” present only in concrete actions).112 They are
“rules and resources” that delimit activity or are purposively employed in practices of social
interaction.113 In social practices, such as playing roles or using material and cultural
resources, participants draw upon structures. Structures are also “reconstituted through

This review will focus on Giddens and Bourdieu. Berger and Thomas Luckmann made an
important contribution in their The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge,
New York: Doubleday, 1967. In their view, habitual actions and typifications become
institutionalised, but are always changeable. Ibid., 50‐62.
111 Habermas is generally not considered a practice theorist but this chapter argues that he attempts to
bring together structure (or system) and action with insights that impact on the concept of ‘practice’.
As will be discussed, his ideas provide interesting points of departure for a practice‐base approach to
history.
112 Anthony Giddens, The Constitution of Society: Outline of a Theory of Structuration, Berkeley: Univesity
of California Press, 1984, 17; Anthony Giddens, Central Problems in Social Theory: Action, Structure and
Contradiction in Social Analysis, London and Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1979, 64.
113 Giddens, Central Problems in Social Theory, 65‐9.
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such interaction.”114 Structuration theory proposes a “duality of structure.” Structural
properties are both the medium and outcome of practices that constitute society.115 Practices
are situated and negotiated, not institutionalised or entrenched. Social stability and change
occurs through repeated or altered social practices.

Action figures prominently in Giddens’ structuration theory. Several writers argue that the
theory favours action over structure, despite professing to resolve the antimony.116 Skilful
and knowledgeable people alter practices through novel actions, or their actions have
“unacknowledged conditions” or “unintended consequences.”117 Practices are stabilised or
changed through activity. Giddens would consider the Soviet artist’s ritual of criticism/self‐
criticism as a ‘rule’ that was persistently instantiated in activity. Such an interpretation strips
structure (as ‘structuring properties’) of any role in influencing social integration and
transformation.

Like Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu, another major sociological figure, proposes a theory of
structuration with practice at its core.118 The relationship between structure and action in
Bourdieu’s theory of practice is conflated with the duality of subject and object. Practices
link the agent’s subjectivity with objective social structures, or in Bourdieu’s terms, the
habitus and the field. The habitus is a system of practices, or subjective ‘dispositions’.119
Fields are social systems, structured as power relationships, for example, teacher and
student in the education system.120 The field imposes practices on individuals, inscribing
techniques on the body (the student absorbs ‘desirable’ forms of conduct through training).
Structures influence action via techniques. These techniques become routines for
individuals, becoming part of their subjective worldview and informing their behaviour.
People act within diverse social fields impelled by subjective dispositions. In this sense, the
Ibid., 71.
Ibid., 69.
116 See Derek Layder, Structure, Interaction and Social Theory, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981,
74‐5; David Jary, ʺSociety as Time Traveller: Giddens on Historical Change, Historical Materialism
and the Nation‐state in World Society,ʺ in Christopher G. A. Bryant, David Jary eds., Giddensʹ Theory
of Structuration: A Critical Appreciation, London: Routledge, 1991, 116‐158 at 144‐8.
117 Giddens, Central Problems in Social Theory, 41‐2.
118 Giddens’ term ‘structuration’ also refers generally to theories that interrelate structure and action.
119 Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, Palo Alto, California: Stanford University Press, 1990, 52.
120 Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991, 231.
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agent generates practice, but the competent agent has little scope for novel action. People are
predisposed to act in ways, regulated by entrenched values, ideals and models.

Both field and habitus largely constrain action. The field imposes external sanctions
(desirable or productive techniques). An example from Soviet art history is the academic
style of the High‐Stalinist era and realist technique. Certainly, Academicism was enforced
by sanctions, but the rigorous training in schools such as the Surikov Institute also meant
artists approached the canvas with an inscribed technique. The majority of artists produced
‘desirable’ art without consideration of consequence. The habitus provides internal
sanctions through self‐censorship and self‐observation.

Foucault’s early work (that is, his ‘archaeological’ period) exhibits a similar bias toward
structure. A core early concept—the epistēmē—defines broad underlying cultural structures
that determine intellectual thought over broad historical eras.121 Pratiques (‘practices’) was
already a key idea, but it referred to entrenched rituals of language use, that is, unexamined
discursive activity. Foucault’s ‘archaeology’ analyses relations between discursive and non‐
discursive practices (economic, political, etc.) that govern how people speak and act.122

Foucault’s thought shifted in a post‐structuralist direction with his ‘genealogy’. Genealogy
describes how practices change over time.123 Key post‐structural ideas, such as diversity and
power, move to the fore, as in Deleuze and Guattari:

There is no language in itself, nor any linguistic universals only a throng of dialects,
patois, slangs, and specialised languages…There is no mother tongue, only a power
takeover by a dominant language within a political multiplicity.124

For a concise definition of the concept see, Foucault, Archaeology of Knowledge, 211‐2. For Foucaultʹs
history of Western epistēmēs, see, The Order of Things.
122 Foucault, Archaeology of Knowledge, 179‐80.
123 The key text is Discipline and Punish, a history of punitive practices.
124 Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, translated by Brian
Massumi, London and New York: Continuum, 2004, 8.
121
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A particular discourse seizes power within a particular social realm. It may dominate
diverse social realms as its practices are transplanted into other domains.125 Foucault called
this ‘micro‐politics’: local power struggles to impose and resist concepts, theories,
behavioural and social models within and across political, social and cultural systems. Every
instantiated practice is implicated in a dialectic of domination and resistance, that is, to
renew or transform normalised ways of acting, thinking or perceiving.

‘Practice’ in Foucault’s later work suggests a path to interrelate structure and action without
favouring one side over the other.

This is the direction of this thesis. The next few

paragraphs consider the practice theory of Foucault and Habermas. A discussion of how this
relates to the historical analysis then follows. Structure constrains potential courses of action,
yet enables people to resist and transform entrenched structures through marginal activities,
working within the interstices or gaps in prevailing networks of power. Foucault provides
scope for creative activity: for forging new practices on the periphery of power centres.
Importantly, structures enable agency. People acquire skills and learn competencies: abilities
to alter or create practices. For Foucault, structure and action intersect as historically‐
contingent practices. Foucault considers specific historical contexts and their practices of
domination and resistance. Different practices are enabled, circumscribed or precluded by
political, social and cultural structures. Certain practices are more or less susceptible to
change. Practices are dynamic, changing through structural ‘play’, creative activity and their
interaction.

Practices in Giddens, Bourdieu and Foucault are instrumental or strategic. In relating
structure to action, Giddens claims people employ rules and utilize resources, sometimes
with intent, subconsciously otherwise. Practical dispositions and bodily techniques
predominate in Bourdieu’s theory of practice. Foucault highlights techniques of power: how
power functions through the self and upon others. In all these theories, social interactions
fulfil social functions. Jürgen Habermas explicitly contrasts communicative interactions to

This process is clearly articulated in Discipline and Punish, where hierarchical observation is
transplanted from the penal system across other social realms.
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strategic practices. Language is also central to these other theorists, but language use is a
means to an end.

Habermas uses speech act theory to distinguish communicative practices from strategic
language use. Austin contrasted illocutionary and perlocutionary speech acts.126 Habermas’
theory centres the illocutionary act, which is oriented toward mutual understanding. He
contrasts this with perlocution where a speaker causes (or seeks to cause) an effect on the
listener. A perlocutionary speech act is a strategic or instrumental act where the listener
becomes the object. From these two types Habermas introduces two forms of
communicative interaction: “communicative action” and “linguistically‐mediated strategic
action.”127 Habermas considers communicative action—practices that forge intersubjective
understanding between discourse participants—as the fundamental form of social
interaction. Linguistically‐mediated strategic actions are conditioned by imperatives of
political and economic systems. Interactions involve power, capital, etc.; they resemble
practices as defined by the other theorists discussed here.

Habermas highlights social contexts where practices are structured communicative
interactions. Like Bourdieu, he uses a concept drawn from social phenomenology: the
lifeworld. Similar to the habitus, customary ways of thinking constitute the lifeworld. It is a
realm of highly structured, normalised communications based on unquestioned
assumptions about the world. Habermas emphasizes less‐structured open communicative
contexts that promote deliberation, argumentation, consensus‐building, and opinion
formation. He promotes practical public discourse, that is, communicative interaction to
develop shared interpretations and co‐ordinate plans of action.128 The public sphere is this
infrastructure of communicative practices. Within it, regularised communicative practices
are potentially transformed as they are enacted. Through such mechanisms, people alter

A third type—locutionary speech acts (what the speaker means)—are not considered here.
Habermas is concerned with communication as a form of social interaction. Unlike locutionary speech
acts, illocution and perlocution relate a speaker to a listener.
127 Habermas, Theory of Communicative Action, 1984, 295. Habermas refers to action types, but in this
context they are better described as practices. They are regular forms of social interaction; practices as
Giddens uses the term.
128 Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, 58.
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social structures, particularly media institutions. Structure and action retain their identity,
each conditioning the other. On the one hand, people act through the public sphere,
pressuring political administrations and economic corporations to change their practices.
Structure also constrains action. Habermas argues that systems can ‘colonize’ the lifeworld.
Action is co‐ordinated by the monetary economy and bureaucracies, bypassing
communication. Economic and political systems entrench practices that are not subject to
consideration or deliberation in the public sphere. In Habermas’ theory of practice, structure
and action entwine as structured communicative interactions, but they also condition one
another, irreducible to practices in certain contexts and sites.

Recent Practice Theory: Defining an Area of Study

Giddens, Bourdieu, Foucault and Habermas grappled with an acute divide in sociology and
grand social theory, arriving at a middle ground in practices. Unlike sociologists and social
theorists of the 1980s, recent practice theorists approach practice as an established concept,
teasing out its implications and turning practice into a concrete entity for empirical study.

The following discussion introduces some recent theorists.129 It foregrounds their definition
of practice as routine embodied ways of doing and their theory of social structure—
including social stability and change through reproduction and innovation of practice—with
some comments on the applicability of these ideas to studies of art. Recent practice theory
emphasises routines and stability, neglecting power and social change. These issues are
addressed, before returning to the first generation of theorists who provide better heuristics
for exploring these important matters of history.

Recent practice theorists have interpreted the heritage of the previous generation, dealing
with some problems and seeking to define practice as a concrete object for potential study.
There is consensus over a minimal definition of practice as routine ways of doing and

There are some excellent summaries of recent practice theory and some of the same ground will be
covered here. See ʺIntroduction: Practice Theory,ʺ in Theodore R. Schatzki, Karen Knorr Cetina, and
Eike von Savigny eds., The Practice Turn in Contemporary Theory, London: Routledge, 2001, 1‐14 and
Postill.
129
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saying, that is, the habits, conventions, skills, techniques and aptitudes that people draw
upon when doing or saying something. Andreas Reckwitz succinctly defines practices as
“patterns of bodily behaviour [and] routinized ways of understanding, knowing how and
desiring.”130 Practices are embodied; the body has been trained to behave or perform
routinely. Practices are routine, reproducible or habitual, enacted in particular instances but
in a patterned way.131 They are what people normally do or say in their everyday life or a
certain field, that is, the “routinized way in which bodies are moved, objects are handled,
subjects are treated, things are described and the world is understood.”132

Embodiment is the central feature that unites recent practice theory, which John Postill has
described as “a body of work about the work of the body.”133 Practices are dispositions, skills,
aptitudes or competencies that people put into use when they engage with others or things
in the world. They are techniques learned through formal training, demeanours acquired
through everyday social interactions, proper ways of using tools or accepted conventions of
conversation, among many others. To create a competent realist painting an artist requires
training in brush technique, understanding colour, mixing paints, composition, life studies
and portraiture. All become second nature when successfully executing a realist work.

Defining practices as embodied and routine behaviour addresses the structure/action divide.
Practice provides structure to individual action; an action is never an isolated occurrence but
a learnt or acquired behaviour that is carried out in a certain way. A social field (following
Bourdieu’s concept) or organisation has a structure because people do and say things in
routine ways: “social fields and institutionalized complexes—from economic organizations
to the sphere of intimacy—are ‘structured’ by the routines of social practices.”134 Practices
constitute organisations with people possessing skills to performance regular tasks, act out
conventions of interaction with others, knowledge of rules, an ability to govern or self‐
regulate conduct and many others. Further, this definition shares with the earlier generation
Andreas Reckwitz, ʺToward a Theory of Social Practices: A Development in Culturalist
Theorizing,ʺ European Journal of Social Theory, 5:2 (May 2002), 243‐63 at 250.
131 Ibid.
132 Ibid.
133 Postill, 11.
134 Ibid., 255.
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of practice theorists the insight that culture and society are not forces external to the
person—something people inhabit—but are inscribed on the body, produced and
reproduced through practice.

There is a clear relationship between practices and the maintenance of social order in this
definition. Activity in society—as fields of practices, which are routines—predominantly
occurs unconsciously or according to unquestioned rules. Habits, daily rituals, routines,
‘tacit knowledge’, tradition are prevalent forms of practice in society, meaning they exhibit
“considerable inertia.”135 Social order is maintained as practices are consistently reproduced,
repeatedly enacted in a certain way over a period of time.136 Society relies on people to
repeatedly act in a certain way for stability and integration. This reliance also means that
structures are susceptible to change when an individual fails to perform a routine or does so
in a novel way. An unusual situation may disrupt or prevent practitioners from performing
in their usual way; they may then be motivated to innovate or be interested in emulating
how others do things.137 Change occurs when a constellation of practices that form a
structure fragments due to failures, interruptions, innovations and adaptations disrupting
routines within a site, institution or field.

In this model of practice, social order and social change, habitual and tacit behaviours
generally prevail. Novelty is the exception:

For practice theory, then, the ‘breaking’ and ‘shifting’ of structures must take place
in everyday crises of routines, in constellations of interpretative interdeterminacy
and of the inadequacy of knowledge with which the agent, carrying out a practice,
is confronted in the face of a ‘situation’. 138

Ibid.
Reckwitz, 255.
137 Alan Warde, ʺConsumption and Theories of Practice,ʺ Journal of Consumer Culture, 5:2 (July 2005),
131‐153 at 141.
138 Reckwitz, 255.
135
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It takes a ‘crisis’ to shift habit, forcing the person along a different course of action to the
usual way. Divergence or change results when an undesirable or uncomfortable event
disturbs the individual’s or group’s routine.

Recent practice theorists have inspired empirical studies in a range of areas but have been
influential in organisational and media studies, as well as the emerging sociology of
consumption. This emphasis on routine and stable social environments readily applies to
studying behaviour within integrated environments such as organisations, consumption
patterns, viewing habits and media as a vehicle for leisure.139

In this study of the political practices of Soviet art, this model is useful for analysing the
habits, rituals, routines, manners and enduring perspectives that perpetuate traditions and
stabilise artistic institutions. Adaptation and innovation are also a central concern with a
particular focus on the micro‐political clashes between old, new and conflicting practices.
The artistic ‘field’ in the Late‐Communist period will be shown to be one of ‘breaks’ and
‘shifts’ in artistic practices and structures, albeit of ebbs and flows as various art movements
compete with one another and often against the Party‐State.

The concept of practice used in this thesis maintains the interest in power of the first
generation theorists, particularly Foucault. Recent practice theory lacks a politics suitable for
this pursuit. A practice is enacted in subtle, varied and unique ways. Artists may rely on
conventions but contexts and situations are dynamic, prompting the artist to adjust
techniques, themes or forms, all the while perpetuating a practice. Other artists may be
inspired to create something new or admire trends in a foreign field that they can apply in
their own, leading to novelty.

This thesis does not consider such transformative activities as “crises of practice”, which
suggests anomaly or rarity. They are better considered as something that is common. They

See, for example, the special issue “Re‐Turn to Practice,” Organization Studies, 30:12 (December
2009); The special issue on “Applying Practice Theory to the Study of Consumption,” Journal of
Consumer Culture, 11:1 (March 2011); Bräuchler and Postill eds.
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are clashes between practices or micro‐political struggles against convention. Sometimes the
force of habit or the social position of an artist working within a tradition maintains a
convention. In other situations, artists introduce subtle changes or experiments, sometimes
through frustration or hostility. Conflicting ways of doing or saying emerge in the same
field. Clashes ensue as an alternative infiltrates its boundaries. These are not failures or
inadequacies of routine but battles for hegemony. That is, they are practices of power. A
Foucauldian analysis of practices as micro‐politics provides a better model for exploring
perpetuation, shifts and displacement of generic conventions, techniques of self‐construction
and communicative interactions of Soviet art than recent practice theory with its emphasis
on stability and its lack of concept of power.

This thesis will also diverge from recent practice theory’s model of structure where structure
is an assemblage of stable routines. This model preferences social order over change. For
these theorists and those that apply their ideal types in empirical investigation, reproduction
or change in practices occurs within fields or organisations. It is a theory of practice that
sidesteps the earlier sociological concern with macro‐social institutions and ‘structures’ and
their relationship to issues of social order and change. On the one hand, activity is largely
habitual, as has been discussed extensively in defining practices as routines. On the other
hand, ‘structure’ has no existence independent from the practices that constitute it. Structure
only exists as practices repeatedly instantiated in activity.

In these ways, recent practice theory shares a bias toward action as discussed above in
regard to Giddens, that is, that social integration or change only occurs through activity.
This reduces structure and action to practice, discarding the distinction. Institutions such as
government bodies, markets for exchange of goods and services, networks of information
and cultural structures, such as language exist through their constitutive practices. This
condenses structural analysis to an analysis of enduring practices. As John Postill, a practice
theorist and media analyst, points out in regard to media studies, practice theory “cannot
help” in explaining certain macro‐political processes and global political events where
processes cut across multiple fields of practices and wide geographical areas at “great
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speed”.140 This study also considers the impact of macro‐social institutions and change on
artistic practices at key times. In the five chapters on Soviet art movements that follow,
artistic practices are also considered in relation to the infrastructure of the public sphere—
creative

unions, artistic circles, journals and exhibitions and macro‐level politics of

government, including policy shifts in the arts and society in general—whenever these
structures have significant constraining or enabling effects on artistic behaviour and,
conversely, whenever practices form constellations that produce or transform institutions.
Habermas’s history of the public sphere is a key influence, which draws together political
and literary criticism as an emerging practice of interaction that coalesced into institutions
and networks of publicity (salons, coffee houses, newspapers) and influenced and was
influenced by macro‐social political and economic processes. Critical practices, new
institutions and broader structures and processes also intersected as the curtained closed on
the Communist‐era, as will be discussed.

Practices, Power and Historical Change: An Outline of the Method

Foucault—who analyses historically‐situated practices—and Habermas—in his work on a
structural transformation of a public sphere—provide a historical perspective absent in
other practice theorists. They consider how concrete social practices are transformed over
time. By contrast, Giddens’ emphasis on the creative constructive capacities of individuals is
a theoretical strength, as is Bourdieu’s idea that structures generate conditions for change,
and recent practice theorists provide a general definition of practice that has proved useful
for empirical study of stable fields. Their theories and studies, however, do not account for
diversity and changes in practices present in different historical contexts or social realms.

The central concern of this thesis is how practices of discourse, self and communication have
changed across time. The theories of practice outlined by Foucault and Habermas are
adapted to this task. Foucault generally focussed on a dominant discourse in specific
intellectual or social domains, that is, how a dominant discourse marginalises other
discourses. Even so, it is possible to orient his basic method to social change. For Foucault,
140
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social interactions are incessant power plays. Dominant practices are generally reinforced
and renewed, but they are constantly open to challenges. At certain historical moments
concepts, objects and rules of dominant political and cultural structures are re‐interpreted,
transformed or annihilated.

Artists under Late‐Communism dubbed Conceptualists, for example, highlighted how both
official and dissident artists perpetuated the dominant practices of Soviet art. In contrast,
Conceptualists challenged embedded norms. In particular sites and times, often at the social
margins, there are gaps in webs of social control. In times of radical change (historical
discontinuities), marginal practices challenge or fill the void left by a crumbling centre. A
vital point is that social structures both enable and constrain. Structures generate the means
to resist dominant practices. Performance and installation art moved from marginal spaces
such as apartments and fields to become Russia’s dominant art forms by the mid‐1990s as
political art crumbled with the regime and culture that nurtured it. This was part of the
diversification and de‐politicisation of Russian society: a fundamental change to the socio‐
cultural structure.

Habermas’ Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, read through his later theory of
communicative action, also reconstructs historical contexts where the relationship between
structure and action shifts via changes in practices. Communicative interaction transformed
cultural structures, advancing new models of person and society. Communicative practices
such as argumentation replaced representations of divine power, transforming the function
of publicity in seventeenth and eighteenth‐century Western Europe.

In these examples, dialogue participants drive historical change. Structure and action
intersected in new vehicles for public communication, such as newspapers. An innovation
driven by economic imperatives—the printing press—facilitated public deliberation and
opinion formation; an example of a structural force generating conditions for resistance and
change. The later sections of Structural Transformation describe what Habermas refers to as
the degeneration of the public sphere. ‘Degeneration’ is a prelude to his later ‘colonization of
the lifeworld’. Institutional structures (replaced later by ‘systems’) determine linguistically‐
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mediated social interaction. Bureaucracies, political parties and corporations manipulate
public opinion through the mass media, which retains a façade of unfettered discussion.
This severely circumscribed genuine critical public debate; the public voice is only heard
through the vote.

In regard to social transformation, these historical perspectives propose a dynamic
relationship between structure and action, mediated as practices. In certain historical
contexts, practices are regular, normalised or habitual. As practices are normalised, they
retreat into the background, determining activity, seemingly without prospect for change or
influence by the agent. Practices function as structured activity. In other situations, practices
are created or questioned. Structures are altered through action and interaction. As practices
become problematic, they move to the foreground, susceptible to challenges. Such practices
function as an active structuring. Knowledgeable and competent people skilfully challenge
established structures. Through action, deliberation and publicity, entrenched knowledges
and institutions change or disintegrate.

Many practices in the turbulent periods of Soviet history exemplify such active structuring:;
fluid or novel practices transforming structure. Revolutionary artists introduced radical new
models for the person in a conscious attempt to transform Russian culture. The New Soviet
Person, for example, was a novel artistic object (replete with ways of acting and interacting)
who was depicted in regular ways. This object was purposefully designed to supplant pre‐
revolutionary models for the person. Long standing cultural structures informed this
construction of the active ascetic. An Orthodox penitential practice of oblichenie (revealing
beliefs through public activity) provided a model for this constructed person. Kharkhordin
argues that deeply embedded patterns of thought determined this model, but the New
Soviet Person was positively individuated through labour feats and not just via negatively
transgressing collective norms, as for the Orthodox sinner. The ideal model of the person
exemplified how intellectuals adapted structural resources to produce novel practices.

Practices as structured activity pervaded the Soviet era, particularly the High‐Stalinist era.
Some important discursive practices remained consistent before and after the revolution.
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Regularised ways of constructing the relationship between state and society—such as
paternalism, nomenklatura (rank‐status)—saturated Soviet artistic discourse. Realist
techniques remained the norm from the Peredvizhniki into the 1950s. The artistic self and role
remained politicised for an even longer period: from 1860s radicals to 1960s dissidents,
enduring over the entire span of Soviet history; thaw‐era reformist and Populist artists
played significant political roles during perestroika. Practices of dissident artists were also
normatively compliant, within the confines of politics. Radically opposed to the official
political structure, they still renewed politicised practices.

Structures enabled change in Late‐Communist Russian art. People problematised prevailing
political, social and cultural structures. Practices functioned as structured activity and active
structuring, combining to transform artistic discourse, the artistic self and public sphere. The
political tradition in Russian art—which started in Petrine and Belinskian didacticism—
continued to direct artists toward a political role, ultimately encouraging radical political
criticism and activism. Dominant structures of behaviour generated such conditions for
change. Official controls over publicity forced radical dissident artists to create alternatives
to official political and artistic institutions. The state’s post‐Stalinist retreat from the private
sphere allowed artists to forge dialogical communicative practices such as deliberation and
criticism. Artists skilfully manoeuvred within the political and social confines of Late‐
Communist Russia. Such communicative practices altered the public sphere. A social
infrastructure emerged where people interacted without the formal hierarchies of official
publicity. Different relationships between readers, writers, spectators and artists were
created. Samizdat proliferated during glasnost’. While hardly a direct consequence of
dissident activism, the interplay between normalised and intentional activity demonstrates
the forces at work in the open public that was emerging during the Gorbachev years.

In Late‐Communist Russia, structured practices enabled active structuring. Dissidents
adapted politico‐cultural behavioural norms, creating new political media opposed to the
state. Conceptualism appropriated the discourse of utility—art as a social weapon—turning
it against political art.
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The following table summarises the three types of practices and analysed in this thesis and
how they function as either structured activity or active structuring:

Practices as:

Discursive Practices

Practices of self

Practices of
Publicity and
Criticism

Structured Activity
 Artists’ use of typical plots,
stereotypes, characters that behave
in routine ways, icons and
prevailing formal techniques from
dominant artistic tendency (e.g.
realism).

Active Structuring
 Subtle variation in
generic/discursive conventions
 Outside conventions
incorporated into
genre/discourse
 Radical departure from
dominant artistic
genre/discourse.

 The artist’s identity reflects a
dominant ideal type of artist, for
example, the artist as social
servant
 The artist adheres to or cultivates
techniques to conform to that
model.

 The artist fashions a self in
defiance of dominant
expectations of behaviour

 The artist interacts with a public in
controlled or routine ways, for
example, art works that seek to
prompt action (imperatives) or
seek to convince of a truth
(propaganda).

 The artist intentionally seeks, or
unintentionally provokes, a
different effect on public, for
example, a visual artist
experimenting with forms that
undermine viewers’ usual
frames of reference

 Critics read, view or interact with
art in passive or habitual ways, for
example, plot descriptions become
institutionalised method for
engaging with novels or poetry.

 The artist experiments with
behaviour and techniques to
fashion a novel sense of self.

 Critics or public pursue different
approaches to viewing artworks
or reading poetry, for example,
overcoming passive reception of
texts through practices of
interpretation and
argumentation.

Table: Summary of Artistic Practices as Structured Activity or Active Structuring

Conceptualism, for example, provides a pertinent case of the transformation of an
entrenched practice into something innovative and subversive. Socialist Realism—
normatively ingrained and formally protected—paradoxically also enabled change. Cadre‐
artists could dismiss a normalised reality to propose a higher truth. Cultural theorists such
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as Boris Grois and Mikhail Epstein argue that Socialist Realism created a simulacrum: a
simulated reality severed from social reality.141 This became a dominant discursive practice.
It was a structured, yet fluid, practice, utilised by and for official aims. When state power no
longer forcibly preserved this political function, artists could creatively push playful and
aesthetic elements into the foreground. As knowledgeable skilful people, Conceptualists
distorted official visual language to manifest the separation between sign and reality,
pushing Soviet art toward postmodernism and removing the political intent. This was active
structuring. Artists understood how to enact change, destabilising dominant models for the
person and society.

Rapid or fundamental social transformations exhibit a confluence of fluid structures and
dynamic activity. Restorative or collapsing political, cultural and economic structures foster
social instability. Some societies are rich with physical and symbolic resources that impel
change. Such structural forces mesh with innovative activity. People perceive and grasp
opportunities for change, developing strategies to exploit weaknesses in power networks.
Active structuring is not necessarily deliberate. Actions sometimes have dramatic and
unintended consequences. This conjunction results in a shift in the prevailing constellation
of practices, dispersing habits and altering institutions.

Late‐Communist Russian artists were immersed in such a site. Artists habitually used
culture as an instrument for change. The institutional structure was fluid and artists
exploited the situation, reworking and developing practices such as dialogical interpretation
and dissimulation to alter the artistic sphere, turning art against the state and politics. At
points in its history, Russia has been uniquely susceptible to such dramatic social change.
Certainly, the Russian state—both Tsarist and Communist—has launched spectacular social
reconstruction from above at critical historical junctures. When people—revolutionaries,
workers, dissident intellectuals, avant‐garde artists or average citizens—amplify that
instability with pressure from below, traditional, institutionalised and codified practices
collapse. A different Russia emerges.
Mikhail Epshtein, After the Future: the Paradoxes of Postmodernism and Contemporary Russian Culture,
translated with an introduction by Anesa Miller‐Pogacar, Amherst: University of Massachusetts
Press, 1995, 352‐3 n27.
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Socialist Realism before the Late‐Communist Era, 1932‐50

Socialist Realism was the official form of art for much of Soviet history but was an only
important intellectual current for the two decades following the forcible dissolution of
avant‐garde and revolutionary realist associations in 1932, after which other movements
grasped the baton to effect social change through art. Drawing on some recent art
historians142, this chapter argues that Socialist Realism enabled the Party, as a political
vanguard, to take charge of a project (once outlined by the Soviet aesthetic avant‐garde) to
transform society through art. This task was enshrined in the phrase ‘the engineer of souls’.
This political‐aesthetic project sought to transform social space and the citizen into
something public, eliminating private spaces.

This chapter brings together some key works on Socialist Realist and Bolshevik rituals,
exploring the idea that these rituals share a common structure as self‐transformations into a
purely public being; the ‘true’ self emerges through public deeds. This expands upon
Kharkhordin’s work, who identified oblichenie—revealing morality through deeds—as a
central Bolshevik practice. Individuals gained self‐knowledge according to how a public (the
collective, the Party or Central Committee) judged their contributions or failings. In this
light, Katerina Clark’s ‘master plot’ of the Socialist Realist novel becomes a story of a
protagonist guided by a public toward self‐realisation. Artists also engaged in such rituals of
self‐fashioning; their artworks were observable deeds that enabled others—including the
Party—to judge the artist, providing guidance toward self‐improvement through ritual
criticism and self‐criticism, a ritual examined by scholars including Alexei Kojevnikov and J.
Arch Getty. This leads into a further supposition that the publishing environment and forms
of criticism of this time publicised and evaluated these artworks as ‘deeds’. Critics evaluated
artistic merit using criteria of public utility, ensuring the artwork would inspire the public to
realise a vision of the future. Together, these re‐evaluations and discussions reveal an art
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that imagined only public spaces and where a public judged and defined art and the artist,
eliding individual style and independent activity.

This analysis provides a picture of the practices of Soviet art, artists and artistic public
sphere through to the early 1950s, providing a backdrop for charting the continuities, subtle
shifts and radical changes in artistic practices in Late‐Communist Russia.

1.1. Imagining People, Community and Society: Socialist Realism as a Utopian
Genre
Socialist Realism was a ‘literary’ or ‘textual’ genre. In visual art, the enshrined supremacy of
content over form amplified this readability (or comprehensibility). With this in mind, some
techniques and theories from literary criticism, previously applied to analyses of Socialist
Realist literature, will be used here to reveal some key discursive practices in official
painting from the Stalin‐era. The following discussion briefly looks at some key literary and
cultural historians before analysing some central ‘textual’ conventions in Soviet official
painting. A key structuring narrative for this art was that Soviet society and the New Soviet
Person were becoming perfect in the course of time. Bakhtin’s idea of the ‘chronotope’—
literary representations of the relationship between time and space, one aspect of which is
how space is transformed in time—will help reconstruct this narrative. Socialist Realism
imagined a political utopia, with society becoming a political‐public arena where Olympian
figures achieved great deeds guided by the Party.

Time in Socialist Realist narratives most closely resembles what Bakhtin referred to as a
chronotope of ‘historical emergence’ where the person develops as society develops. In this
type of novel, the protagonist exists at the cusp of a new historical epoch. The new epoch
emerges “in him and through him”.143 Bakhtin states that the hero of these stories is “forced
to become a new, unprecedented type of human being,” which in Socialist Realism
corresponds to the New Soviet Person or positive hero. Within the aegis of historical
materialism, Socialist Realist narratives of utopia coming‐into‐being were based on a
dialectical movement, that is, social progress was represented as a synthesis of opposites or
143
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philosophical and social divisions. The historical era ushered in by the Communist Party
resolved the social and philosophical antagonisms that characterised history; Communism
was not only a new epoch but also the final epoch.

Of these divisions, a particularly Soviet version of the opposition between body and ‘soul’
known as the spontaneity/consciousness dialectic has been extensively studied as a narrative
of Soviet literature, following Katerina Clark’s The Soviet Novel. This was a ritual remaking
of the self from youthful spontaneity (stikhiinost’, associated with natural forces and bodily
impulses) to mature revolutionary consciousness (soznatelnost’, associated with reason or the
‘soul’). Leopold Haimson identified this opposition as central to the revolutionary Marxist’s
self‐image, tracing it back to Nikolai Chernyshevskii’s novel What is to be Done? where a
radical intellectual controls his feelings and passions to act according to reason,
transforming both self and society.144

In the novels Clark analyses, the hero simultaneously overcomes two antagonists: internal
youthful ‘spontaneity’ and an external obstacle, such as an enemy or unfulfilled production
plan. A young adult was a central actor in these plots, symbolising a potential future. In
Valentin Kataev’s 1936 novel A White Sail Gleams, Gavrik, aided by his friend Petia, was the
youthful hero, aiding the escape of a sailor who was caught after Potёmkin uprising.145 The
boys slowly develop political awareness as the 1905 revolution reverberates through their
hometown of Odessa. Gavrik’s elder brother, Terenti, a leader in the Bolshevik
underground, frees the jailed sailor, enlisting the help of Gavrik and Petia in guiding the
fugitive to his grandfather’s sailboat after the jailbreak, enabling their escape from the
Tsarist authorities. In this adventure novel, sailing into the distance was a narrative device
pointing to the Communist future; as the boys watch the ship sail over the horizon they look
into their future as ‘conscientious’ beings.

In his study of the Soviet individual and collective, Oleg Kharkhordin makes an important
point in regard to the translation of soznatelnost’ into English as ‘consciousness’, which,
Leopold H. Haimson, The Russian Marxists & the Origins of Bolshevism, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1955, 210‐11.
145 Valentin Kataev, A White Sail Gleams, Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1958.
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following Haimson, connotes a capacity to act according to reason. What this translation
misses, as Kharkhordin points out, is soznatelnost’ as “Holy Conscience” suggests a capacity
for moral judgement, that is, an ability to act according to religious, or in the Bolshevik’s
case, revolutionary doctrine.146 Tracing this back through Orthodox Church history,
Kharkhordin argues that Bolsheviks exhibited soznatelnost’ through their deeds; it was a
penitential practice that allowed the individual and others to judge morality. In this light,
the ritual conversion from spontaneous youth to conscientious adult was not only a coming‐
of‐age story where the youth finds self‐fulfilment in social goals transforming both self and
society, but also a religious conversion that the individual and others judged according to
deeds. The youth received guidance from the Party—as the authority on ‘religious’
doctrine—when required.

Kharkhordin focuses not on the relationship between spontaneity and conscientiousness but
on that between the individual and collective. This individual was constructed in the “public
gaze”, “submitting” personal morality for “consideration by the relevant group.”147 Aberrant
behaviour distinguished the individual from the group as someone who had strayed from
revolutionary teachings. Kharkhordin argues that Party bodies, such as the Central Control
Commission, and everyday collectives, in factories and schools, guided anomalous
individuals to self‐improvement through ritual revelation of ‘sins’ (oblichenie) and group
admonishment for misdeeds. In everyday activity—producing steel in a factory or
completing an examination at school, for example—the collective judged acts against norms
of behaviour. Both exceptional feats and unexpected failings revealed the perpetrator as an
individual, venerable or weak, respectively.

Clark’s ritual transformation to conscientiousness could also be considered a path to
individuality with great exploits differentiating the ‘hero’ from the factory collective or other
peers. Smashing a production norm or a self‐sacrificing feat of bravery marked the person as
an exceptionally good or moral individual. This idea will be followed through in the
following analysis of Socialist Realist narratives. These narratives appear as religious rituals
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of individuation, with the perfect person emerging through time as a ‘soul’ as ascending to a
heaven‐on‐earth coming‐into‐being. This ‘New Soviet Person’ was also a public person that
publicised his faith in revolutionary doctrine through his deeds for others to judge.

Like a Soviet coming‐of‐age story, this discussion follows how Soviet art imagined this
perfect person emerging through various phases of life. In Arkadi Plastov’s Tractor Driver’s
Supper (1961, fig. 1.1, reproduction of the 1951 original), an elderly tractor driver and his
young helper sit down at the end of a hard day’s work on the kolkhoz. Tractor Driver’s Supper
was an award winning Socialist Realist painting, successfully exhibiting desired conventions
for the genre. Two generations represent different phases of a life of deeds of social
construction. An apprentice learns to subjugate his youthful impulses through labour and
from the elderly tractor driver, who, as a war veteran has demonstrated conscientiousness
and self‐sacrifice for the benefit of his country. The tractor driver will serve as a guide for
the youth on his ritual conversion to mature adult serving collective and society.

For the boy, work on the kolkhoz prepared him for a public life. Art depicted school,
domestic life and family as realms that disciplined children and youth for that future. Works
such as Home for the Holidays (1948, fig. 1.2) emphasise continuity between family relations
and state order. The emotional greeting after a long absence takes the form of command to
attention; the child, dressed in military uniform, salutes his grandfather, ready to report.
Reshetnikov uses the convention of the diagonal gaze to outline the life ahead; the
generational difference collapses the boy’s lifetime into a single moment with both
beginning and end traversing a continuum of military‐like discipline. Aleksei Tkachev’s
sketch On Holiday 1948, fig. 1.3) was also on this theme. Children travel on a cart with their
father’s military coat on the cart in a metaphorical allusion to guidance into a disciplined life
by superiors.

In modern Western social discourse, the domestic sphere is ‘private’, a realm beyond
government interference and policy. In contrast, the family home prepared children for a life
of public service in the Soviet Union, exemplified by the 1930s obshchestvennitsa (ʹwife
activistʹ) movement, which campaigned for sobriety, productivity and other official cultural
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values such as collectivism, within the family abode.148 The continuum from domestic to
official sphere as public realm was the subject of Ekaterina Zernova’s The Road into Life
(Portrait of the Artist’s Daughter) (1956, fig. 1.4). The double window opens both inward to the
domicile and outward to the world. A hat by the window and a carry bag over the chair
back symbolize the imminent departure of the burgeoning Soviet adult into the public
arena, beckoned by the light.

The youth prepares for adulthood and social integration, acquiring skills and responsibilities
to contribute to social construction and to mould peers into conscientious citizens.
Hierarchical relationships characterised childhood, modelled particularly on paternal
supervision, but also resembling a military rank of officer to private. With the transition
from pioneer to komsomol, responsibility for maintaining behavioural norms in everyday
situations fell to the collective in which power relationships were horizontal, official art
providing instructions to help young communists guide each other along the path to
conscientiousness, following the ritual Kharkhordin identified as central to the Soviet
collective. Admission of a New Member to the Komsomol (1949, fig. 1.5) captured a student at
this ritual moment of self‐revelation through deeds. A young female stands to attention,
after a presentation. Grigorev places the applicant in the middle ground, enveloping her in a
circle formed by the cell, including Stalin. The gaze of every person merges at the point
where the girl stands. They ask questions, interrogate her and analyse her responses; the
collective dictates when she can speak. An examination serves as a means to judge the
individual.

This was a narrative of a Soviet rite of passage into adulthood directing the Soviet citizen
along a path to righteousness. The Komsomol cell reproaches a student for his low
examination score in Sergei Grigorev’s Discussion of a Low Mark (1950, fig. I.6), marking the
person as an individual within the collective. In such works, official art clearly defined a
ritual of power, the individual submitting to the collective will to overcome insufficient
conscientiousness. The collective united in a singular objective: temporarily marginalising
Rebecca Balmas Neary, “Domestic Life and the Activist Wife in the 1930s Soviet Union,” Lewis H.
Siegelbaum ed., Borders of Socialism: Private Spheres of Soviet Russia, New York and Basingstoke,
Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006, 107‐22.at 115.
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the offender to encourage self‐improvement. Such interaction exemplified the ritual
revelation of ‘sins’ and subsequent group admonishment that Kharkhordin identified as key
practices of Soviet society. In regard to the ritual conversion to the perfect citizen, this
represented a step backward, temporarily suspending the transgressor outside the collective
and demanding greater effort and exploits to maintain group standards.

Socialist Realist painting used the group gaze as a convention indicating guidance and
control of undesirable behaviour. Fëdor Reshetnikov’s Low Marks Again (1949, fig. 1.7)
depicted a family that performed the same role as the Komsomol in Discussion of a Low Mark.
The Soviet family resembled the formal collective, fulfilling educative and normalizing
functions. It inculcated habitual responses to situations where norms were not met. Nikolai
Baskakov’s A Poor Catch (1952, fig. 1.8) employs chiaroscuro to contrast desirable and
unwelcome behaviours. Light and dark areas highlight his failure to meet expectations.
Darkness engulfs the fisherman upon his return from the public arena as others admonish
him for the limited catch he made that day.

In representations of everyday contexts, peers directly guided conduct but there was often
implied guidance by the Party or an analogy. In Tractor Driver’s Supper, the elderly farmer
and war veteran acts as the ritual elder in the Party’s place. In Kataev’s novel, Terenti plays
a mentoring role to Gavrik giving him small tasks to perform, slowly immersing him in
culture and activism of the worker’s strikes and underground revolutionary committee.
Official novels, poetry and painting intimated people were building a utopian society and
person according to an overall plan, fulfilling the goals of the Party. This was sometimes
implied through busts or portraits, such as Stalin’s bust in Discussion of a Low Mark,
symbolically supporting the older worker in the corner in his role mentoring the Komsomol
cell. In other works, central direction and observation was depicted through reports or
meetings that linked the executive with the people via their local collectives such as
Grigorev’s At a Meeting (1947, fig. 1.9)—where a collective assembly intently watch and
listen, receiving information or directives from an implied speaker, presumably an authority
figure—and Fedor Malaev’s The People’s Report (To Comrade Stalin, the Kremlin, Moscow)
(1949, fig. 1.10), where the group reports back about fulfilled instructions.
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In such art, a vertical social hierarchy replaced the horizontal power relationships of the
collective, integrating these collectives into the social structure. Socialist Realism depicted
Soviet leaders as powerful individuals imbued with unique foresight. Basic devices
represented control over space through time such as compass and map in Fëdor Bulgakov’s
The Great Architects: Lenin and Stalin at a Map (1952, fig. 1.11) as a grand plan disperses
throughout the social body into the periphery. A mature Stalin surveys Soviet social
achievements in Morning of our Motherland by Fëdor Shurpin (1948, fig. 1.12). Shurpin
imbued Stalin with unique foresight via the diagonal gaze, looking beyond the moment into
the future. A low‐lying horizon symbolises a subjugated nature with symbols of industrial
progress—tractors, electricity, smokestacks—perfectly ordered behind the leader and over
the land. The Party executive was individualised as heroic revolutionary leaders, having
performed the greatest of exploits: overthrowing Tsarism. In collectives and cells of the
factory, farm and youth organisations, individuals could continue their work building a
revolutionary society. Art outlined a path to heroic individuality within the everyday
context, highlighted via the same devices of power as revolutionary heroes.

This was a particularly Soviet individuality that bettered the overall collective. The group
focused on the dynamic individual who shows others the way beyond everyday life and to a
higher self, for example, in Gavriil Gorelov’s Well‐Known Steelworker M.T. Gusarov with his
Brigade (1949, fig. 1.13), where the shock‐worker who exceeded norms directs the collective
forward emphasised by his diagonal gaze. In Anatoli Levitin’s, A Stakhanovite Shares His
Experience (1951, fig. 1.14), a crowd of workers gather around a Stakhanovite to hear about
his feats. The individual assumed the authoritative voice, revealing his work achievements
both in speech and in a report perused by another worker. Again, these individuals
publicise deeds before collectives but here they inspire others within the group rather than
submit to direction over aberrant behaviour. Such individuals had arrived at the desired
endpoint of this ritual; here was the historical emergence of new soul and society where
people aspired to become heroic individuals in various fields. In everyday life, people could
become heroes through their labour.
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This representation of the person—heroic, individual, public—symbolised time as history,
that is, as a new epoch coming into being. Collectives and the Party guided and cajoled the
hero to an already‐known final state of the conscientious individual. Socialist Realism was a
realism that depicted “reality in revolutionary development”149 where ‘revolutionary
development’ was toward an ideal utopian future that was ahistorical, articulating a single
(and final) epoch of history. It integrated two competing ways of visualising time: historical
and transcendental; it was simultaneously real and ideal, changing and eternal. In
visualising the human being approaching perfection in time, Socialist Realism entwined two
types of biography: life as ritual transformation, where a protagonist absorbed social values,
and another like ancient biographies and autobiographies of life as self‐glorification in the
public square or agora.150

Like Olympian figures in Ancient Greece, Socialist Realism represented great feats of
athletes and warriors (1942, fig. 1.15), but in the culmination of history as Communism, the
public arena absorbed realms of labour, education and upbringing. Superhuman figures
such as aviators and Stakhanovites supplemented ‘heroes of socialist labour’ in this modern
agora.151 There are remarkable similarities between the forms of publicity that Bakhtin
described from his analysis of classical art and literature—the image of the hero publicising
feats in the agora—with Kharkhordin’s penitential practices of publicly revealing the self
before the collective. Like the agora, the family, school or factory was depicted as a place
where nothing could be “private, secret or personal”.152 Socialist Realism depicted
protagonists as purely exterior beings throughout their life’s course, from Reshetnikov’s boy
at home for the winter break to A Leader in the Pioneers (1949, fig. 1.16), from admission into
the Komsomol and on to the steel factory or shock‐work brigade.
Zhdanov, 21. The phrase appears as a statute of the Union of Soviet Writers in 1934, which stated
that socialist realism ʺdemands of the artist the truthful, historically concrete representation of reality
in its revolutionary development.ʺ “From the First Section of the Charter of the Union of Soviet
Writers of the USSR”, in John Bowlt ed., Russian Art of the Avant‐Garde: Theory and Criticism, 1902‐
1934, translated by John Bowlt, New York: Viking Press:, 1976, 296‐7.
150 Bakhtin, “Forms of Time,” 133.
151 In this chapter, the agora is a public space in Hannah Arendt’s sense, that is, a public space where
people can “distinguish themselves” through “great deeds” or “great words” rather than simply a
market place. See Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013
[1958], 25.
152 Ibid., 132.
149
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In Communism’s timeless future, the ideal person shed selfhood of subjectivity. Personal
and private thoughts and activities, hidden desires or unarticulated feelings were banished.
Like the Ancient Greek hero, this person was defined through visible exploits, but here the
collective and state directed self‐development toward social goals; the individual pursued
deeds not for personal glory but for the glory of communism. Time was both historical and
transcendental, with a realist narrative of historical emergence merging into the epic where
the hero personifies and defends the inalterable values of a great civilisation. In Bakhtin’s
words, the hero of the classical epic “is a fully finished and completed being…hopelessly
ready‐made…from beginning to end.”153 In Socialist Realism, a utopia coming‐into‐being
was represented in a person coming‐of‐age toward an already‐given state.154

1.2. Self and Role: the Socialist Realist Artist

In discussing the discursive practices and repeated behaviours that constructed the Socialist
Realist artist, the historical background of this seeker of social transformation requires
elaboration. Vladimir Solov’ëv provided philosophical inspiration for this model of the artist
that emerged in the avant‐garde. Symbolists, Futurists, Suprematists and Lef (Left Front of
the Arts) imagined the artist as a visionary who led society to destroy the present and create
a higher spiritual or cultural life, that transformed byt to bytie.155 Solov’ëv called for artists to
become “priests and prophets” with art as a “real force, enlightening and transfiguring the
whole human world.”156 Artists were to become social leaders: an artistic incarnation of
Plato’s philosopher‐Guardian. Velimir Khlebnikov and Kazimir Malevich created art that
Bakhtin, “Epic and Novel,” The Dialogic Imagination, 3‐40 at 34.
Subhash Jaireth makes a similar point in “The Chronotope and its Significance for Literary
Narrative,” Theatre of the times of Socrates, Lunin and Nero: Time and space in Edvard Radzinskii’s trilogy
‘Theatre of the Times …’, 1996, http://hdl.handle.net/1885/49343, last accessed: 5 September 2012.
155 In several recent histories, Solov’ëv appears as the inspiration for the revolutionary artistic avant‐
garde, which, in turn, inspired the Socialist Realism as an art form the transform society. See Gutkin,
47, 81‐106. This ignores important other movements, notably VAPP (later RAPP) that also perceived
art as an active force for social transformation and moreover, perceived realism as the appropriate
form for this task. These other movements are briefly discussed below.
156 Solov’ëv, Cf. Gutkin, 11. This closely resembles Marx’s thesis eleven on Feuerbach: “The
philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is to change it.”
Karl Marx, “Theses on Feuerbach,” in Robert C. Tucker ed., The Marx‐Engels Reader, New
York:Norton, 1978, 143‐45 at 145.
153
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annihilated present forms to transcend the everyday and postulate a future.157 The
destruction of old forms signified something that surpassed a mere rejection of
contemporary artistic methods. The avant‐garde envisaged a new world with the artist
playing a leading role.

Lef sought this leading role after the October revolution. Lef artists perceived themselves as
‘engineers’, replacing the Solov’ëvian ‘prophet’. These artists conceived of society as a
material entity to mould and transform. As conceptualised by Nikolai Chuzhak in 1923,
Futurism merged the active social‐transformative self of the Marxist‐Leninist revolutionary
intellectual with the avant‐garde artist that desired to extinguish old social forms. For
“bourgeois” artists, art was a “method for knowing life” through “passive contemplation.”
For “proletarian” artists, those of Lef, art was a “method for building life” through
“overcoming matter.”158 He introduced conceptual divisions consistent with Marxism:
between proletarian and bourgeois classes, and active and passive representation. This
signified a shift from Solov’ëvian spiritual transformation (“life‐creating”) to Marxian social‐
structural change (“life‐building”). Art was an exploit through which the artist transformed
society and the person; this active art was also a path to self‐realisation, fashioning a
historically new type of artist. Sergei Tret’iakov imagined the “art‐worker” as a “psycho‐
engineer, a psycho‐designer.”159

Khlebnikov reduced language to elementary letters and sound that communicated universal
feelings and ideas. Zaum transcended everyday contexts and national languages. For Khlebnikov’s
key writings on language, see Velimir Khlebnikov, Collected Works, translated by Paul Schmidt, edited
by Charlotte Douglas, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997. Some key texts are “The
Warrior of the Kingdom” (292‐5), “On the Simple Names of Language” (299‐303), “Analysing the
Word” (307‐12) and “A Checklist: the Alphabet of the Mind” (314‐7). Suprematism was a visual
equivalent to this universal language. With simple geometric shapes, Malevich claimed Suprematism
surpassed the artistic past by reducing expression to elementary forms. See Kazimir Malevich, “From
Cubism and Futurism to Suprematism: The New Painterly Realism” [1915], in Bowlt, Russian Art of
the Avant‐Garde, 116‐35 at 133‐5. “The square is a living regal infant. The first step of pure creation in
art” 133.
158 N. F. Chuzhak, “Pod znakom zhiznestroeniia: opyt osoznaniia iskusstvo dnia,” Lef: zhurnal Levogo
fronta iskusstv, 1 (March 1923), 12‐39 at 36, reprinted by Mouton, The Hague, 1970. Chuzhak’s
comments built upon Solov’ëv’s parallel to Marx’s theses on Feuerbach, effectively uniting the two,
with the emphasis on material action.
159 S. Tret’iakov, “Otkuda i kuda,” Lef: zhurnal lefogo fronta, 1 (March 1923), 192‐203 at 202.
157
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Avant‐gardists sought to rearrange the visual world, politicising public space and
transforming the way people viewed things. As ‘psycho‐engineers’, they sought to “organise
the consciousness and psyche of the masses by organising objects and ideas.ʺ160 Artists
extensively photographed Soviet life, using photomontage, photo‐essays and photo‐murals
as a means to move outside of the exhibition space. Through posters, murals and
publications they sought to transform and politicise public space. (fig. 1.17, 1925) Through
technique, they aimed to disrupt habitual ways of seeing the world, to agitate for “discovery
of the world.” Rodchenko photographed people and the environment from different angles,
“from all sides and primarily from a point where no one was accustomed to seeing them”
(fig. 1.18, 1928‐30).161 He saw himself as a re‐inventor of public perception, prompting people
to see art and the world in a new revolutionary way.

Ostensibly, revolutionary realists—involved in prominent artistic organisations such as
Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (RAPP) and Association of Artists of the Russian
Revolution (AKhRR)—shared the avant‐garde model of the artist as activist working toward
social transformation. The avant‐garde practiced a revolution in art through cutting‐edge
technique and transforming public space. The Revolutionary Realist equated revolution
with changed political and social life, which was outside the artistic domain. A revolution
that was confined to artistic form was “petty‐bourgeois.”162 The Revolutionary Realist
aspired to be “both a master of the brush and a revolutionary fighting for the better future of
mankind.”163 In documenting contemporary life these artists cultivated traditional
techniques, aspiring to become the easel painters or belletrists despised by the avant‐garde.
They realised their aspirations through field studies, illustrating socialist society in
construction through observation. Field studies formed the basis for AKhRR’s exhibitions
such as “Studies, Sketches, Drawings and Graphics from the Life and Customs of the

Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, ʺFrom Faktura to Factography,ʺ October, 30 (Autumn, 1984), 82‐119 at 115.
Aleksandr Rodchenko, Experiments for the Future: Diaries, Essays, Letters and Other Writings,
translated and annotated by Jamey Gambrell, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2005, 297.
162 “So‐called leftist trends in art…displayed their petty‐bourgeois, pre‐Revolutionary, decadent
substance, which was expressed in their attempt to transfer the fractured forms of Western art—
mainly French (Cézanne, Derain, Picasso)—to a soil alien both economically and psychologically.”
AKhRR, “The Immediate Tasks of AKhRR: A Circular to All Branches of AKhRR—An Appeal to All
the Artists of the U.S.S.R.” [1924], Bowlt, Russian Art of the Avant‐Garde, 268‐71 at 268.
163 Ibid., 270.
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Workersʹ and Peasantsʹ Red Army” and “Life of the Workers.”164 Proletarian writer
Aleksandr Fadeev selected “essential” moments from a “torrent of direct impressions”
through the prism of a “revolutionary worldview.”165

This was active observation, recording particular aspects of reality. The writer deliberately
constructed a “living person” that revealed the future Soviet citizen, that is, a person that
would emerge from social progress and development.166 This was a different method for
influencing popular consciousness than the avant‐garde—“a strong, precise, invigorating
style that organises thought and feeling...a heroic realism”—but was similarly art as a
revolutionary act.167 Revolutionary Realists sought to direct popular thought by identifying
heroes that inspired people to action.

1932’s declaration that Socialist Realism was the sole permissible form of art and the
liquidation of all existing artistic associations did not suddenly confront artists with a new
reality that forced a fundamental change in their behaviour. There was a gradual shift in
self‐definitions and artistic practice. There was not a clear‐cut division between how artists
perceived themselves before and after this shift in official policy toward the arts.

Key characteristics of the Socialist Realist—the engineer transforming public space, the
reporter on industrial and social progress and the cadre forging a centralised apparatus—
were already well developed in the 1920s Soviet artist. The inaugural All Union Congress of
Soviet Writers in August 1934 declared that artists were “engineers of human souls,”168

Brandon Taylor, “On AkhRR,” in Art of the Soviets, 54‐5.
A. Fadeev, “Za khudozhnika materialista‐dialektika,” reprinted in Za tridtsat’ let: Izbrannye stat’i
rechi i pis’ma o litierature i iskusstve, Moscow, 1957, 77‐84 at 83.
166 A. Fadeev, “Stolbovaia doroga proletarkoi literatury.” Ibid., 13‐44 at 17.
167 AKhRR, “The Immediate Tasks”, 270.
168 A. A. Zhdanov, “Soviet Literature: The Richest in Ideas, the Most Advanced Literature,” Soviet
Writers’ Congress 1934: The Debate on Socialist Realism and Modernism in the Soviet Union, London:
Lawrence and Wishart, 1977, 15‐24 at 21‐4. Zhdanov attributes the phrase to Stalin. Stalin used the
phrase in a toast to a gathering of writers at Gorkii’s house on October 26, 1932. A. Kemp‐Welch,
Stalin and the Literary Intelligentsia, 1928‐39, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1991, 131. Jeffrey Brooks
attributes the ‘artist as engineer’ solely to the Party. It symbolised the Party’s intent to align literature
with technical occupations. This assertion presumes the idea emerged only in the 1930s, with the
announcement of Socialist Realism as the sole method for art. For his argument, see “Socialist Realism
in Pravda: Read All About It!,” Slavic Review , 53:4 (Winter 1994), 973‐991.
164
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officially enshrining the artists’ self‐definition. Socialist Realism effectively conjoined the
avant‐garde and realist projects. When Zhdanov defined the artist’s duty as depicting
“reality in its revolutionary development,” he added the duty to “re‐mould the mentality of
their readers”169 re‐stating, albeit in a muted form, the avant‐garde ideal of ‘life‐building’
with the artist as ‘psycho‐engineer’. In the spirit of the revolutionary realists, the Party
expected artists to provide comprehensible models to emulate, models abstracted from
Soviet life. The Party‐state included the avant‐garde project to transform society via art in
official cultural policy. According to Grois, the “triumph of the avant‐garde project in the
early 1930s…coincided with the final defeat of the avant‐garde as an established artistic
movement.”170 The Party‐State disbanded all art associations and RAPP and AKhRR artists
formed the initial core of the new creative unions.

The Soviet artist was still defined through the same deed—creating art that acted upon the
minds of citizens, inspiring them to emulate the feats of fictional, historical and living
heroes—but these exploits were now part of a co‐ordinated plan with guidance from unions,
which were part of the state. This guidance drew upon a key practice of Bolshevik self‐
fashioning—kritika/samokritika (criticism/self‐criticism), also becoming a prevalent path to
self‐improvement for Socialist Realists. In this ritual, Party members publicly criticise
aberrant behaviour of an individual, insufficient vigilance over counter‐revolutionary
elements within the Party, for example, after which the transgressor was expected to engage
in self‐criticism, acknowledging the error. Both Alexei Kojevnikov and J. Arch Getty and
have discussed this ritual as a central practice of Stalinist culture, particularly for Party elites
where it was served as an initiation rite for new members and as an apology ritual through
which individuals learned and affirmed the value of “subordinating one’s personal views to
those of the collective.”171 This was also a practice of the self as a means to self‐improvement
enabling the transgressor and others to learn from the mistake.

Zhdanov, 23.
Grois, 35.
171 Alexei Kojevnikov, “Rituals of Stalinist Culture at Work: Science in Intraparty Democracy circa
1948,” Russian Review, 57:1 (January 1998), 25‐52 at 33; J. Arch Getty, ʺSamokritika Rituals in the
Stalinist Central Committee, 1933‐38,ʺ Russian Review, 58:1 (January 1999), 49‐70.
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Kritika/samokritika closely followed the pattern of Kharkhordin’s ritual of revealing deeds, if
the written text is viewed as a deed publicly‐revealing the author’s social conscience. Public
criticism from editorial boards, censors, ‘peers’ in journals or Party elites in newspapers
resembled ‘admonishment’ by the collective, with the ‘sinner’ engaging in self‐criticism and
improvement, completing a revised edition to reveal personal development.

This practice is extensively discussed in the secondary literature.172 Valentin Kataev took
part in this ritual self‐improvement through For the Power of the Soviets, which was criticised
by Mikhail Bubennov in 1950. The critique appeared in Pravda rather than a literary journal
and thus had the force of a Party pronouncement; the text’s portrait of a World War II
underground partisan group in Odessa, Bubennov claimed, painted the Bolsheviks in an
unsatisfactory light, lacking in planning capacities with insufficient detail of their heroic
struggle against the odds.173 In effect, a union colleague with Party backing denounced
Kataev as his deed revealed a lack of partiinost (partisanship or Party‐mindedness).
Following this criticism, Kataev wrote a self‐critical letter to the editors of Pravda promising
to rewrite the novel in accordance with the critique.174 Ermolaev counted 350 changes
between the original and revised editions, including several new chapters, which enhanced
the fighting and organisational prowess of the troop and added a reference to guidance from
the Party centre.175 The ‘improved’ text completed the ritual transformation into a better
writer, recovering, for Kataev, his “honour as a writer.”176

Although Herman Ermolaev does not describe the practice as ‘self‐criticism’, his detailed
discussions of the constant revisions of novels by Sholokhov, Fadeyev and others at the Party’s behest
provides many examples of the ritual, see, Censorship in Soviet Literature, 1917‐1991, Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 1997, particularly the section ʺCensorship in 1946‐53: The Peakʺ. Closer to the
spirit of the discussion here, Prokhorov (136‐41) considers Party guidance of the artist as the “master
ritual of Soviet cultural politics” and Hans Günther describes the “ritual of criticism and self‐
criticism” as practiced by Marietta Shaginyan. See, ʺSoviet Literary Criticism and the Formulation of
the Aesthetics of Socialist Realism, 1932‐1940,ʺ Evgenii Dobrenko and Galin Tihanov eds., A History of
Russian Literary Theory and Criticism: The Soviet Age and Beyond, Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh
Press, 2011, 90‐108 at 91.
173 Ermolaev, 104, 124.
174 Ibid., 138.
175 Ibid., 104.
176 Ibid., 138.
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As for Kharkhordin’s ritual of self‐revelation through deeds, criticism and self‐criticism
sought to save the ‘sinner’, returning him to the right path. Criticism provided knowledge
about the shortcomings of the individual that led to self‐improvement through exploits that
made a greater contribution to society than the previous deed. In extreme cases, the union
expelled the artist, but it was usually disinclined to “excommunicate” members177;
Akhmatova and Zoshchenko were famous examples of artists expelled from the Union
during the Zhdanovshchina. Expulsion was the end of the individual’s artistic livelihood and
a last resort; the ritual only took this turn when the artist was deemed incapable of re‐
education. In general, the sanction of criticism triggered the ritual recantation and
reworking, confirming the artist’s allegiance and contribution to the cause and a drive to
improve the self.

Criticism of (and rewards for) inspiring the Soviet citizen to great deeds was joined by
promotion, demotion and removal from positions within emerging state cultural
institutions, including editorial boards, as another path to self‐enhancement. Organisational
work became a core activity for the new Socialist Realist artist. Politically‐active realists
adapted far better to the boundaries of the official social role than others. Aleksandr
Fadeev’s career provides the clearest example of a writer who adapted to unique
circumstances for an artist. He wrote two highly acclaimed novels Rout (1929) and Young
Guard (1946), but generally disregarded his writing career for Party activity. Fadeev
assumed powerful positions within the Writers’ Union and the Party. He was General
Secretary of the Union of Writers from 1946 and a Central Committee member. Many artists
became Party cadres or state functionaries rather than just union members. Their
organisational work consuming so much time the Union secretariat offered “creative leave”
to writers as the “endless meetings” left no time for writing.178 Several leading artists became

In discussing the work of the Central Control Commission, Kharkhordin argues that expulsion was
a “last resort” after admonishment failed to return the transgressor to the correct path. Kharkhordin,
Collective and Individual, 47‐52. J. Arch Getty also points out that the Party only expelled members that
refused to recant following criticism. Refuting Party criticism was considered a greater error than the
initial mistake that provoked criticism. J Arch Getty, 64.
178 A particular case was Vsevolod Vishnevskii who was unable to find time to write because of the
incessant Union sessions. See Katerina Clark and Evgeny Dobrenko eds., Soviet Culture and Power: A
History in Documents, 1917‐1953, with Andrei Atizov and Oleg Naumov, New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2007, 203, 205. The situation was so dire the Central Committee intervened. They removed
177
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active on presidiums or secretariats, forming an executive for creative life that realised Party
projects. Two painters, Aleksandr Gerasimov and Sergei Gerasimov dedicated their time to
bureaucratic organisation in the future Union of Artists’ Moscow branch (MOSSKh).179 The
cadre‐artist worked within historical and institutional limits to become successful in the new
official role.

Institutional obligation followed institutionalised practice to produce the official artist. The
official artist perpetuated a normalised political model for the artistic self, already practiced
by nineteenth‐century radicals and realists. Social commentary based on field sketches and
observation had been a dominant technique over an extended period and an art that
extrapolated from real life to provide models to emulate was a variation within this history.
Subjected to Party instruction, artists transformed their practice, adapting a culturally‐
dominant technique to Party campaigns such as industrialisation, shock‐worker movement
or war propaganda. In addition to Union work, a new type of creative intellectual—the
Party cadre‐artist—emerged in this shifting artistic environment. For artists such as Fadeev
or Aleksandr Gerasimov, perceptions of the self were adaptable to a new official role.

Socialist Realism promoted a particular type of artist: an artist‐activist who demonstrated
adherence to revolutionary principles through creating art as a deed engineering souls. For
others, the new social role was incompatible with their sense of self, with consequences such
as imprisonment and execution. Apolitical pre‐revolutionary artists were a small
community faced with irresistible state and politicised peers. Silence and withdrawal were
passive modes of resistance. Isaac Babel referred to his (lack of) work in the 1930s as the
‘genre of silence’.180 Nadezhda Mandel’shtam described how her husband, Osip, Anna
Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak lost their poetic voice, struck by “dumbness” in reaction to

Vladimir Stavskii from his role as secretary of the Presidium, replacing him with Fadeev. This
followed a memorandum from Andrei Andreev to Stalin, Ibid., 208‐9.
179 Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, 135.
180 He coined this phrase at the First Congress of the Soviet Writers’ Union in 1934. Isaak Babelʹ, The
Complete Works of Isaac Babel, edited by Nathalie Babel, translated by Peter Constantine, introduction
by Cynthia Ozick, New York: Norton, 2001, 1055.
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changed expectations of artists.181 Silence was a means to conceal privately‐held beliefs and
values. It was inactivity and a misdeed; execution was the ultimate form of
excommunication.

Silence was an innovative tactic to avoid the conflict between self‐image as an artist and
official role‐expectations. Osip Mandel’shtam suffered self‐doubt and re‐appraisal after
1926, feeling incapable of fulfilling the new social function.182 Eventually and dramatically
he broke his silence in 1931 with critical poetry about Stalin and the communist regime.183
The state met such directly defiant acts with fateful force. Mandel’shtam was ultimately
arrested and sent to a labour camp, dying in December 1938.184 Pasternak’s silence and
withdrawal from public life was one of the few means of subtle passive resistance, turning
to translation rather than changing his behaviour in defiance of his self‐perception.

Official art excluded the artist who was more aesthete than activist. For many artists,
however, self‐definitions were compatible with official expectation. Official artists were not
a homogeneous or compliant group but they were engaged in a shared set of activities. The
leftist avant‐garde continued official work in photography and design: the path they chose
in the 1920s after rejecting easel painting and belles‐lettres. In the post‐WWII period, various
Nadezhda Mandel’shtam, Hope against Hope: A Memoir, translated from the Russian by Max
Hayward, introduction by Clarence Brown, New York: Atheneum, 1970, 162‐3.
182 Ibid., 170‐8.
183 According to Nadezhda Mandel’shtam, the poem that reached the secret police contained the lines
“All we hear is the Kremlin mountaineer / The Murderer and peasant‐slayer” that were in the first
draft of the poem. Nadezhda Mandel’shtam, 31‐2. The lines “But where there’s so much as half a
conversation / The Kremlin mountaineer will get his mention” are in another version of the poem,
cited by Hayward, editor of Hope against Hope, 12. She cites the poem as the reason for his arrest in
1933, 33.
184 John and Carol Garrard estimate the secret police arrested 2,000 Writer’s Union members during
the Stalin years, half of whom died. John and Carol Garrard, Inside the Soviet Writersʹ Union, New
York: Free Press; London: Collier Macmillan, 1990, 48‐9. The persecution of public intellectuals and
figures peaked in 1936‐8 with the terror. There are many histories of the terror. For revisionist
perspectives on the terror and purge, see J.Arch Getty and Roberta Manning eds., Stalinist Terror: New
Perspectives, Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993; J. Arch Getty, Origins of the
Great Purges: The Soviet Communist Party Reconsidered, 1933‐1938, Cambridge, New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1985; Robert Thurston, Life and Terror in Stalinʹs Russia, 1934‐1941, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996. For two classic accounts that represent the totalitarian thesis, see Jerry F.
Hough and Merle Fainsod, How The Soviet Union Is Governed, Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1979; Robert Conquest, The Great Terror: Stalinʹs Purge of the Thirties, London, Melbourne: Macmillan,
1968.
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Party and government statements reaffirmed the merger of art with politics. The
Zhdanovshchina—a series of official statements on the arts from 1946 associated with cultural
head Andrei Zhdanov—and Party secretary Georgii Malenkov through his writings on the
‘typical’ (discussed below) confirmed the Party vision of a politicised art.185

1.3. Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Official Artist and Public

The ritual self‐fashioning of artists was intrinsically tied to publicity. Artists, various critics
and editorial boards were involved in publicising, criticising and publishing artworks as
deeds. This section will analyse such publicising and publishing practices using Habermas’s
idea of the public sphere. Habermas derived an ideal model of the public sphere through his
study of the ‘bourgeois‐liberal’ public of 17th‐18th century Western Europe. The public sphere
is defined as a “sphere of private people come together as a public.”186 In this public, a
private person articulates and defends private interests and personal opinions and through
discussion and debate potentially arrives at consensus about important matters. This model
cannot be simply applied to the Russian art environment at the height of Socialist Realism
without modification. In Russia at this time, the person expressed self through activity in the
public interest. In this instance, publicity functions not as a mechanism to reach a general
public opinion through debate between personal positions, but as a judgement of the utility
of a public person’s deed for social transformation.

This section begins by looking at the artwork as an act of communication, that is, as a speech
act. In publicising a deed, the artist sought to inspire people to act or convince people of a
truth. Artists issued imperatives to mobilise people for campaigns and projected an ideal
state of society and the person. This discussion makes use of Habermas’s typology of speech
acts to articulate the type of deeds artists were publicising: were they stating a truth (a
constative speech act), defining a moral position (regulative) or expressing a subjective
sentiment (expressive)?

Novyi mir published the complete transcript of the Central Committee resolutions “O zhurnalakh
‘Zvezda’ i ‘Leningrad’,” Novyi mir, 9 (September 1946), I‐XIX.
186 Habermas, Structural Transformation, 27.
185
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Soviet criticism took a different form to literary or art criticism in the West. For Habermas,
each type of speech act makes a certain claim to validity judged by a listener, reader or
viewer. Is the statement true? Is that the right way to act? Is the sentiment sincere? A critic or
the public makes a personal judgement, accepting, discussing or debating the validity of the
claim. In the Soviet public sphere, however, the official critic, including those in the Party,
judged the artwork based upon how effective the deed would be at engineering souls.

This leads into a third related discussion on how deeds make it into the public sphere; there
was a myriad of institutions that mediated publishing. Beyond criticism in media, various
creative and political institutions guided artists on how to fulfil policy goals for art.
Publishing practices were co‐ordinated to transform society. Again, the Russian case
diverges from Habermas’s model. Western artists, critics and the public interacted via a
dispersed network of newspapers, pamphlets, salons and coffeehouses and opinions
circulated freely in a marketplace of ideas creating a general public opinion through
debating particular perspectives. Socialist Realist artworks were mediated through state
publishing houses, exhibition spaces and media along with the state‐controlled creative
unions and academies. These bodies prescribed theories and models, lauded successes and
criticised failures.

Through these mechanisms, particular types of deeds made their way into public. A central
concept—the ‘typical’—instructed artists to declare an ideal future that was present, as yet
nascent, in contemporary socialist society and citizen. At the Nineteenth Party Congress
(1952), Georgii Malenkov explained that ‘typical’ images expressed the “essence of the given
social force” in its “greatest entirety and exactitude” through conscious exaggeration.187 The
‘typical’ resolved the dichotomy between the actual present (‘what is’) and the ideal future
(‘what ought to be’). ‘Typical’ art asserted truths about states of affairs in the world, both
present and future. Socialist Realism insisted that a select element of the present would be
the future standard. The typical was a truth that was also regulative, providing models for
the public to emulate.

187

“O probleme tipicheskogo v zhivopisi,” Iskusstvo, 1 (January 1953), 16‐23 at 16.
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This combination of assertion and regulation was present in the art of the 1950s ‘Virgin
Lands’ campaign, for example, where words and imagery of migration to ‘peripheral’ lands
such as Kazakhstan, Western Siberia and the Urals were widely publicised. These include
Lev Shchipachev’s On Virgin Land (Farmer on a Smoke Break) (mid‐1950s, fig. 1.19) and
Aleksandr Guliaev’s Raisa Mittalovna Nevor: Golden Grainfield in the Virgin Lands (1955, fig.
1.20). Such artwork depicted both a glimpse of the future—peripheral lands transformed
into modern productive farms—and asked people to leave European Russia for hard work
and uncertain future in an outlying land. The public accepted both the assertion and the
instruction with the Virgin Lands campaign a successful mobilisation drive. These ideas and
images powerfully affected people, rousing many to leave the cities for an unknown future.

Socialist Realists created artworks that tried to compel the public to act. A particular form of
regulative statement—the direct imperative—was prevalent in poster art, banners and
newspapers but also in literature and painting. Daniel Jacobs in his analysis of approved
lists of slogans points out that one out of two sentences from the late‐Stalin era took that
form.188 The imperative of art such as Mikhail Kostin’s In the Stalin Factory (1949, fig. 1.21)
was made clear by slogans like “Till we meet in the Glorious October with quotas
surpassed” inscribed into the frame. Mikhail Epshtein considers the imperative the
dominant type of speech act of the post‐WWII Soviet‐era.189A Conceptualist pastiche, We
Shall Mine Extra Coal! (1973, fig. 1.22) likens the Party imperative to the religious
commandment: an unquestionable diction the reader or viewer was expected to follow.

Expressions of gratitude and praise were other routine forms of communication directed
toward the Party, its leaders and exceptional members of the public, such as Stakhanov or
Valerii Chkalov. If regulatives were the appropriate form for inspiring popular action,
expressives were apt for legitimising the authority of the Soviet Party‐State. Congresses and
plenums, journals, poetry and artworks lauded the Party executive for great Soviet social
achievements. This re‐introduced a feudal form of publicity that Habermas refers to as
Daniel N. Jacobs, ʺSlogans and Soviet Politics,ʺ American Slavic and East European Review, 16:3
(October 1957), 291‐300 at 294.
189 See Mikhail Epshtein, “Contemporary Trends in Russian Thought,” Poiesis: Online Journal (Papers
from the Twentieth Congress of World Philosophy, Vol.12: Intercultural Philosophy), 2001 at
www.bu.edu/wcp/Papers/Cont/ContEpst.htm, last accessed March 14 2011.
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“representative publicness” whereby a monarch or lord publicised an ʹauraʹ that
ʺsurrounded and endowed his authority.” Lordly power was “presented in forms such as
ʺinsignia (badges and arms), dress (clothing and coiffure), demeanour (form of greeting and
poise) and rhetoric (form of address and formal discourse in general).190

In the Stalinist Soviet Union, artists’ assemblies and creative journals created an aura for
Stalin and the Party, publicising power and righteousness. Union gatherings ritualistically
broke into applause when speakers referred to Stalin.191 Courtly painting returned,
displaying the power of leaders in uniforms and insignia or triumphantly before Party
gatherings or victory celebrations (figs. 1.23, 1.24, 1.25). Late‐Stalinist rhetoric raised Stalin to
a sacred symbol, for example, in Aleksei Surkov’s poem “A Name ‐ A Banner” (1949), where
people “on different ends / of this extensive land” call out his name, which reverberates
“from our borders / near and far.”192 Soviet poetry exalted “the people’s leader, the military
chief, the architect.”193 The Party publicly cultivated this image of Stalin as heir to Lenin, as a
great leader and worthy successor through novels, film and art.194 Stalin embodied a power
above the people, just as the monarch in feudal societies.

These forms of communication were strategic practices; the assertions, imperatives and
exaltations common to Socialist Realism were not invitations to critics and the public to
discuss or debate but rather actions toward an end of social change. A claim to truth that is
coming into being cannot be questioned, criticised or refuted as simply ‘false’ without
questioning the entire theoretical premises of the ‘typical’, that is, historical materialism.
Realism was an appropriate form to convey instructions and exclamations with any formal
innovations merely diminishing meaning the comprehensibility of the deed. “Reality” in
“revolutionary development” minimised the need for negotiated meaning demanding a
different type of literary and art criticism.
Habermas, Structural Transformation, 5‐13.
Jack F. Matlock, Jr., “The ‘Governing Organs’ of the Union of Soviet Writers,” American Slavic and
East European Review, 15:3 (October 1956), 382‐399 at 386.
192 Aleksei Surkov, “Imia—znamia,” Novyi mir, 12 (December 1949), 3‐5 at 3.
193 S. Murshak, “Pamiatnaia stranitsa,” Novyi mir, 12 (December 1949), 6‐7 at 7.
194 See the editorial, “Velikii prodolzhatel’ dela Lenina: K 75‐letiiu so dnia rozhdeniia I. V. Stalina,”
Novyi mir, 12 (December 1949), 100‐5 at 100, 101, 102 and the Party documents in the section entitled
“Presenting the Image of the Leader,” Clark and Dobrenko, Soviet Culture and Power, 277‐81.
190
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Criticism provoked self‐criticism as a method of self‐improvement for the artist but also
aligned art with policy. Critics asked different kinds of questions of art and literature to
those in the salons and coffeehouses of Enlightenment Europe that Habermas studied. Will
this convince the people that the glorious future will be realised? Will this inspire them to
act in the desired way? Will this make the people admire our great Party? Truth, morality or
sincerity was judged according to effectiveness rather than validity. Literary criticism often
started with references to the Party, for example, how the Party guided writers to create the
highest, most innovative form in the world and regularly referred to central directives for
artists, such as the Zhdanov decrees and brigade painting, discussed above.195

Plot summaries or narrative exegesis were common practices of criticism; critics indicated
how they followed these prescribed models. Critics reproached deviations from official
criteria targeting, for example, ‘young writers’ in the immediate post‐WWII years.196 In
contrast, ‘great’ Soviet literary figures were acclaimed for upholding official models.197
Critics provided praise and censure based on how effective artworks were as instruments of
state policy and were particularly vehement when the Party launched campaigns against
artists whose works, for example, showed signs of kowtowing (nizkopoklonstvo) to the West
or a lack of ideology (bezydeinost’).198

Vadim Kozhevnikov, “Sovetskaia proza 1948 goda,” Novyi mir, 5 (May 1949), 245‐64 at 247. After
the Zhdanov decrees, for example, Agapov referred to the instruction that literature must serve the
interests of the people and the state. Boris Agapov, “Sovetskii ocherk segodnia,” Novyi mir, 8, August
1949, 217‐40 at 217. Similarly, Runin re‐stated Zhdanov’s order that literature must “illuminate” the
way forward, that is, reproduce Party ideology. B. Runin, “Molodye golosa,” Novyi mir, 12 (December
1947), 191‐216 at 214.
196 El’iashevich, for example, criticised the “absence of bright typical generalisations” and “empirical
observation” in young poets. A. El’iashevich, “Chetyre knigi molodyx poetov,” Zvezda, 4 (April 1952),
163‐8 at 165. Runin decried an emphasis on character psychology or “inner” phenomena. Runin, Ibid.,
215.
197 See, for example, Lezhnev’s analysis of Sholokhov, I. Lezhnev, “Sholokhov i traditisii,” Novyi mir,
7‐8 (July‐August, 1946), 192‐210. On Aleksei Surkov see, O. Reznik, “O tvorchestve sovetskikh
pisatele,” Oktiabr, 2 (February 1954), 146‐66.
198 For a discussion of these central campaigns using literary criticism as a vehicle, see Evgenii
Dobrenko, ʺLiterary Criticism and the Institution of Literature in the Era of War and Late‐Stalinism,
1941–1953,ʺ in Evgenii Dobrenko and Galin Tihanov eds., A History of Russian Literary Theory and
Criticism: The Soviet Age and Beyond, Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University Press, 2011, 163‐83 at 170‐7.
195
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Criticism was largely absent in other public forums, such as Writers’ Union meetings, where
reports predominated; executives read statements on current literary policy and delegates
discussed reports on canonical figures and national literatures.199 At the IXth plenum of the
Artists’ Union’s Orgkomitet (May 1945), Aleksandr Gerasimov implored painters to follow
the polished finish of the Russian Academic painters exhibited in the Tretiakov, calling for
“artistic completeness.”200 In a 1951 speech on the subject of literary language, Aleksandr
Fadeev entreated young writers to study the classics, such as Tolstoi, to overcome their
authorial deficiencies.201 In his analysis of Writers’ Union plenums, Matlock argues that
because reports were mostly delivered by prominent union figures, giving them a “semi‐
official character”, criticism from attending delegates was restrained, leading him to
conclude that the sole function of the gatherings was to convey central literary policy to
artists across society and into the nations on the periphery of the Soviet Union, ensuring all
could work to same ends.202 The plenums also performed a ritual function beyond this
formal purpose, publicly affirming participation in the Bolshevik project to transform
society and adherence to the values of this historically‐new culture, which was emphasised
by the ritual interjections Matlock found so odd over 50 years ago, but which inject a sense
of public celebration and emotional attachment to the proceedings. Bringing artists and
critics into the centre as Party and Union members was as important as transmitting
ordinances to the periphery.

Such rituals integrated artists into the new state institutions that were formed following the
April 1932 decree entitled “On the Restructuring of Literary and Artistic Organisations,”
which “liquidated” all independent groups.203 It outlined a program to absorb all artists into
nationwide unions, with orgkomitets assigned the task of realising the goal for literature.204
Artists’ and Writers’ Unions were initially structured horizontally. Local city organisations

Matlock, 385‐8.
Quoted in Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, 279.
201 Fadeev, “Literatura i iazyk,” 936‐9.
202 Ibid., 385‐6.
203 “On the Reformation of Literary‐Artistic Organisations,” reprinted in C. Vaughan James, Soviet
Socialist Realism, 119.
204 Ibid. A Moscow branch (MOSSKh) of the envisaged USSR Union of Artists performed a similar
function for visual art until it was succeeded by an orgkomitet created in 1939. AKhRR members
dominated MOSSKh. Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, 135.
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formed throughout the 1930s, without a coordinating body.205 The Moscow organisations
were powerful organisations, becoming de facto centres. In 1936, the Arts Committee became
the top‐level body for visual arts, theatre and music.206 This formalised the creative
administration. Orgkomitets slowly created the infrastructure for nationwide unions
following the purges.207 During the later Stalin years, the Academy of Arts, created in 1947,
administered fine art through union branches, artistic soviets and the major artistic
education institutions: the Surikov and Repin institutes.208 This added a further layer to the
artistic bureaucracy.

Newspapers, journals and exhibition spaces were placed under Union control. Unions
controlled editorial boards of creative newspapers and journals. This followed a similar
pattern as the unionisation of associations with the Party replacing editors in the late‐1920s
with those from loyal groups. In October 1927, for example, the Politburo removed
Voronskii from his post as editor of Krasnaia nov’—a journal that published a broad
spectrum of writers—and placed the literary newpaper Literaturnaia gazeta under RAPP
control when it began in 1928.209 The Party assigned co‐authors to writers to direct their texts
toward approved ends. In the early‐1930s, Ezhov (future head of the NKVD) supervised
Boris Piln’iak, as he re‐wrote Forest of the Isles, reviewing every phrase at it was put to
paper.210 This was an early manifestation of ritual self‐improvement with guidance by
group, union or Party. Censorship rapidly increased after 1932 and the Party influenced
what art exhibitions and museums displayed.211

Garrard 79; Kornetchuk, 17; Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, 135.
Bown, Socialist Realist Painting, 134.
207 Ibid., 135; Kornetchuk, 17; Kemp‐Welch, 120.
208 “Akademiia Khudozhestv SSSR,” Iskusstvo 3 (March 1961).
209 Clark and Dobrenko, Soviet Culture and Power, 52.
210 Viktor Serge, Memoirs of a Revolutionary, 1901‐1941, translated and edited by Peter Sedgwick,
London: Oxford University Press, 1963, 269.
211 For a detailed statistical analysis of censorial revisions across the entire Soviet period, see Herman
Ermolaev, Censorship in Soviet Literature, 1917‐1991, Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 1997. On art
exhibitions see, for example, Platon Kerzhentsev’s memorandum to Stalin and Molotov where he
recommends that the Tretiakov Gallery and Russian Museum remove avant‐garde works from public
view, reprinted in Clark and Dobrenko, Soviet Culture and Power, 241‐2.
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Under the aegis of the emerging creative unions, practices of publishing in the Soviet Union
during the Stalin years provide a dramatic contrast to those in the bourgeois public sphere
of Enlightenment Europe. The differences required a change in the way the concept of the
public sphere is used throughout this section and in the subsequent chapters. In the
Enlightenment public sphere, publicity was an instrument of social change with journalists
using it against the state, criticising its interventions in the market through the rapidly
proliferating news media. In the Soviet public sphere, publicity was also an instrument of
social change, but media was integrated into the state. Art, literature and its criticism were
enlisted in industrialisation and collectivisation drives co‐ordinated by the state. This
centralised model of publishing, media and related organisations was the environment that
visual artists, poets and critics worked within and against throughout Soviet history. It is
against this model that publishing practices of Late‐Communist Russian art movements will
be compared in the following chapters rather than the dispersed network of individual
opinions mediated through privatised media that concerned Habermas.

Conclusion

In locating Soviet art on the continuum between public and private spheres through looking
at artistic practices, Socialist Realism was an unequivocally public form and movement. The
revolution gave impetus to a politicised and public art both in the sense of a civic art and
one that expanded into the street reaching out to broad sections of the population. The
avant‐garde attempted to create an art to transform society and particularly the person,
defining the artist as a psycho‐engineer who would transform the collective consciousness
by constructing a new public space. This idea was taken up by the state, which launched a
political‐aesthetic project to build a new society and New Soviet Person. To this end, they
unionised art, turning artists into cadres and establishing a state publishing system.

A summary of practices as they relate to the public‐private continuum is provided in the
following table:
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Generic Conventions

• Chronotope: historical emergence
of industrial society and New Soviet
Person,
• Protagonist: ascetic individual
emerging through labour or fighting
with the enemy,
• Narrative: Rite of passage into
adulthood overcoming youthful self‐
interested emotive traits to become a
self‐sacrificing public being that
reveals conscientiousness through
deeds, and

Techniques of Self‐
Fashioning and Social
Roles
• Criticism/self‐criticism as
ritual to align artistic
production with Party goals
for art, and
• Artist‐activist as Party
cadre: a public official.

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism
• Public sphere as an arena of
deeds of public people aiming to
inspire people through the
‘typical’ as an ideal truth or
cultivating faith in the Party
through lauding,
• Criticism as a judgement of the
utility of art as a deed for social
transformation, and
• State‐controlled media
publicising imperatives, decrees.

• Settings: home, school, workplace
as public arenas: society as agora.

Table 1.1 Summary of Socialist Realist Practices
A thread of publicness runs through generic conventions, fashioning of the self and
practices of publicity and criticism. An ideal person was defined in discourse: a ‘soul’ with a
conscientiousness that was publicly revealed through deeds and judged by collective. Self‐
fashioning followed this model with ritual criticism and self‐criticism a key ritual of self‐
improvement. The artist, like the ideal person imagined in art, was a public person who
publicised artworks as deeds. Critics and official judged art according to criteria of utility.

Socialist Realism had absorbed currents from preceding movements, both forward and
backward‐looking. It was an art of tension between innovation and tradition, open to
conflict and division. Certain artistic practices had enough history to continue as habits or
rituals such as depicting the emergence or transformation of society and creating art as a
civic duty. These were structured activities, that is, normalised unquestioned routine
behaviours. Other ways of doing art had less traction and were rejected by a new generation
of artists after Stalin’s death. Two movements—Neo‐Realism and Populism—cultivated
distinct strands from Soviet art, promoting antagonistic conventions and techniques.
Younger artists—that the next chapter refers to as Neo‐Realists—discarded the ‘typical’
future of an agora filled with positive heroes, joyous collectives and effortless progress for
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‘sincerity’, that is, reality sincerely represented according to personal perception. Neo‐
Realists looked forward, developing alternative aesthetics—severe style painting and
experimental and lyrical poetry—and a politics that valued the personal. Populists,
prominent in poetry and prose, defended tradition and advocated a return to a past rooted
in the open spaces of the peasant village. The mother—as a metonym for the Russian
people—was a central symbol. Official art had ameliorated conflict through compromise
and official sanction but opposing sides were again coalescing to form a battleground over
art.
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Neo‐Realism and Reform Communism, 1953‐70

Amid Party leadership struggles following Stalin’s death in 1953, new art movements
superceded Socialist Realism, working within official art. Some historians portray the young
generation and other artists of the ‘thaw’ as defying the state in defence of ‘genuine’ art,
with Solzhenitsyn as their icon.212 Against these arguments, this chapter shows that ‘Neo‐
Realism’ shared the prevailing background practices of Soviet art. ‘Neo‐Realism’ is a name
used here not only to describe a movement of young artists who pushed Socialist Realism in
new directions but also because it shares some traits with the famous Italian cinematic and
literary movement.213

In Neo‐Realism, the drive to transform society and person through art underwent a shift
toward the personal. This chapter disputes Kharkhordin’s claim that mechanisms of social
control precluded individuality, privacy and personal thought suggesting that he confuses a
social aim of the Party (to usher in a “self‐regulating society” where groups policed
individual behaviour) with its “final achievement [of a] fine‐tuned and balanced system of
total surveillance”.214 In contrast, this chapter suggests that Neo‐Realism weaved a voile that
dulled the public gaze on the individual, domesticity and creativity. In their art, Neo‐
Realists portrayed characters who concealed thoughts and feelings, hinting at an interior
inaccessible to the public or collective. This chapter also considers whether a split between
public perception and private intention of participants in a central Bolshevik ritual—
criticism and self‐criticism—emerged at this time. Such a split would challenge claims that
Soviet citizens obtained self‐knowledge only through others judging their public deeds. An

See the “Historical Literature Review” earlier in this thesis.
Neo‐Realism was not a term used in Late‐Communist Russia but rather the name under which this
chapter gathers certain painters, poets and writers who forged a new realism. Soviet Neo‐Realism
exhibited similarities to its Italian namesake. Both movements reacted against an academic neo‐
classical official art. Soviet Neo‐Realism returned to earlier pre‐revolutionary realism, depicting the
hardships of ordinary people and everyday life, their difficulties in a post‐war society undergoing
reconstruction. For a translation of key texts by Italian Neo‐Realist filmmakers and critics see David
Overbey ed., Springtime in Italy: a Reader on Neo‐Realism, Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1979.
214 Kharkhordin, 299‐300.
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analysis of new practices of criticism and publishing also sheds light on the divide between
the public and personal. Editors—working within tight constraints—finessed poetry and
novels to bypass censors and publish new individual voices. Critics evaluated different
perspectives, raised new questions and engaged in debates with others. This chapter does
not overstate this era’s privatising processes, à la Shlapentokh, but rather accents subtle
shifts in practices that Kharkhordin ignores. In Neo‐Realism, the artist was still an activist
but not exclusively perfected, valued and judged through deeds of social construction. The
nexus of social progress and self‐development was fractured.

2.1. Imagining People, Community and Society: Neo‐Realism as a Utopian Genre

The previous chapter demonstrated how Socialist Realism imagined a utopia coming‐into‐
being guided by the Party with the ideal person publicising conscientiousness in a society
modelled as an agora, where factories, kolkhozes, schools and families functioned as realms of
great deeds. This discussion adapted Clark’s master plot, whereby the central narrative of
ritual conversion was not simply one of progressing from an impulsive to conscientious
being but also one who publicly revealed faith in Communism through exploits that enabled
others to judge and guide the individual. In what follows, Vasilii Aksënov’s Ticket to the
Stars provides a framework for analysing a shift in this narrative in the visual art and poetry
of the generation of creative intellectuals that emerged after Stalin’s death.215 Like Kataev’s A
White Sail Gleams, a journey—this time to the periphery—serves as a metaphor for a path to
self‐transformation over time toward a higher self and utopia.

In a brief section on ‘youth prose’, Clark claims Ticket to the Stars perpetuates the narrative of
the Stalinist novel.216 In this variation, the protagonist was an urban youth who leaves
Moscow, sometimes for adventure, but generally without the express intent of contributing
to social construction in peripheral lands. The hero finds arduous work that pushes him to
his physical limits; surpassing this former threshold, a new person begins to emerge,
following the path of Socialist Realism’s New Soviet Person.

215
216

Vasilii Aksënov, A Starry Ticket, translated by Alec Brown, London: Putnam, 1962.
Clark, The Soviet Novel, 228‐30.
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Neo‐Realists set their stories within grandiose developments, such as the Bratsk
hydroelectric scheme and infrastructure construction in the Siberian taiga, or the
Magnitogorsk steelworks.217 Painters also portrayed peripheral lands under construction,
representing a society in transition, following contemporary goals as defined by the
Khrushchev‐led Party. Siberia in Construction (1959, fig. 2.1) symbolised the immense
pressures and efforts of workers in the periphery. The two figures in the foreground form a
triangle against the truck conveying strength, symmetry and stability, fighting with the
moment. In Aleksandr Tatarenko’s Blacksmiths ‐ Odessan Ship Repair Plant (1962, fig. 2.2),
metalworkers stare resolutely as they tame the molten steel. Characteristics once ascribed to
the Soviet worker such as control over nature and matter, and the elated Stakhanovite labour
ritual, were muted in Neo‐Realism. Dignity faced adversity. Strength and endurance were
lauded. Practical realistic portraits of socialist construction such as A Furnace Worker (1955,
fig. 2.3) and Above the Volga (1959‐60, fig. 2.4) remained within the project to surpass the
contemporary epoch. This was an art that depicted constraints: the hero faced adversity and
suffering in overcoming obstacles to complete grand projects. Artists still portrayed a grand
future coming‐into‐being, but the path now demanded greater personal sacrifice.

In Clark’s analysis of the youth novel, the hero leaves behind both the city and his urban
persona, with superficial attractions (for example, the ‘hip’ clothes of the stilyagi: followers
of fashion) and his youthful desires consigned to the past. As for High‐Stalinist literature,
Clark claims this was another narrative of historical emergence with a maturing society
represented as progress in the periphery and self‐development into the ideal person with
the ritual conversion from spontaneity to conscientiousness. Clark’s description of Ticket to
the Stars is selective, however, reading the life trajectories of certain characters while eliding
those that contradict her “prototypical plot”.218

Ticket to the Stars contains diverse

biographical narratives, some of which defy the ritual conversion to conscientiousness,
See, for example, Evtushenko’s epic about the Bratsk hydroelectric scheme, Evgenii Evtushenko,
“Bratsk GES,” Iunost’, 4 (April 1965), 26‐67.
218 For a analysis of Ticket to the Stars that highlights the many points at which the narrative subverts
rather than supports Clarkʹs masterplot, see Peter Golub, ʺFreedom and Performance in a Soviet
Youth Prose Novel: Rereading Vasily Aksyonov’s Starry Ticket,ʺ
http://foundationpit.blogspot.com.au/, last accessed: 5 September 2012.
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including that of the ‘hero’: Dima. Dima and his friends leave Moscow by chance (based on
the toss of a coin, an impulsive behaviour unmediated by principle) for Tallinn, a Hansaetic
city that serves as an intermediary between the Soviet world and the West. Ticket to the Stars
can be read as a journey across space and through time toward an existence that balances
principle and impulse, public and private, and the needs of the individual and collective. In
Tallinn, Dima maintains and cultivates ‘spontaneous’ traits, moving between a public life of
deeds in the local fishing kolkhoz and a personal life outside.

Neo‐Realism articulated a private or personal life hidden from the public gaze. In Neo‐
Realism, the everyday person concealed beliefs or feelings. There was a boundary between
the individual and society, between public and private. In visual art, a new device
represented withdrawal from the social world: subjects faced away from the viewing public,
hiding private feelings from the public gaze.219 Andropov used this device in Rafters (1960‐1,
fig. 2.5). One worker faces into the painting, his back to the spectator, hiding his reaction to
the situation. Their individual thoughts are inaccessible to the public. This convention
suggested an interior private world of emotions, passions and thoughts only known to the
individual.

Biographical scenes—moments or experiences from a person’s life—were given as much
emphasis as social contribution. Portraiture accentuated the person, the protagonist
commanding a far greater area of the canvas (fig. 2.6) compared with Socialist Realism,
which related workers or farmers to industrial achievements and changed environments.
Such portraits directed the viewer to read facial expressions as a window to personal
thoughts, toward how the individual experienced life. Geli Korzhev used formal techniques
to exacerbate subjective introspection. The sole figure of the close‐up portrait A Mother
(1966‐7, fig. 2.7) occupies the entire canvas to emphasize human frailty. Muted colours, grey
shades, her pale skin, create a dampened mood. Her head bowed and held in her hand, the
mother expresses a combination of despair, grief and torment. Past anguish weighs heavy
upon the elderly man in Old Wounds (1967, fig. 2.8).
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Such personal portraits professed an interiority of beliefs, thoughts and perceptions
inaccessible to others. Public deeds did not reveal everything about the individual, who now
exhibited private convictions and feelings. In group portraits, central characters no longer
monitored or judged activity. Andronov’s Builders of the Kuibyshev Hydro‐Electric Power
Station (1957, fig. 2.9), Viktor Popkov’s They Built Bratsk Hydro‐Electric Station (1960‐1, fig.
2.10) and Nikonov’s Our Working Days (1960, fig. 2.11) eliminated shared passion and focus,
fracturing the collective gaze, defying one of Socialist Realism’s core generic conventions.
They reversed the intent of official works such as Admission of a New Member to the Komsomol
(fig. 1.5). Andronov composed a labour scene that left the centre hollow. The core narrative
of workers building socialism remained but the sub‐plot implied group fragmentation.
Workers and machinery move away from the centre. Andronov retained some collectivity:
the group walk together, but without Socialist Realism’s effort in concert. They Built Bratsk
Hydro‐Electric Station used costume, formal devices (colour, shape and relative positions of
the figures) and task‐specific tools to separate individual roles within a group. In Our
Working Days, each person gazes in a different direction, suggesting they have their own
perspective. A single will, conscience or action was absent.

Individual life stories were emerging from within the group, with protagonists cultivating
diverse talents and pursuing different life paths. These paintings implied that everyone had
their own story. Although Ticket to the Stars begins with a unity of purpose as a group of
friends in Moscow embark on a journey for fun and thrills, it ultimately fragments as the
former companions pursue different life trajectories. The novel builds several narratives of
emergence around the central characters: Dima, Galia, Iurii and Alik. Iurii allows Clark to
bend the novel to her master plot; he struggles as a member of the fishing kolkhoz, constantly
ʺbattered by the sea,” becoming ʺquite thinʺ but always returns defiantly.220 He eventually
gives up on life at sea but decides to stay in Tallinn, taking on an apprenticeship as a turner
and settling down with Linda, a local girl, resolving a romantic sub‐plot, which was a
typical finale Clark associates with the master narrative. It symbolically completes the
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transition into adulthood as the protagonist’s ties to his immediate family wane and he is
welcomed into the great Soviet national family.221

Ticket to the Stars also subtly reversed the prevailing narrative of a hero gradually
suppressing their selfish or personal wants in favour of building the new society. The
friends leave Moscow as a unified group resembling a collective of ‘peers’ mutually
reinforcing desirable behaviours, albeit behaviours opposed to the norms encouraged by
official art and policy. Over time, this collective effort fragments into individual biographies.
Of all the characters, Galia, the love interest of Dima, personifies spontaneity, running off to
Leningrad for an affair with an actor but still coveted by Dima for whom she remained “the
principal thing…hidden within,” his “darkness” and “airy, golden heartache.”222 Galia was a
stark contrast to Iurii’s love interest but similarly reveals Dima’s identity. He remains
attracted to ‘darkness’ as well as the light shone on life by his work in the kolkhoz. She
ultimately returns to Tallinn the rekindle her relationship with Dima. Emotionally fragile
and erratic, she threatens that her wellbeing rests with Dima taking her back. He relents,
admitting that she was the “girl destined from childhood for me.” This marked out a
different future to Iurii, one without a “programme for living” where a dance or pub‐crawl
were as important as going on rescue expeditions or cooking in galleys as a kolkhoznik.223

Ticket to the Stars depicted individuals that existed beyond their social contribution forging
the ‘I’ against collective constraint. Margarita Aliger’s Kovsh used the kovsh—a traditional
wooden spoon either carved by peasants to sup from a common bowl or rendered in gold
and silver for use in elaborate banquets in the pre‐Imperial principality of Muscovy—as a
symbol of traditional and collective limits on the individual. In her poem, a lyrical ‘I’
grasped this customary symbol of communal bounty and greedily ladles and guzzles water
from a well: “I drink greedy, deep gulps” (“Пью жадными, глубокими глотками”).224
Aliger correlated Soviet collective society with the communal world of Old Russia. People
ate and drank together with the same ladle out of the same bowl and from a shared well.

Clark, The Soviet Novel, 230‐1, 259.
Aksënov, 173.
223 Ibid., 220.
224 Margarita Aliger, “Kovsh,” Novyi Mir, 6 (June 1960).
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Aliger rejected such rituals that reinforce group harmony: “I drink on the move, at a
contrary well” (“Пью на ходу, у встречного колодца”). The ‘I’ desires to know the world
through personal experience, throwing away the weight of tradition: “I drink, as I live, I
drink, as if day by day” (“Пью, как живу, пью, будто день за днем”).225 Like Galia, Aliger’s
individual stepped outside unquestioned imperatives and nurtured desires. Aliger depicted
such spontaneous actions, flouting collective constraints and discipline as positive
behaviours. Aliger’s ‘I’ was an individual acting against the group, disregarding, not
inspiring, the collective.

A separation between personal and public in society occurred in tandem with that in
thought and action with artists differentiating activities within the domestic realm from
those in the public sphere. In Fisherman and His Sick Son (1964, fig. 2.12), Andrei Tutunov
painted the fisherman with his back turned to the viewer. This was a statement about the
relationship between a father and his sick son and the feelings evoked—whether
compassion, anxiety or stoic—was outside the interests of the public. Similarly, Nikolai
Andronov’s Interior (1981, fig. 2.13) and Elena Kirichenko’s Virgin Land Dinner (1962, fig.
2.14) demarcate the home as a personal space: an intimate sphere for the family. In these
portraits, the family was not, as in Shlapenotkh’ analysis, a site for individuals to experience
“what they are deprived of in official life” but domestic life did not exist in a continuum
with public service.226 These were realms marked by particular values and behaviours. In
Ticket to the Stars, Dima admires his recently deceased brother, not for his achievements as
one of the Soviet Union’s brightest young scientists, but for his pranks, for the playful
sparring and as a drinking buddy.227

Neo‐Realism articulated a private sphere of the family and a private life of personal
pleasures and interests coming‐into‐being beyond any political or public affairs. This genre
shared a sense of time with Socialist Realism, progressing toward a desired state. Dima’s
journey to Tallinn represented historical change, that is, a subtle shift toward a new epoch.
Ibid.
Shlapentokh, 164.
227 Aksënov, 222‐3.
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In Tallinn, public and private separated. It was through intimacy and pleasure that a new
person emerged, maintaining a public life devoted to building communism, but pursuing
new aspects of existence, notably a personal relation with the self and intimate relationships
with others. This ideal person was a multifaceted being when compared to the purely
exterior New Soviet Person living a life of great deeds in the Soviet agora. It was in these
private and marginal spaces that history, as represented in Neo‐Realism’s characters and
settings, occurred. New spaces, activities and people were emerging.

Neo‐Realism remained within the tradition of inventing an ideal person and society but
tempered the Stalinist utopia imagined as a public arena of glorious achievements and the
final epoch of history. In Neo‐Realism, time moved forward but without a certain ending.
Dima’s ‘programme of living’ was one of uncertainty, continuing to plan his life “by chance”
like the troupe had at the beginning of the novel.228 After re‐uniting with Galia, he briefly
returns to work with the kolkhoz until the untimely death of his brother, Viktor. Once again,
chance intervenes and Dima returns to Moscow, that initial space of ambiguity where the
protagonists’ journey began. In the final scene, Dima sits and stares up at a patch of sky
bounded by buildings to form a rectangle, just as his brother had throughout his life, coming
to the realisation that it resembles a railway ticket, with a lone star punching a hole. Dima’s
journey continued to an unknown place, wondering “to what destination would that ticket
take me?”229

2.2 Self and Role: the Neo‐Realist Artist

In 1959, Konstantin Fedin, President of the Soviet Writersʹ Union, claimed that a new artistic
generation had split the “ideological‐artistic” complex. Younger artists, however, were
striving to balance individual technique, personal perception and formal experimentation
with the artist’s political and civic function.230 Artists were using formal and expressive
means to express individuality. Their push for creative autonomy was part of a broader
Aksënov, 220.
Ibid., 224.
230 Sergei Baruzdin ”O nashem pervom s’ezde,” Moskva, 1:1959, 187. Cf. Maurice Friedberg “Socialist
Realism: Twenty‐Five Years Later,” The American Slavic and East European Review, 19: 2 (April 1960),
276‐87 at 285.
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campaign to revitalise and ‘humanise’ the revolution, promoting civic freedoms and
tolerance.231 There was no tension or conflict between individual expression and political
activism in self‐definitions of these artists.

Younger artists were part of a generation that used style and form to express individuality.
Kharkhordin argues that “individualisation via creative style” (within a general practice of
otlichie, or distinction, as in not ‘fitting in’) was the means that youth used to differentiate
self from group aesthetics and lifestyles.232 He argues that the dominant form of otlichie was
through cultural consumption. His prime example is the stilyagi who defined themselves as
distinct from the group through stylish foreign clothes. In a similar vein, communal
apartment inhabitants decorated their abodes with kitsch trinkets and placed furniture or
utensils in kitchens to mark boundaries between personal and common spaces.233 Such
actions were more public than private—Kharkhordin argues that otlichie was a version of
revealing the self in visible public deeds234—but they do divide the individual or family from
society as quasi‐inviolate, a territory bounded by the body or family unit. Importantly,
personal identity was no longer fashioned within the group but against it.

Young artists practiced a variation of such rituals, carving a personal niche through
developing an individual formal style. Young poets were “new strong and sharp
individualities as Margarita Aliger defined them.”235 Formal experimentation was one
means to define self against prevailing expectations and established artists. They related to
other young artists as a new generation, using terms such as ‘future’ and ‘progress’ to
describe their objectives. Artists and critics searched for a ‘contemporary style’; this was a
They had many political contemporaries throughout the Soviet system. The most famous examples
were the reformist‐Marxist Imre Nagy and his supporters in the 1956 Hungarian revolution and the
‘socialism with a human face’ of Alexander Dubček and the 1968 Prague Spring. For a discussion of
these figures and events in the context of the relationship between the state and society see, Grzegorz
Ekiert, The State against Society: Political Crises and their Aftermath in East Central Europe, Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1996.
232 Kharkhordin, 340‐3.
233 Svetalana Boym, Common Places: Mythologies of Everyday Life in Russia, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1994; Katerina Gerasomiva, “Public Privacy in the Soviet Communal Apartment,”
David Crowley and Susan E. Reid eds., Socialist Spaces: Sites of Everyday Life in the Eastern Bloc, Oxford:
Berg, 2002, 207‐230 at 221‐2.
234 Kharkhordin, 345.
235 Margarita Aliger, “Otvetstvennost’ khudozhnika,” Voprosi literaturi, 1, January 1966, 3‐81 at 12.
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phrase that filtered across the artistic disciplines.236 Andrei Voznesenskii, for example,
rejected rhyming couplets aligning the future of Soviet poetry with metaphorical
association.237 For Vasili Aksënov, literary progress demanded formal diversity. He argued
for freedom to pursue formal experiments, which promoted overall development in the arts
despite inevitable failures. No single formal method united these young reformist artists, he
claimed, save the desire to expand the Soviet aesthetic repertoire.238

Severe Style painters bore the influence of Cézanne, cubism, impressionism and
expressionism distancing their approaches from official art and providing techniques to
forge a personal style. Andronov’s, Rafters manifested the intensity and tenacity of workers
in broad, industrious strokes. Form and technique buttressed the theme; strong Cézannist
shapes and an austere style mirrored the arduous labour of his subjects. Pavel Nikonov
pushed the boundaries of realism with simply‐rendered facial features and settings. His
painting Meat (1960, fig. 2.15) was expressionism tending toward abstraction. Loose thick
brush strokes and broad swathes of colour draw the spectator toward the energetic artist
and away from the theme. This aesthetic individualism was later radicalised in the dissident
movement as semi‐public expressionists such as Eli Beliutin and radical reformists within
the Union, like Vladimir Veisberg (figs. 2.16, 2.17), retreated underground reviving
experimentation as a core feature of the artist’s role.

Self‐expression through personal perspectives and styles was not antagonistic to the
politicised self but rather an extension of it. Art was becoming a vehicle to challenge
constraints on expression. The techniques used by these artists differed from their
predecessors but their self‐definitions remained politically‐charged. The historical role of the
civic poet was perpetuated by the young poets regularly published in the journal Iunost’.
Rozhdesvestnii argued against a “literature outside politics,” claiming authors should

See, for example, the discussion on dramaturgy in Iu. Mann, “Khudozhestvennaia uslovnost’ i
vremia: K voprosu o sovremennom stile,” Novyi mir, 1 (January 1963), 218‐35. Bown discusses many
critical articles on the search for a ‘contemporary style’ in visual art. See Bown, 387‐92.
237 Andrei Voznesenskii, “Molodye—o sebe,” Voprosi literaturi, 9 (September 1962), 117‐58 at 123.
238 Vasilii Aksënov, “Molodye—o sebe,” Voprosi literaturi, 9 (September 1962), 117‐58 at 118.
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consider Belinskii’s great questions of how to live and what to live for.239 Evtushenko
defended the close link between politics and art, questioning the value of intimate poetry in
such a vital time, that is, the struggle with the ‘cult of personality’.240 According to
Evtushenko, the Russian ‘poet’ was a fighter that always helped Russia “struggle against her
tyrants.”241 He lauded the “strong civic sense” in Russian poets—the “spiritual government
of their country”—citing Pushkin, Lermontov, Nekrasov and reaching its “giant
revolutionary embodiment” in Maiakovskii.242

This generation of civic poets, writers and painters also proclaimed a responsibility to
defend, reform and re‐invigorate communist principles. Gladilin described their artistic
work in the periphery in terms of socialist construction and the communist future.243
Evtushenko believed that Stalin and his collaborators perverted the Revolution: “many dirty
hands had desecrated our banner” and “the banner itself was innocent”244 Evtushenko
hoped his generation would restore the “purity of our revolutionary ideals.”245 Bella
Akhamdulina expressed this feeling when she exclaimed “the Revolution is ill and the
Revolution needs our help.”246 Gladilin wrote his Chronicles of the Times of Viktor Podgurskii as
a polemic against political and social elites describing his literary portraits of negative social
phenomena as a means to “help our people build a happy life.”247 For these communists and
socially‐conscious artists, self‐realisation was possible within an official role and through
official institutions and media.

Neo‐Realists manoeuvred within contemporary limits on self‐expression. As required, they
participated in the Soviet ritual of criticism/self‐criticism but performing the ritual phases in

Robert Rozhdesvestnii, “Khudozhnik i revoliutsiia,” Voprosi Literaturi, 11 (November, 1967), 3‐117
at 80.
240 Evgenii Evtushenko, A Precocious Autobiography, London: Collins and Harvill Press, 1963, 93, 98.
241 Ibid., 94.
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a novel way. Prokhorov argues that Pasternak altered this practice when his ritual self‐
critical response to Party criticism over Doctor Zhivago failed to acknowledge his errors—he
claimed it was incorrectly interpreted, not written—and refused to write a corrected version,
suggesting someone else could censor the novel for publication.248 This provided an
alternative path to self‐fashioning that circumvented the phase of self‐improvement, which
formerly obliged the artist to revise the artwork so it better fulfilled state imperatives for art,
that is, inspiring the people to great exploits. Instead, self‐critical Neo‐Realists
acknowledged an error but did not accept that the specific path to improvement outlined by
the critic or Party would be followed in future.

This shift in practice was evident in the path taken by Voznesenskii following criticism in
1962‐3 at a plenary session of the Writer’s Union, in the conservative press and by
Khrushchev for his experiments with form and lack of social utility. A self‐critical article
published by Voznesenskii—a self‐proclaimed follower of Pasternak—acknowledged
Khrushchev’s criticism but evaded the ritual promise to redress his mistakes. Instead, he
ambiguously builds his response around a single word from Khrushchev’s critique—the
imperative “work!”—declaring that his future work would reveal his “attitude...to the
country and to communism” and “his nature.”249 Later that year, Voznesenskii published a
‘work’ dedicated to Lenin in Pravda entitled “Longzhiumo” (Longjumeau) about the pre‐
revolutionary training school for Party cadres run by Lenin; this was meant to exemplify his
self‐improvement.250 Voznesenskii neither reworked the poetry that evoked the critiques nor
substantially departed from the formal innovations that individuated him for other Soviet
poets.

Because the state no longer forced artists to submit re‐worked versions for publication,
unique strategies for realising self through art were enabled. When Valentin Kataev
recanted over his mistakes in 1950, self‐criticism and self‐improvement via a ‘corrected’ text
were backed by forceful punitive measures ensuring compliance. For young artists, stylistic

Prokhorov, 137‐8.
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individuation was the desirable practice of self‐fashioning, which led to conflicts with the
established way of expressing self through socially‐useful art in accordance with state
policy. In the early‐1960s, artists manoeuvred with policy shifts—between little ‘thaws’ and
‘freezes’—defiantly expressing individuality through adopting formal devices and
discussing sensitive themes when they could and performing ritual contrition with the
promise to reveal an improved self through deeds at more precarious moments. Following
“Longzhiumo”, Voznesenskii returned to experimental rhyme in a cycle published in the
November edition of Znamia.251 Gladilin described the oblique gesture of contrition or
complicity as a favoured tactic of Evtushenko. When the Writers’ Union censured the Iunost’
poets, Evtushenko engaged in self‐criticism and subsequently produced poetry glorifying
the Party or Soviet people. This “rehabilitated” the poet, which provided breathing space to
again push the boundaries.252

Rituals now meant different things to officials and to ‘peers’ within the younger generation
of artists. When artists publicly expressed regret, they satisfied the union or Party that they
would create ‘useful’ art in the future. For the artist, self‐criticism provided respite from
further Party criticism and latitude to maintain a personal style.

A more radical element, however, refused to denounce their stylistic and thematic
innovations following peer or Party criticism. The “Thirty Years of MOSKh” exhibition at
the Manezh in December 1962 (known as the “Manezh Affair”) displayed works from the
Severe Style and other young artists. Khrushchev condemned several works by referring to
“blotches” and “daubs” that failed to inspire people to “great deeds.”253 In the aftermath,
several Severe Style artists wrote self‐critical articles that were published in Pravda but
Andronov—whom Khrushchev had lambasted for Rafters—refused to acknowledge his
failings. Andronov was subsequently criticised severely by Ideological Commission
chairperson, Leonid Il’ichev, defiantly demanding that charges of ‘formalism’ or bourgeois

A. Voznesenskii, ʺPochta so stikhami,ʺ Znamia, 11 (November 1963).
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tendencies should be proven through professional critical analysis.254 Andronov was
demoted to a candidate member of MOSKh but was permitted to exhibit again shortly after.
Like the Pasternak example, this showed others that a failure of contrition no longer had the
same consequences as in Stalinist times. Conversely, Aksënov recanted at this time,
demonstrating a willingness to curb his individual style as the situation demanded, but
found his position as an official writer increasingly untenable. Ultimately, after years
without being published in the Soviet Union, his multiple tamizdat publications in the late‐
1970s led to his forced emigration.255

In the Khrushchev years, the younger generation of artists dispensed with guidance from
the state as a means to improve self. Artistic endeavours revealed an individual perspective
on contemporary social needs—both political and creative—rather than a plan that all
within state cultural institutions followed. Artists attempted to re‐negotiate the relationship
between individual self‐expression and civic responsibility, skilfully manoeuvring to
transform habitual and regulated practices. Through official creative organs, the state tried
to clamp down on artistic expression in this period leading into and following Khrushchev’s
demise, but these local struggles slowly changed the artistic terrain. By the 1970s, a new
generation—the semiatdesniki— pursued expressionist and other ‘formalist’ experiments in a
different framework for practicing and comprehending art. Coterminously, others, such as
the abstract artist Eli Beliutin, used the increasing privacy in Soviet life to create art without
official knowledge or sanction in an informal public sphere.

A split into ‘reformists’ and ‘dissidents’ followed as authoritarian proclivities became
prominent when Khrushchev lost hold on power. As the state closed avenues for reformists
to publicise in official media, radical artists retreated into the private sphere, writing and
painting at home, later coalescing into informal artistic networks. They published samizdat
or participated in apartment exhibitions, which allowed artists to paint and criticise without
censure. This was a strategy developed after Brezhnev’s ascension. Before this time, Neo‐
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Realists used the limited freedom of the thaw to re‐establish practices of criticism and
argumentation. These reform‐oriented artists re‐invigorated their function as a “spiritual
government” to challenge state policy and control of the arts.

2.3 Art Movements and Public Spheres: ‘Thaw’ Artists and Their Public

In practices of self‐fashioning, Neo‐Realists diverged from the official path adroitly
performing ritual self‐criticism after disapproved deviations to facilitate their individuation
from prescribed forms and themes. In practices of publicising and publishing, these reform‐
minded artists navigated a different path to that of official artists during the Stalin years,
where artworks were deeds judged by critics according to their success in fulfilling
imperatives of state. Neo‐Realists, in contrast, publicised personal perspectives, feelings and
styles. These were still deeds of social change, but artists believed that, through highlighting
negative social phenomena, they could be publicly discussed, which would potentially
present a solution. Neo‐Realist art presupposed a different type of criticism evaluating
contrasting perspectives and stylistic criteria. There were considerable impediments to
introducing such perspectives, styles and forms of criticism entailing a challenge to state and
union mediation between artists, critics and public. Editorial boards skilfully navigated
through publishing controls enabling some controversial points of view and innovative
forms to reach the public. Not only did this present a challenge to centralised control over
publicity, it also introduced a potential rival to the state in driving social change.

Vladimir Pomerantsev’s critical article of 1953 “On Sincerity in Literature” was a major
launching pad for a campaign to transform what was said in public.256 Pomerantsev
advocated a sincere realism that depicted diversity, complexity and beauty, an art that
included negative or vulgar features of contemporary life. Implied in Pomerantsev’s article
was an argument about ‘truth’: a singular truth that Party and official artists depicted versus
a truth derived from personal perception, which suggests a variety of perspectives. He
rejected the key official concept of the ‘typical’, which, as stated in the last chapter, resolved
the dichotomy between ‘what is’ and the ‘what ought to be’. The ‘typical’ foreshadowed
256
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future positives, eliding present negatives. For Pomerantsev, sincerity meant portraying
what was actually perceived. Relaying the perceived present was the only way to make a
statement of truth.

Pomerantsev’s statement on sincerity presaged the new generation of artists that sought to
expose present ills to the public. Artists contested official ‘truths’ through political
commentary. As discussed in the previous chapter, official truths were also regulative;
artists provided a positive image of the future that people should emulate, but Neo‐Realists
depicted a negative image of the present, showing life as it should not be. This was a clash of
artworks, both seeking to inspire the public to act toward a better future.

Rural hardship and bureaucratic privilege were two prominent themes that contested
Socialist Realism’s positive typifications. For example, Iurii Nagibin’s short story “A Light in
the Window”—a contribution to the radical two volume anthology Literaturnaia Moskva that
condemned Party‐State cultural and social policy—was a parable of the wasteful excess and
decadence of a Party elite that exploited popular faith and effort in communism.257 Others—
emerging ‘village prose’ writers—depicted rural hardships. Fëdor Abramov’s ‘Vokrug da
okolo’ relayed a life with low or no wages, where production costs exceeded prices set by
the state, tying farmers to the kolkhoz and forcing them into subsistence practices, their
poverty exacerbated by excessive restrictions on the private plots that enable them to
survive.258 Such criticism of agricultural policy and excess of political elites was muted and
Iurii Nagibin, “Svet v Okne,“ M. I. Aliger, A. Beka, V. Kaverina, et. al. eds., Literaturnaia Moskva:
literaturno‐khudozhestvennyi sbornik Moskovskikh pisatelei, volume 2, Moskva: Gosudarstvennoe Izd‐vo
Khudozhestvennoi Literatury, 1956, 396‐403. Nagibin’s story was set in a rest home of otherwise
meagre surrounds, a luxurious room is kept in a constant state of readiness for a high‐ranking Party
member who never arrives. Nagibin highlighted the waste of resources and labour on maintaining
the luxurious life of the Soviet elite while others live in poverty. Several other writers in the
anthology commented on the Party‐State’s exploitation of the popular faith. Aleksandr Iashin
depicted a Party that considered peasants “levers” to fulfil agricultural policy. Aleksandr Iashin,
“Rychagi,“ 502‐13. Iashin radicalised earlier criticisms such as Ovechkin’s “District Routine.” Nikolai
Zhdanov (“Poezdka na rodinu,” 404‐14) produced another trenchant criticism of agricultural policy
and dying rural Russia. He foreshadowed a resurgent Orthodoxy and the anti‐urbanism that
characterised Populism, which is the subject of the next chapter.
258 Fëdor Abramov, The Dodgers, translated by David Floyd, London: Flegon Press in association with
Anthony Blond, 1963. Alastair N. D. McAuley, ʺKolkhoz Problems in Recent Literary Magazines,ʺ
Soviet Studies, 15: 3 (January 1964), 308‐330, discusses Abramov’s short story in conjunction with other
literature that relayed the plight of inhabits of rural Russia of the early 1960s.
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swiftly rebuked but it does show the extent to which artists were prepared to communicate
a ‘sincere’ perspective to the viewer without mediation through official organs or adherence
to official ideology.

Art works also functioned as ‘expressive’ speech acts, that is, where a speaker relates a
subjective experience, feeling or psychological state to the listener, the other meaning of
‘sincerity’.259 In many works discussed in this chapter, artists expressed feeling about or
towards a subject, for example, Korzhev’s Anxiety. This was a radical change from the use of
expressives in Socialist Realism, which lauded the Party, a practice that resembled the
ritualistic deference to a royal. Olga Berggol’ts argued that poets should express sentiments
and sensations typical for individual readers by articulating personal perspectives and
feelings about a subject. This role demanded the poet speak in the first person, as the ‘I’.260
Evtushenko advocated a realism that related the psychological effect of life’s experiences to
the reader, including suffering and self‐doubt. In Loneliness, for example, Evtushenko
expressed the feeling of isolation endured after a failed relationship, living alone or without
friendship.261 In Self‐portrait in Coffin (1967, fig. 2.18), Andronov worked through his fear of
death and related feelings of anguish and loneliness.262 Such autobiographical art and
literature imagined an interpersonal relationship with the reader or viewer, encouraging
sympathy and empathy.

A new relationship between artist and critic was emerging. Art was now judged according
to different criteria than how effective the deed was in fulfilling state imperatives. Presented
with diverse perspectives on artistic issues, critics could potentially debate the validity of
various viewpoints and explore a broader range of concerns. Philosophical deliberations re‐
surfaced, debating the subjective versus objective. Critics followed Olga Berggol’ts earlier
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lead, supporting subjectivity and self‐affirmation.263 Others re‐affirmed the relative merit of
socio‐historical conditions and personal (or character) perspectives in literature.264 Critics
undermined the Party‐State monopoly on deciding theoretical positions. They outlined
alternative non‐Party positions in debates and did not always rely on canonical Party texts
to legitimise argument. Lakshin surveyed different perspectives on Ivan Denisovich, for
example, without using the Party as a grand‐arbiter to justify his position.265 Formal issues
were raised, such as the search for a ‘contemporary style’, with art critic and advocate of the
‘severe style’ movement, Aleksandr Kamenskii, lauding artists’ “deeply personal”,
“intimate” narratives. 266

A revitalised literary criticism was part of a shift in how the public sphere functioned with
artists and critics engaged in creating meaning, expanding forms and shaping public
opinion through media that provided a framework for dialogue. Media was shifting away
from its purely regulative function as a vehicle for state imperatives.

Controversial themes, innovative forms and new criteria for evaluating art emerged at a
juncture where higher‐level official organs exerted less direct control over editorial policy
and exhibitions enabling editorial boards to take risks and strategically manoeuvre through
the publishing apparatus. Gladilin described the typical process through which a poem,
story or critical article went through en route to publication in a journal. Assistant editors
exerted a large influence in considering and deciding upon published materials. Edited
manuscripts went via a censorship office but censors exerted far less influence on the
published piece.267 Editorial boards promoted particular cultural and political philosophies
with literary and artistic circles forming around journals. Sjeklocha and Mead called this
situation “editorial polycentrism.”268
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Editorial boards developed a variety of techniques to navigate though publishing
restrictions and publish controversial materials. They pushed through contentious poetry,
articles or novels at times when high‐level political struggles diverted attention away from
cultural matters. Editors asked writers to include ritual clichés to pass censors. When they
mistimed or misjudged a publication, pushing beyond ever‐changing boundaries of the
acceptable, editorial boards asked authors to publish a recant or engaged in collective self‐
criticism.

Editors‐in‐chief such as Tvardovskii and Kataev used knowledge of shifts in Party positions
to publish critical voices in the journals Novyi Mir and Iunost’. As Malenkov and Khrushchev
battled for power in 1953‐4, Novyi Mir published Vera Panova’s novel Times of the Year,
Pomerantsev’s On Sincerity in Literature, Fëdor Abramov’s critical article People of Kolkhoz
Villages in Post‐war, Mikhail Lifshits critical review Diary of Marietta Shaginian and Mark
Shchlegov’s critical review ‘The Russian Forest’ by Leonid Leonov.269 Tvardovskii manoeuvred
to publish Solzhenitsyn, seizing the initiative when Khrushchev re‐invigorated the anti‐
Stalinism campaign in 1961‐2.270 Tvardovskii also refrained from publishing certain
materials when times were less favourable. For example, he removed a part of Fazil
Iskander’s “Trout Fishing in the Upper Kodor” as his position as editor‐in‐chief was under
threat.271 Valentin Kataev, Iunost’s editor‐in‐chief, refused to publish Gladilin’s Brigantine
because of the backlash against Dudintsev and Literaturnaia Moskva.272.

Vera Panova “Vremena goda,” Novyi mir, 11 (November 1953), 3‐101, 12 (December 1953), 62‐158;
Fëdor Abramov, “Liudi kolkhoznoi derevni v poslevoennoi proze,” Novyi mir, 4 (April 1954), 210‐31;
Mikhail Lifshits, “Dnevnik Marietty Shaginian,” Novyi mir, 2 (February 1954), 206‐31; Mark
Shchlegov, “’Russkii les’ Leonid Leonova,” Novyi mir, 5 (May 1954), 220‐41.
270 Before publishing Solzhenitsyn, Tvardosvkii sought support from Fedin and Surkov, attempting to
manoeuvre through official constraints. After they rejected his overtures, the editorial board drafted a
letter to the Central Committee to seek support for the novel, bypassing the censor to publish this
controversial work. Lakshin, 5, 18‐19.
271 Interview with Fazil Iskander, Sally Laird, Voices of Russian Literature: Interviews with Ten
Contemporary Writers, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999, 1‐22. Novyi mir published the story in
1969. Fazil Iskander, “Lov foreli v verkhov’ iakh Kodora” Novyi mir, 5 (May 1969), 1‐15. Tvardovskii
lost his position in 1970. His last issue as editor‐in‐chief was January 1970. Some editors remained on
the new board, but the reformist presence was fundamentally eradicated.
272 Gladilin, 33.
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These editorial boards adeptly worked within official constraints to publish materials that
expanded expressive boundaries for Soviet artists. Such tactics were only available to the
cultural elite. With access to Khrushchev, or insider knowledge of shifts in official policy,
Tvardovskii was in a unique position amongst Soviet artists (he was a candidate member of
the Central Committee from 1961‐66) to drive change in publishing practices.

Editors also littered potentially disruptive materials with stock ideological phrases to obtain
the censor’s approval. Literary historian Ann Komaromi provides an extensive analysis of
the interaction between a chief editor (Vladimir Orlov) and critic (Andrei Siniavskii) over
Siniavksii’s introductory article to a volume of Boris Pasternak’s works in the prestigious
Biblioteka poeta series. Siniavskii’s original submission lacked, according to Orlov, necessary
criticism of Pasternak’s ideological faults, specifically his “idealism” and “neo‐Kantianism,”
that was required to rehabilitate such a recently controversial poet via a posthumous
volume in the aftermath of the Manezh.273 Siniavskii refused to “write about Pasternakʹs
political and philosophical mistakesʺ but did rewrite the article, locating Pasternak within
revolutionary history, including a work on Lenin.274 This was an inadequate compromise
and the editors chided Siniavskii for placing the publication in jeopardy. This forced the
editors to write a foreword acknowledging Pasternak’s ideological failings, with the edition
finally published in August, 1965, only to be removed from public view a month later upon
Siniavskii’s arrest.275 This episode emphasises the tactical skill of reform‐minded editors at
both tempering the excesses of young writers and critics, such as Iskander or Siniavskii, and
using their extensive knowledge of the shifting terrain to ensure publication of potentially
dangerous texts.

This was a precarious path with potential repercussions, including Party‐instigated
reshuffles of editorial boards. Criticism in the press, at union meetings or by the Party of
authors or critics pushed editors into defensive position from which they would ask the
transgressor to recant in the journal or some other public forum. After Khrushchev’s attacks
on reformist artists threatened Iunost’, the journal’s editors and poets pleaded with Aksënov
Komaromi,”Unofficial Field,” 614.
Ibid.,615.
275 Ibid.,617, 620.
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to write a self‐critical article to “save the journal.”276 He reluctantly agreed and the article
appeared in Pravda in April 1963, which allowed the journal to publish young liberal writers
for several more years. Earlier, in January 1962, Valentin Kataev, editor‐in‐chief and driving
force behind Iunost’ resigned following a backlash in journals and the XXII Party Congress
of October 1961 against several poems and serialised novels, notably Aksënov Ticket to the
Stars.

Like the artists themselves, editors and editorial boards engaged in self‐criticism when
journals were under serious threat. This happened when Iunost published a self‐critical
editorial in the April 1966 issue in response to Party and Writers’ Union criticism after
increasing official criticism and denunciations in the conservative press. This was a last gasp
attempt to salvage the journal as a mouthpiece for the young Neo‐Realist writers, but the
editorial direction changed significantly after this time; official criticism represented a
backlash against reformism across political and cultural realms rather than guidance toward
collective self‐improvement for the journal. Tvardovskii lost his position on the Central
Committee at this time and was later removed as editor‐in‐chief of Novyi Mir in 1970.

In her extensive study of Novyi Mir, Edith Rogovin Frankel, drawing on Merle Fainsod,
concludes that the journal’s editorial board functioned as a ‘family circle’ guiding ‘family
members’ through a difficult publishing environment and defending them when
criticised.277 Artists gathered around journals, which allowed them some freedom to express
their point of view and provided protection from higher organs. Frankel sees Novyi Mir as a
circle defending its interest against the state, which resembles the division between civil
society and totalitarian state that characterised older histories of Thaw artists. Unlike
Fainsod’s family circle, where members “refrain from mutual criticism and...cover up for
each other’s mistakes and deficiencies,”278 editorial boards criticised contributors within the
circle (as part of the editorial process) and did not always defend them (acknowledging
official criticism and asking authors to engage in self‐criticism). The editorial boards of Novyi

Interview with Vasilii Aksënov, John Glad ed., Conversations in Exile: Russian Writers Abroad,
interviews translated by Richard and Joanna Robin, Durham: Duke University Press, 1993, 77.
277 Frankel, Novyi mir, 415‐7.
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Mir and Iunost’ had their place within the Soviet publishing system and functioned
somewhat like other collectives within Soviet society. Editors criticised submitted works as a
means to self‐improvement for the author, limiting the repercussions when the author’s
deed was publically judged by critics, officials and the broader population.

Many such ‘collectives’ formed around editorial boards in the 1950s and 60s. They had a
central place in artistic sphere of Late‐Communist Russia and represented a wide range of
political and aesthetic positions. Artists associated in three different social realms: official,
semi‐public and private. Within the official public sphere, factions formed within Unions in
addition to those that gathered around journals. Within the Moscow Branch of the Artists’
Union, the ‘Group of Nine’, including the Severe Style artist Nikolai Andronov, Boris Birger,
the Cézannist Vladimir Veisberg and Ernst Neisvestnii, banded together to push
abstractionist and impressionist agendas.279

Novyi Mir and Iunost’ were the significant ‘thick’ journals around which Neo‐Realist and
other reformist artists coalesced. Tvardovskii returned as Novyi Mir’s editor‐in‐chief in July
1958 with Zaks and Ovechkin joining the editorial board, turning the journal towards
reformism. Aleksandr Dement’ev became deputy editor‐in‐chief from November solidifying
this direction and Lakshin joined in 1962. From 1955, Valentin Kataev had gathered the
radical young literary generation around the journal Iunost’. In 1962, Evgenii Evtushenko
and Vasilii Aksënov joined the editorial board, when Boris Polevoi headed the journal. This
provided an outlet and institutional base for the circle of young poets that emerged from the
Gorkii Literary Institute in the mid‐1950s (Evtushenko, Voznesenskii, Akhmadulina,
Rozhdestvenskii, Gladilin, Iurii Kazakov and Anatolii Kuznetsov).280 Conservative‐
nationalist circles also formed around various journals. Oktiabr under Vsevolod Kochetov
served as their initial power base. Moskva, Nash Sovremennik and Molodaia Gvardiia became
bases for various nationalist blocs in the mid to late‐1960s.

Aleksandr Glezer, “Dvadtsat’ let spustia: Zametki o russkikh khudozhnikakh‐nonkonformistakh,”
Kontinent, 6 (1976), 389‐409 at 391. Glezer was a contemporary of these artists. He was a dissident poet
and collector of nonconformist art, active in organising unofficial exhibitions in the 1960s and 1970s.
280 Gladilin, 38‐41.
279
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Outside the official Unions and journals, semi‐public artistic circles created, displayed and
discussed abstract art such as the artistic school of Eli Beliutin, a leading Moscow abstract
expressionist artist and art teacher, whose students worked in his apartment on the Arbat
and at his dacha.281 The government tolerated such groups and official cultural bodies
invited the Beliutin Group to the Manezh exhibit, where they showed 75 paintings.282

At such moments, state imperatives and publishing strategies separated. A trend was
emerging. In the early‐1960s, semi‐official public exhibitions proliferated in workers clubs,
and educational and scientific institutions. In 1960, Ernst Neizvestnii exhibited his abstract
sculptures at the “Druzhba” worker’s club, followed by Vladimir Yakovlev in 1961.283 In
1962, Moscow State University held an exhibition by these two artists. The Beliutin studio
held a large avant‐garde art exhibition that involved Neizvestnii, Yakovlev, Iullo Sooster
and Boris Zhutovskii.284

Public poetry readings also became a regular feature of Moscow weekend life. Young poets
gathered in a public square around Maiakovskii’s monument.285 Between mid‐1958 and late‐
1961, young poets read Mandelshtam, Pasternak and original works before the public,
initially with official approval.286 During the readings, people distributed samizdat poetry,
developing tactics and networks intrinsic to the dissident and human rights movements.287
From this time, publishing occurred outside the official public sphere on an ever‐expanding
scale.

Scammell, 50.
Sjeklocha and Mead, 91.
283 Glezer., 390.
284 Ibid..
285 Iurii Mamleev, ”Vozniknovenie i fenomen nekonformistskoi literatury v srede molodezh v 60‐e
gody”, Obozrenie, 16 (1985). Mamleev was a personal participant in these readings. He was later active
in apartment poetry readings.
286 Vladimir Bukovskii, To Build a Caste: My Life as a Dissenter, translated by Michael Scammell,
London: Andre Deutsch, 1978, 116‐7. Bukovskii was arrested in 1963 for organising such poetry
readings. He was later a human rights activist exposing the treatment of political prisoners in Soviet
psychiatric wards.
287 Ibid., 117‐9.
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This was also the time when artists exploited the increasing privatisation of Soviet life to
create new forms of media and association that subverted or bypassed official controls. The
artists and activists that read unofficial poetry and distributed unofficial literature at
Maiakovskii Square were creating an informal public sphere—centred on samizdat
publications, apartment exhibitions and poetry readings—radicalised literary, artistic and
political deliberation and expression.288 Other artistic circles, such as the Lianozovites who
coalesced around Oskar Rabin, the future dissident art leader, also formed on the social
margins.289 This informal sphere produced art aesthetically and politically opposed to that in
the official public sphere.

Diverse practices, uses of media and forms of association point toward an artistic realm
differentiating into multiple artistic public spheres. New practices such as debate, gatherings
at an apartment exhibition or public poetry reading or distributing samizdat literature were
socialising processes that bypassed official channels. These practices contrast with official
procedures such as Union meetings, bureaucratic reports and deference to the vozhd’ that
characterised official public life. There was the divide between practices of ‘public’ and
‘private’ artists, between the tactful subtle publicity of those within official institutions but
seeking change and the artists who interacted in the private sphere through samizdat and in
apartments.

From late‐1961, various confrontations with the state showed that Neo‐Realists had stepped
beyond officially‐tolerated expressive boundaries. The Party then reversed policies that had
opened up the public sphere to initiative from below. Loyal artists returned to prominent
posts.290 In the early‐1960s, plain‐clothed authorities clashed with poets to stop public
readings. Shortly before the Twenty‐Second Party Congress the readings ended with the

The chapters on Dissident Modernism and Conceptualism discuss samizdat and apartment
exhibitions. This is the subject of chapter four, on Dissident Expressionism. As that chapter will show,
the state vacillated in its forbearance for this informal sphere. The Party‐State tolerated its existence,
but occasionally suppressed it when it attempted to move into the open.
289 Glezer, 391.
290 Vladimir Serov assumed presidency in the USSR Academy of Arts, Aleksandr Laktionov became
director of the Surikov Institute and Aleksandr Gerasimov became a board member of the USSR
Union of Artists. Kornetchuk, 27.
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KGB arresting poets and participants.291 The Manezh exhibit was another event that turned
official art back down a more conservative path. Artists retreated underground and formed
to dissident artistic circles and media outside the public sphere controlled by official creative
unions.

Critical literature, semi‐public exhibitions and poetry readings show that there was a
significant change to the infrastructure of the Soviet Russian public sphere. Artists, critics
and the artistic public exploited a shift in state policy toward greater autonomy for artists
and a private life for citizens. These artists forged new practices of social interaction.
Practices that can be labelled active structuring, where new uses of media, such as those just
discussed, emerged in tandem with new forms of association.

Conclusion
Across the decade from 1953, Neo‐Realism subtly changed some prevailing artistic practices,
challenging once‐prevalent Socialist Realist conventions, behaviours and modes of
communication. Of central concern to this thesis: Neo‐Realists pushed images of Soviet life,
the techniques of the artist and practices of publishing and interaction with art toward
something more private and personal. The practices discussed in this chapter are
summarised in the following table:

291

Bukovskii, 119‐22.
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Generic Conventions

• Chronotope: historical emergence
of a split between public and private
spaces and persona,
• Settings: grand construction
projects, kolkhoz, domestic spaces,
• Protagonist: individual emerging
through labour but cultivating a
subjectivity and private life, and
• Narrative: biographical, personal,
subtle individuation pushing against
constraints, both natural and social.

Techniques of Self‐
Fashioning and Social
Roles

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism

• Individuation via
• Sincerity as truth: personal
personal formal or signature perception of social phenomena,
style, and
• Sincerity as feeling: expressing
• Criticism/self‐criticism as a personal affective state,
ritual performance dividing • Criticism as contested truths or
public demands on artist
personal perspectives facilitating
from personal expression.
public dialogue and debate, and
• Elite tactics to navigate
through state‐controlled media
to publish critical and personal
perspectives.

Table 2.1 Summary of Neo‐Realist Practices

The Neo‐Realist genre adapted Socialist Realist conventions. Protagonists remained within
settings undergoing industrialisation but personal narratives displaced plots that centred on
their social achievements. Neo‐Realists perpetuated the civic activist role of the artist but
pushed it toward a personal politics. They also cultivated individuality through creative
expression, a counterpart to the “individualism via style” characteristic of their generation.
A change that was soon to become commonplace in Late‐Communist Russia was critical
dialogue and debate on cultural and political issues, generating competing perspectives and
differentiating along lines just discussed. The factional divide within official media and
associations between Neo‐Realism and Populism is discussed extensively as part of the next
chapter, on a resurgent nationalism in Russian art of the 1960s‐1990.
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Populism and Russian Nationalism, 1966‐1991

With Populism, the project to transform society through art takes a backward step.
Ostensibly, Populism’s conventions and behaviours were traditional and habitual but the
key practice of Populism—defining peasant and Orthodox culture as a lost past—tacitly
accepted the idea of progress as time moving forward. As Foucault argued, discourses that
valorise the past are thoroughly modern, tacitly accepting the modernist notion of temporal
progress from an original point. He called this feature of modernity the “return of the
origin.”292 After some moderns decided to try to direct history, others imagined a project to
restore the “domain of the original,” preparing a “solution of advancing in the direction of
this ever‐deepening recession.”293 In this sense, Populism was a modernising force on
Russian society, perpetuating the idea of transforming social spheres and the person
through the course of time.

This chapter shows how Populism sought to revive folk and national culture to return to a
golden age under threat from urbanisation, industrialisation and collectivisation. A tension
between public and private, state imperative and independent initiative, collective and
individual emerged in Late‐Communist Russia with movements pushing in different
directions. This chapter questions Shlapentokh’s emphasis on a relentless growth of
liberalising forces and a privatising domestic realm. Populism’s growing prominence
through this period suggests this reading is problematic. Populists decried Westernisation
and urbanisation, which they argued had created a young generation of superficial
unprincipled

individuals

pursuing

personal

interests

destroying

a

national

‘conscientiousness’ embedded in the open spaces of the village and its rituals. Populist
practices of self‐fashioning symbolically reverted this trend; artists literally and figuratively
returned to the village through journeys and in their art, dissolving their urban self via a rite
of passage into a national family. Like Socialist Realists, Populists viewed art as a public
292
293
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‘deed’ transforming society, asking critics and others to judge the artist in moral terms, that
is, whether they helped push Russia back to its true national self. This suggests studies with
a linear narrative of privatisation, such as Shlapentok’s, require re‐examination.

Populism was a movement that championed the collective and popular. In this sense, it
pushed Russian culture toward the ‘public’. It was also statist, perpetuating the state‐driven
political‐aesthetic project to transform society, but reoriented it toward defend Russia’s
national traditions. This led to clashes with the state and—despite their demands for a state‐
controlled public sphere—Populists used practices of debate, argumentation and criticism.
This chapter concludes by considering to what extent Populists acted as a crypto‐liberal
public, that is, as participants in a sphere of discursive interaction independent of the state.

3.1 Imagining People, Community and Society: Populism as a Utopian Genre

Arkadi Plastov’s Tractor Driver’s Supper (fig. 1.1) was a central painting analysed in the
chapter on Socialist Realism. In that chapter, the narrative followed a youth undergoing the
ritual transformation to conscientiousness through labour, guided by a tractor driver. This
interpretation situates this Socialist Realist classic within Katerina Clark’s prototypical plot
of the official novel.

But to what extent does this painting adhere to generic convention? The tractor symbolises
progress and the mechanised collective farm. Yet it also idealised traditional pre‐
revolutionary peasant life. The girl, bathed in an epic light, venerated the feminine earth.
She inhabits the centre, the space reserved for the powerful. Plastov revived a deep symbolic
association in Russian culture between earth and feminine, reflected in the noun rodina
(‘motherland’, from rod, literally kin but with connotations of an ancestral and eternal
community), which linked the ‘native soil’, ‘home’ and the ‘mother’.294 Popular culture

For a discussion of rodina as an idea rooted in pre‐revolutionary peasant culture and how this
notion was displaced by the masculine otechestvo (‘fatherland’) by Westernising Tsars, see Joanna
Hubbs, Mother Russia: the Feminine Myth in Russian Culture, Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1993.
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generally used an elderly woman to personify the motherland. The girl symbolised a
renewed Russia.

This section shows how the ‘mother’ became an important symbol of ‘nation’ and ‘folk’ in
the Populist literature and painting of the 1960s‐80s. Plastov’s painting portended a Populist
power struggle with Marxist ideology, official art and Neo‐Realism. Populism imagined the
traditional peasant village as an idyll. Rural life and peasant rituals within the village
defined the golden origin to which Populists desired to return.

Life in the ancestral village followed a different pattern to urban environments. Time was
cyclical, people living according to natural rhythms: harvests, seasons and generations.
Valentin Rasputin’s 1976 novel Farewell to Matëra begins as spring arrives in the fictional
village and island of Matëra, “one more in the never‐ending cycle.” As the ice breaks, the
swifts and swallows return over an ageless village where inhabitants similarly lived within
cycles of generations as “some went off to their Maker…as others were born”.295 Time was
not only cyclical but also timeless, the land (or the island) unbending to ebbs and flows of
the river and nurturing its inhabitants. The name ‘Matëra’ evokes ‘mother’ in Russian,
drawing on similar associations to Plastov: the narod (or the people, in a ‘folkish’ sense) grew
from the native land. Elderly women, personifying the motherland, were central
protagonists in Farewell to Matëra and in Populist visual art and poetry.

Like Rasputin’s opening, Vladimir Stozharov’s Galich, Fishermanʹs Village, (1961, fig. 3.1) and
By the Well (In the Carpathians) (1964, fig. 3.2) evoked traditional peasant life, depicting a rural
life fundamentally untouched by the Communist experience. In Galich, the foreground is
unoccupied, without a central character. The village itself and its open shared spaces is the
subject in these paintings, idealising a persistent simple way of life. Plastov’s Harvest
(Harvest, 1945, fig. 3.3), tied villagers, nature and the cycle of life in a single scene as an elder
shares a meal with his grandchildren, taking a break from cutting hay. The summer harvest
was a time of abundance, but also an occasion to prepare for the forthcoming winter; a new

Valentin Rasputin, Farewell to Matyora, translated by Antonina W. Bouis, Evanston, IL:
Northwestern University Press, 1995 1,4.
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generation acquires traditional skills and mores, readying to take the place of the old. In
Spring, a daughter is welcomed into a bathing ritual in a scene of renewal. The mother
symbolises the eternal feminine, both as a giver of life and a figure of beauty; this was a
beauty inherent in the simple rural ways of life.

Populism’s biographical narratives depicted characters immersed within rituals that
confirmed and renewed the village community as a path through life. Olga Fokina’s poem
Winding Stream (1973) depicted peasant rituals that sustained family around the hearth.296
She immersed her characters in a world of prefigured values, beliefs and behaviours,
reconstructed actions that integrated family members into an indivisible whole:

Одной семьей сидят за самоваром,

A family sits around a samovar,

Чаек, налитый ею, пьют до дна.

Drinking luscious tea, into the day.

И нет конца сердечным разговорам,

And there is no end to intimate

Одна на всех, печëтся о любом,

conversations,

Она для них — духовная опора,

One and all, taking care of each other,

Пример добра, невыстуженный дом.

She is for us – a spiritual bastion,
A paragon of a kind, warm hearted house

Fokina recreated a traditional Russian setting, depicting it as a scene of generational unity
and continuity, the group endlessly conversing. Tradition determines people, who in turn
honour custom.

The funeral was an important ritual in the cycle of life. The deceased returned to the soil,
nurturing the living and future generations. In Il’ia Glazunov’s Farewell (1986, fig. 3.4), the
gathering observe Orthodox funeral rites. The deceased woman wears white clothes,
dressed for departure from life and the community. The white dress separated the dead
from the living. The dead required a white pillow along with appropriate clothes to pass
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through the phase between life and death.297 As this traditional ritual takes place in the
foreground, renewing communal ties, forces of change enclose the gathering. Soviet urban
values intrude, threatening collective integrity. A man wears an Abba t‐shirt; another is clad
in denim; both are symbols of Western consumerism. The younger generation becomes
alienated from their ancestry.

Such contrasts drove populism’s master narrative: time as idyllic past clashed with time
progressing. Farewell to Matëra begins with this sense of disruption to nature’s cycles in the
opening sentence: “Once more spring had come, one more in the never‐ending cycle, but for
Matëra this spring would be the last.”298 In this narrative, traditional settings were
transformed by the march of progress—in Rasputin’s novel a dam will soon flood and
drown the village—and artists decry the superficiality of an youthful urban generation
without memories of village life. The funeral was no longer simply a rite of passage
conveying the deceased into the spirit realm, but primarily an elegy for a vanishing past.
Viktor Popkov’s Grandma Anisia was a Good Person (1970‐4, fig. 3.5) divides the canvases into
antagonistic spaces. Popkov cast different generations at a funeral in violently contrasting
colours, separating Old Russian values (black) from Soviet culture (red).

Respectful mourning for a deceased family or community member confirmed collective
identity through typical ritual phases of separation, liminality and re‐integration. In the
separation phase, the community laments the loss; a ‘good’ person leaves the village. In
Grandma Anisia was a Good Person, the elderly women (babushkas) face the grave, uniting their
gaze at Grandma Anisia. Popkov used a Socialist Realist convention to represent collective
unity. They all sob and bow their heads, heirs to the wailing women or voplenitsy that
bemoaned the deceased, acting as symbolic figures of communication between the realms of
the living and the dead in the past.299 They physically manifest the sorrow felt by the
community, dressing reverentially in black to mourn her passing.
Elizabeth A. Warner, “Russian Peasant Beliefs and Practices Concerning Death and the
Supernatural Collected in Novosokolʹniki Region, Pskov Province, Russia 1995: Part II: Death in
Natural Circumstances,” Folklore, 111:2 (October 2000), 255‐81 at266.
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In the integration phase, Grandma Anisia returns to the fertile black earth. The dead played
an important role in agricultural fertility. The return to the land also affirmed the tie
between land and the ‘folk’. The black tree trunk symbolised the narod, grown tall and
strong from the damp soil.

In Grandma Anisia was a Good Person, the generations respond differently to a babushka’s
death. The younger generation dress in red. They express new Soviet values. A red star atop
an atheist grave buttresses this association. A child walks away. A young girl faces the
opposite direction. Four young women with heavy make‐up, modern clothes and high
boots, chat behind a tree. In both paintings, many of the younger generation turn away. This
echoes the Neo‐Realism device that represented the fragmenting group. They also dress
disrespectfully.

The ideal person in Populist discourse acted in accord with collective principles that
transcended generational change. This person still exhibited a similar self‐consciousness to
the idealised citizen in official political culture: a higher ethical conscientiousness that
rejected self‐interest or personal desire. ‘Good’ people expressed respect for family and
parental authority. They adhered to custom and tradition. The ‘bad’ were decadent, self‐
interested and indulgent. Populist discourse simplified these values into a divide between a
Gemeinschaft and a contrived Soviet Gesellschaft.300 Urban society produced moral corruption
by disrupting familial and community bonds, exploiting and abandoning the narod.
Communism displaced Orthodoxy, Westernisation replaced patriotism and individualism
ousted collectivism.

Values, Practices, and Resistance in Late Imperial Russia, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994,
11‐33.at 23.
300 Gemeinschaftt refers to small‐scale communities and economies centred around family and
interpersonal relationships. A Gesellschaft is a form of society revolving around individual will,
calculation and ability. This form of society promotes the assertion of the individual against the
collective. Ferdinand Tönnies, Community and Civil Society, edited by José Harris, translated by José
Harris and Margaret Hollis, New York: Cambridge University Press, [1887] 2001, 22‐92.
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Populist narratives differed greatly from the master plot of Socialist Realism. In Populism, a
suffering passive person or people submitted to hostile overwhelming forces rather than
overcoming them to become a superior being. Vladimir Sorokin fatalistically mourned a
vanishing people in My Pain: Memories of a Native Village.301Sorokin rambled through his
deserted village. He wrote about the de‐populated countryside, and with it, a dying Russian
heart and soul:

Моя деревня где,

My village where,

Что здесь жила веками,

Whatever is here has lived for centuries,

B земле или в воде,

On land or in water,

Иль стала облаками?

Or has it dispersed with the clouds?

My Pain mourned how Russians had left their village, the sacred land of their birth and
ancestry, and moved to the city. Sorokin described the village using traditional language
and images: farmland measured in versts and the ancient churchyard:

Но через сотни верст,

But through a hundred versts,

Заброшенный и древний,

Deserted and ancient,

Я вижу тот погост

I see the parish centre

Изчезнувшей деревни.

Of Izcheznuvshei Village.

Поскольку бога нет

In so far as god is absent

В эпоху назиданий,

In an epoch of tutelage,

А человек от бед

So people from misfortune

Ушел путем страданий.

Set off down a path of travail.

He contrasted a godless materialistic Soviet Union with a moral Russian past. The “epoch of
tutelage” (назидать, edify, tutor, or educate, pejorative) ignores the narod. Lamenting, Sorokin
returns to his starting theme. The people futilely strive to find the lost soul of the ancestral
hearth (“Все к отчему двору / Душа его стремится”).
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The lament for the suffering people draws on the ‘kenoticism’ of the Russian Orthodox
Church. For Father G.P. Fedotov, Russian kenoticism is a “peculiar national type” of
sainthood and martyrdom. It is an image of Christ’s love and suffering for humanity and his
passivity in the face of death. The kenotic self is pedantic, exacting before the “highest
members of society,” threatening them with the wrath of God (just as Sil’vestr and Adashev
upbraided Ivan IV). The kenotic tradition elevates the poverty and suffering of the narod into
an act of redemption and faith. It casts the poor and powerless as upholders of morality, and
the rich and powerful into damnation.302 This was a very different image of the ideal person
to the hero of Socialist Realism who was a perfect being beyond constraints of the natural
world and human frailty. In Populism, the Stakhnovite was not a hero but a creator of an
immoral society and a destroyer of the people.

Last Inhabitants of the Village of Rusinovo (fig. 3.6), lamented a depopulated village, inhabited
predominantly by the elderly, resigned to their fate, much like the inhabitants of Matëra. In
Rasputin’s novel, the village is evacuated without resistance, the houses burnt down by
employed arsonists, making way for the hydroelectric dam. Only three elderly women—
Daria, Katerina and Sima—remain, reluctant to leave behind their ancestral homes. Daria
whitewashes her izba, which always happened according to the seasons but now she
prepared her home for its passing. In peasant funeral rituals, elderly women washed and
dressed the dying, placing them before the icon wall before they passed away. The
whitewashing performs the same rites for Daria’s home, washing and dressing it before its
journey comes to an end, as if it was departing to the afterlife. History’s march disrupted the
cycle of generations where descendents lived as their ancestors before them; time moves
inexorably forward.

The suffering mother symbolised the popular fate under modern urban Soviet society. In
Hero’s Mother (1986, fig. 3.7), Il’ia Glazunov divided the scene into good and evil spaces. He
fused the Christian mother and suffering sacrificial child. The window forms a cross that
towers above. The babushka bows her head in a pose of Christian suffering. She mourns for

G. P. Fedotov, The Russian Religious Mind : Kievan Christianity, the Tenth to the Thirteenth Centuries,
New York: Harper, 1960 [1956], 94, 116‐7, 391.
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her child, a dead World War II hero. Meanwhile, the city celebrates the war victory with
fireworks. The frivolous night lights contrast with a darkness that shrouds the motherland.
Similarly, Dvornik (New Year’s Night) (1986, fig. 3.8) depicted a mother abandoned by Soviet
society. The cross formed by a window emphasises kenotic suffering. The mother’s suffering
allegorised a fragile narod identity under Communism; society discarded the exploited
people. Glazunov’s ‘suffering feminine’ depicted the narod as outmoded in urban society.303

Concepts such as the nation as motherland, with the narod as her children, tie the particular
family of the village to the general family of the nation. Populism upheld the image of the
monarchical father nurturing the family within his dominion. ‘Father’ and ‘family’
symbolically associated state and society. The Party itself had re‐created the pre‐
revolutionary ideal of paternalism under Stalin. In Ancien Régime Russia, the Tsar was the
father of the Russian people (Tsarʹ‐batiushka). Official Soviet art recreated this image with
Stalin as the symbolic father as in Comrade Stalin and a Girl (1952, fig. 3.9) and Stalin Reading
Letters from Children (1951, fig. 3.10) intensifying the symbolic association between Stalin and
Tsar as pater familias. These representations evoked familial unity as a model for society.

Populists critiqued the state as a father that had abandoned his family, re‐invigorating the
Slavophile ideal of sobornost’. Sergei Semanov, for example, defined the integrated state and
nation as an “organic unity,” arguing for the authoritarian state.304 He claimed the Soviet
and Tsarist state existed to defend eternal Russian values against foreign influence.305 War
was a metaphor for the struggle between national cultures with the authoritarian state
historically protecting a nation that was in a perpetual state of readiness, threatened from all
sides by antagonistic forces. Populists used the approaching 500th anniversary of the
For a poem on a similar theme, see Sergei Vikulov, “Pishite pis’ma mater’iam,” Moskva, 9
(September 1972), 148. Valentin Rasputin’s Borrowed Time was a popular novel that depicted the
relationship of a dying mother with her children. The children are alienated from their mother and
each other. In this simile, a fragmented nation rejects Russian traditions, leaving Russia to die.
Rasputin, “Poslednii srok,” Nash Sovremennik, 7, July 1970, 3‐53; 8 (August 1970), 8‐54. Solzhenitsyn
used a similar theme in Matrëna’s Home, a story about a spiritual elderly peasant woman—Matrëna—
only understood after she passes away. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, “Matrënin dvor,” Novyi mir, 1
(January 1963), 42‐63.
304 S. Semanov, , “O tsennostiakh otnositelnykh i vechnykh,“ Molodaia gvardiia, 8 (August 1970), 308‐20
at 317.
305 Ibid.
303
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Kulikovo Field battle of 1380 to champion the authoritarian Tsarist regime as Russia’s
protector.

Populists used Khan Mamai’s assault as simile for the current spread of Western influence.
Valentin Sorokin’s dramatic poem Dmitrii Donskoi (1977) and Glazunov’s cycle of paintings
Kulikovo Field depict a battle in which Dmitrii Donskoi, Grand Prince of Moscow, resists and
defeats foreign invaders. In Sorokin’s initial scene, the Tatars approach and threaten
Russia.306 St. Sergius of Radonezh (representing the Orthodox Church, another bastion of
national identity) addresses Donskoi, symbol of Russian statehood:

Под знамя русское скорей

Under the banner of Russia hasten

Ты призови богатырей,

You call the knights,

Ты — князь, мудры твои слова,

You are a prince, your words are wise,

Ты — государь:

You are a sovereign:

В руках — Москва!..

Moscow is in your hands!..

Благословляю, ты иди,

I bless you, go

Вперед, а не назад гляди307

Forth, without looking back

The Orthodox saint St. Sergius saw the state as the great partner of the church. In Sorokin’s
poem, he places the popular fate in Donskoi’s hands. For Populists, this ancestral way had
been rescinded by the Soviet state in the 1920s and again since the 1950s. Sorokin uses St.
Sergius to indicate unity between God, State and People. The monk tells Donskoi: “God is
with you, the people are with you.”308 Glazunov portrays this unity in Eve (1977, fig. 3.11).
The Grand Prince and his spiritual advisor stand together above the field on the night before
the battle.

Sorokin and Glazunov defined a nation united against a common enemy. The prince
embodies the general will of the Rus’. Donskoi unifies the disparate Russian druzhiny

Valentin Sorokin, “Dmitrii Donskoi,” Nash sovremennik, 12 (December 1977), 119‐34 at 119‐120.
Ibid., 120.
308 Ibid.
306
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(prince’s armed forces) together under his leadership.309 He commands the people, but in
their interest: “The people for us for all to answer, / The people my fate to solve!”310 Donskoi,
accepts his fate and leads the Rus’ into battle “to protect the Russian people.” Sorokin
prefaced his poem with the claim that Kulikovo was the greatest event in Russian history.
For him, druzhiny from diverse Rus’ principalities—Briansk, Tver, Pskov, Novgorod,
Murom, Borovsk, Elets and Uglich—banded together to fight the Golden Horde.311 The
Rus’—united under Donskoi—conquer the foreign oppressors. The Tatars fell “with the
crash of pine and birch.”312 Dmitrii Donskoi integrated the Rus’ into a single people. Carp ‐ a
messenger, scout and warrior ‐ proclaimed:

Ты царь теперь для всех людей,

Now you are Tsar for all the people,

А у царя острее око,

And the Tsar has an eye so much sharper

Так пуще ока нас, детей

Than the eyes of we, mere children,

Своих, беречь обязан к сроку!

Of yours, duty bound to keep guard evermore!

Sorokin’s poem was a veiled critique of the contemporary State. He lamented that the
Russian state had abrogated its role and allowed foreign ideas and influences to infiltrate
and destroy native traditions. The West was the new Golden Horde. The Party‐State had
failed the people.

For Populists, this was akin to the father deserting his family. Populism saw the state and
the people as masculine and feminine respectively: the paternal state protected the passively
suffering Motherland. Stalinist discourse re‐invigorated the etymological link between narod
(the people, ‘folk’) and rodina (‘motherland’) during the Second World War. During the
Khrushchev era, official Soviet discourse had used the term narod as a classless mass without
ethnicity, but retained qualities of ‘nationality’ including a homogeneous language, culture
and polity.313 The Khrushchev regime failed in its principal role of maintaining national

“Дружины спаяны и слиты,” Ibid., 121.
Ibid., 122.
311 Ibid., 129.
312 Ibid.
313 Populism extended this familial model of community into an ideal for the nation. This model was
opposed to the official Soviet model for the large‐scale collective, which proposed a multi‐national
309
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boundaries. Populists stepped into this breach, maintaining a cultural barrier to repel
outside pressure and maintain internal homogeneity. They refused to let the powerful
amalgam of narod and rodina recede.

Populists reclaimed Russia’s narod from Sovetskii narod. Populism re‐constructed a large‐
scale imaginary national community united through kinship, soil and folklore. Populism
imagined the nation, the narod as the children of the motherland. Glazunov symbolised
Russian national self‐awareness as a son’s love for his mother.314 This ‘nation as mother’
image was often expressed as a lament. According to Father G.P. Fedotov, the adjective
многострадальная (mnogostradal’naia, feminine form of much‐suffering) and noun
motherland are inseparable in the Russian language.315 The motherland is an eternal victim
of oppression, war and exploitation.

The state had arrogated its historical role abandoning the Russian people and national
culture personified in the image of the suffering mother. In her place, the urban generation,
portrayed as indifferent to Russian traditions and superficial, was also a victim succumbing
to an exotic Western culture that the state refused to allay. In Glazunov’s Return of the
Prodigal Son (1977, fig. 3.12), a youth, wearing blue jeans, begs forgiveness from Christ,
surrounded by Russian historical figures. The youth turns his back on temptations and evil
and asks pardon for his sins. In the 1980s, Glazunov’s blatantly polemical paintings

model based on labour relations. Khrushchev’s speech to the XXII Congress of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union, ‘Rapprochement of Nations,’ for example, outlined the official model in relation
to the Virgin Lands campaign:
Take for example the assimilation of the virgin lands of Kazakhstan…Russians,
Ukrainians, Belorussians and representatives of many other nationalities came to
help…They formed harmonious multi‐national collectives, where workers regarded
each other not by the colour of their skin, not by their tongue, but by labour relations
created in their efforts for communism. Populations of the republics become all the
more mixed in national composition.
The Party claimed Ukrainians, Belorussians, Russians recognised each other as members of a
common Soviet nation (Sovetskii natsiia), which superseded collective identities based on nationality.
Pravda, 19 October 1961.
314 Interview with Il’ia Glazunov, Vol’noe slovo, 33, 1979, 93‐96. Cf. Dunlop, The Faces of Contemporary
Russian Nationalism, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983, 308‐11 at 311.
315 Fedotov, 391.
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represented the Gorbachev government as an anti‐Russian force in league with the West. In
Return of Lazarus (1988, 3.13), Glazunov again split the canvas into two social orders. Détente
between Gorbachev and Reagan at Reykjavik symbolised Soviet acceptance of the Western
polity and value system. On the right, a hearth opens up Russia’s past, with religious
symbolism and connects it with the future. The proverbial return of Lazarus, welcomed by
Christ, represents Russia’s spiritual renewal. Glazunov depicted Russia’s return to its origin
as a religious conversion, moving time backwards to a timeless past.

Here is the contradiction in Populism’s participation in the project to control time. Populism
decried history’s forward movement, disrupting cycles of life, yet it sought to direct history
itself, changing society and person back toward an earlier time. Populists sought to preserve
and renew national traditions; this was an aim that they believed the state should support.
To this end, they cultivated a self to conserve Russia’s past—cultural, ecological and
architectural—uniting the artist with that past.

3.2. Self and Role: the Populist Artist

Populists were both conservationists and traditionalists. In this way, they continued Soviet
art’s life‐building project to transform society through art. On the one hand, Populism was
closer to Socialist Realism than Neo‐Realists in this project, deeming the state as the vehicle
to drive social change with art as a major medium. On the other hand, the desired direction
of that change—a return to the past rather than a march to the future, distinguished these
artists from all other Soviet art movements. Populists were part of an urban intelligentsia
with rural origins; many had moved to the city from their childhood village as the Soviet
Union became an urbanised industrialised society. Their practices of self‐fashioning
involved a ritual reversal traversing a rite of passage from urbanite to villager, adulthood to
childhood.

A practice that exemplified this ‘return to the origin’ was the ritual journey back to
rediscover istoki, or historical roots.
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Populists located their identity within ‘native’ Russian intellectual, artistic and popular
traditions. Ritual journeys cultivated self‐identification with the past. Artists, for example,
returned to a native village, describing their love for the land, while critically appraising
rural life. Soloukhin initiated this format with Vladimir’s Country Roads (1957).316 Soloukhin
combined criticism of the state’s agricultural and ecological record, with fond recollections
about his native village, peasant art, architecture, rituals and traditions. Artists legitimated
their claims to be a mouthpiece for the narod byprofessing such roots. Populists visited
houses or estates of famous Russian litterateurs to emphasise their continuity with pre‐
Soviet Russian traditions. Il’ia Glazunov described his visits to Moscow houses along the
Arbat, a boulevard favoured by many writers and artists throughout Russian and Soviet
history.317 In 1979‐80, Soloukhin visited the historical estates of Derzhavin, Aksakov and
Blok.318 In these visits, Soloukhin aligned personal identity with collective self.

This ritual of self‐definition was a version of Soviet hero‐identification, echoing the worker’s
identification with the Stakhanovite. In the Populist version, the pilgrim was bolstering
fading customs rather than exceeding contemporary norms. The Populist self meandered
through the past with Russian literary greats, contrasting dramatically with the young Neo‐
Realists, who rejected their predecessors as outmoded. Populists outlined a role for the artist
linked to their spiritual fathers. In “On the Fundamental Matters of the Slavophile Legacy,”
Kozhinov rallied artists to follow the Slavophiles, specifying a unique history, destiny and
culture for the Russian people.319 Anatolii Ivanov emphasised peasant collectivism over
Western individualism, attributing the distinction to the Slavophiles like Ivan Kireevskii.320
Vsevolod Sakharov declared Iskusstvo’s reprint of Kireevskii’s writings on aesthetics
providential, the thinker’s work returning at a “clear and necessary” moment.321

Vladimir Soloukhin, “Vladimirskie prosël’ki,” Novyi mir, 9 (September 1957), 82‐141. The second
part appeared in Novyi mir, 10 (October 1957), 75‐134.
317 Il’ia Glazunov, “Doroga k tebe,” Molodaia gvardiia, 6 (June 1966), 233‐50.
318 Vladimir Soloukhin, “Bol’shoe Shakhmatovo,” Moskva, 1 (January 1979), 196‐206.
319 V. Kozhinov, “O glavnom v nasledii slavyanofilov” Voprosy literatury, 10 (October 1969), 113‐131 at
113.
320 A. Ivanov, “Otritsatel’noe dostoinstvo,” Voprosy literatury, 7 (July 1969), 129‐138.
321 Vsevolod Sakharov, “Vozvrashchënie Ivana Kireevskogo,” Nash sovremennik, 6 (June 1981), 188‐191
at 188.
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In a variation, artists revisited formal techniques and themes from the past as a method to
self‐improvement. These techniques evoked icon‐painters such as Andrei Rublëv; greats
from the past assisted in self‐improvement and realisation. Kozhinov, Sakharov and Ivanov
renewed Slavophile philosophies, religious art and idiomatic literature. Painters adapted
Russian religious iconography, re‐invigorating a suppressed national aesthetic. Glazunov
defined his work as part of a national re‐birth, as furthering Great Russian cultural
traditions.322 He evoked this Russian national heritage via formal homage to the Orthodox
icon.323 He tied Russian national culture and spirit to icon painters such as Andrei Rublëv or
Dionysus the Greek and to icons such as The Old Testament Trinity (Ca. 1370‐1430, fig. 3.14)
or Our Lady of Vladimir (Ca. early 12th century, fig. 3.15).324 He defined his art as a
counterpoint to modernity and the modern city.325 In works such as Tsarevich Dmitrii (1967,
fig. 3.16), he gave tribute to earlier Russian iconographers: the flattened plane of perspective,
the creased clothes, the restricted palette and the Tsarevich crowned in precious metals and
jewels.

Both these ritual reversions were within the Soviet tradition of self‐fashioning, subtly
varying the practice, with Soloukhin’s journal and Glazunov’s icon painting both ‘deeds’
that produced an artistic self and contributed to society. Self and society were moulded as
time advanced. The urban intellectual participated in a rite of passage dissolving self into
the narod and national past. Through their actions, artists reconnected urban readers and
spectators with that history, bolstering Russia’s sense of tradition. As for other utopian
movements, self‐fashioning paralleled social change with artistic ‘deeds’ joining the
transformation of self with that of society.

Like Socialist Realists, Populists believed that artists should work through state institutions
to drive social change and absorbed the historical mission to engineer Russia’s social
consciousness, but their role was to purge Russian culture of Western influence and return
Interview with Il’ia Glazunov, 309‐11.
In literature, Village Prose writers used colloquial, village or popular language for similar ends.
Solzhenitsyn labour camp language in One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich was a prominent example.
Such language was based in peasant lexicons.
324 Glazunov, “Doroga k tebe,” 240, 243.
325 Ibid.,237‐8.
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to national traditions. In their view, the state should use punitive measures and patronage to
channel artists towards these ends. In a published letter, eleven prominent Populists argued
that nationalist painting and literature was the means to prevent Western ideals penetrating
Russian culture. They called on the state to promote such art. They argued that the writer’s
role was to inspire “civil and patriotic feelings” in Soviet youth and to protect Russian
cultural wealth and patriotic traditions in a “time of intense ideological struggle”.326 The
‘Letter of the Eleven’ claimed “ideological coexistence” promoted nihilism.327 Populists
assailed the futurist project of the avant‐garde but maintained its projected role of the elite
‘psycho‐engineer’. These psycho‐engineers, however, tried to combat and reverse the
infiltration of Western ideas by protecting national “cultural wealth” and “patriotic
traditions” and educating people to “feel pride in the socialist Fatherland.”328

The Party‐State supported this Populist agenda during the Brezhnev‐era, allowing Populists
to express themselves with minimal censure. In contrast to Neo‐Realists, who, as discussed
in the last chapter, were broadly criticised and forced to engage in ritual self‐criticism to
maintain their positions on editorial boards or in the union, the Party regularly rewarded
Populist deeds. Populism buttressed official ideology, strengthening statist political
culture.329 This policy—which Brudny calls ‘inclusionary politics’—pushed Populist
intellectuals into the forefront of Soviet cultural life. In this period, the USSR State Prize was
awarded to Fëdor Abramov (1975), Valentin Rasputin (1977), Viktor Astaf’ev (1978) and
Vladimir Chivlikiin (1982).330 For much of the Brezhnev‐era, village prose was the official
Soviet literature as the regime looked to infuse Marxist‐Leninism with Russian nationalism.
Throughout the 1970s, Populist prose, poetry and literature fulfilled state goals for art and
these artists could ritually meander through the past in their art without enduring
mechanisms of criticism/self‐criticism that formerly shaped the work on the self of official
artists. Populist techniques and conduct, however, were not always identical with the deeds
expected from official artists.
“Protiv chego vystypaet ‘Novyi mir’?”Ogonëk, 30 (1969), 26‐29 at 26, 29.
Ibid.,26.
328 Ibid.,29.
329 Brudny discusses official support and promotion of nationalist intellectuals in Reinventing Russia.
He outlines the early policy manifestation in the section “The Politics of Inclusion, 57‐67.
330 Brudny, 105‐6.
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Populists stepped beyond their place within the political‐aesthetic project of social
transformation directed by the Party‐State. In one confrontation with Party theorists in 1981‐
2, Soloukhin asserted the existence of superior form of reason, that is, God, in an essay
serialised in Nash Sovremennik. Rebuked by the Party theoretical journal Kommunist,
Soloukhin not only did not engage in ritual self‐criticism, but had another instalment
published with a similar religious inference. The refusal to engage in ritual self‐criticism
reflected a belief in continuing protection within the state apparatus, but with Andropov
moving into the powerful position as secretary for ideology this support was more
perceived than real. Following an overhaul of Nash Sovremennik’s editorial board, editor‐in‐
chief Sergei Vikulov recanted on behalf of the board for publishing Soloukhin’s piece, in
which he also conveyed the message that Soloukhin was an atheist.331 Like Neo‐Realists this
was reluctant and defiant self‐criticism, rather than a dedication to self‐improvement in
accordance with revolutionary principles. Here was a split between state expectations of
official artists and personal perceptions of the artistic self.

It was not until the early‐1980s, when state ideology shifted, that differences between official
and Populist role‐perceptions became irreconcilable. This became a full‐blown conflict with
glasnost’, when Populists vehemently resisted government policies. Glasnost’ enshrined civil
liberties such as freedom of expression and free association. Populists critiqued a regime
that allowed diverse voices and therefore failed to protect national culture.

This critique was not without irony. It relied on official tolerance for critical argumentation.
The next section examines this ambiguity in Populist communicative practices. Populists,
with their reformist opponents, entrenched the role of the artist as political critic. Their
activity, however, contradicted their attitudes toward the burgeoning social diversity and
critical public sphere.
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3.3. Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Populist Artist and their Public

Populist self‐fashioning produced an artist immersed in a childhood past and a heritage of
national art. Like Socialist Realists, Populists publicised their exploits to change society,
albeit with a different goal of revitalising a dying national consciousness. They were
fulfilling state imperatives for art, sometimes as they perceived they should be—with the
state defending Russia’s national heritage—rather than as they actually were. Populist critics
returned to evaluating artistic merit according to how effectively the work fulfilled these
imperatives or adhered to canonical models. This followed the earlier practice of criticism
from Socialist Realism’s heyday but the Soviet public sphere had changed significantly since
that time. In the 1960s, critics from reformist journals debated Populists over the direction of
Russian art, particularly the threat from the West. Some things remained the same, with
Party criticism resulting in punitive measures, such as recantations and reshuffled editorial
boards. Like Neo‐Realists, Populists gathered around certain journals to promote and
defend like‐minded artists and used similar techniques to navigate through publishing
controls. Populists, however, enjoyed high‐level Party support particularly in the 1970s and
received more state awards than rebukes for their poetry and novels. Emboldened, Populists
published controversial texts that brought it into conflict with the state, but failure to adapt
to a changing publishing and political environment in the 1980s led to its isolation during
glasnost’.

Populism perpetuated the practice of using art to inspire people to act but also cultivate an
emotional attachment to national tradition in them. Populist art was simultaneously social
critique and lament, challenging the official version of the truth on a wide range of issues
and decrying the suffering of ‘traditional’ Russia in the modern Soviet Union. As discussed
above, the suffering motherland and the lament of rural life were the key narratives of
Populism. The lament was a habit of language use with a long heritage, a traditional and
typical peasant ritual practice at funerals. In Letter from a Village (1976), Sergei Vikulov, like
poets such as Valentin Sorokin and Vladimir Soloukhin previously discussed, elegised a
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passing age.332 The elegy was a poetical form related to the lament, Populists expressing
sorrow at dying traditions, a vanishing way of life and a desecrated natural world.

The lament was also a claim to truth; the ‘loss’ had occurred or was occurring. Like Neo‐
Realism, Populism publicised negative phenomena and criticised government policy,
especially

natural

and

architectural

destruction.333

In

these

critiques,

Populists

communicated their ‘truth’ to the public in competition with official media, encouraging
practices of criticism that defied their desire for a state‐controlled public sphere with an
orchestrated nationalist culture and limits on critical discussion. Populists provoked debate
by publicising ‘truths’ that contradicted both reformists and the Party‐State press,
enshrining argumentation as a key practice of the Late‐Communist public sphere. This
occurred in two phases. Firstly, Populists debated reformists about young artists and the
Western influence in Soviet society. In this role, Populists received support from the state
during the policy of ‘inclusionary politics’. This was a shift in how the state used art as a
policy vehicle: not to inspire to deeds of socialist construction, but inculcate belief in
communist ideology by fusing it with nationalism. Secondly, as this policy continued,
Populists became vocal critics of state policy, which increasingly placed them at odds with
Party, particularly after the Brezhnev‐era. In this way, through critics evaluating alternative
perspectives, argumentation became a routine practice.

Like Neo‐Realists, Populists produced contrasting pictures of Soviet reality, providing
particular perspectives for the public to weigh‐up and debate; this was a crypto‐liberal
public. In the 1960s, the key debate on the threat from the West occurred without
intervention by official institutions. Aleksandr Dement’ev presented the Populists with a
question Turgenev asked the Slavophiles over a century earlier: “Are we so weak, that we
should be afraid of any extraneous influence and with a childʹs horror wave it away?”334
Pavel Glinkin’s article Land and Asphalt (1967) claimed ‘young’ writers such as Feliks
Kuznetsov, Anatolii Gladilin and Vasilii Aksënov threatened Russian national identity and
Sergei Vikulov, “Pisma iz derevni,” Moskva, 9 (September 1976), 122‐34.
S. Semanov, “Moskva stroilats’ ne srazu,” Moskva, 7 (July 1974), 172‐78, D. S. Likhachev,”Ekologiia
kult’ury,” Moskva, 7 (July 1979), 173‐79, V. Kozhinov, “Tsennosti istinnye i mnimye,” Literaturnaia
gazeta, 31 January 1968, 5.
334 Aleksandr Dement’ev, “O traditsiiakh i narodnosti,” Novyi mir, 4 (April 1969), 215‐35 at 226‐7.
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culture.335 Glinkin argued the reformist intelligentsia were heirs to the 1920s avant‐garde,
tearing Russia away from its national roots. In engaging in such debates, artists attempted to
influence government policy on what should be permissible in public art and life.

As the decade progressed, the Brezhnev‐led Party‐State promoted nationalist and
conservative elements into prominent public positions. In this sense, they were state artists.
Following Socialist Realists, Populists created artworks that were public deeds fulfilling
state imperatives. The Party perceived them as an ally against advocates of democratisation.
It also desired a return to a public sphere dominated by intellectuals who supported and
publicised state imperatives. The divide between political and cultural intelligentsias
contracted this policy. Populists became a de facto vanguard for state imperatives in art.

Brudny provides many statistics that demonstrate Party‐State support. State prizes, journal
circulations and exhibitions all indicate that Populism dominated public life from 1971‐82. In
addition to the USSR State Prizes discussed above, state publishing houses dramatically
raised circulations for Nash Sovremennik (up 236% to 336,000) and Molodaia Gvardiia (up 176%
to 870,000). Glazunov held many personal exhibitions: eight in the Brezhnev era, including
an exhibition at Moscow’s Central Exhibition Hall, or the Manezh, in 1978.336 This was an
effective partnership between state and intellectuals in Soviet cultural politics with
Populism stimulating national sentiment through art, while the state remained the stable
and unchallenged master over political institutions and life.

This support was not without restrictions. The Party‐State promoted Populists to infuse
ideology with a nationalist edge rather than to displace Marxist‐Leninism. Yet, like reformist
editors, Populist editorial boards manoeuvred with policy shifts, pursuing stronger and
weaker agendas as the situation permitted. Contacts within the Party allowed Populist
artists to adjust their activity to avoid potential conflicts playing out in public. A militant
nationalist line emerged from 1966‐69 as the state purged reformists from their institutional
bases. Like Thaw journals following the secret speech, Populists used this interregnum to
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publicise controversial perspectives, for example, the “single stream” theory of Russian
history (so‐called in a pejorative sense).337 Populists advanced the idea of a continuous
Russian history across the Tsarist and Soviet periods. They gave a central role to the
Orthodox Church and religion in this history. Glazunov claimed that religious ideals were a
major unifying force across Russian history.338 Soloukhin argued that such beliefs were
integral to Russian national identity.339

Their approach mellowed after 1970, when the Brezhnev regime consolidated their cultural
policy.340 As discussed above, Populists chastised the state for its failure to protect Russia’s
national traditions. Populist positions on issues such as religious rehabilitation, cultural
preservation, environmental degradation, agricultural policies, village depopulation and
détente defied Party positions on these issues.341 As critics of state policies, they were quickly
rebuked as the state still invoked familiar mechanisms to align art with ideology and policy.
In 1969, Kommunist reprimanded Chalmaev, for example, for his anti‐Marxist pro‐
nationalism.342 He lost his position as Nash Sovremennik’s deputy editor and Anatolii
Nikonov was removed from the editor‐in‐chief role at Molodaia Gvardiia.343 This tempered
the extreme nationalist viewpoints articulated by the major conservative literary journals. In
the early 1970s, however, nationalist artists began to push their agendas again, within
official limits clarified by the reaction to Chalmaev.

These shifts between radical and restrained nationalist positions were intimately tied to their
knowledge of machinations within the Party executive. Brudny describes an episode from
1972 between Populists and Aleksandr Iakovlev (Gorbachev’s future strategy, then Head of
the Central Committtee’s Propaganda Department and a high‐ranking opponent) that
demonstrates that they were clearly aware of support within the Central Committee when
opponents within the Party apparat attacked their arguments. Populist intellectuals moved
Dunlop, 219. Brudny, 72.
Glazunov, 240.
339 V. Soloukhin, “Pis’ma iz Russkogo muzeia,” Molodaia gvardiia, 9 (September 1966), 236‐78 at 257‐8.
340 Aleksandr Iakovlev and Pëtr Demichev were removed from their positions during 1973 and 1974.
Brudny, 100.
341 These critical practices and perspectives are discussed below.
342 Iurii Barabash, “O narodnosti literature,” Kommunist, 8 (August 1969). Cf. Brudny, 88‐9.
343 Brudny, 89. Dunlop, 223‐4.
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against Iakovlev, whose 1972 “Against Anti‐Historicism” attacked several major Populist
writers.344 Mikhail Sholokhov acted as a patron for nationalist intellectuals, liaising with
Party leadership. He rallied against Iakovlev on behalf of those derided in the essay. With
strong support for Populists within the Politburo, Iakovlev’s position was under threat.
Sholokhov attacked while Il’ia Glazunov mediated, arranging a series of meetings between
Iakovlev, Lobanov, Semanov and others attacked in the essay. Despite the intervention,
Iakovlev was removed from the Central Committee.345

Unlike Neo‐Realist editors, who used multiple strategies to navigate through publishing
restrictions, Populists confidently pushed boundaries with works published in their
journals. Editors‐in‐chief used their positions to form boards that became rallying points for
these writers and artists. In the early‐1960s, Kochetov assembled an editorial board for
Oktiabr’ that included several emerging Populist intellectuals: Vladimir Soloukhin, Vladimir
Chivilikhin and Nash sovremmenik’s future chief editor, Sergei Vikulov. Populists assumed
outright control of journals from the mid‐1960s. In 1965, Anatolii Nikonov became chief
editor of Molodaia Gvardiia. Nash Sovremmenik and Moskva remained Populist bastions until
the demise of the Soviet Union. In August 1968, Sergei Vikulov became Nash Sovremmenik’s
editor‐in‐chief and held the post until August 1989. Viktor Chalmaev became a deputy chief
editor with Viktor Astaf’ev and Evgenii Nosov joining the board. Moskva enjoyed a similarly
long period under Populist control. Mikhail Alekseev assumed the editor‐in‐chief role in
1968, remaining in charge until February 1990. Throughout the Brezhnev‐years, Populists
enjoyed high‐level support and had less need to nuance works with stock phrases to bypass
censorship and facilitate publication than their reformist opponents of the 1960s. This
situation changed with Brezhnev’s ailing health and his emerging successor Andropov
becoming secretary of ideology. His rapid fall culminated in these journals acting as
mouthpieces for the opposition to glasnost’.

Aleksandr Iakovlev, “Protiv antiistorzma,” Literaturnaia Gazetta, November 15, 1972. Cf. Brudny,
99.
345 Brudny obtained this information through personal interviews with Molodaia gvardiia critics such
as Anatolii Lanshchikov and Oleg Mikhailov. Brudny, 97‐101.
344
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Practices of criticism such as argumentation and interaction, like gathering in literary and
artistic circles, grounded the open public sphere that emerged with glasnost’. Gorbachev’s
reforms legitimised voluntary associations. At this time, art and politics fused with artists
openly espousing political positions, rather than using art and literature as a vehicle for
political agendas.

During glasnost’, the political‐aesthetic complex where art was a vehicle for social change
was turned on its head with artists transferring their energies to political activism and
organisation and away from a socially‐transformative art. Ogonëk (under Vitalii Korotich)
and Znamia (under Grigorii Baklanov) lead the reformist resurgence. Literaturnaia Rossiia
devoted its pages to political tracts, abandoning literary pretensions. Newspapers and
journals promoted favoured political organisations and attacked political opponents. The
split between nationalism and reformism escalated into an open political struggle between
the democratic movement and a social‐patriotic bloc. Ogonëk discredited political opponents,
particularly Pamiat’: a conspicuous patriotic group with neo‐fascist leanings.346 Vasilii Belov
summarised the situation when he said: “There is just no time to write, I have to spend my
time on politics.”347

Some artists adjusted to the politics of elections, parties and political associations better than
others. Reformist intellectuals quickly organised. Korotich and Evtushenko, for example, ran
for the election to the USSR Congress of People’s Deputies in May 1989. In contrast,
Populists adapted slowly to the changed political situation. They largely ignored the 1989
elections. In 1987‐8, Populist artists and intellectuals failed to directly support Pamiat’. They
chose to work within official organisations, calling on literary organisations to actively work

See, for example, Pavel Gutiontov, “Opasnost’ sprava,” Ogonëk, 10 (1990), 19‐20. Gutiontov asked
why the state tolerated Pamiat’s activities when the police disrupted unauthorised Democratic Union
meetings. He assailed their anti‐Semitism and pointed to similarities between their position and the
Populist publications Molodaia gvardiia and Nash sovremennik.
347 L. Mikhailova, “Iznachal’nye tsennosti,” Literaturnaia Rossiia, 48, 2 December 1988, 6. Cf. Cosgrove,
114.
346
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within clubs and schools, and with their newspapers and journals, to promote and publicise
nationalist causes.348

After this impasse, they became leaders or prominent members in anti‐perestroika public
associations such as Union for the Spiritual Rebirth of the Fatherland (lead by Mikhail Antonov),
Fatherland (Apollon Kuzmin) and the Public Committee to Save the Volga (Vasilii Belov).
Kuzmin created Fatherland as a political association to enact policies and initiatives on
cherished nationalist issues and, in general, to defend and revive Russian national culture.349
He devoted himself to agitation, hoping to expand the Moscow organisation into an
imagined Union‐wide federation of Fatherland societies.350

The Association of Russian Artists brought together broad nationalist and patriotic public
organisations under the umbrella group the United Council of Russia. The Association of
Russian Artists, the various Fatherland societies, the inter‐movements in non‐Russian Soviet
republics, United Workers’ Fronts and Writers’ Organisations came together in the Council
to facilitate the “consolidation, interaction and coordination” of all organisations striving for
“national consent and strengthening of the fatherland.”351 To realise their ambitions, they
targeted the 1990 elections to the RSFSR Congress in conjunction with other conservative
groups such as the Bloc of Social‐Patriotic Movements of Russia. The electorate
comprehensibly rejected the candidates, including notable cultural intellectuals such as Nash
Sovremennik’s chief editor Stanislav Kuniaev and Il’ia Glazunov.352

Populism was ill‐equipped in this competition for public favour. It failed to become an
oppositional critical public when the state withdrew its support for nationalist ideology
during perestroika. They were far behind democratic forces when they finally committed to
electoral politics.

See, for example, “Sud’ba u nas obshchaia: Obrashchenie russkikh pisatelei,” Literaturnaia Rossiia,
21, 26 May 1989, 5.
349 John B. Dunlop, The Rise of Russia and the Fall of the Soviet Empire, Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1993, 131‐6.
350 P. Sergeev, “Otechestvo: glavnaia tsennost,” Literaturnaia Rossiia, 25, 23 June 1989, 14.
351 “Ob”edinennyi sovet Rossii,” Literaturnaia Rossiia, 38, 22 September 1989, 5.
352 Dunlop, Rise of Russia, 142‐3.
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Conclusion

Throughout the Late‐Communist period, artists formed opposition blocs and used journals
to publicise agendas and criticism. In the Gorbachev era, however, they moved outside the
artistic institutions into political parties and associations. Artistic associations, institutions
and argumentative practices of the artistic public sphere became a political public sphere.
This process mirrored the emergence of a political public sphere from the salons, coffee
houses and newspapers in seventeenth‐eighteenth century Europe; Habermas claims this
formed the basis of the liberal‐democratic public sphere. For Habermas, bourgeois society
“functionally converted” cultural practices such as literary criticism and argumentation to
political ends, that is, against official culture and institutions. Such institutions and practices
are a core feature of a democratic polity and society. Similarly, Populism forged critical
practices and cultural associations parallel to state. Without overstating their role, Populists
contributed to the open public sphere that emerged with glasnost’, regardless of how ill‐
suited they were to benefit from it.

Gorbachev’s glasnost’ legalised non‐Party political and civil associations. A liberal public
sphere emerged that criticised government policy and pressured the state to realise
competing aims. Populists contributed to this social transformation, entrenching critique
and argumentation as key practices of Soviet public life. Although there was a rapid
proliferation in independent media, particularly samizdat, the opinions and arguments
expressed in this public sphere were not those of independent private people—as in citizens
working outside the state—but they were personal perspectives, pushing publicity away
from being solely a vehicle for conveying state imperatives.

Populism was a modernising innovative art movement despite its intentions to take Russia
back to an original state and preserve persistent native traditions. It projected two
contrasting images of the society and person developing in time, one of the closed atomised
spaces of the city emerging with an urbanising Russia, the other of a desired re‐emerging of
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the open interpersonal spaces of the village and rural estates. The public and private within
Populist artistic practices are summarised in the following table:

Generic Conventions

• Chronotope: the dying village,
historical emergence of a urbanised
superficial atomised society and
person,
• Protagonist: suffering mother,
• Narrative: kenotic suffering of
people before irrepressible force of
progress; contrast between
behaviours of old and new
generation at traditional rituals, such
as funerals, and
• Settings: the dying village, the
bleak city

Techniques of Self‐
Fashioning and Social
Roles
• Ritual journeys to
discover ‘roots’ and
reviving past formal
techniques (e.g. icon
painting), defending
national popular tradition
as perceived role of state
artist.

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism
• Lamenting the lost past as a
critical statement about
cultural/natural destruction,
• Quasi‐official public lauding of
past authority and acting as a
mouthpiece for national‐statist
tradition,
• Crypto‐liberal public: criticism
as contested truths or personal
perspectives facilitating public
dialogue and debate, and
• Elite tactics to navigate
through state‐controlled media
to publish critical perspectives

Table 3.1. Summary of Populist Practices

Populism re‐situated traditions as it recalled past generic conventions, looking back from a
present already outside those traditions and placing the village, the family and their rituals
within the march of progress as a ‘dying’ past. Similarly, the ritual journeys back to the
countryside and formal techniques that recalled icon painters and nineteenth‐century
Slavophiles produced an artist situated in the flow of time, recovering and retreating into
what they imagined as the lost past. This desire to ‘return to the origin’ was an overriding
influence on the peculiar combination of practices that defined Populism as an art
movement. This desire was within the tradition of civic duty, yearning to change society and
directing the course of time.

The next chapter takes a step back from the time of glasnost’, focusing on dissident artists.
These artists also desired an open public sphere to criticise the state and publicise its own
perspectives. In a climate of intolerance for non‐state associations, dissidents formed
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unofficial associations and informal communicative networks independent of the state and
opposed to it. They manoeuvred within the different cultural world of the 1960s,
radicalising the failed project of reform, when many of the reformists had abandoned it. In
this climate, they used both concealed and confrontational tactics to realise their ambitions.
Through discourse, self‐definitions and communicative practice, they forged an identity
against official ideology and the Party‐State.
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Dissident Expressionism, 1966‐1991

From the 1960s, a small group of dissident artists worked and organised in the streets, cafes
and apartments of Moscow and Leningrad, independently of outside official publications
and exhibitions. This chapter refers to these artists as Dissident Expressionists; this was a
movement that radicalised elements of Neo‐Realism following the failed attempt by
reformists to revitalise and humanise the revolution. Dissident Expressionists antagonised
the Party‐State through a series of actions that challenged official control over open public
spaces. This chapter argues that Dissident Expressionism rejected the state‐driven political‐
aesthetic project, with artists as cadres fulfilling state imperatives for art, but not its agenda
of transforming society through art; it turned art against the state.

On the surface, such a movement would appear to be part of an unofficial civil society
that Shlapentokh argues emerged in this period.353 His argument, however, extrapolates
tendencies into powerful social forces. Rather, this chapter makes a moderate claim that,
like political dissidents, these artists formed small but important circles that imagined
and sought an alternative to art in service of the state. Like the three movements
discussed previously, themes of the public and private, such as conscientious versus
spontaneous activity, the relationship between the group and individual and state‐
controlled public spaces, prevailed in portraits of person and society. For Dissident
Expressionists, ‘besprintsipnost’ or the absence of principle in private desires, impulses
and impudence were a means to reject social controls and cultivate individuality.354 This
chapter shows that artists fashioned a self through a series of provocative public acts that
evoked official criticism and punitive measures. The self‐transformative ritual self‐
criticism that this had previously educed instead affirmed the identity of the dissident
individual: provocative behaviour became a path to self‐fulfilment. These images and
actions suggest a growing sense of privacy and independence from the state but
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questions remain about the extent to which dissent was a harbinger of such change. A
further discussion of these provocative acts of dissent and interactions that occurred
through new independent mediums, such as samizdat, concludes the chapter by asking
whether this resembles, in miniature, Habermas’s ideal liberal public sphere where
private citizens debate public issues and influence the development of public opinion.

With these radical gestures, dissident artists perpetuated the political‐aesthetic nexus of
practices against the state; art was still oriented toward goals of social change.

4.1 Imagining People, Community and Society: Dissident Expressionism as a
Utopian Genre

Dissident Expressionism was confrontational. It explicitly challenged the version of reality
portrayed in official art, confronting Socialist Realism’s master narrative of the emergence of
a historically new person and a new society, both in a headlong rush toward the end of
history; this was a view of time as simultaneously progressive and transcendental. On the
one hand, Dissident Expressionism provided a conflicting perspective on Soviet ‘progress’,
representing Russian society as constraining, dormant and repetitive. On the other hand,
this genre produced a competing narrative of emergence—that of a private sphere and
marginal characters—that places it within the Russian realist tradition. This was another
manifestation and mutation of realism’s background practices, again depicting a society and
person transformed through time.

Venedikt Erofeev’s stream‐of‐consciousness prose poem Moscow‐Petushki

(alternatively

known as Moscow to the End of the Line) is based on a train journey that will be interpreted as
a representation of time with a person transformed as he leaves Moscow—the powerful
centre and a space of controlled public life—toward the urban periphery.355 After losing his
job, the alcoholic protagonist embarks on this journey to re‐unite with a beautiful woman
who waits for him at the Petushki station and along the way he descends into a
Venedikt Erofeev, Moscow to the End of the Line, translated by H. William Tjalsma, Evanston, IL:
Northwestern University Press, 1994.
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hallucinogenic drunkenness. The symbolism suggests the retreat from a public life of labour
toward the personal (his desire to re‐ignite an old relationship and see his son) and from a
life of conscientiousness toward ‘spontaneity’, with his impulsive, unprincipled behaviour,
providing an escape from social controls. Erofeev’s work has a structure consistent with
other Soviet novels, with the protagonist embarking on a journey of personal transformation
on the path to utopia. Moscow‐Petushki will provide a structure to the following discussion of
this transformational narrative in Dissident Expressionist painting.

This section also looks at how Dissident Expressionism represented state control over Soviet
public life, defying narratives of self‐development and fulfilment through public activity.
Such settings in Socialist Realism were joyous or rewarding, the individual and collective
working in harmony to mutual benefit. Dissident Expressionists used the metro to represent
a very different view of typical Soviet social relations in everyday collective contexts. A
despondent crowd rides Aleksei Sundukov’s Endless Train (1983‐4, fig. 4.1). Crushed and
dismal people travel to work. Perspective endlessly recedes into the canvas: the optimistic
Socialist Realist heroes that joyfully built communism have long alighted. In Nataliia
Nesterova’s Metro (1988, fig. 4.2), a peak hour work crowd descend down stairs at the metro‐
station Ploshchad Revoliutsii. Resplendent neo‐classical bronze statues flank the platform.
Nesterova used a vertical axis to contrast Party ideals with her Soviet reality. Idealised
Socialist Realist models in the foreground and background tower above and envelop a
descending spiritless mass. Soviet citizens, with expressionless sombre faces and dull eyes,
decline in unison. Statues impart energy and dynamism; the people resemble lifeless statues.
They descend into Hades.

In the 1930s, Aleksandr Gerasimov had used the metro as a symbol of rapid progress and
Party guidance, but now it represented the daily grind. Unlike Erofeev’s train trip as a
journey, the metro signified cyclical time, a daily return trip repeated the next day. This was
not the journey into a glorious public life of deeds in the Soviet agora promised by Stalinist
art, but a ritualised and spiritless existence of programmed or performed behaviours. This
was a very different setting and portrait of society to Socialist Realism’s grand construction
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projects or even in its variant in Neo‐Realism, where fragmenting groups still contributed to
society. This was a portrait of a stifling society, crushing the individual.

Similarly, Dissident Expressionism portrayed the collective in a conflicting light to Socialist
Realism. Genrikh Sapgir’s poem Voices (1979, originally written 1958‐62) commented on
group surveillance and its role in maintaining collective morality and norms.356 Sapgir
staged an everyday conversation between four observers. They speak in a single voice. The
conversation proceeds with the first response followed with only slight variations in each
stanza. Each follows the first, often parroting each other, without dispute or disparity.

The poem begins when they notice someone in their courtyard, presuming they are dead:

Вон там убили человека,

Over there they have killed a person,

Вон там убили человека,

Over there they have killed a person,

Вон там убили человека,

Over there they have killed a person,

Внизу ‐ убили человека.

Down there ‐ they have killed a person.

The opening dialogue (“they have killed a person”) professes curiosity, not shock as they all
exclaim: “Letʹs go, we’ll have a look at him (Пойдем, посмотрим на него).” This
behavioural anomaly provokes habitual collective judgement; a misdeed demonstrated a
lack of conscientiousness. They discovered the person was “dead drunk” rather than plain
dead:

Мертвец — и вид, как есть мертвецкий.

The dead man ‐ he appears dead drunk.

Да он же спит, он пьян мертвецки!

Yeah, he’s sleeping, he is dead drunk!

Да не мертвец, а вид мертвецкий...

Yeah, he’s not a dead man, he seems dead drunk.

Какой мертвец, он пьян мертвецки —

That deadman, he is dead drunk –

В блевотине валяется...

He’s rolling in his puke...

В блевотине валяется...

He’s rolling in his puke...

В блевотине валяется...

He’s rolling in his puke...
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Sapgir associated мертвец (‘corpse’ or ‘dead man’) and пьян мертвецки (‘dead drunk’). He
used an unresponsive figure to symbolise the Soviet collective attitude and response toward
the deviant individual. The individual has no voice or power. Conversely, indicatives in the
language impose group unity. The vulgar verb валяеться (‘to puke’), everyday terms and
phrases like пойдём (poidyom, ‘come on/let’s go!’) or вон там (‘over there, there is…’) and
informal imperatives such as вытаскивай and вытряхивай (‘close it!’) identified a shared
milieu.

Language creates an opposition between collective and individual. A group defend their
shared space from a drunken intruder; a communal apartment block courtyard serves as a
simile for a structure of shared values. They exclaim disgust as he rolls in his own vomit,
exaggerating mechanisms that shamed individuals into adhering to collective norms. They
must exclude the transgressor. They “join his hands and his feet”. The first suggests they
“take him out.” The banter ensues with ever‐excessive vehemence: “drag him out”, “dump
him out” and finally “chuck him out”. The next verse follows the same pattern as they
‘”shut”, “firmly close”, “zealously close” and “put locks on all” the entrance doors. They
carry the drunk and cast the outsider from their world.

The opening and closing stanzas form two boundaries. The four dialogue participants begin
and end in an ‘inside’ from which they discuss an ‘outside‘. In these ways, the collective
marginalised the individual, returning the courtyard to normality. Voices was critical social
commentary on collective pressure to inculcate homogenous behaviour, rather than on the
drunkard. Voices disparaged a group that showed no sympathy for the individual who acted
outside norms.

These characters, settings and narratives told a story of a society that crushed the individual.
Andrei Gennadiev (1989, fig. 4.3) represented the hindrance of individual expression as a
rope—generally symbolising a vow or promise—binding a head with rabbit ears and a
nipple. The rabbit ears suggest fertility, in this case, the fecund mind and the nipple
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dependency. In the Dissident Expressionism characterisation, the New Soviet Person acted
within social controls not according to social principle. Surrealism was an apt form for
themes of a distorted society and individual; Homo Sovieticus was represented as a mutated
distortion rather than higher form of evolution. Oleg Tselkov represented mutant figures
with sunken foreheads and mouths agape (1977, fig. 4.4).357 The open‐mouthed creatures
look stupefied or dumb but they also resemble masks hinting at the theatrical or ritualised
public behaviours severed from the individual’s aims and desires, which remained muffled.
In Tyurliks (1980s‐1992, fig. 4.5), Geli Korzhev also links mutation, ritual behaviour and
stifled expression as strange creatures gather for a Party rally. Forced and formulaic
behaviour stifles the full elaboration of human capabilities with consequences for both
society and individual.

These artists used surrealism to depict a grotesque society. Their agenda resembled the
phantasmagoria that Andrei Siniavskii had called for decades earlier in 1958’s “On Socialist
Realism?.” Siniavskii had envisioned the “grotesque will replace realistic descriptions of
ordinary life,” adding “such an art would correspond best to the spirit of our time.”358

In creating a grotesque surrealism that corresponded to or best expressed Soviet reality,
these artists still laid claim to the heritage of representing a society transformed by history.
In Dissident Expressionism, that society was a dystopia; the Socialist Realist agora had
metamorphosised into a realm inhabited by the malformed. Despite the different imagery
and form, Soviet society was still portrayed as a field of extraordinary behaviours; these
were very different to the great deeds of the Socialist Realist hero, but were exceptional feats
nonetheless. Dissident Expressionists were still heirs to a tradition, within the discourse of
the three genres discussed so far, that is, they represented time transforming the world and
individual.

The heroes of Dissident Expressionism were defined by their unusual liberating actions,
however. They sought or inhabited marginal spaces for acting without constraints,
Glezer, “Dvadtsat’ let spustia,” 399.
Andrei Siniavskii, The Trial Begins and On Socialist Realism, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1982, 218.
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cultivating a life away from that of fulfilling plans and adhering to production norms.
Erofeev’s Moscow‐Petushki charts such a journey. The train trip symbolised a ritual reversion
from conscientiousness to spontaneity and public to private through the narrator‐
protagonist’s descent into drunkenness. The journey begins with Venichka’s dismissal from
his job as a cable fitter. He erred in circulating line graphs detailing co‐workers productivity
in relation to volume of alcohol consumed. The hero’s practices resemble those of the
collective, observing other’s behaviour and reporting on production norms within the
workplace, but his surveillance of others misdeeds leads to expulsion. His dismissal
prefigures a binge, pushing further his flirtation with alcohol‐induced madness and his
passage into unprincipled and lustful behaviours.

Characters, behaviours, objects and settings that were absent from official Soviet art forms—
alcohol, sex and depravity—were common features in Dissident Expressionism. Artists
imagined behaviours escaping social constraints and realms beyond social control, rejecting
public activity in favour of acting according to inner desires and drives.

Besprintsipnost’ displaced soznatel’nost’. In a social world where drinking exemplified
unprincipled conduct, Boris Orlov’s drawing A Russian Thinks of Himself before Others (1982,
fig. 4.6) implied that citizens disregarded moral constraints and pursued drinking as their
favourite sport. In Viacheslav Kalinin’s Self‐portrait (1978, fig. 4.7), a whisky rests on the
artist’s palette, the last glass from an empty bottle on the table. A Thirsty Man (1974, fig. 4.8)
drinks straight from the samovar tap. Kalinin associated thirst with desire. A couple
passionately and publically embrace each other in this panting. In many others, Kalinin’s
people commit profane acts amidst sacred surrounds. Couples fornicate in both paintings,
performing impudent acts amidst churches. People pursue desires, defying moral sanctions.
Sexual activity was another repressed theme outside official ethics, pursued, for example, in
an untitled sketch by Vadim Sidur (1977, fig. 4.9). Besprintsipnost’ was a positive heroic
model for a persona, defined against homogeneity and inhabiting marginal spaces, which
were the only venue for truly unusual feats.
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Although Dissident Expressionism rejected an art of heroic labour and personal sacrifice, it
still sought to define a new person. Artists articulated unprincipled behaviour as one path to
challenge existing limits on the individual. In this art of the person, a subjectivity was
coming into being as characters developed relationships with their self. In part, Moscow‐
Petushki was a monologue expressing personal thoughts and perspectives throwing the
protagonist in sharp relief to the public displays of beliefs and morals of the exterior New
Soviet Person. Occasionally, he slips into dialogue with figures from his subconscious along
his journey and often it is difficult to discern whether the conversations are with characters
outside his imagination. Venichka’s subconscious spawned some dark figures, conversing
with both Satan, who suggests Erofeev should jump off the moving train, and a sphinx, who
refuses to let him travel on to Petushki unless he correctly answers one of five puerile
riddles, with the imagined characters expressing various aspects of Venichka’s persona—
philosophically suspect, politically contentious and morally depraved within the Soviet
context—but increasingly mad as his trip approaches its destination.

There is an element of the Eastern Orthodox holy fool (юродивый, iurodivyi) in Venichka’s
descent into madness, defying conventions of the time to shine a path beyond.359 Due to a
perceived madness, the holy fool could speak truths not apparent to others. Besprintsipnost’
was a trait of speaking and acting in ways that defied social controls, the drinking, sex and
lunacy pointing toward an existence in the interstices of state power. In a society that treated
deviance as madness, incarcerating dissidents and deviants in asylums, it was mad, so it
seemed, to speak one’s mind or act without fear. Joseph Kiblitskii’s Man of 1956 (1974, fig.
4.10) played on this idea with a patient wandering the asylum grounds, offering his
thoughts to the world. Besprintsipnost’ was a carnivalesque inversion of Soviet values, that is,
a festive liberation from an oppressive everyday. Drinking, sex and lunacy overturned the
value hierarchies of the dominant culture.

Several studies of Moscow‐Petushki have drawn out this idea of Venichka as an alcoholic holy fool.
See, for example, Rajendra A. Chitnis, Literature in Post‐Communist Russia and Eastern Europe: The
Russian, Czech and Slovak Fiction of the Changes, 1988‐1998, London, New York: Routledge‐Curzon,
2005, 28‐9; Mark Lipovetskii, Russian Postmodernist Fiction: Dialogue With Chaos, Armonk, NY: M. E.
Sharpe, 1999, 70‐82.
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A private defiant subject split from the public political self. This split resembles the tension
between public and private within the emerging capitalist societies of seventeenth and
eighteenth‐century Western Europe. According to Habermas, an intimate sphere of the
conjugal family and a new privatised subjectivity (“the innermost core of the private”)
created distinct boundaries between state, society and the individual. Through novels,
diaries and letters, individuals forged intimate “purely human” relationships with oneself
and others. Novels in letters, such as Richardson’s Pamela, Rousseau’s La Nouvelle Héloïse
and Goethe’s Die Leiden des jungen Werthers, provided models for this relationship.360 In these
novels, virtuous sensitive passionate characters forged empathetic relationships and
confessed private thoughts and feelings within an intimate sphere autonomous from the
public. In literature, diaries and letters, people “revelled and felt at ease in a terrain of
subjectivity barely known at its beginning” 361

In the West, the nuclear family and private individual emerged with a privatised economy,
that is, they were intrinsic to rise of capitalism. In Soviet Russia, however, artists depicted a
private person and society with different virtues to those articulated in the novels Habermas
discusses. They outlined a private sphere and subject that released aspects of the self
repressed in official culture. In Still Life (1975, fig. 4.11), a pornographic image and a ten‐
ruble note sit on the windowsill. Private greed, desire and debauchery were possible in
these interstices outside public rule and norm. Besprintsipnost’ informed this Soviet
“innermost core of the private” but Rabin’s apartment inhabitant still shared a sense of a
boundary between society and individual with Habermas’ private subject.

In Rabin, the window severs private and public, illustrating a social realm foreign to official
art. In Socialist Realism, a continuum from domestic to public sphere existed, for example,
Ekaterina Zernova’s The Road into Life (Portrait of the Artist’s Daughter) (1956, fig. 1.4). The
double window opens both inward to the domicile and outward to the world. From Rabin’s
window, the private person monitored the public, acting without fear of observation.

360
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Habermas, Structural Transformation, 49‐50.
Ibid., 50.
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This private character and setting summarised the thrust behind the Dissident Expressionist
genre: a desire for space outside social rules and official culture. Like this character and
setting, the Dissident Expressionist used the domestic sphere as a space for working outside
official norms for art. Artists took on appellations like ‘nonconformist’ and ‘dissident’ as
positive models for identity.

4.2 Self and Role: The Dissident Expressionist Artist

‘Individual’ and ‘dissident’ were the key terms used by these artists to describe self. The
individual was defined with words like ‘personal’, ‘private’ and ‘inside’. Rabin claimed to
express “my personal experiences, my individual lyricism.”362 Arkadii Petrov aimed to show
“the inner condition” through his art.363 Subjective perception was a central artistic belief in
the dissident manifestos collected by Aleksandr Glezer, a key organizer of unofficial art
exhibitions. For Iurii Zharkikh, painting was a “means of perceiving and comprehending
reality.”364 Individuality and originality were other key terms in self‐representations.
Whereas the avant‐garde and Neo‐Realists had strived for a form that epitomised their
epochs, dissident artists searched for a personal style: “one’s own original thought must be
expressed in an original language,” Zharkikh declared, distinguishing his practice from
official art: “I am not a passive observer.” Art provided a vehicle to define an internal self,
inaccessible to social constraints and construction.

Like their young Neo‐Realist contemporaries, dissident artists practiced ‘individuation via
style’, that is, they fashioned a self distinct from other artists through formal and thematic
experimentation. The international art exhibition of 1957, part of the Sixth World Festival of
Youth and Students, and United States National Exhibition of 1959 inspired many future
dissident artists. Vladimir Nemukhin, recalled that he “recognised myself and my youthful

Renee Baigell and Matthew Baigell, “Interview with Oskar Rabin,” in Renee Baigell and Matthew
Baigell, Soviet Dissident Artists: Interviews After Perestroika, New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1995, 99.
363 Baigell, “Interview with Arkadii Petrov,” 233.
364 Manifesto of Iurii Zharkikh, “Manifestos by Leading Artists,” in Igor Golomshtok and Aleksandr
Glezer, Soviet Art in Exile, New York: Random House, 1977, 163.
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aspirations” when exposed to Western abstract art at the international art exhibition.365 In
1959, he saw Pollock and other American abstractionists, confirming his “wish to work as an
artist”.366 He adapted the spontaneity and dynamism in action painting and Tachisme to his
artistic activity, adding torn playing cards to flurried brush‐strokes (fig. 4.12).367 He believed
that dynamism, torn objects, or splattered paint stemmed from an “inner protest” against
personal fate or social convention.368 Many others championed abstract forms, including Eli
Beliutin (fig. 4.13) and his students, as well as important Lianozovo group members, such as
Lev Kropivnitskii (fig. 4.14).369

It is no surprise that early dissident artists adopted abstract experimental Western forms as a
means to individuate from the collective. Abstract expressionism and action painting
promoted autonomy from social constraints and rules. For Beliutin, the authentic artist was
forged in aesthetic isolation from others: “an artist must be original. A follower is already a
corpse. An artist who is a first, an original, is a genius; the follower is a clown.”370 Nesterova
put Beliutin’s sentiment in context. For her, the collectivised artists in Soviet Russia were
part of the “crowd’s slogans, posters and publicity.”371 To preserve their autonomy, semi‐
public abstract artists, such as Beliutin, and radical reformists within the Union, like
Vladimir Veisberg, went underground, intensifying the division between individual and
society.

For several years, they abandoned public life to pursue their beliefs beyond the gaze of the
official art world. This was an immediate practical strategy, rather than a desired mode of
being with artists seeking ways to express themselves without the material support of the
creative unions.
Manifesto of Vladimir Nemukhin, “Manifestos by Leading Artists,” 152‐3 at 152.
Quoted in Barbara M. Thiemann, (Non)conform: Russian and Soviet Art 1958‐1995: The Ludwig
Collection, Munich, London, New York: Prestel Publishing, 2007, 323
367 Nemukhin, “Manifesto,” 153.
368 Ibid.
369 Igor Golomshtock, “Unofficial Art in the Soviet Union,” in Golomshtok and Glezer, 81‐106. In
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traditions amongst dissident artists. The next chapter discusses Conceptualism, which re‐invigorated
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At this time, some artists cultivated a divided persona, pursuing incongruous exploits in
their official and unofficial guises. This was dissimulation, where artists feigned dedication
to official campaigns of social transformation or worked other jobs to maintain a public face,
but used other forums to express a creative individuated ‘authentic’ self through their
underground art. Some painters and authors accepted a situation that allowed them to
submit conservative works to official journals—enabling them to make a living—while
experimenting in samizdat (self‐publishing, literally “self‐publishing house”) forms. The
‘young poets’ from the early 1960s – Evgenii Rein, Fazil’ Iskander and Bella Akmadulina, for
example – remained within the Writers’ Union. Others, such as Vladimir Veisberg,
continued to publish literature, participate in official exhibits or obtain commissions for
public works, while pursuing their ‘serious’ art in private.

Other radical artists refused to join unions or accept creative roles within the establishment.
To maintain a living, they worked as manual labourers. Ernst Neizvestnyi worked as a
mason, a bricklayer, a porter and an assistant to a sculptor, supplemented by occasional
commissioned sculptures.372 Rabin worked as a porter, unloaded cargo at a train station and
in construction.373 Their private conduct reflected a different ethos. Artists wrote, painted or
sculpted at home. Writers distributed samizdat a few copies at a time, typed or hand‐written.
Apartment exhibitions (kvartirniki) were the equivalent in visual art, where small groups
were invited into home studios.

Through dissimulation, artists carved a space to convalesce, experimenting with ways to
push into the open. At the Maiakovskii monument in Moscow, where crowds gathered to
hear poetry readings, the poet Iurii Galanskov (or other poets) recited his Human Manifesto.
Vladimir Bukovskii recalls the lines: “This is me | calling to truth and revolt | willing no
more to serve, | I break your black tethers | woven of lies.”374 As for Zharkikh’s manifesto,
the poem rejected official and collective constraints on the individual. The poem also
associated the state with deception. In Rib Gragev’s samizdat poem Controllers (1976), a state
Baigell, “Interview with Ernst Neizvestnyi,” Ibid., 78.
Baigell, “Interview with Oskar Rabin,” Ibid., 96.
374 Bukovskii, 119‐20.
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official demands personal identification from a citizen, a simile for the relationship between
state and individual. The interrogated person reacts to the demand with a scowling “Do not
ask me, who I am” in a spirited defence of individual liberty confronting state control over
public space. 375 In such actions and poetry it was evident the dissimulative persona clashed
with the dissident artist’s identity, which was fashioned in conflict with authority and in
distinction to society; practicing art in private was not a viable path to self‐realisation.

Instead, these artists became artist‐activists. Dissident artists were perhaps its most
trenchant incarnation since the early years after the revolution, engaging in direct and
provocative resistance. The dissident artist fashioned their self‐fashioning through
deliberately confrontational gestures. Some of the most provocative acts by dissident artists
followed a similar pattern to the Bolshevik practice of criticism and self‐criticism that
fashioned Party cadres. In this variation, Party criticism was a vehicle for self‐affirmation,
rather than a trigger for self‐improvement.

The zenith of this practice being the ‘bulldozer incident’ as it came to be known. Oskar
Rabin proposed an open‐air exhibition in an outer suburb of Moscow on 15 September 1974.
Participants planned the exhibition for half a year and submitted a letter to Mossovet
(Moscow City Council) informing officials of their intent.376 An official met with the artists to
dissuade them, stating that, although there was no legal impediment, it would be in their
best interests not to proceed.377 This fulfilled the act of criticism in this ritual performance.
The artists gathered as planned, but nearby ‘workers’ confronted the artists as they opened
the exhibit using water hoses from their trucks to drench the artists and their works.
Bulldozers then moved in and smashed many pieces.378 Despite intimidation from the KGB
and public criticism from subbotniki published in the Central Committee newspaper
Sovetskaia Kul’tura, Rabin informed the council they would return to the site of the bulldozer
exhibit and alerted foreign journalists, who had covered the previous exhibit. Instead,
officials now negotiated with dissident artists and a second officially‐sanctioned open air
Rib Gragev, “Kontrollery,” Chasy, 1, 1976, 86‐9.
Aleksandr Glezer, “Desiat’ let spustia,” Kontinent, 41 (1984), 355‐62 at 355; Aleksandr Glezer,
Iskusstvo Pod Bulʹdozerom: siniaia Kniga, London: Overseas Publications Interchange, 1977, 9‐11.
377 Glezer, Iskusstvo Pod Bulʹdozerom, 11‐12.
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exhibit was held at Izmailovskii Park.379 Like the Neo‐Realists, dissident artists refused to
denounce their activity after public criticism, instead defying pressure from the state.

The artists won this battle with the state. Their activism forced a change in official policy
and tactics vis‐à‐vis unofficial art. The state incorporated all independent artists into official
bodies; even those with the most ‘bourgeois’ ‘decadent’ ‘formalist’ styles were now ‘official’
artists within the Painting Section of Gorkom Grafikov (the Moscow City Committee of
Graphic Artists) providing a path for those who sought to use style to fashion an individual
self and confiscating that route to dissent.380

For those unwilling to join official organisations or who pursued a radically political art,
exile or forced emigration was the new strategy. This was a variation on ritual
‘excommunication’. The state could not expel artists already outside unions but exile
deprived them of citizenship and banished them from their home. The high‐profile
deportation of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in 1974 after the Gulag Archipelago announced the
tactic. Glezer left the USSR in 1975.381 As the 1970s drew to a close, many prominent
nonconformist artists – including Neizvestnyi, Rabin, Tselkov, Materkova, Kholin, and
Lamm – resided in New York, London, Paris and various other European cities.382 Co‐option
and exile effectively extinguished artistic dissent.

Those that remained in Russia endured a crisis of identity without their foe. The activism
that imbued their life with meaning had been brought to a halt. In the 1970s, as the state
slowly dismantled barriers on formal expression, the centrality of politics to the dissidents’
role and self‐definitions became obvious. Without the Party‐State as Other, cultural and
political dissidents commonly experienced a lost sense of self and direction. Many dissident
artists failed to traverse the change between dissident and a normalised aesthetic‐artistic
role. Il’ia Kabakov, an artist who successfully crossed that bridge, described the change in
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artistic climate as akin to coming out of a “bomb shelter.”383 In 1988, Nemukhin lamented
that unofficial art—that “powerhouse of energy…had run dry”—as conditions in which his
generation lived changed. “Perhaps art depends on an energy‐laden atmosphere like that,
on the surroundings in which an artist lives,” he mused.384 Artistic circles that shared a
history and experience splintered, leaving many within these circles feeling “great
bitterness.”385

Young artists who emerged in the 1970s—the semiatdesniki —cultivated an identity without
the state at its centre. The Thaw generation had split between those who stayed within
official cultural establishment and artists who worked independently. The dissident persona
emerged from this process but the two groups had much in common. They shared a practice
of self‐fashioning that relied on criticism or other punitive measure by the state to forge an
identity, either as reformists or dissidents. With an individualism expressed through form,
politics was central to that identity. The semiatdesniki explored forms and personal everyday
themes that were poetic, not political (fig. 4.15). As Natalia Nesterova claimed, the relative
freedom forged a generational split; the younger generation’s identity was not as tied to the
Party‐State.386 The young artists that emerged during the Khrushchev period defined self
against the older Stalinist generation. In the seventies, young artists pronounced a new split
between ‘Fathers and Sons’. The semiatdesniki explored themes that hinted at a shift from the
political toward the personal, leaving behind the heritage perpetuated by Neo‐Realism,
Populism and Dissident Expressionism.

A shared identity forged through defiant action was lost with a waning opponent, fracturing
into a diversity of positions, social, aesthetic and others. This defiance was another example
of Russian artists taking a historically‐dominant role and adapting it to different
David A. Ross, “Interview, David A. Ross in conversation with Ilya Kabakov,” in Boris Grois,
David A. Ross and Iwona Blazwick, Ilya Kabakov, London: Phaidon Press, 1998, 6‐28 at 21‐22.
384 Quoted in Thiemann, 323.
385 Ross, “Interview with Kabakov, 22. This was a general experience across Soviet‐style societies,
when dissidents realised their social isolation. For example, Gáspár Miklós Tamás, a Hungarian
dissident intellectual, goes further in his reflections on “the legacy of dissent” claiming that dissidents
were isolated from the general population: the “minority of the body politic that was aware of
“dissident activities’ felt ambivalently about them.” G. M. Tamás, “The Legacy of Dissent”, in
Vladimir Tismaneanu, ed., The Revolutions of 1989, London: Routledge, 1999, 181‐197 at 182.
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circumstances; a perceived negative social force—in this case, the Party‐State—provided a
rallying point for artists and an impetus for a self realised in political and social activity, just
as the avant‐garde and Socialist Realism (against pre‐revolutionary social forces), Neo‐
Realism (against Stalinism and nationalism within Soviet society), and Populism (against
those destroying Russian traditions) before it.

4.3. Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Dissident Expressionist and the
Dissident Public
The dissident artist emerged through practices of dissimulation and provocation, cultivating
an individuated private persona that surfaced in public as an adversary of the state. In
receding underground, these artists were cut‐off from official avenues to publicity, instead
forging new publishing practices and media through which they could explore their
individuating formal experiments and taboo themes without fear of public censure from
critics, editorial boards, unions or the Party that official or officially‐tolerated artists
endured. Through such art, dissident artists disputed the state’s right to regulate publicity
by transgressing the rules and norms of official art. As well as cultivating their dissident
persona, provocative acts challenged the state monopoly on publishing. Art and literary
criticism were not prevalent practices of samizdat. Practices of criticism, which in the official
public sphere functioned to finesse deeds of soul engineering, were turned against the state,
charting misdeeds such as abuse of human rights.

In dissident art, a stark contrast emerged with the official Soviet public sphere, which was a
public of public people, that is, a realm where artists, critics, union member and Party elites
judged actions according to how well they fulfilled state imperatives for art. The artist
fashioned through dissimulation and provocative activism created new forms of publicity
and publishing, challenging the official public sphere in two ways.

On the one hand, dissimulation created a unique public sphere, a counterpublic of private
people. The private persona created through dissimulation cultivated a distinctive style and
explored confrontational themes. This public sphere was closer to Habermas’s liberal model,
through which a private person enunciates and debates personal perspectives, than other
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artistic publics discussed throughout this thesis. Dissident artists depicted contrary personal
perceptions of reality, such as the dispirited masses, and they disputed official moral
regulations by valorising the drunk, for example. Artists also used formal means or personal
subjects to convey individual perspectives and subjective experiences. Anatolii Zverev’s
Portrait of Irina (1978, fig. 4.16) captures a feeling toward Irina; she is not an object but a
subject. Flurried strokes and smudges mark the canvas but the discernible face of Irina
emerges through the weltered colours, but barely, the subject struggling to push through the
canvas, saturated in a broad and imprecise brush technique. Subject and form impart the
bodily and gestural. This was an expressive speech act moving away from the calls to action
and the claims to truth or rightness that dominated Soviet art and upheld social needs over
individual sentiment.

On the other hand, the provocative public actions of dissident artists had an impact in the
official public sphere, challenging how the state regulated publicity and publishing. Such
confrontational acts were deeds to inspire action, dissident publicity taking the form
habitually produced by official artists. These artist‐activists used art as a vehicle for social
change: to rouse the public or taunt authorities. Like the open‐air exhibition, their art works
were confrontational. In A Ferris Wheel in the Evening (1977, fig. 4.17), Oskar Rabin produced
a taxonomy of banned artistic themes: intoxication, sex, voyeurism, death and religion. The
open‐air exhibit organisers’ letter to Soviet authorities was a similarly provocational gesture.
Another dissident group—the editors of the almanac Metropol’—submitted their essays to
Goskomizdat (the state publishing house): a gesture that paralleled the open‐air exhibit
organisers open request to the state.387 Regardless of intent—whether to simply gain
approval or to trigger a confrontation—these events provoked a response from the Party.
Rather than inspiring the public to act according to Party instruction, these deeds mobilised
the Party to action. Along with their strategic orientation, these acts were regulative, that is,
they invited the audience to consider what was right or legitimate: the artist’s right to
express and publish versus the state’s right to censor. Dissidents had used publicity to
strategically embroil authorities in a moral struggle before the public.
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Through such deeds artists confronted the state over its abuse of human rights, in this case
freedom of expression, which was a broad rallying point for the dissident movement. In
activism, through art and samizdat, dissidents turned practices of criticism against the state.
Official criticism regulated morality. Official critics and the Party judged the artist’s
behaviour on its contribution to social construction and the ideological battle against
bourgeois nations. Dissident publications—aesthetic, social or political—morally judged the
Party‐State using human rights as the measure. Dissident artists acted as political critics,
depicting violations of human rights and restrictions on expression. Viacheslav Sysoev
highlighted an incongruity between Party statements and actions on human rights using the
traditional profaning lubok form with Human Rights (1978, fig. 4.18). The lubok had once
provided a means to express political opinions amidst dangerous conditions in Tsarist
Russia and Sysoev poignantly adopted this traditional popular form to dispute the Party‐
State’s human rights record.

The Chronicle of Current Events—a samizdat periodical that ran between 1968 and 1982,
publishing 65 issues—was the flagship journal for the informal human rights network.
Article 19 from the Human Rights’ Charter was the Chronicle’s masthead, championing
rights of free expression. Articles, registers and reports on abuses of human rights —
incarceration in jails and asylums, religious persecution and political trials, for example—
regularly appeared in samizdat. This medium became a vehicle for freely‐expressing
opinions on political, social, religious and affairs as individual letters, manuscripts, articles
or periodicals.

Dissident literature had limited influence on general public opinion. It was circulated
through anonymous private connections or in small circles, but it was a vehicle for
cultivating alternative identities, practices of publicity, criticism and publishing. Katernina
Gerasimova uses the phrase ‘private publicity’ to describe the political discussions that
occurred within such friendship networks.388 What she does not note, but can also be
conveyed by this phrase, is that this publicity was private in the sense of independent of the

Gerasimova, 210. She also uses the phrase to cover the informal economic interactions between
family and friends that satisfied private needs.
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state. Unlike Habermas’s public sphere of private people, this was not an open and
institutionalised arena where individuals has legal rights to express opinions freely, but this
‘private public’ of private people served some of its functions, allowing friends and others to
debate issues of common concern.

Samizdat belles‐lettres bypassed state publishing or gosizdat. As was touched on in the chapter
on Neo‐Realism, some young artists and authors grew frustrated with publishing
constraints imposed by editorial boards, creative unions, censors and the Party. Following
Pasternak, who resorted to tamizdat to publish Doctor Zhivago, these artists and authors
adopted samizdat as a medium for expression. Samizdat was a minor phenomenon in the
1950s but was taken up by a section of the literary intelligentsia as official journals
implemented more conservative publishing policies. Sintaksis, Bumerang and Feniks were
early examples of literary almanacs from the late‐1950s and early‐1960s. A related
phenomenon was the apartment exhibit, which emerged coterminously. In the early‐1960s,
visual artists organised small semi‐public art exhibitions, for example, a Neizvestnii show at
Workers’ Club Druzhba in 1960.389 Beliutin also held semi‐public exhibits in his studio on the
Arbat. In Leningrad, the first apartment exhibition occurred in 1959.390

Until the mid‐1960s, these informal communicative networks were more private than public.
Circles remained unobtrusive vis‐à‐vis official culture. Semi‐official artists such as the
Beliutin group retreated from official public activity after the Manezh exhibit. Beliutin and
students like Vladimir Yankilevskii worked exclusively in this new private realm. Some
members of the ‘Group of Nine’ within the Artists’ Union also withdrew from official public
life. Veisberg and Neisvestnii for example, became important figures in informal art. The
Lianozovo circle—the leading informal group of dissident artists—has been discussed
throughout this chapter. Oskar Rabin, Lydia Masterkova, Vladimir Nemukhin, Lev and
Evgenii Kropivnitskii and Genrikh Sapgir were prominent members.391 Artists and other
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dissidents rarely pressured the state directly through action or critique. This was a time of
consolidating an alternative public.

As the 1960s drew to a close, unofficial artists pushed into the open, turning the dissident
public sphere into a vehicle of political pressure. From 1967, Aleksandr Glezer, Rabin, the
Lianozovo circle and other informal artists organised a series of exhibitions in public venues
and spaces, beginning their fight against restrictions on expression. In the 1970s, younger
emboldened artists such as Aleksandr Rabin (son of Oskar and Valentina Kropivnitskaia),
Evgenii Rukhin, Iurii Zharkih, Eduard Zelenin and Nadezhda El’skaia provided support for
older radicals such as Oskar Rabin.392 Their campaign culminated in the bulldozer incident,
discussed above. The second open‐air exhibition at Izmailovskii Park was attended by
fifteen thousand people.393

The bulldozer incident inspired the writer Viktor Erofeev to mobilize the dissident literary
public. In December 1977, he imagined a similar project.394 This result was the almanac
MetrOpol’. Vasilii Aksënov, Andrei Voznesenskii, Vladimir Vysotskii, Andrei Bitov, Evgenii
Popov and later Fazil’ Iskander became involved in the project.395 More than twenty people
put the almanac together during 1978, producing twelve copies.

From early 1979, an official campaign to discredit the contributors and prevent publicity,
distribution or publication began. The group organized a launch at the Ritm café in Moscow
for January, 1979, inviting three hundred guests.396 On the day, government officials closed
the café and detained the writers for interrogation in the Writers’ Union premises. The
Moscow branch of the Writers’ Union also attacked the authors. It threatened the authors
with severe reprisals if the almanac was published abroad. Collaborators smuggled two
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copies out of the Soviet Union.397 After all attempts to publish the compendium inside the
country failed, the contributors gave it to Ardis, an American publishing house. The Union
expelled Erofeev and Popov. After many protests, by fellow Soviet writers and international
journalists and dignitaries, they were reinstated.

These artists traversed the line between public and private, bringing their underground art
and literature into the open to defy Soviet censorship and asserting their right to publish.
This was time a time when informal associations became more commonplace. They soon
proliferated during glasnost’.

In tamizdat and samizdat, dissidents publicised and debated political, social, ethnic and
cultural interests, foreshadowing the diversity of glasnost’. A survey of the Chronicles regular
feature Novosti samizdata reveals considerable diversity: in identities (Orthodox Christians,
Jews, nationalists, democrats), in declarations and tactics of social groups (Committee for
Human Rights, Democratic Movement of the Soviet Union, ‘Russian Patriots’) and in open
letters to official bodies, literary and art criticism, philosophical tracts and historical
documents. In art, Dissident Expressionism and Conceptualism were prominent movements
amid diverse aesthetic and formal positions; photorealism in painting and meta‐realism in
poetry are just two examples of other emerging informal art movements. In the 1960s,
dissidents consolidated deliberative and critical practices through such publicity, not only in
opposition to the state but also to other individual, groups and movements creating identity
through difference.

Soviet society was differentiating into a multiplicity of publics and “counter‐publics”. Public
culture theorists such as Nancy Fraser and Michael Warner distinguish multiple public
spheres within society, criticising Habermas, for whom a civil society engages with the state
via a single broad public sphere encompassing all private citizens.398 Counter‐publics oppose
a hegemonic culture with alternative modes of interaction, vehicles of publicity and/or
forms of association. Dissidents comprised a political counter‐public, building an
Erofeev claims that this was initially just to preserve the almanac in case the government located all
copies inside the USSR. Ibid.
398 This is discussed in the Introduction. See section I.6.4. “Theme Three: Public Spheres.”
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infrastructure that circulated political alternatives in dialogue, samizdat and intellectuals
circles. They imagined, publicised and discussed political ideas impermissible in the official
public sphere. They opposed state controls and official culture through activism.

Late‐Communist Russian counter‐publics occupied an ambiguous space between public and
private, neither legitimate nor institutionalised but visible through confrontational actions,
not a threat to state power but influential within art. Marc Garcelon confines such groups to
the domestic sphere, arguing this was a “subterranean ‘reservoir’ of unorthodox and
dissident practices and opinions.”399 He claims that the basic institutional division in Soviet
societies was between “officialdom” (the “realm of administration, work and state‐
sanctioned associations”) and the “domestic realm of family and friends.” With Habermas,
he shares the idea that societies have a single ‘civic public sphere’ and maintains that the
lack of legal rights of voluntary association prevented its emergence in Soviet societies. Late‐
Communist Russia did not possess an institutionalised ‘public sphere’ in this sense but
dissident practices and opinions were not confined to domestic spaces; counter‐publics
engaged the official establishment moving outside interactions with family and friends.
Garcelon’s dichotomy of official/domestic excludes diversity and discredits the role that
groups outside “officialdom” exerted on government policy. Counter‐publics existed in a
gap between.

Counter‐publics challenge “assumptions that were previously exempt from contestation”
raising issues that have “to be publicly argued out.”400 In their excursions into the broader
public—the bulldozer exhibit and Metropol’, for example—dissident artists compelled a
change in policy in regard to permissible forms and themes. The official public sphere in
aesthetics then co‐opted many formal critical artistic currents. The ‘bulldozer exhibit’ paved
the way for a new generation of ‘young artists’—many of whom emerged from the
underground at the subsequent Izmailovskii Park exhibition—who soon displayed works in

Marc Garcelon, “The Shadow of Leviathan: Public and Private in Communist and Post‐Communist
Society,” Jeff Weintrub and Krishan Kumar eds., Public and Private in Thought and Practice: Perspectives
on a Grand Dichotomy, Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1997, 303‐332 at 317.
400 Fraser, 124.
399
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official galleries.401 Official press and exhibitions soon lauded Nesterova’s personalism and
Nazarenko’s critical social realism for their complex characterisations and mood; this was
art likely to be declared anti‐Soviet or bourgeois‐decadent only a few years earlier.402

New and positive reviews for the semiatdesniki in official press showed that the formal
artistic sphere had changed fundamentally. Official artistic bodies now accepted any art that
refrained from overt political criticism. From the late‐1970s, the state permitted young artists
and the “most damned modernists”, to use Glezer’s characterisation.403 Interaction between
dissident artists and the Brezhnev regime fostered a split between art and politics. Art was
no longer solely evaluated by political criteria.

By the time Gorbachev came to power, dissident art had lost many leaders and organisers
and no longer engaged in confrontational acts designed to force the state’s hand on artistic
policy. In their absence, significant numbers formed informal associations and produced
and distributed samizdat. As noted above, many of these people were not so politically‐
engaged, but can be considered participants in a nascent public sphere in a socio‐structural
sense. These associations challenged the state’s control over social institutions without
engaging in provocative resistance. Even so, they eroded state power by cultivating realms
of activity independent of state.

Conclusion

Dissident artists played an indirect role in these social changes, cultivating practices, forms
of media and associations that became widespread during the final years of the Soviet
Union. The dissident legacy persisted through the kinds of criticism, activism and unofficial
publicity that became a prominent feature of public life. Earlier, dissidents had stood alone
as a torch bearer of oppositional thought and activity. Their individuality, spontaneity and
privacy contrasting with the conformity, ritual and social responsibility of official art,
ideology and organisations.
Ibid., 358.
A. Morozov, “Zhivopis’ Tat’iany Nazarenko,” Iskusstvo, 9 (September 1975).
403 Glezer, “Desiat’ let spustia,” 357‐8.
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The following table summarises Dissident Expressionist practices, many of which were
deliberately provocative:

Generic Conventions

• Chronotope: historical emergence
of a private realm of liberty and
defiant individual contrasted with
dystopia and a crushed spiritless
mass caught in the cycle of the daily
grind,
• Narrative: journey away from a life
crippled by social constraint to a
space for private, personal or
licentious activity,
• Protagonist: deviant or defiant
individual engaging in impudent
behaviours, and

Techniques of Self‐
Fashioning and Social
Roles

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism

• Private‐public sphere of
• Individuation via
personal formal or signature private people publicising
style, and
personal perspectives critical of
Party‐State,
• Provocative actions
fighting restrictions on
expression; conflict with
state as path to self‐
realisation.

• Provoking Party‐State into
moral struggle,
• Articulate subjective feelings,
and
• Criticism as contested truths or
personal perspectives
presupposing liberal
independent public sphere.

• Antagonist: Party‐State
• Settings: carceral society, private
domestic sphere.

Table 4.1: Summary of Dissident Expressionist Practices

On the one hand, Dissident Expressionism skilfully used private spaces and new media to
re‐establish a radical art that went against established rules, techniques and habits. On the
other hand, many of these practices were habitual, with conventions drawn from political
and social discourse, an identity imbued with an impulse to serve society, and consistently
making claims to truth and probity. The Dissident Expressionist reproduced the habits of
the civic artist using art as a means of social and political change.

Conceptualists followed a different approach, as will be shown in the following chapter.
They forged a subaltern artistic public sphere. Conceptualist artists proposed a separation
between artistic and political concerns and advanced fundamentally different artistic
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practices to other Soviet art movements. They undermined dominant generic conventions,
targeting Socialist Realism’s agora and Dissident Expressionism’s private spaces of defiance.
They also rejected the model of the public artist, dealing with the political legacy of Soviet
art, by turning toward aesthetics and questions specific to art.
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Conceptualism, 1970‐1991

In Conceptualism, the driving background practice of Soviet art—that art was a vehicle for a
utopian transformation of society and citizen—moves into the foreground as a problem.
Conceptualism was an unofficial Late‐Communist Russian art movement, appearing shortly
after Dissident Expressionism and outlasting it by a generation. Conceptualism became a
dominant force in informal art and in the post‐Soviet years. It was the first significant
movement since the revolutionary years that questioned whether art should be used as a
vehicle for social change.

Conceptualism dislocated art from the politics of transformation across practices of
discourse, self‐fashioning and publicity. An underlying premise of this thesis—that public
and private spheres are not concrete categories with specific sites of activity, real or
imagined—becomes a central theme in this chapter. Conceptualist practices raise questions
about what was public and private in Soviet art. A discussion of generic conventions
questions whether social spaces were always either public in the sense of a Socialist
Realism’s arenas of deeds, or private in the sense of a realm for ‘genuine’ self,‐expression, as
for Shlapentokh’s realm of family and friends. An analysis of practices of self‐construction
queries whether Soviet artists were either public artists (as in servant of the people) or
private (as in the genius who ‘possesses’ an individual style). Conceptualists developed
unique artistic practices, including performance art in open spaces on the outskirts of
Moscow, that is, marginal spaces at a boundary between public and private. Through
examining Conceptualism, this chapter explores questions about the permeability of this
boundary and whether such a boundary exists outside site‐specific practices.

Conceptualism prodded at such margins, beyond the division between public utility and
individual expression. It proposed that art was a specific domain with objects, techniques
and forms of interaction distinct from other social domains, analysing and surpassing Soviet
art’s traditional pre‐occupation with politics and social transformation. Conceptualism was
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not an art of provocative political action but rather a review and revision of the Soviet
artistic heritage, defusing and displacing its utopian mission.

5.1. Imagining People, Community and Society: Conceptualism as a Post‐Utopian
Genre
Unlike other Soviet art genres, Conceptualism cannot be defined according to a set of core
conventions: common narratives, stereotypical characters, repeated themes or formal style.
Conceptualism is instead an art of appropriation and pastiche. Conventions were drawn
from other movements, giving Conceptualism the appearance of a social and political art,
but Conceptualism was not a political art movement like Socialist Realism, Populism or
Dissident Expressionism. It challenged art’s dominant objects, terrain, and techniques; it was
a politics internal to art.

In some ways, Conceptualism was the most combative Soviet art movement, however.
Conceptualism engaged in a Foucauldian politics: a thorough and relentless struggle against
the dominant practices of a specific arena. It cleared the ground for Russian art to move
beyond realism and the utopian by severing the ties between artistic figures and the real
world. Socialist Realism and Dissident Expressionism provided different answers to the
same question, different paths to social order and change. Soviet Conceptualism shared
Western post‐structuralism’s preoccupation with language and unstable or conflicting
meaning. It confronted seriousness through humour (fig. 5.1, 1980). Through parody,
pastiche and critical appropriation of the conventions central to Soviet utopian art,
Conceptualists examined and moved beyond key oppositions such as collective versus
individual, public versus private and conscientiousness versus spontaneity.

This section considers discursive practices in two branches of Soviet post‐modern art.
Conceptualism, narrowly defined, focused on the everyday, on the Soviet byt, where time
grinds to a halt and where the life of the Soviet person was portrayed as repetitive and
banal. Sots‐art appropriated ideology and Socialist Realism parodying their timelessness; the
New Soviet Person became a mythical figure and Party leaders were gods. In both guises,
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Conceptualism dissected Soviet art’s propensity to depict new societies coming‐into‐being
and people making history.

Conceptualism analysed the transcendental meaning attached to everyday contexts in Soviet
art. Where Soviet art chose the workplace, school, village or street as contexts for a
reconstructed meaningful everyday life, in Conceptualism, byt confronted bytie; the
mundane pushed out the transcendental from the communal apartment and activity took on
personal significance without social benefit.

Vladimir Sorokin’s novel The Queue employs that ubiquitous feature of Soviet life as a
narrative device to represent time without progress in the lives of the citizen and society in
general.404 People wait in a queue for an unknown product in a Soviet shop, symbolising the
promise of utopia. They act out their lives within everyday time and without great
significance, things moving slowly and according to a daily cycle. Everyone returns the next
day to their place in the queue, which re‐forms in order according to the numbers allocated
by a shop worker. The protagonists eventually find out that their efforts were to no avail,
investing their time into a fruitless pursuit. This was a metaphor for the illusion of the
utopian project, proposing instead that there was no endpoint to history.

Conceptualism severed the everyday person from the movement of history: the ritual
transformation from spontaneity to consciousness and a builder of utopia. The world of the
everyday was neither a public sphere of great deeds nor a private realm where dissidents
and deviants were making a new history. Works such as Il’ia Kabakov’s Before Dinner (fig.
5.2, 1988) explored the relationship between everyday settings as imagined in preceding art
forms versus the lived experiences of Soviet citizens. The blank centre of the canvas draws
the spectator to the kitsch placemats on the edges, using a form that echoes the icon as a life
of the saint. Crude realist paintings of Soviet achievements serve as tabletops, each with a
setting for four. Applied art became mere kitchen objects, incorporated into the flow of
prosaic events in everyday life. Where ideology had once sought to appropriate the

Vladimir Sorokin, The Queue, translated by Sally Laird, New York: New York Review of Books
Classics, 2008
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domestic sphere for political aims, it now crossed this threshold only to be divested of its
public significance. Ideology failed to direct kitchen dwellers to the future, but instead
entered into the normal repeated activity of setting a table for dinner. These omnipresent
ideological objects simply blend into the background, evoking no emotion or response.
Before Dinner contrasted the imaginary and material everyday. Dancing on the collective
farm gives way to dining in the communal kitchen; an exalted sacred site from the realm of
ideas fades into a prosaic profane everyday.

Commonplace interactions or uneventful scenes in the communal kitchen subverted the
mythical everyday life projected into the future. Whose is this Grater? (fig. 5.3, 1982) employs
the flat green that adorned communal kitchen walls. In official Soviet art, interaction and
activities exemplified desirable power relationships and behaviours. In Kabakov’s kitchen
series, this gave way to mundane discussions about cooking utensils, for example, an
inhabitant responds to such a question as “Whose is this grater?” with “Dunno” or, in
another work, “Who washed the saucepan so clean?”, which receives the response: “Boris
Petrovich.”405 The kitchen was neither a utopian or dystopian social experiment. It was a
context without ideal or unprincipled behaviours.

Likewse, Viktor Pivovarov’s Project: For the Everyday Objects of a Lonely Person (1975, fig. 5.4)
outlined a plan for the private apartment space. The plan lists a series of behaviours for
general life that accord with a higher principle. Everyday objects such as an apple or book
become fixed in a comprehensive worldview. The life of the lonely man was painstakingly
analysed. His activity was broken down into small units. Pivovarov’s plan catered for all
The use of the everyday in Conceptualism had extra significance beyond subverting the
progressive sense of time in Soviet art. Kabakov transferred domestic items and speech from the
everyday to the artistic realm. Communal household artefacts entered art as a gesture that emulated
Duchamp’s ‘ready‐made’. He was undoubtedly aware of Duchampian critical gestures. He mentions
Duchamp and the ready‐made when elaborating his ideas on the text. He uses this idea as a starting
point in a general critique that targets artistic originality. He attributes to Duchamp the idea that,
through taking everyday objects into exhibition spaces, artists admit they produce “nothing new”.
Through conceptualising the artistic sphere as a self‐referential text, postmodernism displaced the
human subject who controlled representation from the centre of artistic theory and criticism. See
Kabakov, 115‐6. This makes sense when considered with the core idea that everyone inhabited an
interrelated textual network. Through the ready‐made, the artist imposed a different thought on an
everyday object. The artist re‐signified or re‐interpreted the object, creating discourse about an
artefact, text that referred to text.
405
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possible contingencies in the lonely man’s world, enabling the privatised inhabitant to reach
the highest “fourth level of loneliness.”406 Private spaces and personal consciousness
absorbed hero myths and grandiose projects. This was also a form of resistance to ideology,
turning official symbolism against its intended meaning and consequence of social benefit.

The model of the New Soviet Person was exaggerated to convoluted monumental extremes.
Characters’ lives were super‐saturated with ideology. Average citizens realised bytie, where
everyday existence transcended the commonplace. Man Who Flew into Outer Space from his
Apartment (1985, fig. 5.5) parodied official Soviet art that projected the ideal citizen into the
heavens; the aviator in early art with the cosmonaut the contemporary version. Kabakov’s
installation transfers this ideal to the private bedroom of a communal apartment. Its tenant
was an individual who wholeheartedly inhabited official ideology and wished to live the
ideal. The tenant attempted a launch from his room. There is no sign of the would‐be
cosmonaut. Inspirational posters and scientific diagrams adorn the walls. A catapult
remains from the launch. The engineering of souls, aiming to inspire citizens to great feats,
instead annihilates the individual, but only if the spectator presumes failure. Instead, a hole
in the roof indicates at least partial success. Regardless, the tenant was absorbed into
mythology, challenging the realm of the possible and fulfilling the plan. The hero of this
work made the leap from the everyday to the eternal, into a realm of the saints like those
who were granted the Order of Lenin.

Through these pastiches, Conceptualism pushed into absurdity Russian realism’s
underlying narrative of historical development toward perfection. This was particularly
evident in Sots‐art, which exaggerated themes and techniques of official art and ideology,
notably communism as a mythology and a transcendental endpoint to history rendered in
classicism’s perfect human forms. In Sots‐art, time also stood still but as the eternal; society

Pivovarov, quoted in Margarita Tupitsyn, “On Some Sources of Soviet Conceptualism,” in
Rosenfeld and Dodge eds., 303‐331 at 321. The objects provided for all the lonely man’s basic needs:
food, water, social interaction, health, beauty, contemplation and entertainment. The book afforded a
range of entertainment. Activities included reading, flicking through pages and analysis. The lonely
man could also stroke the book. The lonely man was also entertained by examining his reflection in
the mirror or sitting at the table staring out a window. The book, along with the apple, facilitated
socio‐economic exchange amongst lonely men. The apple and water maintained health and beauty.
406
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and the person found timeless form such as in Aleksandr Kosolapov’s The Finale of World
History (1975, fig. 5.6), where the highest forms of the Soviet hero in masculine and feminine
expression dance on stage. Where Conceptualists (in the specific sense) set their stories in
communal apartments, Sots‐artists returned to Socialist Realism’s agora. The theatre
provides a metaphor for Soviet public sphere, as depicted in official art. Protagonists
resembled actors or performers, observed, judged or admired by others, inspiring them by
their achievements and pointing out a path to self‐perfection.

Conceptualism drew attention to the official culture of myth‐making; art and ideologues
invented gods and enshrined a divine eternal order. By embellishing Socialist Realism’s
icons and settings, social order and state leaders seem to stand outside history in
Conceptualism, bringing the symbolic association between the Stalinist Party‐State and the
Tsarist Ancien Regime to the fore. The relationship Stalin and his people as the protective
nurturing father to (pioneer) children was a favourite subject of Komar and Melamid. In two
works, they interpreted paternalism through the Oedipus complex: Freudian castration and
sublimated sexual desire respectively. In Dual Self‐Portrait in the Guise of Pioneers (1982‐3, fig.
5.7), the artists regress to an infantile state before the father‐leader figure. They deferentially
form a pyramid, sound a bugle and salute the great vozhd. Girl in Front of the Mirror (1983,
fig. 5.8) manifested feelings of the society‐child for the father‐leader as a repressed sexual
love. This desire was displaced into acceptable forms like the affectionate adoring child (see
fig. 3.9) or a ‘touched by the hand of God’ scenario, for example, She saw Stalin (1950, fig. 5.9).
In these works, the repressed infiltrates official ideology to taint the innocent paternal state‐
society relationship. Komar and Melamid played the psychoanalyst, manifesting the
unconscious hold of the pater familias, making this background practice both abnormal and
questionable.

Official ideology also fixed the social order as something outside the movement of time
through re‐defining a table of ranks where the nomenklatura, every apparatchik and citizen
had a place within an integrated social system; this was a taxonomy that named, explained
and organised everything. Soviet thought defined who belonged and where they fit. Grisha
Bruskin’s Fundamental Lexicon (1986, fig. 5.10) classified the idealised figures of the Soviet
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world and the designated and permitted roles. Soldiers, farmers, pilots and steelworkers—
resembling the statues of metro stations and public parks—hold tools to perform specified
jobs. Boris Orlov also used militarist and ideological symbolism in the manner of a folk
artisan to mimic this culture. Military figures displace religious icons in Iconostasis (1974‐5,
fig. 5.11). Sculptured heads in pre‐revolutionary style form a hierarchy clearly delineating a
division between elite and worker‐peasant. The work remarks on the militarised social order
of the Brezhnev‐era. In other works Orlov mocks this era where medals and ribbons were a
sign of place and order. In the bust General (1988, fig. 5.12), for example, the person is
insignificant, the head shrinks proportionately to the chest, overwhelmed by insignia.

Soviet ideology’s symbols and representations held no meaning outside its own invented
language and culture. Bruskin displaced meaning by handing his figures unusual or
mythical tools.

Orlov exaggerated neo‐imperial regalia. They both transformed official

language, severing symbols from their context and raising them into legend. Komar and
Melamid regularly used Academicist forms and conventions, such as red drapes, to draw
historical figures into a mythology like that of the classical world. They also played on the
idea that Stalin was a god‐like or father figure (1983, fig. 5.13).

In Yalta Conference (1982, fig. 5.14), the duo comment on how language and historical
memory transforms dramatic political events and central figures into objects of myth and
nostalgia. As adults, figures and events of the past become nostalgic objects for these former
pioneers. Key symbols of collective identity, the heroes, enemies, past events—are separate
from their historical context. Roosevelt, disconnected from the past, becomes an almost
fictional character, symbolised by his transformation into E.T., an alien figure. In the
background, Hitler takes on the pose of the famous Soviet poster that urged citizens to
“keep quiet”, pointing toward propaganda and the rewriting of history, authorities
selectively filtering the past, elements also absorbed into historical memory and collective
identity.

Yalta Conference was not a political act unmasking a ‘false’ Soviet ideology but a cultural
analysis, highlighting specific processes of identity and cultural formation Conceptualism
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highlighted how signs were arbitrary without any association with real objects or history. It
returned art to the terrain of language and symbolism displacing politics from art,
depoliticising and defusing battles over truth and rightness and transferring symbolism
from the ideological and public to the private and personal as fond nostalgic childhood
memories.

This tension between ideological intent and personal appropriation was also evident in
Komar and Melamid’s Our Goal is Communism! (1972, fig. 5.15). They appropriated a political
slogan from a great leader, adorning it with their signature. According to Margarita
Tupitsyn, Komar and Melamid’s Our Goal is Communism! removed the ideological sign from
the social domain, shifting a political symbol from the public to personal sphere. 407 Only a
Party authority could erect such slogans, but Komar and Melamid express the slogan as a
personal opinion. The ideological sign—transformed into personal significance—was
present in several other pieces, for example, the two portraits of their wives (1972, fig. 5.16).
In these works, the artists relieve public symbolism of their intent—to inspire contribution to
society—and invest ideological conventions with purely personal significance.

This emptying of meaning, along with exaggeration, displacement and diversification, was
typical of Conceptualism’s treatment of Soviet art’s dominant conventions. This was a
movement that sought to transfer ostensibly political symbols to the artistic domain, re‐
orienting Soviet art toward problems of artistic language and symbolism. Through such
techniques, Conceptualists redefined what the artist was in the Soviet Union, rejecting roles
such as the activist, social commentator, cadre, conservationist or dissident.

5.2 Self and Role: the Conceptualist Artist

Throughout the movements discussed in this thesis, Russian artists exemplified Evgenii
Evtushenko’s claim that in Russia the “poet is more than a poet.” Conceptualism explicitly
targeted this definition of the Russian artist’s role displacing expectations of the artist as
prophet or servant of society from the centre of Soviet artist’s identity. Conceptualists
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ironically engaged with Socialist Realism to distance their techniques, not only from official
politics, but also from the pretensions of dissident art toward a ‘high’ art, whether figurative
or abstract expressionism.

Conceptualists instead created or reproduced art works of ‘low’ artistic value to separate
their art from the Dissident Expressionists. They often used objects and devices from official
art to exacerbate this split, taking on the forms of the dissident artist’s despised opponent.
Kabakov copied Il’ia Alekhin’s 1936 work, Inspected! (At the Party Purge) (fig. 5.17, 1983)
including the title (fig. 5.18), which reconstructed a ritual moment faced by Party members
in the 1930s: the chistka, or purge. He re‐contextualised a Socialist Realist work in the
manner of pop or appropriation art, using a cultural form that dissident artists regarded as
‘low’. Alekhin’s original work echoed a religious ritual, revisiting conversion into a Party
member, ensuring they still upheld sacred values. The painting referenced the Orthodox
icon Entry of the Theotokos into the Temple, claims Prokhorov, and was typical for Socialist
Realism; as ideology subsumed “creative individuality,” the artist reproduced “pictorial
archetypes” of the “collective unconscious.”

408

Soviet dissident artists, like Western

modernists, rejected the popular and collective, defining individuality and originality as
preconditions for genuine art. Kabakov reproduced a poorly executed work, retrieving a
discarded form, challenging the myth of the artist‐genius and undermining oppositions such
as high art versus kitsch.

Through such techniques, the Conceptualist differed from dissident artists. In questions of
artistic culture, they perceived themselves as opponents of dissidents.409 Kabakov rejected
the political role played by dissident artists although authorities still considered him
subversive.410 At the time, Kabakov considered dissent hopeless. Public pressure and heroic
feats were ‘outside’ the artistic domain.411 Prigov identified dissident art with politics and
Conceptualism with aesthetics and culture. The abstract avant‐garde heritage in Soviet art
Gleb Prokhorov, Art under Socialist Realism: Soviet Painting 1930‐1950, Sydney: Craftsman House,
1995, 71‐2.
409 Dmitrii Prigov and Sergei Shapoval, Portretnaia galereia D.A.G., Moskva: Novoe literaturnoe
obozrenie, 2003, 10‐11
410 Kabakov, 60‐e—70‐e zapiski, 142.
411 Ibid., 62‐3.
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was his concern. He was engaged as a cultural critic, not a political one. He denied any
concern with political criticism or social reality.412 He tellingly added that dissidents
“opposed the state on political and philosophical matters, but on aesthetic issues they did
not always depart from established rules…they painted real situations, such as
drunkenness, or demonstrations, or they portrayed grotesque figures, some with
expressionist overtones.” He pointed out that Conceptualism’s central concern was instead
with public culture, literature and artistic genres.

The dismissive undertones to Prigov’s comments on dissident art reveal a different basis for
artistic activity. Conceptualism endeavoured to break the historical process where Russian
intellectuals fashioned a self through public activity, creating models for emulation or
inspiring people to great deeds. Instead, identity was forged through aesthetics and
language. Prigov described a shift in the “type of artist” from the artist as an “engineer and
builder” who “built the entire world” to “simply a cultural producer.”413

Conceptualism was moving away not only from political and social transformation but also
from the model of the artist as genius. This idea of a social role preserved for the gifted
creative individual, above and outside popular culture, was particularly strong in Western
Modernism. Conceptualists disdained the term “genius”. As a poet, Prigov defied the search
for a “unique language” to identify the genius‐poet.”414 Conceptualism had a typically post‐
modern relationship with language; the artist was embedded in a particular symbolic
system. Prigov harboured no desire to “abolish everything that has gone before and take its
place.”415 This self‐image was forged in direct contrast to the revolutionary or dissident artist
for whom mastery of symbolic language could transform person, culture or society.

Conceptualists often produced conceptual art in the social margins for many years while
performing work as official artists. As youths in art schools of the 1950s, the first
Conceptualist generation developed the same split between private and public behaviour as

Baigell, “Interview with Dmitrii Prigov,” in Baigell, Soviet Dissident Artists, 218‐9.
Quoted in Thiemann, 362.
414 Prigov and Shapoval, 22.
415 Quoted in Thiemann, 362.
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dissidents. It was a generational characteristic. Many artists from this generation claim to
have cultivated this split personality during their education. Speaking after the fall of
Communism, Kabakov and Bulatov maintain they realised that what they were taught in
school was a lie.416 They privately rejected Socialist Realism as an artistic method, hiding
feelings and thoughts from teachers. Artists then underwent a progressive estrangement
from the establishment, evading youth exhibitions and official meetings.417 Chuikov
described his personal experience: “You first refuse invitations. Then you do not want to go
to an official meeting of artists. You don’t want to show at official exhibitions.
Imperceptibly, you turn away. You estrange yourself.”418 After graduation, some
participated in youth exhibitions (fig. 5.19), but many turned away from careers as official
artists. They developed other strategies to effectively survive, often in ‘lesser’ creative areas.

Like dissident artists, Conceptualists engaged in dissimulation to resolve conflicts between
the activities they wished to pursue as artists and the behaviours expected of them by
society. Conceptualists negotiated the move between private and public roles without
substantial self‐duplicity, in contrast to the dissident artist, who still desired a public outlet
for expression. For Conceptualists, dissimulation was a tactic to pursue an artistic role
consistent with their self‐definition as ‘abstract’ artists. Many developed successful public
careers as creative intellectuals. In their public role, they contributed to official objectives.
For many years, Leonid Sokov was a successful official artist with wealthy commissions and
a large studio in central Moscow.419 Igor Makarevich was an awarded decorative artist
whose work included diplomatic rooms for the USSR embassy in Rabat. Kosolapov obtained
commissions for kindergartens, workers’ clubs and other state institutions.

Others were graphic artists and illustrators, which allowed them to live comfortably,
although hardly as lucratively as within official art. Kabakov, Bulatov and Vasil’ev held jobs
as children’s book illustrators. Bulatov and Vasil’ev worked under a single pseudonym that

Ross, 14; Baigell, “Interview with Erik Bulatov and Oleg Vassiliev,” Baigell, 153.
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enabled them to share work responsibilities.420 Their public role allowed significant time for
private work while maintaining a good living standard. In recent comments about taking
these public roles, Kabakov, Bulatov and Vasil’ev justify their public activity as self‐
preservation. Vasil’ev states that the pseudonym “spared” the two from “being associated
with these works.” The artists use phrases such as “bearable”, “in order to survive” and “to
make a living” to justify their dual existence. Public work enabled artists to maintain a living
and provided materials, studio space and spare time to act in a manner consistent with their
self‐perception. Like Sokov, Kabakov, as a legal artist, built a home studio and could freely
work there without interference or fear of reprisal.421 Artists accepted politicised public roles
so as to live as artists in their private life.

There was a cost for this split between public and private lives. Dissimulation was a practice
that provided no concrete identity as either official or unofficial artist. Conceptualists were
‘marginals’, to use Victor Turner’s term. Marginals are members of two or more social
groups that have competing social values and behavioural norms.422 Marginals do not
absorb the stable identities offered by these groups, an example being immigrants who leave
behind their old culture but cannot integrate into the new. As graphic artists or illustrators,
they were on the fringe of the official art establishment; as unofficial Conceptualists, they
generally kept close company, away from the broader dissident intellectual network.

Conceptualists played with these identities on the social margins, supplementing their
public and private selves of urban spaces. From the late‐1960s, artists invited others to
performances in the fields on the Moscow’s outskirts. In these rituals, participants left
behind their public and private urban selves, performing a temporary ritual conversion to
what Victor Turner would call “liminars.” A liminar is in transition between two concrete
states, for example, someone performing a ritual conversion into adulthood, stripped of

Baigell“ Interview with Erik Bulatov and Oleg Vassiliev,” Ibid., 154.
Ross, 11.
422 Victor Witter Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human Society, Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 1974, 23.
420
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childhood, but yet to attain adult status. For Turner, liminars are similar to marginals but
after ritual conversion are assured of “a final stable resolution of their ambiguity.”423

In Socialist Realist practices of self‐fashioning, that liminar was the artist criticised but yet to
complete self‐criticism and awaiting ‘rehabilitation’. Following this logic, a marginal would
be that artist not rehabilitated and left outside the union structure without work.

In performances such as Francisco Infante and Nonna Goriunova’s Forest Ritual (fig. 5.20,
1968), the artists temporarily overthrew restrictions imposed on sexual expression.424
Similarly, in Costumes (fig. 5.21, 1977), Rimma and Valerii Gerlovin’s openly engaged in
suppressed behaviours in a liminal marginal space between the urban and rural worlds. In
Turner’s ritual phases, the liminal figure is often naked, symbolically stripped of social
status or position, but here the artists engage in a carnivalesque inversion—also typical of
liminal activity—reversing the clothing that masks nakedness in their normal urban world;
the naked costumes cloak the respectable public self.

The group “Collective Actions” pushed experimental self‐fashioning to the centre of
Conceptualist practice. Andrei Monastyrski formed Collective Actions with Nikita Alekseev
and Georgii Kizevalter in 1976, later including Igor Makarevich amongst others.425 Collective
Actions organised performances, inviting colleagues, friends and acquaintances to various
sites adjoining Moscow. The invitation and travel to these margins began the ritual with the
‘passenger’ leaving behind a concrete identity—that is, as an urban artist, albeit with a
bifurcated dissimulative persona—to enter a liminal phase, that is, where that self‐certainty
provided by social status and structure is sundered to be “fashioned anew.”426

Ibid.
Margarita Tupitsyn, “On Some Sources of Soviet Conceptualism,” in Hilton and Dodge, 303‐331 at
323.
425 Andrei Monastyrski, “Seven Photographs,” in Laura J. Hoptman and Tomáš Pospiszyl eds.,
Primary Documents: A Sourcebook for Eastern and Central European Art since the 1950s, New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 2002, 174‐181 at 174.
426 Victor Witter Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti‐Structure, New York: Aldine de Gruyter,
1995, 95.
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Spectators waited in fallow fields in Collective Actions’ performances like Balloon or Slogan
(figs. 5.22, 5.23). Action occurred away from the spectators. The group began actions that
implied a sequence but concealed the subsequent act. Monastyrski called these
performances “empty actions.”427 Through concealment or distance, the gathered audience
only observed an incomplete or incomprehensible work. The ritual induced catharsis and
provoked projections into the desolate or natural background; this was an ambiguous open‐
ended process of self‐reflection inverting the comprehensibilities, strict formulas and
collective guidance of official art toward a state of self‐perfection. The political and public
self gave way to explorations of marginal, ambiguous and aesthetic identities. For a
moment, the participant could revel in a temporary marginal self inverting the relationship
of politics over aesthetics. The liminal phase drew to a close on the return journey back to
the city.

For the first‐generation of Conceptualists, born in the Stalinist‐era, Socialist Realism was
ubiquitous, providing the frame of reference for their explorations. Collective Actions was a
transitional movement moving away from Conceptualism’s preoccupation with official and
dissident art as frames of reference and clearing the ground for younger post‐conceptualists
to move in new directions. Igor’ Kopystianskii spoke for his younger generation, which
“was interested in other things. We believed that Russian visual culture contained many
different traditions.”428 Artists appropriated diverse aesthetic conventions and traditions,
including Conceptualism. The AptArt movement engaged in gestures that declared their
distance from the conditions that caused artists to practice dissimulation. They held events
in communal apartments, mimicking the earlier generation, inviting friends to view their
‘private’ work. Apt‐Artists turned the entire apartment into an installation and performance
reflecting an increasingly open artistic environment. The public and private split between
self and role was consigned to the past.

427
428

Monastyrski, 177.
Igor’ Kopystianskii, Ibid., 349.
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According to Kopystianskii, this younger generation never “internalised” Socialist
Realism.429 They saw beyond the horizon of didactics. The 1970s‐80s generation adopted a
playful attitude to artistic role and identity. They formed groups with names such as
Toadstool, Champions of the World, the Kindergarten group, or Medical Hermeneutics.
They engaged in a wide range of aesthetic and philosophical experiments. The new aesthetic
role indicated post‐conceptualists continued with self‐practices initiated by the earlier
generation, that is, opposition to dominant artistic subjectivities. The Conceptualist self was
defined against a didactic other. The new generation moved against subsequently
entrenched artistic values. These visual artistic groups explored identities through both
textual and pictorial languages. They completed the move to tie artistic self and role to
aesthetics rather than politics.

This shift toward an apolitical art was a radical move in the Soviet context. Ostensibly,
Conceptualism was a less radical challenger to formal state power than dissident art.
Conceptualism, however, countered art as a sphere of government. It separated artistic
expression and political ideology. This narrowed state functions. By rejecting moralising
social and political illustration, Conceptualists also defied many of the hegemonic artistic
discourses analysed in this thesis, subverting normalising power by emphasising aesthetic
discursive modes, including the aesthetic in the political.

Foucault has explained how discourses lose power when people examine discursive
conventions and rules that limit what is said, written or painted. Norms can control only as
long as they remain unquestioned. Through analysing Soviet political art, Conceptualists
undermined the grand worldviews and ideological systems constructed by Soviet artists.
Although confining their activity to the artistic realm, Conceptualism was suggestive of
diverse modes of publicity and plural decentralised social spheres.
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5.3. Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Conceptualist Artist and Informal
Public
Through self‐fashioning via dissimulation and playful marginalising rituals the
Conceptualist expressed a different self to the dissident artist. They fulfilled public careers
as illustrators and exhibited through Gorkom Grafikov. Although Conceptualists were active
at the fringes of the official public sphere, the focus in this section will be their activity as
unofficial artists, that is, as a counter‐public of private people. In addition to cultivating,
with dissident artists, new practices of publishing such as apartment exhibits and poetry
readings, Conceptualists departed radically from dissident practices of publicity and
criticism, turning to novel solutions to the lack of critical dialogue within this counterpublic,
incorporating fictional interpreters into artworks or performances and forging new contexts
for interaction. Artist, critic and public became participants in performances. Conceptualist
art was not intentionally provocative, nor did it attempt to mobilise the public, ask them to
debate statements of truth or consider dictums for moral behaviour. This was rather a case
of an artistic counter‐public creating interpretive contexts for open‐ended experiments,
leaving behind the heritage of political art and the political‐aesthetic project to transform
society through art. Conceptualism was outside the politics of glasnost but transformed art’s
social function in a time of diversification and rapid change.

Dissent, by definition, indicates a radical politics. Conceptualism, in contrast, did not engage
the state as antagonist. Socialist Realism and poster art publicised imperatives; this was a
one‐way communication where the public were expected to listen and follow.430 The
imperative mode demanded the viewer or listener unthinkingly follow orders from an
unexamined or unquestionable authoritative source. In Citation (fig. 5.24), Vitalii Komar and
Aleksandr Melamid used the conventional form for issuing imperatives and state goals—
white text on a red banner—but blocks replace letters. Citation functions on two levels,
firstly drawing attention to the imperative as an act of power rather than communication.
This was an authoritative statement regardless of the message. It was an instruction to

The imperative was a prevalent form of statement in Socialist Realism, poster art and propaganda.
See the chapter “Utopian Visions,” section 1.3. Art Movements and Public Spheres: the Official Artist
and Public.
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perform, not understand or question. Secondly, this was a typical Conceptualist art work; it
was an open‐ended statement without preconceived significance, asking the reader to
interpret and inject meaning into the work.

Both readings use the citation as a regulative statement, asking the reader to complete a task,
but with different intent. Grois described the performances of the group Collective Actions
as an endeavour to “compel” the public to “engage in interpretation.”431 Performance art
was a new endeavour. The spectator could not rely on shared conventions to provide
meaning. The public had to think in order to understand, using personal interpretation or
engaging in dialogue with the performers to garner meaning.

In such actions and environments, Conceptualists created an artistic counter‐public,
proposing an alternative artistic culture. Relationships fostered by Conceptualists subverted
the divisions between artist, critic and public. Kabakov contrasted his methods with other
constructs of this relationship.432 Some artists create comprehensive and comprehensible
scenes or portraits. The artist perceives the spectator as a “vacuum” to be filled, preventing
different interpretations. Another type obscures meaning, demanding the spectator use
considerable interpretive knowledge to understand or impose significance.433 Kabakov
created artworks without any meaning, which emerged through interaction with the
spectator. The artwork was open to multiple open‐ended interpretations, enabling
interaction, understanding and difference. The artistic self and viewing other were
entwined.

Conceptualism was a small counter‐public with artists, critics and public closely interlinked;
this art had a very narrow and concrete audience. Kabakov replaced the absent art critic,
viewing public and curator with fictional interlocutors in many works. In works such as The
Garden (1988, fig. 5.25), he attached mock object labels ‘explaining’ the painting. He was both
artist and curator. This was a novel technique that played with the need to confine
exhibitions to his home studio; the studio and gallery merged with Kabakov as curator.
Boris Grois, “Moscow Romantic Conceptualism,” in Hoptman ed.,162‐174 at 174.
Il’ia Kabakov, “Manifestos by Leading Artists”, in Glezer and Golomshtok, 146‐7.
433 Ibid., 115‐6.
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Here I will hang up my new raincoat.

There was a motor vehicle here earlier.

I bought this steam locomotive for Volodia,
my son.

I would remove the cane. It is badly drawn
and unnecessary.

My wife, Briukhanova Anna Alekseevna,
hammered the nail.

I would hang up a suit on this hanger.

I understand nothing.

It also seems to me, that it does not grasp
any subject.

It seems that it is possible to pull the nail out
easily.

It, apparently, rests on some psychological
event.

We need to get firewood, as the firewood has These are symbols of threat, nothingness,
completely run out.
pseudo‐movement and fictive effort.
The cane does not resemble a cane.

It exposes an evasive, hidden agenda.

This year to get the necessary answer go to
Ania and take your wife with you.

It seems to me that a sign system without
plasticism is not a painting.

Fig 5.27: Translation of Responses in Il’ia Kabakov’s Painting ‘Answers of an Experimental Group’

In a similar vein, Answers of an Experimental Group (1970‐1, figs. 5.26, 5.27) fused the
communal apartment, apartment exhibit and the gallery on to a canvas. This mixed media
work incorporated a ‘guestbook’, which reveals the multitudinous ways the viewers—
critics, gallery visitors and apartment dwellers—interpret the objects. Kabakov invents
fictitious critics, who express particular perspective on art, such as Ivan Anatol’evich
Sisakian and Aleksandra Mironovna, who evoke metaphor and subjectivity as explanations
(“These are symbols of threat, nothingness, pseudo‐movement and fictive effort” / “It
apparently rests on some psychological event”). Lina Vladislavovna Leshko critiques the
work as it lacks the plastic qualities necessary for a painting. Some respond like visitors
commenting on an exhibit, judging the work against realism, which provided the general
public with their sole framework for interpretation (Lenochka Sinitsyna: “the cane does not
resemble a cane” / Gleb Aleksandrovich Shekhaev: “I would remove the cane, it is badly
drawn and unnecessary”). Anna Borisovna Goradovina finds the work incomprehensible (“I
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understand nothing”). Other responses classify the articles as everyday household objects
suggesting they are from apartment dwellers. One ignores this intrusion into the collective
space, focusing on the task at hand (Elena Markovna Yampolskaia “We need to get
firewood, the firewood has completely run out”). Others perceive the objects as things to
utilise (Nikolai Pavlovich Malyshev: “Here I will hang up my new raincoat” / Aleksei
Dmitrievich Lisitsyn: “I would hang up a suit on this hanger”)

In contrast to dissidents, who reached out to an audience either as an anonymous abstract
readership or general public with their provocative actions, Conceptualists collapsed artistic
production, interpretation and consumption into a single work or event. Kabakov’s strategy
to overcome the interaction and interpretation lacking in the Conceptualist counter‐public
was to create fictional characters. Kabakov cultivated multiple perspectives, placing himself
within various intellectual traditions to become artist, critic and public. Through
performance and installation art, Conceptualists founded new practices of criticism, creating
new relationships that went past divisions between artist and interpreter. Through these art
forms that marginal public sphere took shape. The group Collective Actions organised
regular events for the Conceptualist counter‐public, breaking down divisions such as artist,
critic and spectator into the participant providing a radical alternative to how official and
dissident artists related to their publics.

Dialogue within and after the performance fostered a new form of social interaction. An
open‐ended exchange of actions or ideas replaced the regulated or normalised sequences of
activity encouraged by journals, museums, gallery or apartment exhibits. Artistic meaning
was created through the fluid interpersonal relationships created during the performance.
The finished work was the “completed expectation” of the public: the thoughts and
deliberations that followed the preliminary event.434 The interaction produced art.

Grois, “Moscow Romantic Conceptualism,” 175‐6, 178. Collective Actions documented their
performances with photographs and commentary. This included many photographs of empty fields,
which Monastyrski called the “essence” of the action. The performance existed in the consciousness of
spectators. It could not be materially captured. Collective Actions were influenced by John Cage’s
composition 4’33”—a piece where a pianist sits for the time period and plays nothing—resembles
these performances. The idea is similar to the empty action.
434
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This public sphere created marginal contexts for publicity. It was marginal in two senses: as
an alternative to conventional contexts and outside the formal artistic structure. Samizdat
was a novel strategy to circumvent state publishing controls. Another technique to create art
outside formal rules was performing actions to transform desolate rural spaces into an
environment for new cultural relationships. In the early 1980s, Nikita Alekseev transported
this open‐ended immersive experience back to the city, merging it with the apartment
exhibition (fig. 5.28). Like Collective Actions, AptArt provided a meaningful context to
create interpretation. It plunged the participant back into a familiar culture born of need—
the apartment exhibition—but turned that experience into an artwork, something creative
and liberating, transforming meanings evoked by this intimate private setting. Participants
re‐evaluated a common experience. AptArt expressed interaction on margins as an
organising principle at a time when official media and institutions were opening up to
‘formalists’ through Gorkom Grafiko; art on the margins of society was preferred to that on
the fringes of the state.

Earlier, Conceptualists had avoided apartment exhibitions and samizdat in a politico‐cultural
climate that still demanded that artists conceal their activities. They had gathered in small
circles on the social margins through necessity. A dialogical art of open interpretation
developed over the course of two decades. Neo‐avant‐garde artists from the early‐1960s—
notably the “Sretenskii Boulevard” group, which included expressionists Iurii Sobolev, Ülo
Sooster and Vladimir Yankilevskii, the ‘neo‐suprematist’ Edik Shteinberg, and future
Conceptualists Viktor Pivovarov and Il’ia Kabakov—visited each other to view works, but
these were not organised affairs like the provocative exhibits staged by Oskar Rabin and
Aleksandr Glezer in the late‐1960s and early‐1970s.435 A semi‐public group called Sinaia
Ptitsa (named after the café that held the events) organised infrequent exhibitions. Komar
and Melamid, Kabakov, Bulatov and Vasil’ev all had shows there in the mid to late‐1960s.436
Events occurred in Komsomol premises and in scientists’ clubs.437 In the 1970s, Sokov held a
major unofficial exhibit in his studio and organised several others in apartments.438 As the

Baigell, “Interview with Bulatov and Vasiliev,” Baigell, 154‐5.
Kabakov, 60‐e—70‐e zapiski, 20; Baigell, “Interview with Komar and Melamid,” Baigell, 265.
437 Baigell, “Interview with Komar and Melamid,” Baigell, 266.
438 “Interview with Leonid Sokov, Ibid., 117.
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decade progressed and beyond, Conceptualists held regular seminars in apartments, which
included poetry readings and performances. A discussion followed and, according to
Prigov, a discussion of the discussion.439 Collective Actions asked participants to document
their interpretations of performances, which were considered an integral part of the work.

Such interaction between Conceptualist artists and other participants exemplifies how an
artistic counter‐public can form through discussion and around a specific shared interest. In
this case, the shared interest was a post‐modern concern with the language and symbolism
of Soviet art. As an oppositional counter‐public, however, Conceptualists were forced into
marginal spaces. They countered the establishment, practicing distinctive art forms, creating
new forms of association and inhabiting unique environments. These are elements of a new
public sphere.440 Not all individuals or groups can publicise their opinions in say,
newspapers, or participate in discussions in salons. Participants in a counter‐public sphere
may publicise exclusive information or opinions to a particular group, as was the case, with
Conceptualists.441

In Late‐Communist Russia, the official public sphere—where artists published in thick
journals and exhibited in museums—was fundamentally different to the rural fields and
private apartments where Conceptualist artists interacted.

Was this symptomatic of a society differentiating into diverse individuals, social groups or
participants in particular rhetorics? An analysis of some key divisions in Soviet artistic
discourse, communicative practices and public institutions helps answer this question. A
Conceptualist public sphere—separate from the official public sphere—has just been
Prigov and Shapoval, 79.
Hauser draws a distinction between ‘public’ and ‘public sphere’. A public discusses particular
interests; a public sphere is the general network of opinion formation. Gerard A.Hauser, Vernacular
Voices: The Rhetoric of Publics and Public Spheres, Columbia, South Carolina: University of South
Carolina Press, 1999. This thesis uses a model of the public sphere that has, following Habermas, a
communicative infrastructure of people, media and environments. Habermas, Between Facts and
Norms, 360‐7.
441In Warner’s definition, society forces counter‐publics to deliberate in certain spaces or through
particular mediums as in “other contexts [it] would be regarded with hostility.” His primary example
is the homosexual counter‐public, which historically remained outside the dominant (heterosexual)
public sphere through a perception of “hierarchy or stigma.” Warner, 86‐7.
439
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discussed. Some other pertinent divisions were those between official and informal public
spheres, and artistic and political public spheres. In the 1960s, the informal public sphere
emerged as a framework for publicity outside the official public sphere. In the 1970s, the
state stabilised dissident art by incorporating fringe artists in official organisations such as
Gorkom. Political dissent by artists was effectively neutralised by this organisation. Forced
emigration destroyed any remnants.442 Dissident art was no longer a significant feature of
the informal public sphere. The semiatdesniki had carried expressionism into the official
public sphere. These artists contributed to a general public discussion about art through
official journals and galleries. They formed a public.

Conceptualist aesthetic experiments also expanded into the official public sphere from the
mid‐1970s. Some Conceptualists were union members. They used their positions within
unions to diversify art publicised through formal institutions. Ovchinnikov organised an
‘official’ show of ‘unofficial’ artists at the Gaz Palace of Culture in Leningrad in December
1974.443 Prigov administered a sculptors’ club for the Artists’ Union, which exhibited pieces
by many Moscow Conceptualists under union auspices.444 These were signs that the Artists’
Union was a ‘public’ organisation representing members’ activities. In the late‐1980s,
performance art moved into the cities and installations proliferated. The spaces required for
such practices indicated wide‐spread aesthetic openness in Soviet society. Conceptualist
participation in the official public sphere suggests it was a ‘public’ in Hauser’s sense, that is,
a particular group of interested people participating in a discourse.

Simultaneously, Conceptualists continued their non‐confrontational practices on the
margins of society. They created artistic circles and networks outside official institutions.
They participated in a narrowly artistic public sphere, that is, with concerns internal to art.
Conceptualists consciously manufactured a cultural alternative through multiple dialogues
and interpretations. Collective Actions documented participants’ interpretations, collecting
the writings as Journeys to the Countryside, and ultimately creating MANI (the Moscow

See the previous chapter for an extended discussion of this process.
Baigell, “Interview with Ovchinnikov,” Baigell, 253; “Interview with Bogomolov,” Ibid., 135‐6.
444 “Interview with Makarevich,” Ibid., 287.
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Archive of New Art). 445 This archival work resembled Foucault’s ‘archive’ as a metaphor for
culture.446 Beyond the narrowly‐defined archive as collected texts, MANI was a dynamic
fluid active process. It was a system of relations and practices coalescing into new media and
institutions.

In the rapidly changing public sphere of the 1980s, Conceptualism remained on the margins.
It was outside the ‘revolution by culture’: the highly charged politicised environment where
nationalist, reformist and dissident artists pursued political ends. Conceptualism stayed
within the artistic public sphere. Performance and installation declared a difference between
the artistic sphere and social or political realms. These acts were aesthetic and creative,
rather than instructive and pragmatic.

In Habermas’ original work on the public sphere, he distinguished a political public sphere
from a “public sphere in the world of letters.”447 The literary public discussed art and
literature. It communicated through letters and in salons. It moulded and discussed a private
subjectivity. The chapter on Socialist Realism discussed how this distinction was absent in
revolutionary Russia. The artistic and political public spheres merged to launch a joint
project of social transformation. The politico‐artistic public sphere fractured in the Late‐
Communist period. Official media no longer valued art solely by political or ideological
criteria. This, and the aesthetic focus of Conceptualism, point toward art and politics as
functionally distinct social spheres.

During glasnost, multiple centres existed for public deliberation with the informal artistic
and political spheres expanded rapidly during this time. Samizdat publications proliferated
becoming a vehicle for diverse publics to discuss innumerable issues. Political parties,
groups and ideologies, human rights organisations, environmental organisations, religious

The seven volumes were published as Kollektivnye Deistviia, Poezdki za gorod, Moscow: Ad
Marginem, 1998.
446 Foucault defined the archive as a “general system of the formation and transformation of
statements.” Archaeology of Knowledge, 130. As a system, the archive delimits what statements can be
said or written.
447 See “The Public Sphere in the World of Letters in Relation to the Public Sphere in the Political
Realm,” Structural Transformation, 51‐6.
445
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groups, ʹfreeʹ trade unions, youth groups all published in samizdat form.448 Identity politics
entered the public sphere, supplementing the fight for political and civil freedoms. Like
Conceptualists, many artistic, literary and musical circles discussed and publicised their
own issues through this form.

Reformist and nationalist artists had greater success in the immediate context—maintaining
their political stance in an expansive official public and influenced the course of perestroika—
but Conceptualists were closer to the spirit of the times: a time of social fragmentation.
Social groups pursued specific interests, encouraging diverse themes and practices of
publicity. Diversity characterised Soviet public culture. Conceptualism was one of many
movements articulating specific interests, through new forms of media and association, that
did not directly challenge hegemonic culture but broke it down into diverse cultures and
identities.

Conclusion

Conceptualism was not a politically‐engaged art movement, but in many ways it was the
most radical. The following table, summarising core practices, shows that Conceptualism
referenced politics, but this was an analysis of politics’ impact on art rather than art’s utility
for politics. Conceptualism overturned the political paradigm by appropriating icons,
enemies and ideological signs, separating these symbols from ‘reality’ and employing them
toward creative ends. With an post‐modern interest in language and using the idea of the
arbitrary (or ‘empty’) sign, Conceptualism questioned the objects and themes within art’s
domain. It challenged artists’ ability to reference the objective world or to influence social
change.

Large individual collections of samizdat materials from Moscow and St. Petersburg have been
gathered together into a single collection ʺSamizdat and the new political pressʺ at the State Public
Historical Library, Moscow. The catalogue is now available online:
http://www.shpl.ru/project/sam/index.htm
448
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Generic Conventions

• Chronotopes: the queue as daily
cycle and historical time grinding to
a halt; transcendental mythical life in
the agora,
• Settings: communal kitchen,
personal spaces within communal
apartment, ideologically‐invaded
public arenas,
• Protagonist: communal apartment
inhabitants, mythical New Soviet
Person, and

Techniques of Self‐
Fashioning and Social
Roles

Practices of Publicity and
Criticism

• Create or appropriate art
works of ‘low’ artistic value
undermining the
individualistic artist‐genius,
and

• Private‐public sphere of
marginal people creating ‘empty’
works and actions that oblige
participants to interpret or reach
understanding, and

• Performance art as ritual
transformation into
‘marginal’, between public
and private.

• Small intimate spaces that
eliminate divisions between
artist, critic and public
cultivating novel relationships of
social interaction.

• Narratives: a life of mundane
prosaic actions and interatctions;
parodies of socialist heroes
performing great feats and becoming
myths.

Table 5.1 Summary of Conceptualist Practices

In effect, Conceptualism confiscated a realm of thought from the regime. This was not a one‐
sided process. Party cultural policy was also gradually retreating from its comprehensive
embrace of all social spheres. Cultural politics became a diverse field, with multiple
identities and groups pursuing multitudinous practices and agendas. Conceptualism
destabilised the inseparable association between politics and art, the “ideological‐aesthetic”
complex as it was called by Konstantin Fedin. In this sense, it closed the political project
began by the Russian realists and the revolutionary avant‐garde.
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Conclusion

The discussion of Conceptualist art was an appropriate end to this exploration of the
practices of social transformation within Soviet art. Of the five movements analysed,
Conceptualism was the only movement to push beyond the drive to transform society and
the person, breeching the generic conventions, definitions of the self and role of the artist
and practices of publicising that have been the focus of this thesis.

This thesis has argued that Soviet art movements shared a heritage of social thought and
political activism that constrained artists, politicians and public involved in art to a limited
repertoire of conventions, techniques, rituals and strategies. That repertoire was a
perpetuation of practices of art that originated before the revolution. Pre‐dating the
revolution, Russian intellectuals held that art had a social role, that is, to transform society.
Until Conceptualism, Soviet art movements pursued various utopias, limitless and limited,
looking to a glorious future or a golden past to be attained through celebrated deeds, from
the celebrated agora of Socialist Realism to dissident artists’ defiance in marginal spaces.
This thesis analysed social and personal transformation from a specific angle—shifts along
the continuum between public and private—charting subtle changes and radical departures
from prevailing practices as artists and others create art, fashion selves and navigate
through changing publishing environments.

Adapting practice theory, the following final discussion summarises art historical change
through these modifications and transformations of prevailing practices. To briefly restate
the theoretical approach, practices are routine ways of acting and thinking. When practices
become entrenched, normalised or habitual, they provide a ‘background structure’ to
activity; people act or think in more or less the same way when confronted with a certain
situation. In this thesis, such practices are considered to function as structured activity.
Sometimes, however, the established way of doing something is questioned or challenged.
An emerging or insurgent practice functions as active structuring, shaking up customs and
habits; this alters embedded knowledges and institutions.

Conclusion

Transforming Public and Private Spheres

In Soviet art, the drive to transform society and the person provided a ‘background
structure’ for behaviour. When Soviet artists created art or when critics or officials interacted
with it, they routinely oriented their activity to social or personal transformation. This thesis
focused on social and personal change through the shifting boundaries of the public and
private ‘spheres’, a sphere encompassing the structures, institutions, spaces, people and
their activities that are either public or private. This conclusion now summarises the public
and private spheres beginning with impersonal public structures and ending with the
personal private space of the body and mind.

In Structural Transformation, Habermas outlines the public versus private as a structural
division. The notion of ‘public’ was associated first of all with the state as the public
authority and the private as bourgeois civil society. This was further split into notions of
private property, the intimate sphere of family and the private person cultivating
subjectivity. In Public and Private Spaces of the City, Madanipour’s chapters move from the
“personal space of the body”, through the “exclusive space of the property”, the “intimate
space of the home”, the “interpersonal space of sociability”, the “communal space of the
neighbourhood” and finishing with institutional and impersonal spaces. The following
discussion reverses this order, starting with public structures and institutions.

Public Structures and Institutions

Habermas tells the story of the historical emergence of private citizens and institutions
independent of state. This emerging public sphere of private people was distinct from public
authority. Habermas showed that it arose as an intermediary social realm between civil
society and the state where private people could pressure the state for change through the
power of public opinion.
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The USSR was different. There was rather a socio‐structural change from private to the
public in the Soviet Union of the early‐1930s, with the ‘liquidation’ of all autonomous artistic
associations and state‐publishing houses. All publicity was controlled. The Writers’ Union,
regional artists’ unions and the journals they controlled were other elements in a structure
that took the project of transforming society via art out of the hands of the artists alone. This
drive had been transferred into the structure of state: conventions were taken from political
discourse, artists became cadres and the state controlled publishing. In this state‐controlled
public sphere, art became a vehicle to regulate public behaviour by publicising future ideal
models to aspire toward. Art also tended to depict policy goals—such as cultivating the
‘Virgin Lands’ to boost agricultural production and ease food scarcity—as already achieved.

From the Khrushchev‐era, the two officially‐tolerated (and sometimes promoted) art
movements—Neo‐Realism and Populism—altered the function of publicity in two distinct
ways. Firstly, they used publicity to exert pressure on the state. The Party‐State hitherto had
used its monopoly on distributing art, literature and other media to influence the public but
now pressure was turned back on the state. Secondly, publicising competing perspectives
presupposed argumentation and debate. Soviet artists routinely used publicity strategically,
but this now suggested a different mode of communication: dialogue. In official journals,
literary and art criticism supplemented argumentation over political positions, with critics
raising questions of style, form and perspective. With artists pushing formal boundaries in
visual art (for example, the ‘Severe Style’ artists) and poetry (such as Voznesenskii),
interaction between artists and critics pushed exploration of artistic issues in new directions
independently of creative unions.

Dialogues like this changed the function of the public sphere. Personal perspectives now
competed with state imperatives, but all this was still within the aegis of the state. Only
within the unofficial public sphere did independent media and circles emerge. Interactions
between artists and public were through samizdat, apartment exhibits and readings were
necessarily small, dispersed or infrequent and without the reach of distribution of those in
official media. Artists could not hope influence the public as a potential mechanism of social
change. Nevertheless, this counter‐public of private people foreshadowed the independent
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associations and media that proliferated during glasnost’. Dissident practices prepared the
ground for publicness as a principle of organisation and a means to pressure the state for
change.

Public, Communal and Interpersonal Spaces

Public, communal and interpersonal spaces are fields of sociable interaction that extend
beyond the intimate realm of the family and into the public. For Habermas, coffee houses,
salons and table societies were key spaces of the emerging public sphere of Enlightenment
Europe where ‘strangers’ met and discussed political, social and cultural issues convivially,
cultivating ‘sociability’.449 For Madanipour, the city has multiple physical and cultural
spaces where social encounters between strangers occur some of which, like the
neighbourhood, forge a sense of community within society. For both, these are public spaces
where private people interact sociably and form friendly relations.

Socialist Realism depicted spaces such as factories, collective farms or school where
‘strangers’ interacted on a different basis. These were realms, not of convivial discourse, but
of individuals performing socially‐beneficial exploits and creating affiliations through
productive activity. Interpersonal relations were oriented to bettering the collective rather
than cultivating individual perspectives; even Stakhanovites celebrated for their feats were
recognised for raising collective norms. Characters within Populist narratives were
acquaintances, rather than strangers. Their actions within the open spaces of the village
renewed shared mores and values, fostering communal rather than sociable relations. In
these settings, artists defined spaces for normal or desirable social interaction and
integration. In contrast, Dissident Expressionism imagined marginal spaces where
individuals behaved in deviant ways so as to defy collective values and to splinter the
continuity between domestic, interpersonal and impersonal realms of interaction portrayed
in official art. Instead, dissident art pointed to social disintegration, articulating marginal
and private spaces opposed to the state. In these spaces individuals remained ‘strangers’,
unwilling or unable to cultivate relations with others.
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In the official artistic public sphere of the Late‐Communist Russia, circles gathered around
editorial boards sharing a sense of purpose, identity and perspective. These were public
‘spaces’ sometimes opposed to the public authority, acting as intermediaries between the
state and artists. These editorial boards developed strategies to navigate through state
publishing institutions

to

get controversial materials

published.

With

“editorial

polycentrism” a feature of these years, a wider range of perspectives appeared in the press
than during the Stalin years.450 Shifting policy positions enabled knowledgeable skilful
members of editorial boards to push through controversial materials, with critical reformist
voices appearing at apposite times in journals such as Novyi Mir and Iunost’. Similarly, the
editorial boards of conservative journals such as Oktiabr’, Nash Sovremmenik and Molodaia
Gvardiia manoeuvred through networks of control to publish works that clashed with Party
positions. Such journals were the closest corollary to the newspapers discussed in
Habermas’s study, which bundled individuals of the coffee houses and salons in dispersed
networks rather than in a physical space.

The counter‐publics of the unofficial artistic public sphere functioned as much within
physical spaces as in diffuse networks. Samizdat was an important medium for interaction
but unofficial artists exhibited in semi‐public places as well as apartments, which were also
venues for poetry readings. In the 1960s, emerging Dissident Expressionist painters held
smaller informal exhibitions in workers’ clubs and artists’ studios showing abstract and
experimental arts. Conceptualists occasionally exhibited in cafés and scientific clubs, but
more regularly in home studios and apartments. Beyond these semi‐public spaces, the
Collective Actions group practiced performance art at the boundary between urban and
rural. The group’s ‘empty actions’ in marginal environs created a new practice of open‐
ended dialogue, prompting the participants to provide interpretation and meaning, later
recorded in written form toward a cumulative cultural production. Interactions within these
confined settings were more personal than interpersonal—participants were friends rather

Sjeklocha and Mead, 83. The phrase refers to the diverse editorial policies of journals in the early‐
1960s.
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than strangers—but through the recording of interpretations the groups extended beyond
face‐to‐face encounters into something more public and general.

Intimate and Private Spaces

The home is the private space par excellence, closed to the public sphere and authority, where
people engage in activities beyond the public interest. For Habermas, within this “intimate
sphere of the conjugal family” individuals developed “purely human” relations with one
another, that is, interaction sheared of economic or political concerns and based in
sentimentality, empathy and love.451 Similarly, Madanipour defines the home as a private
space that provides a sanctuary away from the public sphere. For the individual, it provides
a shelter from nature and from ‘strangers’ as well as a locale for close meaningful interaction
particularly for the family, who foster intimate connections as a small closely‐knit group.452

Socialist Realism imagined the home as a different space. The interior of the Soviet home
was continuous with the world outside. The family was an entity that immersed children in
the behaviours and structures of the public sphere. The family functioned like a factory
collective, kolkhoz or komsomol cell where children reported on their schooling and endured
ritual admonishment for low marks. The Kommunalka was its key expression.

A sense of the intimate and private emerged in Neo‐Realism, where the home came to
resemble something akin to the space of familial relations discussed by Habermas and
Madanipour. Dissident Expressionism refuted the intrusion of the public into intimate
spaces, establishing a strict boundary between public and private. The apartment provided a
refuge from the gaze of the collective and public, where the individual could engage in
disapproved behaviours, without fear of group admonishment and in defiance of official
discourse, where all aspects and areas of life were tied to social service. In paintings, artists
filled these spaces with impermissible themes, such as drinking and sex. In apartments,
artists exhibited, circles gathered and poets read. This provided a space for convalescence as
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future dissidents retreated underground after the failed promise of reform of the
Khrushchev‐era.

Personal Space of the Body

In modern Western societies, the personal and private are closely aligned with the body
imagined as a bounded space where a line between interior/exterior and private/public is
drawn. As Madanipour points out, the ‘personal’ is contiguous with the body; it is a “socio‐
psychological” and “physical” space around each individual.453 Personal boundaries expand
and contract with the lovers, family, friends, acquaintances and strangers that come into its
proximity. Private thoughts and perceptions of the self are contained by the body. This
subjectivity emerged with the private spaces and citizens of bourgeois society, according to
Habermas and became “the innermost core of the private” as individuals articulated
personal opinions, perspectives, desires and feelings before others, first in the intimate
spaces of the home and later in the “public sphere in the world of letters.” 454 This private
space of the mind was internal and exclusive to the individual but could be externalised, for
example, in “outpourings of the heart” or through critical reflections on a novel, ultimately
coalescing into the public sphere of private people that is the subject of his work.

The ideal person portrayed in Socialist Realism did not maintain a personal space exclusive
and protected from others, however. The Socialist Realist artist did not express personal
opinions or private emotions. The ideal person and official artist were exterior beings; the
self was not fashioned through externalising thoughts and feelings but publically revealed
as ‘conscientiousness’ through socially‐useful activity that was judged by others. The
chapter on Socialist Realism outlined the ideal person through re‐interpreting Katerina
Clark’s master plot of the Socialist Realist novel—where a youthful antagonist becomes a
builder of socialism—as the historical emergence of a public persona performing great deeds
in the worker’s ‘agora’. This interpretation read Clark through the prism of Kharkhordin’s
analysis of the Soviet individual, who emerged through ritual of revealing conscientiousness
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through actions that were subsequently admonished by others when those feats failed to
reach a desired standard. Similarly, the official artist was judged by another ritual known as
criticism/self‐criticism; art deemed insufficiently political or useful was lambasted by the
Party or critics. The artist then engaged in self‐criticism, admitting mistakes and correcting
manuscripts or paintings for publishing. Through this process, the artist‐cadre perfected a
self and created a better society with the help of others.

In these cases, the deed or the artwork existed in public space from the outset, rather than
manifesting an internal impulse or personal talent. The self was expressed in a tangible form
in a space that was both public and personal, as much for the collective or officials as the
individual. Criticism aligned labour or the artwork with policy. Self‐criticism declared the
transgressor remained a believer. The personal was intrinsically tied to the public, or more
appropriately, subjugated to it.

In Neo‐Realism, artists varied the criticism/self‐criticism ritual with a skilful ‘performance’
of its structure, circumventing the final phase (correction). This situated the artwork within
personal space, that is, as an extension of the person. Personal styles, opinions and
perspectives were a sign of a turn toward the private in Soviet art; a self was fashioned
through individual talent and thought that was within the person. Neo‐Realists illuminated
readers and spectator through ‘sincerity’: a present reality perceived, rather than a future
one imagined. Similarly, Populists lamented natural and historical destruction, also
contradicting official ‘truths with an alternative reality. A tension between art as a public
symbol and as self‐expression emerged.

Ultimately, there was a split between those artists who stayed within official cultural
establishment and those who worked independently. The dissident persona emerged from
this division. Practicing art in private and on the fringes with impermissible themes and
novel forms such as expressionism and surrealism, came to manifest passion, feelings and
spontaneity unmediated by thought. This released aspects of the persona suppressed in
official art and associated with stikhiinost’. These qualities were associated with elemental
forces of nature and bodily impulses of the individual that the conscientious ascetic hero of
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Socialist Realism overcame in adulthood. Deviance became a ritual of individuation
opposed to the rite of passage in Socialist Realism, itself an allegory for the evolution of
society from primitive forms toward the final stage of communism in Socialist Realism.455 In
the Dissident Expressionist ritual, the individual acted according to inner desires and primal
drives: a symbolic reversal of the revolution. In artistic conventions and practices of the self,
dissidents created a personal space through and around the body.

Art became personal. It became a means of extending urges and thoughts out from the body
and mind and into public space. Dissidents fought for rights of self‐expression sometimes in
deliberately provocative gestures, such as the ‘bulldozer exhibit’ forging an identity against
Party‐State; attacks by the state were a path to self‐affirmation. A private person was
pushing into the public sphere. Ultimately, this did not challenge the state‐controlled public‐
sphere of public people, however. The diversity of opinions and open debate that
characterised glasnost’ was achieved through writers, artists and critics holding official
positions. Nevertheless, the undercurrent of independent publishing, criticism and activism
that proliferated during the glasnost’ years was built upon the practices of dissident artists
who pushed expression toward the personal.

Transforming Practices of Transformation

The rules, rituals and norms of discourse, self‐construction and communication changed in
different sites at different times. There was no specific definitive point of transformation in
the art of Late‐Communist Russian art; various practices changed in competing or parallel
social realms. Neo‐Realism articulated a space for the private through discourse and for the
personal through rituals of the self. Dissident Expressionism radicalised these changes and,
importantly, cultivated practices of publicity that were independent of state. These two
movements, like Socialist Realism and Populism, perpetuated practices of idealising,
projecting and striving for an alternative society; these artists were believers in the avant‐
garde idea that art could restructure society. Conceptualism then severed art from
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traditional political discourse and activism. This was a fundamental shift across the three
practices analysed in this study.

Discursive Practices

In Soviet artistic discourse, a conventional way of representing transformation was as a
change in personal behaviour, particularly the emergence of a historically new person. In
Socialist Realism, progress was exemplified in Stakhanovites smashing norms of production,
sacrificing self for the collective and the public good. Neo‐Realism, Populism and Dissident
Expressionism also centred the temporal with the movement of time—forward or back—
providing an underlying structure for narratives; locating and idealising the person in a
time other than the present was as an example of structured activity. These movements
reproduced the central chronotope of a utopia coming‐into‐being: Soviet society was in
transformation, moving toward an ideal future.

An individual surpassing present norms was the core convention for representing the Soviet
person in Socialist Realism. Other artists’ subtle interventions and variations of this model
displaced it over time. This was a discursive practice as active structuring, subtly
challenging a dominant convention to transform it over time. Dissident Expressionism’s
deviant, for example, was a perversion of the positive hero providing a different ending to
the same story. Characters created a boundary between the public demands on the Soviet
individual and a personal inner world of thoughts or personal space of the body but still
exemplified a path forward. Like Neo‐Realism and Populism, Dissident Expressionism
either perpetuated dominant conventions or subtly varied them. Despite political clashes
with the Party‐State and each other, they all remained within the heritage of political art
maintaining a discursive practice of idealising and projecting an alternative society. They all
remained bound to the project to transform society through art.

Neo‐Realism and Dissident Expressionism, for example, pushed art toward the personal and
private, but they were still transformative discourses. Conceptualism was the post‐utopian
discourse that transformed this Soviet art practice. The narrative of historical emergence
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toward an ideal was a target for parody with the transformation of space through time
grinding to a halt in the queue for consumer goods or the eternal mythical figures of the
Soviet agora. These devices pushed background practices into the foreground, analysing
and undermining the underlying narrative of Soviet art as well as uncoupling characters
and settings from their relationship to reality in its present or ideal future forms.
Conceptualism embellished and amplified themes drawn from the political discourse of
social change to highlight their status as artistic objects rather than signs referencing reality.
By highlighting the arbitrariness of such signs, Conceptualists, sought to depoliticise and
defuse battles over truth and rightness, displacing these battles from the artistic realm.

Practices of Self‐Fashioning

Artists’ within official, officially‐tolerated and dissident art movements shared a path to self‐
realisation through political action. By taking such a path, artists perpetuated a long‐
standing radical intellectual heritage: this was self‐fashioning as structured activity. Like
Socialist Realists, Thaw and dissident artists were forward‐looking utopians, perpetuating
the civic artist tradition. Populists were often urban intellectuals who grew up in rural
Russia; a ritual reversal of this process underlay their practices of self‐fashioning. This ritual
took two forms: the journey back to one’s roots (istoki) and the revival of past techniques of
art. In all three movements, however, artists realised self through acts of social change.

Reformist and dissident artists continued to use their art as ‘deeds’ to try to better society
but they negotiated ritual ‘phases’ in a different way. They relied less on ‘peers’ to confirm
the validity of their feats. Forced into self‐criticism, Neo‐Realists introduced self‐expression
into the public ritual, resisting state control, even while recanting; Dissident Expressionists
exacerbated this shift, using confrontations with the Party‐State as an opportunity to declare
individual rights to expression.

Conceptualism used dissimulation and playful rituals to sever practices of the self from this
orientation toward social or personal. Practicing dissimulation, the Conceptualist was both
public and private artist, someone that Victor Turner called a ‘marginal’ who occupies a
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position at the margins of two or more groups without any certainty of resolving this
ambiguous status. Conceptualists worked as graphic or children’s book illustrators, for
example, providing them with an official income but in less‐prestigious arts. They also
worked on conceptual pieces in private studios or apartments but often in small groups on
the fringes of the unofficial artistic sphere. In journeys to the rural areas outside Moscow,
artists performed rituals in open spaces; this was a locale in between public and private
appropriate for the temporary self‐fashioning into a ‘liminar’, that is, someone who,
according to Victor Turner, exists between two concrete states, for example, childhood and
adulthood, which pushes them to the social margins. In this guise, the Conceptualist was
between the public and private artist, temporarily leaving behind both sides of this split self.
Through dissimulation and in performance art, they were not contributing to serious
political art and ideology or defying present norms of behaviour and the Party‐State. These
were non‐confrontational, non‐transformative practices providing an alternative path to
self‐realisation as artists.

Practices of Publicity and Criticism

State publishing practices aimed to transform society through impressing an ideal future on
the public imagination or mobilising the people for political campaigns. In the Late‐
Communist era, Neo‐Realism, Populism and Dissident Expressionism perpetuated this
dominant practice, seeking to establish similar relationships with their audiences such as
convincing them of certain truths or rousing them to action. Like official artist‐cadres, artists
of these three movements acted like public officials or civic artists publicising moral
‘regulations’ for the public to follow. Although all their art was oriented toward
transformation, Neo‐Realists—who declared their art to be a ‘sincere’ perspective or
feeling—and Dissident Expressionists—who proclaimed their individuality through
signature styles or as provocative contrasts to official art—were also making personal
statements, not the unquestionable truth typical of Socialist Realism. Even Populists’
expression of opinions critical of the Party‐State and their engagement in debate with
reformists formed a kind of crypto‐liberal public sphere. Following this, art and literary
criticism moved away from judging effectiveness of ‘deeds’ towards considered analysis
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and debate over styles and opinions. Overall, the emergence of particular styles,
perspectives and their open critique was a significant change in Soviet practices of the public
sphere, turning toward dialogue. In the unofficial public sphere, the emergence of a novel
independent media form samizdat—literally, self‐publishing but also a publicising of the
self—advanced this trend, forming a dispersed communicative network of private people.

For official, officially‐tolerated and dissident artists alike, politics and art was a complex.
They reached out to a broad public through official and unofficial media so as to attempt to
direct social change. In contrast, Conceptualists created and reached out to a narrow artistic
public in which artists and spectators became partners in interpretation and cultural
creation, undermining the distinction between sender and receiver. Collective Actions’
performance art—pointedly called ‘empty actions’—encapsulated this new practice of open‐
ended

dialogical

communication.

Performance

prompted

participants

to

provide

interpretation and meaning, later recorded in a written form as a cumulative cultural
production. Passive ‘spectators’ became active ‘participants’.

This small network of artists gathering around a particular shared interest was part of a
rapid escalation of non‐state political, social and cultural groups. Communist Russia was
collapsing. Society was diversifying into disparate social spheres with particular rules,
norms and interests, dislocating the utopian vision of a unified whole. Severing art from
politics was part of an expansive societal transformation.

The Practice‐Based Method: Strengths, Weakness and Future Directions

The practice‐based method pursued in this thesis has analysed habitual and innovative
practices to locate social stability and historical change at the micro‐social level of Soviet art.
Specific continuities or shifts in the routine ways of doing or thinking about art have been
charted through looking at practices such as generic conventions, self‐descriptions, rituals,
common types of statements and critical interactions with art.
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Overall, there was remarkable continuity in the practices of Soviet art, with artists habitually
striving for social change. A major theme of this thesis has been how artists challenged
formal rules yet perpetuated underlying norms for artistic practice. The practice‐based
method pursued in this thesis enabled a focus on what people do, while avoiding pitfalls
such as overstating particular actions as harbingers of change. This method also avoided the
overemphasis on stability that often follows from macro‐scale structural analysis, which
focus on, for example, the state’s ‘governing’ of the arts through censorship, state publishing
and compulsory membership of creative unions; this focus tends to show little variance
across the broad sweep of Soviet history. Instead, the analysis undertaken here—of
innovative techniques, tactics and strategies to navigate through constraints, for example—
better located change on the micro‐level and indicated specific historical phases.

The practice‐based method has weaker explanatory power when applied to times of rapid
broad‐scale change such as that which occurred in the final years of the Soviet Union.
Although glasnost’ and perestroika could be approached as policies that reproduced the
principal impulse of Russian political culture, that is, they were further attempts to renew
utopian politics, these policies had unforeseen circumstances provoking rapid change and
the collapse of political and social structure. A structural approach can better grasp such
macro‐social transformation by considering the intersection of multiple broad‐scale
processes such as changes in state policy, social differentiation, media, the mass
demonstrations and revolutions in Poland and Hungary. A practice‐based method can still
be used in conjunction with grander‐scale perspectives, however, to illuminate specific
aspects of this rapid transformation.

That said, the Russian political public sphere during and after glasnost’ would be a fruitful
topic for future research using a practice‐centric methodology. The formation and fate of
neformaly (non‐state political, social and cultural groups) and the related proliferation of
ideas, identities and public debate could be its focus. This development suggests something
akin to Habermas’s public sphere of private people, as voluntary associations of civil society
and an extensive network of diverse media emerge, which facilitate communicative
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interaction between citizens who discuss, debate and defend positions and who cultivate
new identities.

Such a reading is both idealistic and simplistic and the current debate on civil society among
Russian scholars suggests that the place of social organisations in Late and Post‐Communist
Russian politics requires a nuanced reading, disentangling those directed by state and elites
from genuinely independent public associations. Viktor Voronkov and Jan Wielgohs—
focusing on human rights campaigners—and Geoffrey Hosking—writing on the
environmental movement—saw the informal associations of the Late‐Communist era as
“seeds” or an “embryo” of a civil society.456 The evidence Hosking provides of groups
successfully influencing government policy were academics, scientists and writers (he refers
to the village prose authors Valentin Rasputin and Vasilii Belov), elites with access to high‐
level Party members, rather than popular associations participating in processes of public
opinion formation. Alfred B. Evans Jr. argues there was still no effective civil society; elites
directed social organisations and economic institutions to influence the government and
protect their interests in the perestroika and post‐Soviet periods.457 The complex and shifting
relationship between the state and independent associations, as one aspect of the public‐
private continuum, could be analysed with a similar approach to that undertaken in this
thesis.

A study of three types of practices as they reveal shifts along the public‐private continuum
could identify stability, variations and radical departures in Russian politics through this
period. A look at ‘public’ and ‘private’ in print and digital media, including expanding ideas
of the ‘private’ realm, including property, civil rights and individualism, could articulate
complexes of models of the ideal society, social spaces and the person in competing political
discourses and the extent to which public opinion is seen as regulative. This study would
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also consider how politicians or activists in competing political movements, including
various shades of nationalism, liberalism, environmental movements, fashion selves, that is,
how they construct a political persona or identity through rituals and other practices that
create, reinforce or transform norms of political behaviour, from Putin’s ‘strongman’ to
Dmitrii Bykov’s ‘citizen poet’. An analysis of the Russian public sphere would chart the
shifting balance between independent and state‐controlled media including the fate of
practices of independent publishing and political criticism that emerged in Soviet times. The
Gorbachev and El’tsin periods witnessed a promise of open and critical dialogue on politics,
economics and society as well as proliferation of private independent print and digital
media. Although increasingly stifled from the turn of this century, critical voices are
pushing through with recent protests, provocative actions and alternative publicity through
social media suggestive of an independent politics. Overall, such a study could extend the
present thesis by following current ideas and actions of transformation, considering the
extent to which Russian political movements project radiant futures expound golden pasts.
Do they still look forward or back, seeking change, aiming to surpass things as they are?
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